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PREFACE

Arms Control & Disarmament attempts to bring under bibliographic control a large and
growing body of literature in an important subject area. It is prepared by the Arms Con-
trol and Dirirnaninut Bibliography Section of the Library of Congress, through tile support

of the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agenicy.
Each quarterly issue contains abstracts and annotations of current literature in the English,

French, German, and Rlussian languages, as well as abstracts and annotations of current
literature in all languages published in English translation. Author and subject indexes
appear in the first three numbers of each volume, with the fourth number containing cumula-
tive author and subject indexes. ,.-

To facilitate the use of this bibliography the title of each foreign language entry is
preceded by its English translation in brackets. Titles in the Cyrillic alphabet are trans-
literated recording to the Library of Congress system, but with ligatures omitted. For
the convenience of readers in the Library of Congress, call numbers are given for all cataloged
aml classified materials. Uncataloged and unclassified materials are designated by symbols
indicating the custodial divisions of the Library in which they can be found. A list of these
symbols appears on the next page.

Matters of fact and opinion presented in Arms Control & Disarmament are solely the
responsibility of the authors of the items abstracted, and their inclusion does not constitute
endorsement by either the Library of Congress or the U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency. Information about the periodicals cited can in most instances be obtained readily
from standard reference works.

The bibliography is compiled from a survey of the literature received by the Library
of Congress that is likely to be available in the larger research and public libraries in the
United States. Sources surveyed include trade books, monographs, selected government
publications, publications of national and international organizations and societies, and
approximately 1,700 periodicals. With the exception of materials delayed in arriving at
the Library, the literature cited has usually been published in the 3 months preceding the
month in which a number is sent to press. Entries are chosen under the assumption that
arms control and disarmament is a subject area encompassing related topics such as weapons
development and basic factors in world politics. The coverage is not exhaustive, however.
It excludes articles in newspapers and the reporting of day-to-day events In newsmagazines.

The abstracts are written by the Arms Control and Disarmament Bibliography Section,
excx)t that abstracts.. or summarles published with the articles to which they relate are,
with the permission of their copyright owners, sometimes used verbatim or in modified form
and are designated Be "abstract supplied" or "abstract suwplled, modified."
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1. THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

A. BASIC FACTORS IN WORLD POLITICS Relates the results of public opinion research on
International developments and the danger of war. Of

1382 the Poles sttrveyod, 5i percent believe nueie..r war
A1r30A2 irplgci soiton A:Tl would be the greatest threat to manicid and would

ANTHROPOLOGY OF ARMED CONFLICT ANDbrntoa etutnofhircnry Sxy-veI AGGRESSION. Edited by Morton Fried, Marvin percent of the CzechoslovakB believe there w*ill never
PuNb- be an all-out confrontation b~etween c1PRitalia. All

Harris and Robert Murphy. Garden City. N. Yo.ltm 1prettik htncerwaoswl
lished for the American Museum of Natural History buseda m Ihoul apwrced hart break outea wan80percntil
[by] the Natural History Press, 1008. xxii, 282 p.beudshldiwodwabrkotnd8prct

11M36. 5. A25 conten~d there will be no victor In such a war.
"Contains the expanded text of prepared papers and

czannents . . . deltvL.... .. -. ~.posiu.. hold on 13114
Novemiber 30, 1967, fin Washington, D. C.., during the Dailey, N~orman A. TOWARD A PRAXEOLOGICAL THE-
Sixty-sixth Annual Meeting of the American Anthropo- ORty 0F CONFLICT. Orbis. v. 11, winter 1988:
logical Association.' 10914112. D639. 031, V. II

Partial contents. -- The effects of warfare ont the biol- Becauvc ttman action lacks uniformity and regular-
ogy of the human species, by Frank B. Livingstone. -- ity, neither physicaA nor biological models provide a
The biological consequences of war, by Frederick P. nuitable framework for Its study. What then can
Thieme. --Hiuman aggression: the need for a species- replace probabilistic behaviorism as a basis for a truly
specific framework, by Ralph L. Holloway, Jr. -- The prescriptive. operational theory of Lthe political aspects
contribution of primate studies to the understandhig of of human action? The answer mafy be praxaolotiy, the
war, by C. Rt. Carpenter. -- War and disease: an science of effective action. Because man chooses the
anthropological perspective, by Alexander Allalid, Jr. most rational aind effective methods for attaining his
-- The direct and indirect biological costs of war, by goals, his actions in a particular time and place in his-
BenJamiL. D. Paul. --htypotheses about functions of war, tory can be determined, These actions constitute the
by Andrew P. Vayda. -- War and the state, by Alexander realm of praxeology. Conflict theories ^an be catego-
Lesser. --Yftnomamt$ social organization aind warfare, ri~ed as nonpraxtiological and semipraxeoicglical. The
by Napoleon A. Chagnon. - -War and our contemporary former deal with the biological-psychological ana
ancestors, by Elman Service. - -Psychological prepare- aociologlcal-anthropological theories and aire con-
Lions for war, by Anthony F. C. Wallace. -- War and cerned with the explanation of conflicts and their mo-di-
the uilssociated personality, by Stanley Diamond. --War fication and reduction. Sainipraxeological conflict the-
and the draft, by Sol Tax. -- The draft and the United onies c'onsist of systems analysts. gamnes theory, and
States Congress, by E. Adamson iloebel. - -Alterna- military strategy. The praxeological sciences--eco-
tives to war, by Margaret Mead. --.Decision making on nomics and political science--can determine how man
war and peace, by Seymour Melman. --Bibliography. -- Must aCt If he Is to act effectively. For praxeology to
Index, be effective In conflict study, political action in analy-

ses must be integrated as economics has been. "I(f
An examination of the scientific aspects of war and political science to to achieve the theoretical evel of

its causes "by anthropologists of diverse political opin- economnics it should be based on the rigorous Rabtrac-
ions, specialties, and theoretical orientations. " tions of a 'political miani every bit as partial and arti-
Livingstone's article ooenm the discustsitin on a contro- f~lnl; as 'eCnoanomc mian.'
versial note by contending that the genetic consequen-
ces of nonnuclear warfare are minimal, It io followed 18
by Holloway's thesis that a specific framework must 1entiRbetAadPee0.Wlon TI5

be tilzedto nalze na's ggrssie dive siceTURAL. APPROACH "0 THE ANALYSIS OF INTERNA-
the stdudy of lower animals Is Irrelevant to understand- TIONAL RELATIONS. Journal of conflict resolution,
Ing the aggressiveness of humans. In the following v 2 ue18:1911 hs
section Alland goes beyond the genetic Implications of v. 12, ue16:19ll lui
warfare to explore the effect of war on all facets of Appendices: p. 12-ll

pubic ealh.The next two parts deal witlh general and ltfrne:p.'17.
specific models of the functional role of warfare. The
final three sections begin with an attempt to explain lnn aibe rvosyoeainlzda te
the causes of war and conclude with discusoions of the syste~ms levels, tlike authors attempt to construct a
moral problems of war in the 20th century. scheme applicable to the analysis of International rela-

tions. The variables differentiation, articulation, and
1383 relative centrality are examined along four sfubulimn-
Auerbach, LAdidwig. [WAR AND) PEACE; SOME alone of international relations: diplomacy, trade,

DEFENSE- SOCIOLOGICAL INQUIR~lIES IN POLAND international organizations, and military alliances.
AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA) Krieg und Frieden; zu Guttman scaling techniques and simple matrix analysis
einigen wehrbozilolgischon Untersuchungen in Polen are employed. Relationships between the variables
ond der Tschechoslowakel. Onteuropa, v. 18, Apr. are explored and several hypotheses are suggeatod.:

1960: 298-310. Dfli.08, V. 18 for example, that if a nation Is highly differentiated
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ARMS CONTROL & DISARMAMENT

Internally It will tend to be highly differentiated axter- R positive contribution to a resolution of the Germnan
nashy; that it a nation Io highly difforentilated It will be rounificktion question. and, If it extends beyond a cuo-
highly articulated and more relatively central; and that toins union Into the wider economic end foreign policy
such a notion will tend to articulate with nations at a fields. It would have a better rhanc- of reuntfying
similar level of diltercnitlation. (Abstiract supplied) Germany by inetltutlonallang Its economic links with at

least some of the East European nations. Given that
1396 relations between Eastern and Western Europe will be

EXaISTNCE Nlf ew. YorE TWO FCSple 111 CC5- p tutionalimation Western Europe will probably be able to
EXWIEHC. Ne YokI. H. Sp5le c196ince East Germiany to "Atisocinto" Itself with the

01(53.3 562 Eropean community. Thin association would In effect

Contents.--hInroducetion. --Lonin andcapitalism. -- give Germany niany of the practical adviuntages of
Peac Pn Soiet oliy. -Frindsip nd rin-reuifictio. AEuropean defense community, in

aggression pacts; the tools of Soviet Iniperiallot policy. which each country views the problems of Its own socti-
--The it&aed of Poland. --The Soviet attack on Fin- rt)y In similar torms, would not Immediately supplant,

land -- he ovit UionoccuiestheDaiic tat -- NATO but rather pave the way toward more satisfac-
led.--he Sovin~caet Uio-ocupes throe Balticgsates. -- tory arrangenments concerning the withdrawal of Amori-

Vishnskyin ch~rst. -Re deror oeruuloninent can forces. A uniting Western Europe Will becom anl
oM.See.-The t wonsffaceso of Co-extenc. -- Ch iilson-en eosential part cf the process of tustitutwvitalizing a

munlt srottgy nd tctis rcordng o Stlin -- rational bIternational economic system. As worldwide
muniet porltey and tcticsmo actordigt Stalin. -- Smwan economic Interdtependence grows, Interactions between
oiet voicy& -- of c-eXa. -1eibligr Salin, --Iomex.a the economic and political fields are likely to grow.

ing oics. -Conlusin. -iibitpalhy. -Inex.Therefore, it the United States decides to Intervene In
ExamnesLenn's heoiesof ommuismendhleother parts of the world "to uphold the law, - Europe

plan for its gradual Implementation. flerzlns main-wilentaybeaftd;ndIitinoaleo
tanetht omuis i nt oigsot rdthtits escape the consequences of American actions, "must

obetaive that cremuinisd1 nth gaeince Laft . that It not find a way, of affecting the taking of the key dcci-
destruction of the democracies of the Western World. atone to become Involved?"
The West must guard against being~ duped by liberal
trends In the Communist world. 1369

Cleveland, Harlon. PAX BALLISTICA, THE UNCERTAIN
1387 PEACE. Saturday review, v. 51, June 20, 1908: R1-13.
Dienen, Henry, ad. THlE WiLITARY INTERVENES; CASE 21219.820, v. 51

STUDIES IN POLITICAL D)EVEI.OPMEWT. New York,
Ruesell Sage Foundation, 1IM. xiLMi1 176 P. in this nuclear age people -'might its Well get Used to

U21. 5. 1152 living without the claritios of either unambiguous war
or untalloyed peace.", As long as the superpowers are

Contents. -- Preface, by Morris Janowvitz. --Introduc- engaged In a nuclear standoff, detente ts severely lim-
tion, by Henry Bienen. --pt. 1. The initial involvement: ited and cannot be Ilterally translated Into a relaxation
Sub-Saharan Africa. The military in, Ethiopian politics& of cold wir tensions. Restraint based on a particular
capabtlities and oconstraints, by Donald N. Levine. balance of weapons Is far from stable. However the
Public order and the military In Africa: mutinies lin stratcgioc staleate between the superpowerse andl the
Kenya, Uganida, and Tariganyika, by Aristide, R. suicidal implications of nuclear combat anik. wncour-
Zoiberg.--pt. 2. After the selzure of power: the agod international cooperation Ii. inany fields and may
struggle for gstability. Politlical dominance and political evcntu.aiiy compel the Russian dognotists to relinquish
failure:, the role of the military in. the Republic of their hostile attltoudcs to the non- Communist world.
K~orea, by Jae Souk Sohn. --pt. 3. InetituttonA~lised While the destructive power of modern weapons, the
Intorv~entlixn: Intervotiton And aitrication: the offIcer "latency of big-power Involvement,'" and the force of
corps in the Turkish crisis, by Nut Yalnirn. Disunity world opinion have made open aggression Improbable at
and ditorder: fractional politics in the Argentine miill- any level, indirect aggrfission still flourishes at the
totry, by Philip ii. .'prlrqer. --Index. regional level. War3 are now often begun by proxy and

fought for limited and Indefinite objectives, making
Dirofussea ;hr polatical role 011 th4 mil11tary ;-. devel- t~hem frUetrattog- to fight a-A difficult to stop. In Vlie-

opteg coAantrles. The authors supply evidence to high- nani Americans are currently attempting "to demon-
light the powerful constratats that operate to narrow strata that aggreqasion does not pay even when It to die-
the role of the military per se as effective agents of gulsed.11 Meanv% In, as long as ware- by-nWilt ration
political change. exist andl the avoidance of glnhol war depends on the

prudence of thme nur lear powers, civilization will face
138P8 anUncertain future.

Camps, Miriam, IS 'EUROPE, OBSOLETE? Interne-
tional affairs (London) v. 44, July i908: 434-445. 1300

JXI.153, v. 44 Conqruest, Robert. THlE LIMdITS OF DETENTE. Foreign
affairs, v. 46, July 1968: 733-742.

Whether or not a "uniting Western Europe"' will have D)410. F6, v~. 48
any reievance in the ..:oming years will depend en the
purpose of the Integration and the mtrjor probiems of Throughout Its history Russia haz revealed a tendency
the rest of the 20th 'century. If the Turoipean comma- to temper expansionism with temporary withdrawal buit
nLty Is not to beeome obsolete in the ii~ise of becoming has never completely abandoned Its quest for world
economically subservient to the larger Industrial pow- power. Although Rtussias current rulers genuinely
arc, it must develop common economic and political wish to avoid a nuclear confrontation with the United
policies that reach far beyond Its present or even States, their drive for accommodation with the West Is
future objectives. A united Western Europe miust make principally "based on a particular balance of wao~nry"
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1. TIlE INTERtNATIONALI POLITICAL, ENVIRONMENT

and not on good will. Thus Uie dftente is highly tenu- instability. A strong Europe ts needed that will be able
ous and could be overturned if tile West relaxes its to deter Russia or a too-powerful Germany without the

vigilance and more dogmatic and militant leaders conic presence of American troops,
to power in the Soviet Union, Both the moderates and
the extremists appear to agree that the Soviet Union 1393
should pursue a "forward" foreign policy in areas Gahagan. James I'., and James T. Tedeschi. STrAT-
where it is leasible and involves no risk of direct 'on- FC.V AND TIfrr O'nirT CF P'OMISES IN TIlE
frontatlon witth I- tInihtd States. The tc.trenioitii ai e PRUONER'S DILEMMA GAME. Journal of conflict
willing to take higher risks than the moderate factions resolution, v. 12, June 19i8: 224-234. illus.
but so far have not gotten the upper hand in Europe. J'OlO. Je, v. 12
Latin America, or Asia. However. -ey have aim- 'Refereicew': p. 234.
ceeded in stirring up trouble and anti-Ame-,ran feel-
togs In the turbulent Middle East. By theli ofilitant ;.eventy-two subjects played a Prisoner's Dilemma
activities in the Middle East and their buituup of arns game against a "dummy' who played either a 50 per-
capabilities, tOw present Russian leaders have demon- cent or A 75 percent cooperative strategy on a pre--
struted their aetermination to continue traditional planned and random basis over 110 Iterations of the
Soviet anti-Western policies. As long as Russia game, Subjects were in one of three message credl-
romains basically hostile to the inon-Communist world bility conditions: a promise to cooperate which was

there can be no pti iancact peace based upon noutual sent by the "dummy" on every tenth trial was kept 90
cooperation between the two camps. Although the percent, 60 percent, or 30 percent of the time. Dif-
present dttente is real, it depends on the firmness of ference In strategies did not affect the strategy selec-
the United States in thwarttig the initiatives of the tions of the subjects. SJbjecta who received the most

Solet extremists, highly creod"l messngms cooperated more often on the
message trials, were more willing to reciprocate

S1391 promises, and displayed more 'trust" than did subjects

Denton, Frank II., 4R Warren Phillips. SOME PAT- In either of the other two credibility conditions. Strat-

'TERNS IN TIlE IUSTORY OF VIOLENCE. Journal of egy x credibility 'riteractions were found on overall

conflict resolution, v. 12, June 1968: 132-195. iilus. cooperative strategy selections, cooperations on the

JXIoOi. J6, v. 12 message trials, and "torglvonese." (Abstract sup-

"References": p. 195. lied)

Reports on progress made in describing systematic 1394

'trends in violence between political groups, The Guyer. Melvin. RESPONSE-DEPENDENT PARAMETER
report Is in two parts, Part one descr.bes the fornmu- CIhANGES IN TIHE PRISONER'S DILEMMA GAME.

lation of an empirical test of two hypotheses: (I) peri- Behavioral science, v. 13, May 1968: 205-219.

ods of high violence in the international system will BFI. B4, v. 13

be followed by a decrease in the level of violence; and This study represents an extension of the Prisoner's

(2) teriods of low systematic vinlence will be followed Dilemma game paradigm to include those social inter-
by an increase in violence. The second part of the action situations in which the magnitudes of the payoffs
paper speculates about several possible reasons for which players receive are "responsive" to the strategy
these patterns. The testing of the hypotheses relies choices which they make. The e.,periment used eight
upon Quincy Wright's compilation of conflict statistics different sequences of Prisoner's Dilemma games.
covering the period 1480-1900. Factor-analytIc tech- each containing 25 distinct games. Each sequence was
niques are employed in order to observe time fluctua- characterized by successive increments or decrements
tions in the amount of counict over the 420-year in either the reward, the punishment, or both of these
period. (Abstract supplied, modified) parameters. These parameter changes were made to

be contingent upon the responses of the players. The

1392 most interesting results obtained in this study relate to

Fontaine, Andrc. HAS AMERICA. HAD ENOUGH OF the effects of cha-"-'s in tle punishment parameter of
EUROPE? Interplay of European/Amor tcan allairs. hPrsn'sDI-oagnit t -Ef.nd w.e

v. 2, juniJuiey l66: 6-10. reward is either moderate and fixed or increasing and
PEGP RR large, a decreasing severity of punishment produced

as much cooperative behavior as did an Increasing

Although there was a time when thi interests of severity of punishment. A phenomenon which is peru-

Europe and the United States coincided, the Vietnam liar to dynamir games was also Identified In this study.

War, anti- French sentiment, and German disillusion- This has been termed "pseudocooperation" and refers

onunt have separated the two continents to the point to jointly conipetitive strategy choices nmde by the sub-

where not a single European government has sent sol- Jects, the outcomes of which are interpretrd as being

diers to Vietnam to fight otu the American side. For mutually beneficial rather than mutually punishing.

most of Its history America has opted to stay out of (Abstract supplied)
Europe's affairs In the puritanical belief that Europe-
axis were libertine and prone to endless wars; but when 1395
it defended Europe against Fascism and promoted Euro- Hayes, Louis D. TIlE UTILITY OF TIlE CONCEPT OF
pown unity, "it went against the immemorial tradition POWER IN TIlE SI UDY OF INTERNATIONAL RELA-
of 'divide and rule,' and it took the risk of raising up TIONS. Social science, v. 43, June 1960: 153-159.
a da".sirous rival to its own political leadership and to Il. 55, v. 43
it F economy.' Despite the chasm that is developing
within the Atlantic alliance (an inevitable consequence, Power is one of the must widely used concepts in the
since alliances do not survive their successes), it would study of International relations. Despite the fact that
by unrealistic to decry the necessity lor a united power has a long history of usage in political philoso-
Europe. A disunited Europe would serve only to create phy, there is little agreement concerning what the con-
another power vacuum that would lead to disorder and cept actually means. Moreover, considerable difficulty
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ARMS CONTROL & DISARMAMENT

Is encountered in a•tempting to measure power. These In increasing tendencies toward polycentrism within the
ddffIculties axe 'uch, that the concept of power Is of only European Soviet bloc. Jakcch sees in the ecooomic
itofued utility an a research tool In studying interna- potential of Western Europe and in tendencies toward
tiomil phenomena. (Abstract supplied) freedom in Eastern Europe tuilding blocks for the

establishment of a viable future counterbalance to
119 n Soviet power In Europe. Brundert considers German

lleibling, H (rms. tEVERLASTING PEACE AND TEM- reunrmication a prerequisite to a durable peace in
PORAL OlDER] Itwiger Friede und eltetlche Ordiung. Evrcpe.
Schwelzer Monatahette, v. 40, May 1968: 147-158.

.P32. S17, v. 48 1399
Iriye, Akira. AMERICAN POIWER--ASILAN P'EAIX'Y.,

Compares casslical teachings on the problem of per- Interplay of European/American aifaira, v. 2,
mantent peas,. end world order starting with St. Augus- June/July 1968: 11-14. illus,
tine. P&GP RR

1392 Although some people do not accept the United States

Inozeraisee, 1. SOME URGENT PROBLEMS OF EjflQ as aan Asian power, it would be unrealistic to assume
PEAN SECURITY. iternaoloENT affairs (Moscow) June that the West and Asia are mutually exclusive entities.

1908: 6-UIT. D839, (465, 1908 In fact Westerners have Leon as much a part of Asian
Speech gi-en at an international seminar held in Moo- history and culture as the Indigenous populations.

From flay's "open door" o)llcy and Bryan's "nonrecog-
cow. Apr. 23-25, l9ot. 'titin doctrine, to Wilson'e championing of Chinese

sovereignty and tnrsmon's condemnation oi Japan, the
ThewUnie St tis has proved that it iS a major factor in

* the U.S. policies• of dn rlog co~Mounio.r• sad liberal- Asian International polit{'C. Indeed World War It was
ing the GSeiallst countrles have gone banruplt, but It a consequene of Ameria wIg power in Asia and
does not represent awy bqsic change. It ontly means the JAanuose belief that this power had to he challenged.
that no' the Im rialists art'. goir~g t, use id-ological tToday the Uelted Statut Is in Vietnam ta -an Asien
methods to undermine the unity of the CommuJist caxnp power the wrisei waged between two Asianzad erode comr•einism. To avert thiv9 ,anrer the Corm- power: the war Is boing waged betwoans two Asian
and erorde conrnunitein. To avert ths dangerthel Coin-o nations and not between a great Western power and a
omnist world muet intensify Its Own ideological struggie small Asian power. To deny this Is to ignore
and vne Wekern overtures to 54yenglhen Socialist post- America' histrc role ista o
tiens and aceelerate 'he disintegration of the iinperIal- America's historical role in Asia.
let camp. The growing Independence of the West Euro-
pean countries from the United States is a positive phe- 1400
nonienon, but attempts to turn Weetern Europe into an Katertnlch, V. IMPERIALDTI' MILITARY BLOCS AND
enti-Sociallrt, imperlalistic bloc trt be checked, PEACE. Soviet military review, no. 7, ltly 1968:
While NATO shows symptoms of a profound crIsin, Its 46-48. P&GP RR
early extinction is nOt to be counted upon, because the
U. S. political and military leaders regard it as e main- The United States, as the principal force of aggres-
stay of their foreip, policy. Under these conditions the ston In the world, has been the chief obstacle to peace.
abolition of the two military blocs wil not be easy, and In establishing its military blocs the United States
the newly expanding relations between European eapi- seeks to obtaht "extra. hande' wth' which "to secure
talist and Socialist countries musa be carefully studied the mercenary Interests of US Industrial and financial
In order to determine the ways in which this toopora- monopolies." It Is also the chief sponsor of the arms
tion eculd beat be used to strengthen European security. race in nations affiliated with these military blocs,

The Soviet Union and other Socialist countries have
' 1398 launched an active struggle against U. S. imperl alium.I 9nternational Kenorer8 _un fudlom Mitteb' oat And, because the world balance of forces, Including

Oateurop9isehen Fasen, 4tijWlisbadett. 196C. Russia's powerful dafnsl- e strength, is being tippec
EASTERN EUROgPE ANO TIE M E• FO)R FR•EEDOM] Increasingly in Oavor of tt Socwntlit world, the West-

Osteuropa end die iloff•ung ad Frebelht. lh'rg. von er nnIperialists are reconsidering the viability of

Alfred Domes, Beitrrge von Wilit Brunders [et al. I nuititary blocs, as evidenced by France's withdrawal

[KIln, Verlpg WIssenecwAft end Politlk0, 1967] 269 p. from NATO. Military bloc policlen r,,an counter to
DR48.5140 1965 peace, and only with their dlointegratLIon can economic,

political, and culoralt relations be promoted between

Partial contents. -- The United States between Europe countries,
and Asia, by Thomas J. Dodd. -- E asern Europe in the
world powers' play of forces, by Phillp E, Mosely. -- 1401
The Moscow-Peking cordlict awd Its effects on Ezatern Lichtheim. George. EUROPE & TIln' UNITED STATES,
Europe, by We Citen-ts'at. -- Thoughts on the subject of Commentary. v. 45, May 1988: 48-53.
German reuntficrllon and the Europea, middle, by D0601. C63, v. 45
Willi Brundert. -- Germany and the Russian policy
toward Europe, by Wenzel Jaksch. In the belief that Washilngton's move to stem the out-

flow of dollars last March indicated its intention :o
Papers ,rad In September 1966 at the four[: interna- scale down overseas commitments, man.y West Euro-

tlional conference on central and East European prob- peans advocated the need to join together to protect
loems. Dodd stresses the importance of NATO in the mutual interests and "guard against irrationality Ili
struggle for permanent peace in the world. Mosely Washington." During the money cr'sis the Europran
points out the limitations of the process of disilntcgra- Continental bloc found that through cooperation it cot id
lion within the Soviet bloc and defines the role of East put a good deal of pressure upon lhe United Mtates.
European nations in present world politics. Wu Even Great Britain ts beginning IV move away from the
Chen-ta'ai considers the Sino-Sovy.t feud instrumental chaotic "Ameica of Mr. Johnson and his cronies"
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despite the traditions of Anglo-AmericnJ solidarity ant making. But behavior in certain very Important con-
the fact that ilitain's chaances for entry Into the Corw- flict situations--notably those involving war, hate, and
mon Market are still very slight. Many Britons would general ;ntensity of feeling--often cannot accurately be
now gamble on future acceptance Into the Europea. eco- characterized as rational. It is suggested, therefore,
nomic bloc rather than shut themselves out coripletely that conflict theorists reorient themselves from
by Joining the projected North Atlantic free trade area. rationmd. to nonrational, or emotional, models of con-
Notwithstanding the trend toward an independent filet and coalition behavior. One such nonrational the-
Europe, the Atlantic alliance will probably remaui ory may be based on the social- psychological notions
intact. While hardly anytre in Wesaeln Eurowe of balance and dissonance. Such a theory is presented,
believes thsl the Sovl,.t Union is still a menace to the demonstrated in some simple interpersonal conflict
Contiient, NATO w,.tuld nevertheless serve as a deter- examples, and then applied to the very complex
rent if Pin explosive situation should arise. Further- conflict'coalitlon system characteristic of tribal
mnore, the existence of NATO decreases the danger that segmentary-lineage political systems, Finally, the
local misaoderstandings will accidentally svaalate into nonrational model is extended to describe the Interrela-
niclear exchanges. tion of levels of conflict, support, and accompanying

affective sentiments. (Abstract supplied)
1402
Liska, George. ALLIANCES AND TIlE THIRD WORLD. 1405

Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Presa [19681 61 p. (Studies Meerloo, Joost A. HUMAN VIOLENCE VERSUS ANI-
in international affairs, no, 5) MAL AGGRESSION. Psychonoalytic review, v. 55,

JX1395. 1524 spring 1966: 37-56. BPI. PS, v, 55

Contents. -- The segmented international system: the A vast literature now exists purporting to show that
jess developed countries in, world affairs. -- The balance human violence Is the expression of a biological
of power aind preponderart power: alliances of small instinct shared by man with the lower animals. Few
and great powers. -- Regional subsystems and subre- students of man would deny that an benate capacity for
glonal unions: alliances of sntall powers. -- Concluuion. violence exists in every human being or that political

violence Is somehow rooted in that capacity. But this
Analyzes the formuLation of alliances between groal is not the end of the matter. in studying human vio-

powers, small powers, and unequal powers. Liska le.ee, clinical psychiatrists distinguish between self-
includes a definition and gives the function and types of assertive, realistic aggression and neurotic pseudo-
alliances and their effect in a historical context. An aggression. Self-assertive aggression Is a prudent,
alliance is defined as an institutional merger between self-defensive reaction to a real external danger and is
the politics of the balance of power and the politics of proportional to this danger and not easily provoked.
preponderance, He concludes that alliances are here Pseudoaggression is an Indiscriminate, excessive, and
to stay and that neutralism. is a tactical adjustment to irrational response triggered by minor, often imagin-
transient international configurations of power that ary dangers and motivated by sadomasochistle and
appear only fleetingly in history. suicidal impulses. The former is found in both the

lower animals and in man; the latter occurs in humans
14013 alone- Man's pseudoaggressiveness is a consequence
Liska, Georg-, NATIONS IN ALLIANCE; TIlE LIMITS of his real biological weakness and particularly of his

OF INTERDEPENDENr. Baltimore, J hbs Hopkins helplessness in infancy but is also stimulated by psy-
Press [19681 301 p. JX4005. L5 1968 chic contamination from the sociocultural milieu. In

Bibliographical footnotes, both cases, it is the human environment and not 2nim•al

instincts that prodnce violence and the ultimate psycho-
Contents. -- pt. 1. Patterns and principles: Continu- logical evil--the use of the human gift of empathy with

ity in alliance politics. Alignments and realignments, antipathetic rather than sympathetic intent. The long
The cohesion of alliances. The efficacy of alliances. -- period of human maturation is one of developmental
pt. 2. Trends and policies: The contemiorary intern;- p.sat!lttY and opens the possibility of man's modifying
tional system. The dissolution of alliances. Non- and controlling for good or evil whatever instincts he
alignment and neutralism. The future of alliances. may have. The failure to achieve a truly human trans-

formation and control of man's instincts disorganizes
An historical and analytic study of the structure and his drives and leads to neurotic aggression. "What

dynamics of alliances. Liska is c:ommitted to a environmental mistakes have we made? Where did our
"conventional-tradltional continuity in international taming and ritualization of instincts go wrong?" These
relations." The fundamental principles governing inter- critical questions remain unanswered.
national behavior have not been altered by the techno-
logical revolution, trends toward integration, nosmaline- 1406
ment and neutrsitsm, and the proliferation of nuclear Mtdgaard, Knut. S5OME COMMENTS ON THE MEANING
weapons. bhe signposts in internation4 relations are AND USE OF GAME THEORY. Cooperation and run-
still "historical precedents and cardinal principles of filet, no. 2, 1968: 108-130,
politics. P&GP RR

1404 Examines the potential utility of game theory for the
Mazur, Allan. A NONRATIONAL APPROACH TO TIESO- development of a science of strategic decisionmaking.

RIES 01 CONFLICT AND COALITIONS. Journal of Game theory as a formal mathematical discipline must
conflict resolution, v. 12, June 1968; 196-205. illus. be expanded to include extranmathemaitcal reasoning if

JXIOOI.JO, v. 12 it Is to achieve the status of a true decision theory.
"Refe:ences"; p. 205. Consideration of the concept of dialectical transcen-

dence anti of Schelling's theory of tacit coordination
Curre'rc ttmeor!es of corilict and coalition behavior based on strategic clues suggests that such an expanded

zre genorat
'y based on n.ontins i! rationsl decision- theory cannot attain the level of an axiomatic science.
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Nevertheless a broad nomnaxiomatic theory would pro- Concurs with the thesis advanced by Konrad Lorenz
vide the declslonmnaker with a method of orienting him- in his book Oin Aggression (annotated as item 932 in
Self within "a precisely described and well-ordered v. 3, no. 3, of this bibliography) that human aggres-
whole of interesting possibilities," which in turn would slon is a true instinct shared by man with the lower
enable him to ask the right questions in his situation animals. Radomisli, a rsychoanalyst, suggests that
and provide him with some of the critical tools for for the understanding of bome kinds of human relation-
answering them. Game th-tory will become a reality- ships the concept of instinctual aggression may be as
dlstortt'vg mirror, however, If it ts not used in con- fundamental as that of sexuality. le is skeptical,
Jonctloti with the results of historical and empirical however, of Lorenz' recommendations ior the control
research and experience with practical affairs, of this instinct, which in Its political and military man-

Ifestations now endangers the survival of the human
1407 species.
Obtlim, C. H. SCIENCE FOR TIE MASSES? Far

Eastern economic review, v. 00, May 16, 1968z 141l
3$3-355. Mious. HC411. P18, v. 60 Rapoport, Amnon, and Nancy S. Cole. EXPERIMENTAL

Dtecusses the role of science in China today and the STUDIES OF IN'TEJbEPENDENT MIXED-MOTIVE
struggle between those who advocate"grassroots GAMES. Behavioral science, v. 13, May 1968: 189-204.
technology' and those who favor advanced research. BFI. B4, v. 13
The struggle covers a wide spectrum of scientific and
technological policies, from military research to A multistage Prisoner's Dilemina (MPD) game is
educatioral policies, and is bound to affect the quality presented as a paradigm for a special class of interde-
of science and""impose constraints on the type of pendent mixed-motire conflicts. The MPD game is
scientific activity which will be feasible in China' a composed of several PD subgimes (conflicts) which are
Immediate future," although some notable accomplish- interconnected ht the sense that each joint decision
ments, Including a major expedition to Mount Everest, determines, in addition to the payoff for each player,
have been registered, the next subgame (conflict) to be played. Several

experiments are reported, using beth male and female
1408 players. The results show that players are aware of
Os*amp, Stuart, and Arlene Hartry. A FACTOR- the delicate strategic considerations involved in the

ANALYTIC S'ruby OF TlE DOUBLE STANDARD IN game and are affected by the strategy employed by the

ATTITUDES TOWARD U, S. AND RUSSIAN ACTIONS. other player. When the game is perceived as an Dndi-
Behavioral science, v. 13, May 1968: 178-188, vldual decision task, the percentage of cooperative

BPI. B4, v. 13 behavior increases. A normative model for the MPD
game ti presented. Its failure to account for the

Attitudes of 320 college freshmen toward 50 identical observed results is discussed briefly. (Abstract sup-
actions taken recently by the U, S. and Soviet Russia plied)
were factor analyzed. For both U.S. and Russian
Items, a similar first factor of warlike or hostile
actions emerged, but the three smaller factors for the 1412
two nations showed little overlap. As predicted, a don- Sidorsky, Raymond C. PREDICTING THE DECISION

bte standard was clearly evident, the U.S i actions BEHAVIOR OF A KNOWLEDGEABLE OPPONENT.
almost alw-ays tieing rated favorably while the identical Human factors, v. 9, Dec. 1967: 541-554.

unfavoably.T58. A211 8, Y. 9Russian actions were usually evaluated unfavorably.T5,28,.

The double standard was most extreme for warlike and
competitive actions, relatively small for conciliatory Twenty-four subjects were required to make Antion.behaior sa almst bset onites ivolvng reeparian type decisions in a simulated tactical situation.
dsemintion of information. A two-sided present-situatio required a choiceiion of information produced more neutral attitudes, between two targets which could be of the same or dif-

behaiorandalmot abentan iems nvoviin fre Ofeachtria,u. (fie tacgticalsiuton vreqired rotra choic
pnortifularlymatorodue attitudest ferent value. The targets also varied from trial to
like actions and disapproving actions toward other trial with regard to their vulnerability to attack. Thelike actsand disapprovingeacti d subjects participated in pairs--one as an attacker, the(Abstract supplied) other as deffinder. Despite sizable discrepancies in

the mix of strategies employed in particular cases, the
1409 patterns of the subjects, responses were similar to
Petersen, lb D. AN ECOLOGICAL MODEL FOR THE those dictated by game theoretic considerations. In

ANALYSIS OF POWER. Cooperation and conflict, general the attackers were better able to predict theirno. 2, 1968: 131-147. P&GP HR opponents' behavior. However, neither group was able
An eto the s of power. r- to capitalize on the non-optimum behavior of their oppo-

nents. (Abstract supplied, modified)
rent theory conceives of power as a kind of influence
that one actor in a social relationship exerts directly
upon another. Petersen proposes that this simple lin- 1413
ear interaction scheme be replaced by an ecological Sulzberger, C. L. A CONVERSATION WITH YUGOSLA-
model that stresses the relationship of the actor to his VIA'S DJIIAS--'WE ARE GOING TOWARD THE DEATH
environment and the changes that occur In it. With this OF ALL ISMS.' New York times magazine, June 9,
approach, Petersen hopes to simplify and broaden the 1963: 30-31, 110, 112, )14, 116, 1i9-120. illus.
power concept and "establish a principle of distribution AP2. N6575. 1968
of values in a social context."

A conversation with Milovan Djilas. the Yugoslav
1410 Communist heretic and author of The New Class and
Radomisli, Michel. LOVE, FRIENDSIUP AND AIM- Conversations With Stalin. Djllas now describes him-

INIUDITED AGGRESSION. Psychoanalytic review, self asa democratic Socialist, a stance not to be con-
v. 55, spring 1968: 57-61. fused with either social democracy in the Western

BFI. P5, v. 55 sense or Marxism. lie predicts the rapid demise of all
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ideologies, including that "first truly complete ideol- called Soviet fashion show In Washington, D.C.,, dis-
ogy,",' Marxism, and the development of Communist played an abundance of Western bourgeois styles,
polities into open and democratic societies, He also which indicates that even in matters of clothing the
discusses the present and future role of American tech- Soviet renegade clique has "degenerated into a servile
nology in world affairs, which he expects to be enor- tool of U.S. imperialism,"
mous, and gives a sympathetic appraisal of Mao Tse-
hung's current attempts to break the power of the Chi-
nese Party bureaucracy. B. FOREIGN POLICIES

1417
L 1414 ANGLO-AMERICAN DISINTEGRATION [editorialI Round
Summers, David A. CONFLICT, COMPROMISE, AND table, Ihe Commonwealth quarterly, no. 230, Apr. 1960;

BELIEF CHANGE IN A DECISIONMAKING TASK. 111-115. AP4. RO, 1 395r

Journal of conflict resolution, v. 12, June 1968: 1
215-221. illus. JXI901. J6, v. 12 The vast American commitments in the world are

"References": p. 221. based on the assumption that "peace can only be kept by
standing ready to meet challenge." This assumption

Interpersonal conflict arising from cognitive differ- has been put into question by the Vietnam War. There
ences was studied in decisionmaking dyads. Specifi- the United States- -discharging a minor commitment--
cally, subjects holding different beliefs about the deter- ran into serious trouble not because it had no business
rainants of minority status wcre paired in a task which in Asia but because it looked for a purely military
reqvired that they predict the future status of minority solution to politicomilitary problems. A C mmnunist
citizens in hypothetical nations. As expected, it was insurgency is aimed at the civil society and can only be
found that the subject's compromise behavior in such a defeated by consolidation of this society and protection
task is substantiall? affected by interaction goals of political order. The United States tried to project
Induced by Instructions. Moreover, it was found that power and failed to develop the art of "nation building."
(i) the amount of conflict between subjects' initial pre- It did not meet the destruction imposed on the Vietnam
dictions was inversely related to subsequent compro- society by the Vietcong with reconstruction 1int actually
mise; (2) the amount of compromise by one subject was shared the Vietcong's work of destruction. It tried too
inversely related to the amount of compromise by the late to establish continuous relationships with the
other; and (3) the amount of belief change evidenced Vietnamese. The British Commonwealth realized long
dSrifg the task was directly related to prior public ago that such relationships are more important in Inter-
compromise. (Abstract supplied) national life than formal treaty arrangements. But

British interests outside Europe are declining, and
Great Britain, whose value as a principal ally has not

1415 oeen dily recognized by the United States, is turning
U.S. Congress. Senate. Committee on Foreign Relations. toward Europe. Thus the United States must face the

THE-A'I'-JEORVOLUTION. Hearings, Ninetieth situation alone. Either the isolationists and the timid
Congress, second session. Washington; U.S. Govt. in the United States will dominate American policy and
Print. Off., 1968. 200 p. Idle until the forces of disintegration become intoler-

JC491. U5 able, or a strong President will rebuild the alliances
Hearings held Feb. 19-Mar, 7, 1968. and reassess the values of the American-led world

order. If America chooses the latter way, British
Attempts "to develop Information about the tendency policy is likely to respond,

of revolutions, regardless of their Ideological origins,
to pass through certain relatively distinct stages" and 1411
"to Identify the implications of the process in the con- Brogan, Denis. THE ILLUSION OF AMERICAN OMNI-
text of current and future formulation of foreign policy POTENCE'-RECONSWERED, In American Academy
by the United States. " The committee heard testimony POTEC ArtsSIER) ndSice.BltIn, Atti r5, Academy68

on thu sociology of revolution, American attitudes 2-10. AAc s.B A48518, v. 25

toward revolution, and the Chinese and Vietnamese rev- Summary of an address to the February Stated
olu'lons. Most of the testimony suggested that Amerl-
can policynmakers do not comprehend basic revolution- CeS.
ary dynamics and hence fail to recognize the liodla-
ttýns that exist on -heir capacity to Influence the course Suggests that misconceptions underly America's
of indigenous revolutionary movements, response to its role as a world power and seeks to

determihe tie true nature of U.S. influence and its
limitations in the world today. Brogan first examines

1416 the historical roots of the American belief that the
U. S. -SOVIET COLLABORATION: NEW CRIMES. United States is omnipotent in world affairs and then

Peking review, no. 30, July 26, 1968: 19-20. describes those events occurring since World War 1I
D8701. P42. 1968 that should have made it evident that even U.S. power

Is limited it what it can accomplish, lIe suggests that
The Soviet renegades have recently stepped up their America's fruitless involvement in Vietnam asd its

counter-revolutionary collaboration with the U.S. inability to understand Gaullism both stem from this
imperialists. Bowing to the wishes of their imperialist illusion that U.S. power is unlihited and appeals to
masters, the Soviet revisionist flunkeys agreed to tnsu- Americans to get rid of their false notions and return
gurate a direct New York to Moscow flight for Amern- to that earlier form of American optimism based on
can and Russian airliners and have signed a compre- hard work and spiritual commitment.
hensive cultural agreement that throws the "door wide
open to the peddling of 'U.S. civilization.' " The reac- 1419

tionary Avnerican Government has gleefully welcomed Brzczlnski, Zbigniew. THE FADING ALLIANCE. Inter-
the Soviet betrayal and lavished praise upon the tral- play of European/Amerian affairs, v. 1, May 1068:

Stors for their open attitudes to the West. A recent so- 18-19. P&GP PR
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The strain In U.S. -European relations doeo not papers. The Phoenix papers. -- pt. 2. What liberals
derive from a divisive European nationalism but do: The war for men's minds. The United Nations.
"reflects some basic changes in the international situo- Aiding the enemy. East-West trade, Cultural
tion and in historical processes in general." America exchanges. -- pt. 3. The disarmament lobby: Is there
is in the midst of transition to a tecluietronic society, a stalemate? The nuclear terror. The great reversal.
the Atlantic alliance Is fading, and Asia is becoming The disarmament lobby. Easing Soviet anxieties. A
the politicomilary focal point of America's foreign realistic plan. -- pt. 4. The return of the WPR:
policy at a time when the Russian threat to Western Kennedy was right. The e: _es return. The IPP. strat-
Europe is rapidly diminIshing. The emergence of a egy, Encore in Laos. Vie. Nam: the turn of the
techr.ologtcal society is undermining the once close screw. -- pt. 5. New worlds to lose: Cuba: the Day of
Industrial and cultural ties between the two continents. Pigs. Cuba: the missile crisis. The Dominican
Despite these changes the Atlantic alliance can be Republic. War in Katanga. How the other half dies.
revived. A new security system must be formed to The double standard. -- pt. 6, Telling it the way It
include Eastern Europe and Russia, the techuology gap isn't: "I got my job through the New York Times." To
must be closed through common efforts in such fields Russia with love. -- Conclusion: The history theory of
as space and education, and a common defense etfort conspiracy.
must be launched that would include a European ARM Argues that liberal elements In American society
systemanid long-range striking forces possesring have abandoned traditional national interest criteria in
global mobility. However, even these efforts will not formulating foreign policy in favor of "certain abstract
mollify the fundamental disparity between America's ideas about the way the world ought to be in soie ideal
and Etkrope's international political objectives, future." By pursuing policies in line with their idealis-

tic concepts, the liberals have failed to stop the Com-
1420 munist menace and have surrendered "the globe to an
Castro, Josus deo, and Maurice Guenier. MANIFESTO enemy whose true character Liberalism refuses to

FOR THE THIRD WORLD. Cross currents, v. 18, acknowledge." After reviewing the "disasters" of lib-
winter 1968: 1-10. BRI. C6978, v. 18 eral diplomacy during the post two decades Evans sug-

gests policymakers stop fooling themselves and face up
Calls for a major worldwide cooperative effort to to the realities of the cold war by mobilizing America's

solve the economic problems of the underdeveloped vast resources to strengthen the free world against
nations. The authors criticize current aid programs Comnmunist aggression.
as contradictory, wasteful, and inadequate and point
out that inequities in International trade more than off- 1423
set the contributions made to backward nations tihrougl- Flannery, Harry W., and Gerhart H. Seger. WHICH
foreign aid, They Indict the leaders of the Third WAY GERMANY? me York, Hawthorn Books [1968]
World Itself for their misuse of economic resources, 246 p, iflun., map, ports.
failure to carry out needed reforms, emphasis on pres- DD257.4, F55
tige, display, and bureaucracy, and lack of creative
Imagit•ation and initiative. Only through regional Contents. -- Foreword. -- Nazism. uehind the enws-
organizations (preferably on a continental scale), the tika. -- The "good Germans."*--ermany's burden ofglobal pooling of intellectual resources, and the her past. -- Berlin, beleaguered slae. -- On the other
retrtet'r'ing of trade relations between advanced and side of the wall. -- Is reunification possible ?--The
backward countries can the Third World dolve the eco- Christian Democrats. - -Willy Brandt and the Social
nomic problems that confront it. Democrats. -- Erich Mende and the Free Democratic

Party. -- The world's most free economy. -- No Red
1421 unions here. -- Where Lather talks with Peter. -- Cul-
Congressional Quarterly Service, Wasinton D .C. tural life. -- Germany and the rest of the world. -- Index.

CHINA AND U.S. FAR LAST PO(5 0t1947•.kud Discusses Germany's future role in the International

W n.383. p .C5C72 19cgb community and recounts the history of the fall of the
Bilio3raphies C. 122b Weimar Republic and the rise of Nazism. The authors

Bibliographies: p, 222. note that, although the Hitler regime will be a blot on

Partial contents. -- China and the West. -- Congress German history for all time, West Germany today Is
r policy. -- 'China lobbies' on both making a valuable contribution to the stability of West-

andU.8, Farn E gst in Ul.c . --Ci r East develop- ern Europe. Consequently, it Is unlikely that Westskies. -- Leading figures Germany will fall victim to the horrors that buried the

Discusses U. S. foreign policy toward Asia and
Include s a chronology of events on U.S_ ' Far Eastern 1424
affairs. Gregory, Genie. SOVIET EYES ON TOKYO. Far Eastern

economic :eview, v. 80, May 9, 1968: 304-305.
HC411. F18, v. 60

1422
Evans, Medford Stanton. THE POLITICS OF SURREN- An increase in Russian trade, aid, and diplomatic

DER. New York, Devin-Adair Co., 1966. 5f8 p. activities in Asia could signify a decisive turning point
E840. E9 in the Soviet Union's position in the Fai' East. It sue -

Bibliographical references included in "Notes" ceesful economic and political penetration Into Asia is
(p. [,533]-559). less a result of a more aggressive and realistic policy

than "an extraordinary consistency of luck combined
Partia coatents.--Introduction. The problem: The with an uncanny ability to profit from the misfortunes

dner is interna.l The face of the enemy. -- pt. 1. and ineptitude of others." Russia's greatest success
What liberals think: The view from the top. The has been with Japan; trade between the two countries
Rostow line. The Fulbright doctrine. The liberal has leaped from $40 million in 1958 to $450 million in
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1967. Relations with Tokyo are becoming vital as Great situation as long as the Eastern and Western power

Britain withdraws from Southeast Asia, and Japan is blocs stick to their old policies. (Abstract supplied,
bound to play an important role in any effort to check- modified)
mate China. Another reason for the Increased trade Is
that Russia would like to weaken the economic links 1420
between Japan and the United States, and, barring sud- leofstadter, Richard. UNCLE SAM HAS CRIED 'UNCLE:!
den Russian intervention in the Vietnam War, one can BEFORE. New York times magazine, May 19. 1968:
expect only a gradual strengthening of the Soviet post- 30-31- 121-122, 124-125.
tion in Asia. AP2. N6575, 1968

1425 Vietname, though a blow to American pride and pres-
Gromyko, Andrei A. ON THE INTERNATIONAL SITUA- tige, Is not a defeat. Nevertheless, It is certain to be

± lTION AND TilE FOREIGN POLICY OF TlHE SOVIET called such by unreconciled hawks who will make that
UNION. Daily review, translations from the Soviet word an angry rallying cry and source of deep division
press, v. 14, Jwme 28, 1968: pt. 1, (Ite•,: i 1-25. In U.S. politics. The American people have had a mls-

Slav Rol leading hirstorieal experience with warfare. While
Translated from Pravda. June 20, [9M,. Europeans have learned to live with minor setbacks and

Slav ttm limited successes, the United States has met only vic-
tories, and this has led to the illusion of American

Reviews Soviet foreign policy in relation to the prob- omnipotence. It is not quite true thMEf the United States
oins of German reuntfication, arms control and dis- has never had to suffer the frustrations of weakness.
armament, European security, dftente, thu Middle The Founding Fathers had to endure humiliations fromn
East, and Vietnam. Gromyko notes tin- since the end the British. the French, and even the Barbary pirate
of World War U Russia has taken the lead iW the search kingdoms. But the illusion of omnlootence got I,,s
for viable disarmameut ineasures but thit mtioy have start with Jackson's victory in New Orleans, and the
been consistently disapproved by the United Plates and 19th century followed with easy successes over weak
its allies, opponents in the Western Hemisphere. The protection

afforded by geography and the British Fleet during this
period reinforced the myth of invincibility, and World

1426 Wars I and II did nothing to dispel It. It was in Korea
Ralasz, Louis. ONLY DOMINOS MAY FALL. Far East- that the United States first had to face the reality of

urn economic review, v. 60, June 13, 1968: 500-562. stalemate and compromlse, but, Amertcans Ignored the
HC411. FI, v. 60 lessons of that war and blanted the outcome on a sell-

Based in part on an address by Arthur Goldberg out. Vietnam is a more dreadful Korea. This time
before the National Press Club and commenra b) Americans must not fall to learn that there are no
Morton H. lHalperin, head of the Pentagon's Policy final cures for the world's ills and that the United
Planning Office. States is not all-powerful. They must learn that the

struggle with the Communist bloc is not a moral cru-
The United States will be more discriminating in the sade and that it cannot be won but only superseded,

future about its overseas involvements, When the
futue aout ts versas nvolemets, hentheThe ability of Americans to overcome their feelings of

Vietnam War ends; it is not likely to undertake similar guilt and failure about Vietnam and to learn these les-
Intervention elsewhere, despite Its commitments to
some Southeast Asian countries. More likely Washing- sons well wilt be a true test of their political maturity.
ton will seek a modus vivendi with Red China to bring
about a relaxation of tensions in that area. If U.S.
military involvement becomes necessary, the defsnse Humphrey, Hubert H. CONSTRUCTIVE INITIATIVES
burden will have to be shouldered by the country seek- FOR FREEDOM AND PEACE, In U.S. DeV,. of State.
Ing help. In addition America will stay out of countries Department of State .ulletin, v.", May1,auuS,,
that are undergoing internal revolutions and local wars 601-604. JX232.A33, v, 58
between nations not bound to security agreements with Address "before the Overseas Press Club at New
the United States. York. N, Y., on Apr. 23,' 1968.

World War It released the great flood of demands for
1427 emancipation now being pr,,ssed by underprivileged
Hirscifeld, Oswald. [SECURITY POLICY AND CALCU- groups In the United States and throughout the world.

LATED RISK] Sicherheitepolitlk uod kalkuliertee The problem is to find ways to sattsfy these legitimate
Risiko. Wchr und Wirtlclhaft, v, 12, Apr. 20, 1968: aspirations within a framework of domestic and Inter-
144-145. U3. W38, v. 12 national orler. At the present juncture in world

affairs, the. United States is faced with three major
The core of the foreign policy problem of Federal tasks. First, it must continue throumh its commit-

Germany is: security or risk? The governmental big menta to the United Nations end to regional organiza-
coalition In Bonn is confronted with this question. New tlions to do its part in maintaining international security
advancements in the policy towards the East are--with- while concurrently exploiting every opportunity to
out new agreement formulations with Western coun- develop closer and more peaceful relations with those
tries, the USA included--inconmplete solutions. There states that now threaten the peace. Second, it must
is no doubt, relaxation Is the substance of most pro- find ways to establishm effective control over weapons of
found importance to Federal Germany's foreign policy, mass destruction. Third, it must apply Its efforts and
It would mean greater flexibility and renunciation of too resources to eradicating the want and misery theA still
rigid doctrines which are b.ocking change in the "status afflict tie great majority of mankind. Recent critics
quo." The reformers as well as the conservatives pre- of U. S. policy have overenuphasized lie- negative
sent a number of political formulas which vacillate aspects. American power has a positive and essential
between European isolationism and Atlantic coopers- contribution to make In deterring aggression and in
tion, disarmament and establishment of•errpean assisting the rest of mankind to achieve uts peaceful
atomic forces, However, all this will not change the and constructive goals.
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1430 space, a civil air agreement, a new consular treaty,
Jaspers, Karl. OPSEIGN POLICY. In his The future of and an agreement to assist astronauts downed in either

Germany. Translated and edited by'T7D. Ashton, with country. Titus while many areas of disagr'eement still
a foreword by Hannah Arendt. Chicago, University of exist between the superpowers, the recent Improve-
Chicago Press [19671 p. 108-138. ments in relations between the two countries indicate

DD259. 3333 that progress is possible. By developing new pro-
grams of coopjeration In such areas as biology, under-

Appraises West German foreign policy and outlines sea exploration, and satellite communications the
the nation's role in today's world, Jaspers advocates United States and the Soviet Union can continue "to
recogRitton by the German Federal Republic of the bridge the gulf that Ihas separated them for a quarter of
Polish-German boundary along the Oder-Neissr and a century." The President concludes by requesting his
contends that it is in the German and European interest fellow citizens to display fortitude and understanding
to rely on the alliance with the United States. In addi- along the slow and tedious path to world order.
lion the Federal Republic should "pursue an all-out pol-

icy of peace, not just in words but in confidence- 1433
inspiring action." Kiesinger, Kurt G. REPORT ON THE STATE OF TIlE

NATION IN DIVIDED GERMANY, In Germany (Fed-
1431 oral Republic, Presse und Infornmatonsaint, Bulletin.
Jessup, John K. 'TENSION BY OTHER MEANS' [edi- a weekly survey of German affairs, v. 16, Mar. 19.

torial] Life, v. 66, July 26, 1968: 32. 1968: suppl., 3-8. DD253.A35, v. 16
AP2. L547, v. 65. Submitted to the Bundestag, Mar. 1f, 1968.

U.S. -Soviet relations need a new name. The term Defines in general terms the Federal Republic's pos-
cold war Is no longer used, and d4tente does not ivy toward Eastern Europe, the North Atlantic Treaty
square with the nuclear arms race, the two countries' Organization, and German reunification. Klesinger
laVolvement on opposite sides in Vietnam, and stresses Bonn's efforts toward East-West dttenLe and
Ulbricht's new pressure on Western traffic with Berlin. the importance of mutual renunciation of force by the
P-,rhaps d~tente should be translated, az Hlarlan Federal Republic and East European nations. He points
Cleveland suggests, as "a continuation of tension by at the identity oy' interests between America and West-
other means.'" For, while areas of agreement are ern Europe in West European security and European
multiplying, differences between the two superpowers, unification. But he rejects the idea of a "united West-
esecially in Europe, remain real. The U.S.-Soviet ern Europe within the firm framework of a North Atlan-
military balance is stable in retrospect only--the fear tic imperlum" as most likely to perpetuate the division
of a new Russian breakthrough in weapons research is of Germany and Europe and to "increase the danger of
a source cf congressional worry "about the adequacy of a major world con" let." To be really useful in reduc -
our own weaons research appropriations" and makes Ing tensions the proposed nuclear nonproliferation
President Johlson proceed cautiously in "arousing treaty must, in the opinion of the Federal Government,
great hopes for an early agreement on arms control or "meet the interests of all those who are expected to
a 'missile freeze. "' America's Vietnam involvement sign it."
has weed the global strategic picture to shift some-
what in fusi;L's fhavor, though not in communism's 1434
favor. Splits in monolithic communism are now seri- 143
one in Eastern Europe, but the internal difficulties of Loller, Michael. DE GAULLE AND VIETNAM: A CON-
Russian communism will probably inhibit an adventurist CEPTION OF POLITICAL PATHOLOGY. Internationl
Soviet foreign srategy, thus vindicating the American journal, v, 23, spring 1960: 221-233.
policy of containment. Because Soviet Imperialism D839.15, %,. 23
today it, Imipn•me~twed by commercila credits, arniesalesy Id cuiturl mend technical aid agreemdnts Two major concerns of De Gaulle' a foreign policy
salhes, tnd cupturalaid tehUnicaead tagreees nts onconverge on the issue of the Vietnam War: his desire
rather thn conspiracy, the United States finds conduct- to return France to the front rank among the world' s
tag a dipl.omacy of "peaceful coexistence"' easier and
safer against a ofussipa seeking "status, influence and powers and his hope of preserving the cultural work of
roperagains t oa e Russisee" "status, influenceind suFrance's colonial Past. To these must be added con-prosperiton, the one whose purpose Is fomenting sub- siderations of realpolitik that indicate that there can

be no military solution to the war and suggest the needto associate Communist China with any settlee~net.
1432 Despite this, Gau1i~st Vietnam policy differed little
Johnson, Lyndou B., Pres, U. S. A GLOBAL PEACE fronm that of the United States untl August 1963, whenEFFORT: TilE NFE51F-D-- PARMAMENT. Vital De Gaulle publicly announced a radical break. one

speeches of the day, v. 3$, June 15, 1968: 622-524. international event explains this sudden about face: the
P1N6121. V52, v. 34 signing of the test ban treaty in April. In De Gaulle's

SpeCh delivered at Glansboro Sate College, Glass- view, this treaty symbolized the predominance of the
hver, N, J., June 4, 1968. two superpowers and the wish of the United States to

perpetuate French military Inferiority. In July 1967,
Urges the American people to be patient in the face De Gaulle escalated his attack by anmouncing a doctrine

of grave world problems and continue to work together of political pathology which ascribed all the world's
to solve these problems. The Prnsident emphasizes major ills to U.S. Vietnam policy. This extreme state-
the difficulty in concludlng a durable peace In such ment must have been motivated by De Gaulle's realiza-
troubled areas as Vietnam and the Middle East and tion that time was running out on his program to
points cut the importance of building patterns of inter- restore France to its former position in world affairs.
national cooperation to achieve a lastIng peace. lie The attack also may have been an expression of pique
notes thia despite the turmoil o& the past year, the against superior American power. But De Gaulle does
United States and the Soviet Union have succeeded in seem genuinely fearful that the Vietnam War has
nugotlating a treaty to ban nuclear weapons from outer created a new clitate of violence that increases the
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danger of general war. This view deserves respect nmal businesslike relations with the United &qtes, it
evan though tile irascibility and vindictiveness of Its cannot be Indifferent to U.S. policy toward other coon-
author makes this difficult. tries. A policy al armed Intervention can only meet

with rebuff. Peace and security cannot be achieved by
1435 good wishes alone but by constructive, practical deeds.

Lentin, Albert P. [TilE GENERAL VISITS THE RUMA-
NIAN "CAULLISTS'j Le Goneral ciie le s"gaullistes" 1,138
rounnams, Nouvel ebservateur, no. 183, May 21, 1968: Miksche, Ferdinand 0. 11970-1980: SURRENDER WITH-
10. AP20. 02, 1968 OUT A FIGIIT: TIlE AMERICAN LEDENSPAUMJ

1970-1980: capliulation sans guerre: espace vital
The primary objective of Dc Gaulle's state visit to ann6rivsln. Revue milliaire g6nrale. Apr. 1968:

Rumania was to convert the "dissidents" without tavit- 482-490. illus. U2. R48. 1968
Iug the wrath of Moscow, but tine attitude of the Rus-
sians made this a very difficult task. What De Gaulle The security of East Asia is vital to tine United
must watch for durinig his owertures to the more liberal States, and the future of Europe depends on the events
East European countries Is the "protective' policy of that are now taking place in that part of tine world.
tne Soviet Union toward its European satellites. Russia China Is capitalizing on racial rivalries and champion-
has already been emba-rrassed by the liberal upheaval ing the revolt of Asia agalinst the United States. And
in Czechoslovakia, and If De Gaulle wishes to promote America is losing its footholcd In Southeast Asia: the
a political dftente in Europe, tis timing will have to be Southeast Asia Treaty Organitsation is deteriorating;
perfect and his methods indirect, relations between Tokyo and Peking, onl the basis of

trade potential, are likely to improve: and the Chinese
Nationalists are impotent without the support of the

1436 V,'i'cd Stnc S. Tint Xnn.k of an Asian regional security
Lewis, John F. INDIA. NEW SPEARHIAD FOR RUS- system and of cohesion among its Asian allies will

SIAN PENETRATION IN ASIA. In American Security force the Unhed States to abandon the fight against Chi-
Council. Washington report, May 13, 1968: 1-4. nese expansloniln.

P&GP RR

In the name of "aid and trade" the Soviet Union s 1439
lngNO MORE VIETNAMS? Survival, v. 10, July 1968: 216.

vast u162.S9, v. 10of the Middle East, to establish mastery over ithe vast printed fro the New Statesan, May 10, 1968.
reaches of Southeast Asia and the Indian Ocean. Chief AP4. N64, 1968
beneficiary of this aid and trade is India, which has
become increasingly belligerent toward its neighbors, U.S. policy In Asia has been impeded not so much by
especially Pakistan. The giant subcontinent Is not only blind antlconmmnism as by the historical obsession
totally dependent on Russia for maintenance utod growth with China's expansionist proclivities. Containnent of
of its military hardware but is also negotiating the Chinais ecpansinist ardihistontallylesigo w aa ae oteSve lini eChina is "intellectually inaxdequate and historicallyleasing of two naval bases to the Soviet Union in tilehayeathbsiofA riassanpic"Te

Andantan and Nicobar Islands. These facts are dis- niea h ai fAeiasAinplc. h
lenoaders Itsenisnese ato be seitwhat humiliation of negotiating with a country a tenth its

turbing Western leaders. It remains to be seen size has taught the United States that the error of Viet-
effect they will have on India'sdloiestic problems; nam should not be repeated. flowever, "no more Vet-
Russian political and economic penetration have cer- nams" must not become a new foreign policy in itself.
tainly not sade these problems any more solvable. A happy nmedium must be struck between those who see

all revolutions as Communist inspired and those who
1437 advocate a Fortress America, indeed, a logical
Maltveev, V. WHAT STANDS IN TIlE WAY? Daily policy would recognize that sonne countries can develop

review, translations from the Soviet press, v. 14, stable non-Comtmunlst governments and that others, no
June 13, 1908: pt. 1, [item] 3, 1-3. matter what the United States does, cannot.

Slav Rlm
Translated from Ixestiia, June 12, 1968. 1440

Slav Pfm Pajunen, Ainno. FINLAND'S SECURITY POLICY. Coop-
oration and conflict, no. 1, 1968: 75-92.

Public opinion it the United States today favors bet- P&GP lilt
ter Soviet-U. S. relations. No candidate in the U. S.
presidential election tanllpaign cant assume a tough The experience of war wvith the Soviet Union in
anti-Soviet position. People are aware that "Soviet 1939- 40 taught tine Finns to expect no help from the West
aggressiveness is a unyth. " The Soviet Union is pri- in settling their differences with the Russians and con-
niarily concerned to follow closely the Cotnnunnst vinced them of tie feasibility of maintainting a strong
Party's general line in "'creating tie mnost favorable national defense of their own. Fronm their relations
conditions for successful Commnnist construction with Germniny in World War 11 they learned that slit-
in the U.S. S. R. and facilitating progress all over the ances with Great Powers limit their freedoan and that

eorlhr and views favorably every initiative towards Finnish geography and terrain make it possible to
peace ta..en by "realistically thiluking" bourgeois poll- escape beconmieg a major theater of conflict. After the
ticians and governnments. The United States, on the war Finland chose neutrality rather than alitnement withother nand, indulges only in bombastic declarations either the East or West, though they were realistic

I. at are not followed by practical deeds. The enough to accept fornnalizattonl of their special relation-
President's assurances that the Vietnam War an• the ship to the Soviet Union in 1948. Since then tine Finns
Middle East crisis have not affected prospects for have directed their efforts toward Inaking their neutral-
dftcnte are false. The present U.S. policy is inconn- ity credible,P partctcula'ily to the Soviet Union. The
patible with peace. It even freezes cultural Soviet-OU S. Russians' concern i; to assure that Finland is not used
relations. Although Russia is prepared to develop nor- to stage ant attack op the U. S. S. R., and this coincides
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with Finland's own wish to remain neutral. The Finns Germany and the need to prevent political misunder-
recognize that their neutrality will be credible only if standings precludes any quick Russian takeover In
they possess an adequate defensive shield of their own Europe, even after the withdrawal of American troops.
and so maintain a small but effective military es'tablish-
ment. They have attempted to change their environment 1443
as well as adapt to it. They strongly support the United Rostovskli, Semen. VISION IN MOSCOW: AN INCHEDI-
Nations and proposals for arms control agreements In BLE 'ALLIANCE' [by] Ernst Henri [pseud. I Atlas,
the Nordic region. On the other hand they have -1
rejacted a Nordic defense pact on the reasonable ground v. I5, Juie 1908: 20-29.
that they do not want to upset their currently satisfac- API. A83, v. 1 ocw

toryrelaion wit theSovt Unon.Translated from Literalurnala gazeta. Moscow.tory relations with the Soviet Union.Nes

1441 There are signs that relations between West German%
Pick, Otto, and Roger Tilford. GAULLJSM BEYOND THE and China are becoming closer. Economic Interchange

RHINE. Lternational journal, v. 23. spring 1968: between the two countries Is Increasing, and West Ger-
234-243. D839,1 5, v. 23 many Is aiding China's military development and its

nuclear arsenal by manufacturing weapons of mass
West Germany continues to defer to Gaullist Prance destruction and exporting them to the People's Repub-

on all major foreign policy matters. The explanation lie. As the structure of NATO begins to crumble, the
for this is simple: the economic success of the Com- revanchist leasers in West Germany, who had hoped
men Market Ime made its menbers unwilling to leopar- for a nuclear showdown between the superpowers and
duze the .wganlzation by opposing De Gaulle on political who relied on China to become the third great titermo-
questions. Nevertheless, Gauilist policy presents nuclear power, must rethink West Germany's position
Germany with agonizing choices affecting Its security, in the alliance. They resist the nonproliferation treaty
With the further erosion of NATO, t_.- Federal Repub- and disarmament talks, which would eliminate the
lic must either go nuclear, come to terms with the obstacles in the path of European union. They fear an
Soviet Union, or put itself under the protection of the end to the Vietnam War and are becoming increasingly
French force de frappe. Each of these alternatives has aware that, as the peace talks progress, West Ger-
serious drawbacks. The influence of Gaullism on Ger - many Is becoming progressively Isolated from the
man domestic policy is also significant. The Gaullist Western political scene. China, likewise an Isolated
Naticjnldemolratische Partei Deutschlands is morbidly country with a dismal record in attaining security aIll-
antiA-American and a champion of a racial and cultural ances, Is searching for a viable one with other coun-
version, o German nationalism. Is one foreign policy tries. A NATO collapse could lead to a Bonn-Peking
demand is German reunification based on extensive axis under Franz Josef Strauss and Mao Tre-tung.
revisions of the frontier with Poland. The Gaullisten
of the Chriutlich-Smesale Union are more moderate but 1444
also more Influential since they are members of the Rostow, Eugene V. THE COST OF FEALTY. hI U.S.
Grand Coalition, The influence of these two parties, Dept. of State. Department of State bulletin, v. 58,
bolstered by the Gaullist example, has made German Apr. 15, 1960: 493-500.
nationalism respectable again and brought about a defi- JX232. A33, v. 58
nie shift to the right in German politics. The stability "Address made before the Manchester, N. It.,, Cham-
of the Adenauer years was due to a unique set of ber of Commerce on March 22," 1968.
circumstances, and German democracy did not put
down deep roots. It is not surprising that Do Gaulle's Defends current administration policy in the Vietnam
authoritarian scorn for party politics finds a syrps- War. Rostow stresses the continuity of the present pot-

forience partynypoliticsofindsr - icy with that put into effect by President Truman after
thetic audience in Germany, where today there Is aWolWa13ndflwebyvrydmisatngrowing disenchantment with parliamentary democracy. World War 13 and followed by every administration

since then. American policy Is based on the conviction
that U.S. security Is dependent on International stabil-

1442 ity and that stability can be assured only If Americans
Rosenfeld, Stephen S. MOSCOW'S FRENCH AFFAIR, are willing to commit themselves to the defense of

Interplay of European/American affairs, v. 1, May weaker states threatened by Communist aggression.
1968: 8-10, P&GP RR In the recent past, Americans have been willing to

assume the burdens imposed by these commitments,
De Gaulle's "Europe of fatherlands" is less a general but now that the Vietnam War has made honoring our

political strategy than a "sentimental conception of tac- pledges more costly, many are calling for a retreat
tieal convenience for him." There can be no parallel into a new isolationism. Isolation, however, is Impos-
disengagement of the superpowers--which is the basis sible in the modern world. President Johnson has
of De Gaulle's strategy to reconstitute the unity of made every reasonable effort to find a formula for a
Europe--because Russia is part of Europe, while the negotiated settlement to the conflict or a reduction of
United Slates is tied to the Continent through "blood, the level of violence, but the North Vietnamese want
habit, treaty and the cosmopolitan quality that goes neither. With the exception of those who call for out-
with great power." Indeed, the Russians have grave right surrender or massive escalation, no critic of the
doubts as to the efficacy of Gaullism. They are uneasy administration has proposed a solution substantially
about the improvement of Franco-German relations and different from the present policy of firmness and
not unaware that Gaullist nationalism is contagious and restraint.
may spread to Eastern Europe. Consequently, Russia
is unwilling to accept France as an ally. France can 1445
disturb the United States, harass NATO, and support Roetow, Eugene V. EUROPE AND TIlE UNITED
Russian causes such as the Vietnam War; but it cannot STATES--THE PARTNERSHIP OF NECESSITY. In
add to the security of the Soviet Union, resolve the U. S. Dept. of State. Department of State bulletin-,
division of Europe, or tame Germany in the way the v. 58, Mayi".77 : 6t0-6e6.
Russians demand. The division and vulnerability of JX232. A33, v. 50
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"Address made before the Commonwealth Club of 1448
California at San Francisco, Calhf., on May 3," 1960. Serafin, George. ROMANIA AND TIIF EVOLUTION OF

INTER-EUROPEAN RELATIONS. Ronnania today,
Rebuts charges that the United States is neglecting no. I00, A64r. 1968: 1l.

its Interests In Europe because of preoccupation with DR201. R78, 1968
Asia. Roeow describes those changes In the interna-
tional balance of power brought about by World War II Stresses that military blocs have become an anachro-
that have made it necessary for the United States to nism and calls for their disappearance and for "mutual
abandon its traditional Isolationism to become "the respect for the Independence, sovereignty mnd equality
magnetic center of several overlapping systems of of states." Rumania attaches special value to Its bilat-
regional cooperation." lie asserts that the crucial role oral relations with other countries.
of Europe In this postwar regional security system Is
not diminished by Asian events and argues that the 1449
Interdopendence of the nations of the Atlantic comnmu- Sommer, Thoo. BONN S NEW O6TPOLrTIK. Journal of
nity, far front declining, is growing under the liflu- International affairs, v. 22, no. 1, 19Wd: 59-78.
once of the 'implacable logic of the nuclear deterrent" JXI Cd, v, 22
and the progressive Integration of European and Amer-
ican economic, educational, and research systems. Evaluates West Germany's new policy of ddtente with

the doviet bloc. Sommer reviews separately the course
of Bere' s relations with the Soviet Union, Eastern

1446 Europe, and East Germany during the first year of

Rostow. Eugene V. THE UNITED STATES AND TUR- office of the Grand Coalition. The new Ostpolitik is a
KEY, PARTNERS IN WORLD SECURITY. In U.S. gencine change of approach for the Federal Republic.
Deptotate. Department of State bulletin, v. 56, lis motto, "reunification through detente," is a cor -
Apr.2Y7li68: 559-562. plots about-face from the Adenauer years, when rount-

JX232. A33, v. 58 flcatLon was held to be prerequisite to any relaxation of i
"Address made before the American-Turkish Soci- tensions with the Eastern regimes. So far Buonn has

ely" In New York on Apr. 4, 1968. met with more reboffs than successes because the
Communist states continue to be skeptical of the good

Reaffirms Turkish-American friendship and mutual faith of the West German initiatives. Progress will
defense arrangements. Rostow dismisses charges that come only when the specter of revanchisin has been
American concern with problems at home and in South- laid to rest and the Communist leaders recognize that
east Asia will provoke a decline of interest in NATO or Bonn is sincere In its search for peace and amicable
a retreat into isolationism. A successful attack on understanding" with the East.
domestic problems can only strengthen American influ-
ence abroad, and present American resources--while 1450
not unlimited--are sufficient to deal with issues on the Spinelli, Altiero. SOVIET SECURITY AND THE WEST.
homefront and meet our commitments abroad, both In Atlantic comlnunity quarterly, v. 6, spring 196e:43-60
Asia and In Europe. Furthermore the real lesson of cmutqaer , v. 6
the Vietnam War is that viable regional security
arrangements with U.S. participation are more essen- Since NATO is a response to Soviet policy, any dis-
tiil than ever to the peace and survival of the free cussion of Its future must take into account Russia's
world. approach to relations with the West, The overriding

concern of the czars was to secure their empire
against intRrusions from Western Europe through partic-

1447 lpatlon in the European balance of power and extension
Rusk, Dean. THE BUSINESS OF BUILDING A PFP CE. of Russia's western frontier. The early Soviet leaders

In U.S. Bept. of State. Department of State bulletin, tried to substitute world revolution for czarist power
77 58, May-8,1968: 579-583. politics but soon had to revive traditional diplomaticJX232.A33, v. 58 methods. B~etween the wars the effectiveness of this

Address "made before the American Society of News- diplomacy was limited. but victory in World War U
paper Editors at Washington. D.C., on Apr. 1?, " !06. permitted Russia to push Its frontiers westward and

establish friendly states in Eastern Europe. Its hope
Defends postwar U.S. foreign policy. The para- of playing the dominant role in Western Europe was

mount objective of this policy has always been to estab- frustrated, however, when its military activity -ind
lish and maintain an effective system of collective secu- Ideological aggressiveness united the West and raised
rity. When very early the Soviet veto paralyzed the East-West tensions almost to the breaking point. To
Security Council of the United Nations, the United extricate Itself from this situation the Soviet Union has
States turned to regional security arrangements. The tried three dlfferent tactics. The first approach,
value of these defensive pacts lies in ihelr effective- brinkmanship, is really worthless since every confron-
ness in deterring aggression. Their effectiveness is tatlon confirms the superiority of American power. A
directly a matter of credibility, and the latier is pre- second approach has buen to call for dissolution ')f sep-
cisely what is being called Into question in Vietnam. arate military alliances and formation of a general

This Concern with security does not mean that the concert of Europe. The Russians have been more con-
United States opposes change. On the contrary, the sistent in following this policy, but It is doubtful that
record of recent Soviet-U.S. relations in such areas they actually want to see It realized. A third aiterna-
as arms control and East-West trade shows that the live Is to recognize that regional organizations play a
United States is willing to accept aind In fact seeks to positive role in the search for security and that dftente
promote change, The record is equally clear with is possible precise,.,, because these organizations have
respect to the problems raised by technological change created the requisit, stability. Even the Soviet Union
and the need of the developing nations for foreign assts- stands to benefit Iron, the continuation of NATO and the
tance. Common Market since 'hey keep Germany subordinated
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to high~er political values, restrict the proliferation of foremost at assorting FrenCh Independence. go far the
decision centers controlng nuclear weapons, and policy has i n sell-defeating and Ied to the isolation of
restrain West European states irom using their more France fri kriends as well as enemies. Some argue
powerful economies to dominate Eastern Europe, that De Gaulle's antagonistic policy toward Britain is
Unfortunately the Soviet Union remains blind to these based on an irrational love-hate attitude toward thebenefits because of the fragility of Its own Cast Euro- Biritish and time the latter must (read water In1 their
peon system and the rigidity of Communist ideology, rotations with France until the general has departed.

This Is a feoble argument on which to found a foreign
1451 policy. Britain should recognize that it Is in its liter-

eat to have a strong and stable France, even il It is a
Sz~rbs, Mityis. [THE PROBLEM OF EUROPEAN SECU- Gaullist one. It should recognize too that the looserRrTY: A LETTER FROM HIUNGLARY] K probloes organization De Gaulie has limposed on, Europe benefits J

evropelskol bezopasnosti: pis'mo i1 Vongril. Mirovaia Britain by making participation In continental affairs
ekonomikii I mezhdunarndnyo otnoshenlta, no. 6, 1968: much easier. For the long run, of course, British pol-
81-03. fIC10. M535'1, 1908 icy should be directed toward exerting more Influence

on those who represent the new forces In France and
The foreign policy of Hungary. as a Socialist state who are certain to inherit the French state from the

and member of the Warsaw Treaty Orgpnization (WTO), Gaullista.
while spporting the principle of peaceful coexistence
and promoting cooperation that would lead to social 1453
progress, seeks a reduction of tensions, East-West Thort;urn, Hugh. DE GAULLE AND TILE PARTIES.
detente, and a new concept of a united Europe in which International journal, v, 23, spring 1908: 254-304,
large and small stateq would be equal. Hungary Joins D839. 15, v. 23
the other Socialist states In the desire to prevent any
renewal of NATO or its modernization when the North De Gaulle condemns French nolitical parties for
Attantic Treaty expires and recommends acceptance of dividing the nation and playing petty politics. In his
the Bucharest Conference's proposal for a simultaneous view this divisiveness and irresponsibility can be
disbanding of NATO and WTO. The remilitarlzatton of suppressed only by endowing the state with the authorit)
West Germany, Its attempts to gain nuclear weapons, and continuity of a strong and nimpartlal executive. In
and its tolerance of groeying revanchist tendencies are 1958 he enshrined 'hese Ideas in the constitution of the
all considered a threat by Hungary. The existence of Fifth Republic and set to work to heal national dtvi-
two German states is today a hIstorical fact. which may sieon. External comnlmitments--principally the Empire
help--not hinder--German reunification. But German and NATO--ware the major sources of disharmony.
reunification requires the recognition of East Germany De Gaulle liquidated the Empire, and, with the thaw in
as a sovereign state, renunciation of nuclear weapons the cold war, began his disassociation from NATO. lie
by both Germantes, nornmalization of relations between then turned French energies to a liberal aid program to
the two German states, improved relations between ox-colonials and the creation of the force de frappe,
NATO and WTO member states, and general avoidance The Initial outcome of his success in stabilizing French
of aggressive acts that endanger peace In Europe. political life was a resurgence of exactly that party
Although a normalization of relations with the capitalist fractiousness he had hoped to eradicato, but here the
states, including the United States, is basically accept- new constitution is crucial, The popular election of
able, it can vucceed only if the sovereignty and the spe- the Prosidont not only gives hin independent power,
cial path to socialism chosen by individual European but forces the political parties to move toward the
countries, particularly Hungary, is respected. Hun- center and unite Into two broad groupligs--Gaullits and
gary welcomes the loosening of West European ties Leftist--in order to contend for the office. The
with the United States and Improvement of relations Gaullist constitution promotes these developments but
with Eastern Europe and i, trying to establish friendly De Gaulle's reorientation of French foreign policy
relations with noneapitalist and capitalist countries in makes them possible In the first place,
the Danube Basin. Hungary recommends the convoca-
tion of a conference on European security to be 1454

attended by all European states, as well as a meeting Trudeau, Pierre. A NEW LOOK AT THE WORLD. In
of the members of parliaments to discuss constructive Canada. DeIof External Affairs. Informattion DiTt-
ways for easing tensions, and establishment of a sys slon. Canadian weekly bu letin, v. 23. June 5. 19T-"
tem of collective security based on an agreement 1--2 6. F1034.A3, v, 23
between these countries. Excerpts front a policy statemert by Prime Minister

Trudeau, May 29, 1968.
1452
Thomson, David. PRESIDENT DE GAULLE AND THE The world has changed radically since the postwar

MtSENTENTE CORDIALE. International journal, years, and Canada's foreign policy will have to reflect
v. 23, spring 1908: 21i-220. current world problems and realities. Vietuam, the

D839. 11, v. 23 Middle East, nuclear proliferation, racism in the
southern half of Africa, German reunification, and the

Gaullist foreign policy ir. formulated within a ramre:- clamor of the Third World are the realities. Commu-
work of "geopolitical determinism and historical fatai- ninm as a giant monolithic party controlling the desti-
lem,'" but its content derives from DM Gaulle's own ver- nies of Eastern Europe is the fallacy. To meet these
sion of realpolitik. In De Gaulle's view, the nation- problems Canada will strengthen itu International ties.
state is a political animal whose nature it Is to struggle review its military role in NATO and the N(,rth Ameri-
for power and prestige. Between a number of these can Defense Command, participate in social and eco-
struggling states arises a balance of power susceptible nomic development programs In underdeveloped areas,
to manipulation by a statesman who understands Its recognize mainland China, and establish a new and
mechanics. ills wartime exneriences convinced him more effective aid agency, the Canadian International
that ieo foreign state can be trusted to control the des- Development Agency. One of the most Important of
tiny of France. Hence Gaullist policy aims first and these problems is 'hina. Unless it is recognized and
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accepted Into (hite internatlionail comtimunity the othe" when the Chinese Communists detilrt, 1,primv-'d rela-
problems will be difficult to resolve. lions the United St.-e, will be willing to respond.

Although litdeit leen the inevitability of war 1, 4Iwuen the

1455 two nations, the Unide,- Set rettary conloude,. thai s
TIlE UNITED STATES AND HIED CIUNA. 111 U.S. DS..t. toly i ealistit- to v.-cpvct any improvemnent in oelations

of State Department of State newsletter, tio. 00, July to be a slow proce-85 and one over which tlp United
1908: 0-9. Jl. U542, 1068 i.tats has hliulted influenc-.

Address by Under Secrotary Nicholas Kattenbach

before the National Press Club on May 21, 1968.
145ti

Conmiments on a few of the misuniderstandintgs ahd Zlukov'. Viadirir (;. (WIIERF DOES MAO'S POLICY
nisconceptions regarding the evolution of U.S. policy LFADI YKda vedt I l-litika Mao. Moskln., ezliduna-
toward both mainland Chlna and the Chinese l•epublic rdlnye 1ti7sle.,ii, l067. 55 p.
ott Tatiwan, KYatzeinbacih claims that, although the D5777. 55. Z5
United States has made repeated efforts to avoid hostile
relations and to initotain contact with Communist Traces Sino-Antiricai eiarltions on the basis nf
Chinsi, Communist authorities have rejected its prolio- exltensive. moslly unpublished tunterial. with vlwrial
siat and purposely followed an antI-U. S. Policy. While atIention to U.S. policy toward China. Zhukosv trils (o

moatatlining that the question of United Si'aes-Chinesu denoastriie how thie Americans expioited ti•e osten-
Communist relations canunot be consideretd apart from Iho policy of the Mai) i'sre-tiig group for their pur-
the relationship between the United States and the posea In the Vietnam War anid to InItensrif mterntion.l
Republic of China, lKnizenbach contendu that U and tenalhns,
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A, MODERN WAR Attempts 1t .artify the sanifictance of the Korean
War as a case-stu ýy in civil-minary relations and in

1457 itmited warfare," aevoting major space to the Truman-

Brodie, Bernard. [THOUGHTS ON NUCLEAR SIRA - MacArthur controvers3. In Korea the problem of 'th6

TEGY] Gedanken zur nuklearon Strategie. Wehrkunde, role of mll!tary power in the nuclear age intersected

v. 17, Apr. 1968: 174-177, with the problem of the role of the militarv man il a

U3.W396, v. 17 democratic state to create what the author bouieves
was the most severe crisis in civil-military relations

Warn& against overstatemonts of the danger ow an in American history. lie p..ts out that Korea was

outbreak of nuclear war. Acquisittin of nuclear weap- America's first and only complete experience with te
one by the Soviet Union and Red China appears to cond-ct of a limited war, and he suggests that--since
temper Soviet and Chinese tendencies toward military the trategic and political questions it raised ire in
Sadventurism, many respects the same ones that face the nationa now--declsionmakere must look behind the partisan

ditsrputes that for so hlng have distorted the issues to

1458 see the real signflicance of the conflict for the strategy
Chaney, Otto 7. THE AGONY OF SOVIET MILITARY of modern warfare.

HISTORIANS. In U.S. Command and General Staff
Cotlee., Fort Leavenworthl. Military review, v. 48, 1460
"June 1968: 24•28, 26"723. U35, v, 48 Holmbold, Robert I,, SOLUTION OF A GENERAL NON-

ADAPTIVE, MANY-VS-MANY DUEL MODEL. Opera-
Under Stalin and Khrushchev, Soviet military hietori- tirna researchi, v. 16, May/June 1988: 518-524.

ography was more concerned with eulogizing the war- Q176.056, v. 16
time role of the Communist Party and its top leader-
ship than in accurately recounting historical events. The solution of a general attrition model for two-

* Since Khrushchev's fall a inore objective trend in the sided battles between heterogeneous forces is obta Ined
writing of military history has appeared. The 1965 under the assumption that (1) interaction between the
publication of a new one-volume history of the Great two sides tlkes place by an exchsange of volleys, (2)
Patriotic War is a landmark In this respect. This each participating unit follows a proscribed attack
work was met with a laudatory review In Izvestiia and pattern rather than adapting fts behavior to the sttua-
has been followed by the release of a number of frank Lion, and (3) target survival Is stocha.stically Indepen-
and sometimes controversial memoirs by major mll- dent of the actions of other fire units. (Abstract
Lary commanders, such as Marshal Zhukov. Publica- supplied)
tion of these memoirs has In turn provoked a flood of
critical reviews and articles on various aspects of the
World War I1 fighting in Russia. The practical impli- 1461
"ations of this reassessment have been recognized by Krnmpelt, lhno. [THOUGHTS ON THE KINDS AND CON-
the Chief of the General Staff and Deputy Defense Min- DUCT OF NUCLEAR WARS] Gedanken Uber die Arten
ilter, Marshal Zakharov. As he stated in 1906, "an der Atomkriege and ihre Flhrung. Allgemeine schwei-
Incorrect factual picture of military phenomena or zeriache Militirzeitschrtft, v. 134, Mar. 1968: 123-130.
events inevitably leads to erroneous theoretical conclu- US.A43, v, 134

sieon and as a consequence-- to unsubstantiated oracti-
c2l recommendations." Total nuclear war, with its unrestricted use of

nuclear weapons, is not the only possible form of
nuclear conflict. An important criterion for ciassifica-

1459 tion of nuclear wars is violence: what kinds of nuclear
Guttmann, Allen, .npk.. KOREA AND TIlE THEORY OF weapons are to be used, In what volume they will be

LIMITED WAR. Boston, Heath [1967J 118 p, map. used, and against what sort of targets. The deternal-
t (Problems in American Civilization) nant for all these limitations is the economy of the

D3919. G8 means for making the enemy defenseless. Rendering
Bibliography: p. [117]-118. him defenseless, not his extiprtlon, is the war's mill.

tary goal. Since thermonuclear weapons are designed
Partial contents. -- pt. 1. The contemporary debate. to obliterate the enemy, thermonuclear war falls to

-- pt. 2, CIvil-mil1tary relations: Truman and qualify as a rational means to that end, However, the
MacArthur, by Walter Millis. The exercise of presi- use of nuclear weapons within the limits of a chosen or
dential power, by Richard E. Noustadt. -- pt, 3. Lim- accepted type of war should be left In military hands.
ited war In '-etrospect; American policy-making and The decision on the type of war and on Inc war itself
the North Korean aggression, by Alexander L. George. must be political. Hence the importance of a clear
The lessons of Korea: war and the power of man, by delineation of the kinds of nuclear war. The geograph
Alvin J. Cottrell and James E. Dougherty. The limit- leal expanse In which nuclear weapons are to be
lag process In the Korean War, by Morton 11. Halperin. employed Is the most decisive factor for discrimina-
"Truman versus MacArthur: Achilles rebound, by John lion between tactical and strategic nuclear wars, The
W. Spanler. goal of tactical nuclear war Is to render the enemy
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defenseless on the battlefield, not In his hinterland, of peoples according to the municipal law of the
Rmployment of atomic weapons in strategli nuclear U.S. S. R., by Georg Geilke. -- Tie right of self-
war is limited to support for the military campaign, determination in the Poliih view, by Alexander
Nuclear ail war constitutes an important part, or even Uschakow. -- Self-determlnation in Czechoslovak
possibly a separate type. of strategic nuclear %er. international-iaw doctrine, by Dietrich Frenzke.--
The lim.tations of strategic nuclear war would restrict Problems of self-determination of peoples In the
the theater of a Soviet-Western nuclear war to Europe Czechoslovak constitution, by Lothar Schultz,-"Right
leaving the United States and the areas 'cat of the of self-determinatlon in the Hungarian view, by Georg
Urals outside the theater. The winorability of air Brunner. -- Right of self-determination In the Rumanian
strips would greatly inipede the landing of American view, by Alexander Suga. -- Self-determination In Yugo-
forces in Western Europe; thus American big lift oper- slav international-law doctrine, by Dietrich Frenzke. --
ations would hardly compensate for the proposed with- Self-deterlninatlon In Yugoslav domestic relations, by
drawals of U.S. troops from Europe. Total nuclear Anton Lipowschek. -- Self-determination of peoples Ir
war serves no rattonal purpose, but the queerness of Nilgarian international-law doctrine, by Dictrich
human nature nevertheless makes it possible. Its con- Frenzke. -- Self-determination from the "German Demo-
duct belongs to techtnicans aid economists; the mill- cratic Republic's" standpoint, by Jens Hacke•r. -- Legal
tary play only a marginal role. status of the Wendish ethnic group in the "German Dem-

ocratic Republic,' by Thoodor Veiter.--Self-deterrnina-
1402 tion of peoples in Communist China, by Hein-rich146A Herrfshtrdt. -- Minorities in the Chinese People's Reputi-
Lsmesen, M. L. [TOTAL WAIR; AN APPRAISAL or THlEtibEdaTmsn--deofprnsnvtlndn

SITUATION] Der totale Krleg; eine Lagebeurteilung. lie, by Edg]r Toms.n. -- Index of persons [.entione in

Wetrhkunde, v. 17, Apr. 1068: 180-185. the articles).
iU3.W3O6, v. 17-dtrmntoinhey 3Collection of papers oh nelf-doterlnnation in theory

Reviews the d1evelopment of strategic thought since and practice of ethnic groups in Communist conntries,

* World War I. Lauosen considers modern forms of
total war and the Communist threat to the West both
from the Soviet Ualon and Red China. Only consolida- 1465

* tion of Western Europe mad European-Air erican unity NeukLrchen, Heinz. )WR AT SEA) Krieg zur See.
combined can save the West from Comotunistl deonins- Berlin, Deutscher Mliitifrver!ag [19661 195 p. Illes.
tion, For the time being, however, the disproportion maps. VI03.N4
In forces between the West, the Soviet Union, and RedChia kepstha dagerat ay.P"rti.nl contents. --TIt. 2. Naval warfare. The rootsC~hina keeps thatd danger at bay.

and origin of war. Land, sea, air, and space warfare.
1463Pecultarities of naval warfare. Main Latsks t navies.
1403 Dependence of naval battle on the otand of production
Lindsey, George R. INTERCEPTION STRATEGY BASED rorco.s, -- ot. 7. Modern warships today and tomorrow.

ON INTERMITTENT INFORMATION. Operatlons Rmvolutlon in the millitary system. Tendencies in ship-
research, v. tO, May/June 196:8:48 '-508. Ills. building after World War IL Nuclear energy as a ship

Q175. 063, v, 16 propieltlt. Missiles and nuclear arms%, the warship's
References: p. 507-508. new weapons. Submarine warships. Aircraft carriers.

A peoctrator, P, attempts to croses a linear harrier Misella-luimnchAng ships. Speedboats. Amphibian
Apetrod oby a searcherts so receivs intsrnsle-inert boats. Escort vessels. --•t. 8. Changes in seapowerpatrolled by a searcher, S. S receives biterinlttuntlhohc hto'.

reports of P's positlon, Pl, P., '', but P klows only
that S is somewhere on the barrier. After receivingrepot P, atimer cn eapsebefre he Le~drei~ilOutlL-ies rat-val warfare since ancient times. Neukir -
report F, a time r can elapse before the ne:xt repoic�then consiters Soc alist •avies the only guarantee of
P2 may reveal that S may be unable to Intercept P even toy' a freedom of the seas.
! he received conthiuous lnfornnatlon tthereafter. S
attempts to sele-t a position S(PI) that maximizes -r,
while P attempts to choose a course - that minimizes 1466
a-. If the searcher is faster than the peortrator (speed Schaffer, M..rvln BI. LANCHESTER MODELS OF GUER-

ra'to AI), values of and S(Pi) that produce maximin RILLA ENGAGEMENTS. Operations research, v. 16,
'-are deduced. Hloweer, maximln i-,cmininaxn and May/June 1908: 457-488. illus.
P is obliged to use a mixed strategy In order to obtain Q175. 063, v. 16
the maximin. I. the barrier is finite, contours of co,,-
slant maximin rare segments of conic sections. If Develops a set of Lanhester-type equations model-

1-( I, S should modify the inaximin - strategy when P ing nanill-force guerrilla ensggsgentnts that are typical
Is close to the barrier. An indication is given of the of the early stages of uisurgneny. These equations
frequency with which reports are needed as P include the effects of supporting weapons ,ond the disci-
approaches the barrier. (Abstract supplied) pline or morale of the troops involved. The novelty of

this treatment from the mathlnematteal point oi stew is
1464 the use of tlme-dependent weapon- efficiency coeffi-
Meissner, Boris, comp. ISELF-DETERMI NATION OF dlents. Although the models and theory are not ade-

PEOPLES IN EASTERN EUROPE AND CHINA] Das quate to predict the outcome nf an insurgency, 'hey
Selbstbestimmungsrecht der VblIker In Osteun -a und should prove useful for examining the credibility of
China. K8ln, Verlag Wissenschaft und Polit .968) casualty claims associated with such conflict. in addi-
236 p. JX4054. M37 lion, the niodels provide useful insight re.garding the

Bibliographical footnotes. impf:rta.nt attack parameters of guerrilla wertare. In
some cases, notably those concernirg ambushes, the

Contents, Introduction, by Voris Melstner.,--Self- theory stggests new military hardware that in the past
determination of peoples in Soviet internstional-law has been difficult to justify on analytical grounds.
doctrine, by lions Wernar Bra.Tht. -- Seif-determination (Abstract supplied. nindifed)
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1467 Describes potential uses for the air cushion vehicle
Steinort, Wolfgang. [DEPENDENCE OF NAVAL WAR- (ACV). The unique characteristics of the ACV will

FARE ON NATURAL PHENOMENA: CHANGES SINCE enable it to bridge important gaps in both civil and mill-
THE TURN OF THE CENTURY AND A PROGNOSIS] itivy transportation networks. In addition it has great
Die Aohkngigkeit der Seekrtegl(lhrung van den Naturer- promise as a combat vehicle in a variety of lind and
scheinungen: Wandlungen sell der Jahrhundertwcnde sea operations.
und Ausblick. Marine Rundschau, v. 65, Apr. 1968:
107-125. Ilis. V3. M3, V. 65 1471

Deals with natural phenomena as determining factors lreyer, S. !NEW SI-UPS OF THE GERMAN DERAL
for various modes of naval warfare. Steinort considers NAVY] Nuere Schiffe der Bundesniarine. Marine
the effects of weather conditions on naval communica- Rundschau, v. 65, Apr. 1968: 127-126. illus.
tiona and radar ranges and of water conditions (salt V3. M3, v. 65
content, fauna, flora) on 'he efficacy of submarines and
their vulnerability to detection. Drawings of the destroyer l ,abur the minesweeper

BamW- , the muniti.ns carrier Wesr, the
"weapons-research siiip" Ptanetl, savage tugboat
Helgoland the mine carrier'rSeigerwald, and the

B. MODERN WEAPONRY AND RELATED "workshop ship" Odin.
TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENTS

1468 1472
1408 Burnham, Frank A. EMPHASIS GROWS ON MILITARY
[ATOMIC ENERGY: ULTIRACENTRIFU()E; BAN BRO- USE OF NUCLF.AR UPPER STAGE,. Aerospace tech-

KEN.] Atomenergie: UltrazentrLfuge; Dann gebrochen. nology, v. 21, June 17, 1968: 21-22.
Spiegel, v. 22, Apr. 1, 1968: 192, 194. illus. UG630. M54, v. 21

AP30. S66, v. 22

Points out the intensification of military interest inDutch scientist Jacob Kiswehaker recently construe- the nuclear rocket development program sponsored byted an "ultracentrifuge," th,-ough which nuclear fuel the Atomic Energy Commission and the National Aero-
can be produced economicaily for reactors or bombs nauttce and Space Administration. Although there has
even in small isotope -separation plants. The new been no significant expression of Interest at the Depart-
process portends European Independence fron the vir- ment of Defense policy level, many aerospace experts
teal American monopoly on production of fuel and sup- and Air Force officials are discussing the merits ofplies. For years the Germans and Datch have conduc - nuclear -propelled space interceptor vehicles. Theted reseoarch in Jtllich on the centrifuge system, but it experimental model of a future flight engine, Nervaw'ue. kept secret on the urging df American represenia- XE-I, han performed excellently ir. major ground tes:e,
lives to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons to and program spokesmen are optimistic that a nuclear-
small countries. powered rocket stage can be developed for use in the

post-1975 period.
1469
[I6'C/BREGUET JAGUAR; TACTICAL COMBAT AIR-CRAFT AND OPERATIONAL TP-AINEfR] BAC/fDreguet 1473

Jaguar; taidisches Kumpfflugreug und Einsatt'ainer. Butz, J. S. Oil SAY, YOU CAN SEE, Air Force and
Flug Revue, May 1968: 56-59, illus. space digest, v. 51, July 1968: 34-38. illus.

TL503. C524, 168 UG633. A65, v. 51

Begins with a description of the development pro- Reports progress in the area of night-vision technol-
gramme of the twin-jet combat aircraft BAC/Breguet ogy. Three types of first-generation image intensify-Jaguar. This programme includes the building and ing devices are now in use in Vietnam that are far
testing of eight prototypes. The article continues with superior to any previous frontline night-vision equip-
the fabrication of the fuselage which will be supervised meet, Despite th, low priorities assigned by the
by SEPECAT [Societ6 Europ6enne de Production de Defense Depairtment to such devices, they are certain
lAvion d'Ecole de Combat et d'Appui Tactiquel, a comn- to revolutionize combat tactics by vastly Improving the
party set up by BAC [British Aircraft Corporation] and efficiency of night operations. Guerrilla fighters have
Breguet. A second Anglo-French company--Rolls- traditionally relied on the cover of the dark and will
Royce/Turbomeca- -will control the development and suffer tremendous handicaps when that cover is
production of the power plant. The author then takes a removed.
look at the missions which the various Jaguar types
will be capable of carrying out. An exact description
follows of the landing gear, power plant (two RD 172/T 1474
260 Adour), the fuel system, flight control system, Candlin, A. If. S. STRATEGIC POTENTIAL OF THE
hydrailic, electrical, navigation, fire control and A . 11.S .VTHATE. A ontics & tiE
reconnaissance systems, the latter in the case of the AIR-CUSIION VEHICLE. Astronautics & aeronautics,
Jaguar reconnaissance version. A description of the v. 6, July 1968: 54-58. ilus.
weapon systems closes the report. (Ab.tract supplied. TLS01. A688A25, v. 6
modifed) Forecasts an increasingly important role in amphibi-

ous warfare for the various types of air-cushion vhii-
1470 cles (ACV) projected for future military use. Because
Beattmont, Roger A. TIlE POTENTIAL OF AIt-CUSHION of their seaworthiness in adverse weather conditions

VEHICLES. In,• U.S. Command and General Sta Cal- and their adaptability to various types of waterways, the
L Fort Leaviesnworth. Military review, v. 48, June ACV's can be used effectively in both counterinsurgency
1-368 : 19-23. Z6723. U35, v. 43 and antinubmarine warfare operations.
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1475 1479
Christ, Roll F. [V/STOL FAMILY OF THE EWE] Georgetown University, Washington. D.C. Center for

V/STOL-Faumilte des EWE [by] ct. Wehr und Wirt- StrtegcSudies. THE SOVIET MILITARY TEII-
schaft, v, 12, Apr. 1968:16-l65. illuj , NOLOGICALC1IALLENGE. Washington, 1967. 98 p.

U3.W38, v. 12 illus. (Its Special report series, no, 0)
The "Arbeitsgemeinschaft Entwickinngsring Stid"' was UAI70. G05

established In Munich In 1959 . . . to develop a vertical Partial contents. --Contemporary military science
take-off aircraft. . . While VJ 101 CX-I, a vertical and technology: strategic dimensions. -- The Soviet
take-off atrcraft, achieved horizontal supersonic flight military technological base. -- Factors in Soviet tech-
for tishe first time in the world, the 51-2 model accom- nological growth. --Soviet military technological
plished a first . ., by flying throtuih the entire transi- achievements. -- Soviet defensive missile systems. --
tion phase with afterburner engInes. Since the trans- Soviet military research and development In the 19701c.
formation of EWR into a. . . limited liability company -- Implications for U.S. policy.
the B•Ilkow group holdi. a 50% share in this company.
Late.r on the EWR became a partner of the Republic Examines the strategic implications of modern tech-
Aviation Division of Fairchild-Hiller Corp. on the basis nilogy and reports the growth and development of Soviet
of a bilateral government agreement between Federal scientific and technological capabilities. The study
Germany and the USA . . . to develop the advanced air- emphasizes that ' .or the Soviets, political d6tente does
craft weapon system AVS. In the present report not mean a 9.,entific and technological dftentc in mill-
authentic cost figures of the AVS project are published tary affairs." American policymakers must not be
for the first time. After termination of the Systems deluded by the philosophy of a technological plateau,
Definition Phase, the, . , project was stopped by because the Soviet Union has given no Indication that it
agreement of both countries. The present main task of wil discontinue its drive for strategic supremacy in the
EWR Is to design the NKF weapon system (NKF stands coming decade, In order to meet the Soviet threat the
for "Neoes Kanmpifiugaeug") In partnership with Eikow United States "must continue to build an expanding base
and VFW. The system is destl.ied to serve as a sac- of technology that can both advance our own capabilities
cessor of F-104 G and FIAT G, 91. (Abstract supplied, for new systems and reduce reaction time when a new
modified) weapon actually appears in the arsenal of the potential

enemy."
1476
Crawford, Robert E. THE CIVIL ENGINEERYNG 1480

BRANCH OF THE AIR FORCE WEAPONV LA.ORA- Harari, Roland. THE LONG MARCH OF CHINESE SCI-
TORY. Air Force civil engineer, v, 9, May 1968: 2-5. ENCE. Science journal, v. 4, Apr. 1968: 78-84. illus.
illus. P&GP RR QI. 567, v. 4

Discusses the Civil ,iaglneerlng Branch of the Air
Force Weapons Laboratory, which formulates research While Communist China is in many respects a scien-
and development pro-rams to support the requirements tifically underdeveloped country, in the opinion of four
of the Air Force civil engineer. The major operating French scientists who recently toured many Chinese
sections of the Bracil include protective structures, scientific facilities its scientific potential should not be
facilities technology, ecperimental, and iv ecial proj- underestimated. Through initiative and determination
fcts. The Civil Eogyneerimg Branch may one day help Chinese scientists have been able to overcome the lackfill the critical need for a central point for coordina- of modern equipment and China's global Isolation and
tio and direction of these Air Force programso forge ahead in many scientific fields. Chinese scien-

tlsts were the first to master the artificial synthesis of

insrulin and in 1967 constructed the If-bomb without out-
1477 side help. China s scientific cadre is a unique combi-
DE GAULLE'S ARSENAL PACKS A BIGGER PUNCH, nation of Western-trained experts and recruits drawn

Business week, no. 2030, July 27, 1968: 130, 132. from the ranks of peasants and workers. Although Chi-
HC431.B57, 1968 na's political leaders do not impose ideological restric-

tions on its scientists, the latter are bound by their
Describes the present state of French nuclear weap- devotion to Chairman Mao and concentrate oh serving

ons technology mid the probable composition of French the Interests of the state. They are aided in their prog-
strategic forces through the mid-19'70as, Detonation of ress by the information they obtain from Western sci- -
a hydrogen bomb a-id several anriched uranium nuclear entifice jo-urnals. However, they do not copy Western
warheads in tests this summer will be a major step methodology exactly but instead adapt it whenever pos-
forward for the French, but pressing problems may sibie to suit China's particular needs and resources.
force them to postpone any further inmprovements. Eventually China's unique problems may force its sad-
Probably a compromise will be worked out: Lull enlists to "blaze new trails" and develop totally new
planned deployment of second and third generation techniques. All four French scientists agreed that
strategic weapons systems but postponement of whether this will happen remains to be seen; they
improved tactical weapons until the early 1970's. emphasized that China has come a long way and has not

yet been deterred by the obstacles along the difficult
1478 road to scientific success.
Geiger, George J. THE TANK KILLERS. Arm,, v, 18,

June 1068: 37-42. illus. 1481
Ul.A893, v. 18 Ilegland, Jon R. [THE ROYAL NORWEGIAN NAVY,

1945-1968] Die K~nlglich Norwegische Marine,
Surveys the antitank weapons of 10 countries, from 1945-1960. Marine Rundachau, v. 65, Apr. 1968:Australia's Malkars, the largest antitank missile, to 93-106. illus. V3. M3, v, 65

Japan's most advanced missile, the MAT (TAT-M-I).
U.S. antitank missiles described are the TOW, Dranon, An appraisal of the strength and role of the Norwe-Sand Shillelagh. glan Navy. Hegland discusses at length liar moderniza-
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lion of the Navy in the sixties and Its particular trit- electronic warfare operations. Waltz notes that without
ability to operations In Norwegian waters, where no TARC It would be difficult to determine where the
other NATO fleet could replace it. threat exists in time of conflict and in emergencies.

He concludes that Industry is not addressing the total
1482 systems concept in tactical reconnaissance; e.g.,

HOW SILENT, HOW DEEP, WILL FUTURE SUBS RUN? instant processing and transmnission of the target image
tsiness week, no. 2026, June 22, 1968: 86, 88. to vi interpreting point or instant relay of target analy-BiC4$s. w n 2 e2, 198: sis to ground units that need reconnaissance intelli-gence.

Reveals a Pentagon controversy "over the shape and
performance of U.S. nuclear subs yet to come." 1486
Whereas Vice Adm. Hlyman G. tickover io pushing for King, Harry K. THE MIGHTY USS NEW JERSEY
development of radically Improved attack submarines, REJOINS THE NAVY. Navy, v. 11, Apr. 19668 16-18.
the Director of Defense Research and Engineering, illus. VA49. N28, v. 11
John S. Foster, Is willing to settle for evolutionary
changes In design. The final decison will depend Because of the offensive power of Its 16-inch main
largely on estimates of Soviet technology. However, battery and the defensive strength of its 19-inch armor,
Ritkover has already won considerable congressional the U. S. S. e has been recommissioned and
support even though his proposal would mean expendli- assied to shore bonbardmen missions off Vietnam.
tures of $100 million per sub compared to the $83 roit- The Vietnam War has revealed a continuing need for
lion for Foster's Sturgeon-class sub. major-caliber gunfire support vessels; missiles lack

Ihe firepower, accuracy, and economy of naval gunfire.
At present the range of the Navy's big guns cannot

1483 match that of many missiles, but research promises
Hutton, W. M. THE FUTURE OF ARMOUR. In Royal the possibility of firing a 16-inch shell as much as 100

United Service Institution, London. J.urnal, v. 113, miles. Misgivings have been expressed about the aus-
May 1968: 96-103. Ut. Rb, v.- 113 tere conditions under which the New Jersey will have to

"A lecture given at the R. U. S. I. oan d November operate, particularly its reduced crew size. Others
1067." Discussion included, are worried that the North Vietnamese, for reasons of

prestige, will stop at nothing to destroy the ship. Styx
For centuries man has tried to produce a more missiles, reportedly to be installed along the North

mobile and powerful weapons system. Until World War Vietnam coast, pose a definite threat, though presum-
II nothing, including the airplane, had replaced the tank; ably the New Jersel will be equipped with electronic
since then even nuclear or chemical and bacteriological countermeasures. The New Jerseyis only a stopgap;
weapons have not given other mobile weapons systems new vessels will be neededto provide future gunfire
a better chance for survival or greater effectiveness support capability. A step In the right direction is the
than the tank. The "mechanized fighting vehicle," one FY 1969 preliminary budgeting for a gunfire support
alternative to the tank, and another alternative, the ship, which will combine the accuracy and destructive-
helicopter, have clear disadvantages. Although anti- ness of big guns with the saturation capability of rock-
tank guided weapons have been developed, they also ets.
have severe limlitatlone. Considering Britain's com-
mitments for the fUture--mainly the defense of Europe 1487
and small contributIons to U. N. or allied forces--It
still needs the tank. A greatly improved tank could be London, Michael P. ADVANCED STRATEGIC MISSILES.
produced by 1980, and, used in combination with the Space/aeronautics, v, 49, June 1960; 58-69.
helicopter, could mark a great leap forward in mobile TL,5. A786, v. 49
warliae. Discusses a wide range of techniques for assuring

the survivability and penetrability of U. S. offensive
1484 missile forces. Since an ICBM must be able to survive
[THE "JAGLAR", Air & cosmos, v. 6, Apr. 20, 1960: a hostile environment In order to succeed as a deter-

26-44. tilks. P&GP RR rent, U.S. military experts are increasingly concerned
with improving missile defenses. While most experts

Describes the systems and potential role in future do not go to the extreme of advocating ABM deployment
strategic forces of the Jaguar airplane. The Jaguar for silo protection, they are examining methods for
was developed through Franco-British cooperation and hardening ICBM launch sites, concealing the missiles
has laid the foundation for possible future collaboration during flight, and overcoming the enemy's terminal
at various decisienmaking levels In weapons procure- defenses.
ment.

1488
145Lynn, Norman. [GENERAL DYNAMICS' F-Ill--A SITUA-
Kelly, 1 r48 n. TODAY6S TINONG IN AIR FORCE TION REPORT] General Dynamics F-Ill--ein Situa-

RECONNAISSANCE. Data, v. 13, May 1960: 15-19. tLonsherieht. Flug Revue, May 1968: 60-65. Illus,
illus. P&GP RR TL0HtC524, 1968

No Other US aircraft programme has been the butt of
Interview with Robert W. Waltz, Commanding Officer, so much controversy as the General Dynamics F-lll

Tactical Air Reconnaissance Center (TARC), Shaw Air supersonic two-man, all-weather, multi-purpose
Force Baso, concerning the development and needs of weapon system--the world's first production aircraft
U.S. aerial reconnaissance. Until TARC's establish- with variable-sweep wings. Our progress report on
meat in 1903, the Department of Defense had no agency the F-Ill views the status of the programme, the F-Ill
to coordinate tactical development. In 1967 TARC missions, the major contracts covering the pro-
incorporated into Its mission tactical electronic war- gramme, the programme objectives as well as the crit-
fare support, which exploits enemy vulnerability to Iclam which chiefly centers around the F-IIB Navy
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verselon. Norman Lynn then gives a basic description parity with Russia and the United States. China has a
(wings, propulsion system, landing gear, fuel system, gaseous diffusion plant at Lanchow, with an annual
electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic subsystems, envi- capacity of over 100 kg. of uranlum-235;the 100, 000 kw.
ronmental control, avionics, fire-power control, reli- Paotou reactor, fueled with uranium and producing 10
ability and maintainability of the aircraft, and the kg. of plutonium per year, mainly for research; the
weapons system). Many people have been free with Yumen atomic energy plant, producing about 200 kg. of
crittciens of the F-IliA. For this report, the men plutonium-239 annually; and the lailyen plant, which
who have ,lown I were asked to assess some typical concentrates on ti', development of nuclear bombs. At
fault-finding, A the end of the article the author gives present China Ls about 350 kg. of uranlum-235--
a resum6 of their comments and answers, compiled enough to produce 50 to 00 uranium atomic bombs, and
from sources at five USAF commands. (Abstract sup- the Yumen plant's capacity is estimated by American
plied, modified) experts at 200 kg., which Is enough for 20 to 30 pluto-

nium bombs. The Americ,,j.s expect China to possess
1489 100 hydrogen bombs by 1970. In addition China has aMadouse, Richard L. THE FDI, SURFACES AGAIN. i substantial number of missile-producing plants andUnitdSaes Richard L.sTHEtFIe, SURFACES PrcedIn, three testing grounds. The Western Ningsta TestingUnited States Naval Inst-Itute, Annaolis. Proceedings, Center is the largest; It includes an assembly shop,

v. 94, June 1960: 54-66.
hanger, test station, control station, six test posi-VI. U8, Y. 94 tions, and tracking and logistic facilities and ts proba-

History of the Navy's fast deployment logistic (FDL) bly preparing for the testing of long-range missile and
launching facilities, In 1967 Secretary McNanmara esti-

ship project. Established In 1985, the project was mated that China would be able to test-fire an intercon-
based on the need for a sealift force for rapid deploy- tedtat hisi by te len of earl an dmentof roos an •plin•. Te Nvy pplid ttaltinentat missile by the end of 1967 or early 1968 and

9 mont of troops and supplier. The Navy applied total
package, multiyear procurement concepts to the FDL will possess megaton-class nuclear warheads and

in order to provide a stimulus for the modernization of intercontinental missiles by 1970. Evidently China is
U. S. shipbuilding facilities and techniques, lower the going all out to develop these weapons.
average cost of ships, encourage standardization in
ship components, and increase Industry's contribution 1493
to ship design and construction methods. Concerned LA PERISCOPE FOR OBSERVATION OF THE RADIO-
that the FDL would encourage the United States to ACTIVE ENVIRONMENT] Periskop zur Betrachtung
assume the role of world policeman and that it would be radioactiver Umgehbungen [by] B. L Chemische
operated in competition with the merchant marine, Rundseau, v. 21, May 8, 1968: 305.
Congress did not appropriate funds for the project for TPI. C3485, v, 21
FY 1968. However, the Defense Department still
agrees there is a need for the FDL program and plans Outlines the principle of a device constructed by the
to resubmit it in its PY 1969 budget request. lHarweU nuclear research institute for seeing through

opaque nuclear -fallout clouds,
1490

NAVY PLUMBS THE OCEAN'S DEPTHS. Business week, 1494
no. 2027, July 6, 1988: 58-59, PROMOTING AF PWROGRAMS WITHOUT BENEFIT OF

HC431. B87, 1968 PRIORITIES. Space/aeronautics, v. 49, May 1966: 32,
36, 40. TL50I. A786, v. 49

Sketches the Navy's program to map the ocean floor
and develop a new navigational system that will enable In its annual meeting in Atlanta, the American Air
it to increase the operational ability of Its submarines. Force Association (AFA) discussed Vietnam and a num-
Costs of the 3, 000-man oceanographic office are her of new Air Force programs. AFA officials warned
expected to rise from the $38,6 million spent in fiscal that the bombing halt in Vietnam could involve serious
year 1968 to $59. 3 million in fiscal year 1969. military risks. Maj. Gen. Alvan C. Gillem of the

Strategic Air Command stated that the United States
should enhance its air capability in Vietnam by replac-

1491 ing some of the B-52'r with FB-Ill's. The new General
Norris, John 0. RUSSIA'S SUBSTITUTE FOR THE AIR- DynamIcs F-"",, fIgMter drew criticism at the confer-

CRAFT] CARRIER. N'.avy, v. II, July 1968: 8-13, 37. ence because of its recent failures. On the other hand,
VA49. N28, v. I1 the Ling-Temco-Vought A-7A Corsair 2 was praised

for its performance during combat tests aboard the car.
Gauges the threat of the Soviet Navy's surface-to- rier Rangr off Vietnam. With many Navy and Air

surface missiles (SSM's), They are an inexpensive and F orders for other models of the A-7, production
F inferior substitute for aircraft carriers, Since the of the Corsairs is expected to rise to 1, 600. Lock-

U.S. Navy's SSM defenses are adequate, scarce funds heed's versatile C-SA transport also received a favor-
are better spent in strengthening the fleet air arm than able report at the conference and was projected to be
in bolstering fleet defenses or developing a U.S. RSM. in operation by 1969, While AFA's support of the Air

Force is commendable, its effectiveness is downgraded
1492 by Its failure to suggest priorities for the new Air
Pao, Chin-an. PEIPING'S CAPACITY FOR NUCLEAR Force programs and its "parochial approach to national

WEAPONRY, Chinese Communist affairs, v. 5, Apr. security and other national goals.'
1968: 6-9. DS777.55. C4495, v. 6

1495
From 1964 to 1967 China conducted seven nuclear [TilE PUt;WASH CONFERENCE; ABM SYSTEMS AND

tests (the sixth was of a hydrogen bomb). Peking Is THE ARMS RACE] Pugwash-Konferenz; ABM-Systeme
now striving to produce smaller hydrogen bombs and und Rtlstungswettlauf. Atomnzeitalter; Information und
long-range ballistic missiles, instead ot bombers and Meinung, Apr. 1968: 208-215.
medium-range missiles, in order to establish a nuclear P&GP RR
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Text of the Pugwash Conference paper prepared by listic missile defense reeerch and development effort
C. F. Barnaby, F. Calogero, L Prawitz, and will always be prepared to counter any enemy innova-
DelbrUck. tion In offensive missile capability.

Analyzes the possible effects of the development and 1500
deployment of the superpower ADM systems. In the Stone, Irving. WHAT'S AHEAD FOR US DETERRENT
opinion of the authors the ADM will start a new arms FORCES. AIr Force and space digest, v. 51, June
race, cancel progress already made in the area of 1960: 52-56. illus. UG033.A66, v. W1
arms control, and dinm prospects for disarmament.

Of the many new developments currently under con-
sideration for strengthening U. S. deterrent forces,
superhard silos are receiving the most immediateREACTORS OF THE WOuLD. In International Atomic emphasis. The silos are among a variety of missileEnergy Agency. Bulletin, v. TM, no. 2, 1968: 28-29. basing methods analyzed for the Defense Department byThis is an QC770.14955, v. 10 the STRAT-X Committee, composed of representativesno. I, ot amendment to the list published in v. 10, from the military, industry, the Rand Corporation, andof Bulletin. Se item no. 1033, v. 4, no. 3 the Institute for Defense Analyses. The silos would

of this bibliography, take 3 to 5 years to install and would be designed to
accommodate both the Minuteman MII and any completely

Liats nuclear power reactors operating or wuder con- new ICBM'a that might be developed, To withstandstruction in states belonging to the International Atomic greater blast pressures than the present Minuteman
Energy Agency. Name, location, type, not output. and silos, they would be larger (about 125 feet long and 18
criticality date are given for each reactor. feet in diameter) and would be housed in hard-rock

areas, Although the new launch facility would not be
1497' designed for any specific missile, it would probably
Scholin, Allan R. A MISSILE AND SPACE GALLERY, become a prominent factor in the design of new genera-

Air Force and space digest, v. 51, June 1968: 12-73, tion missiles in regard to size, range, and accuracy.
75-76, 79-80, 83-84, 87-89. The new silo is also an important factor in the Air

U0633.A65, v, 51 Force study of whether future missiles should be "self-
ejected" (full thrust would be delayed until the missile

Lists the booster syqtems and missile and space is 50 to 75 feet above the silo) or "hot launched" in the
weapons deployed or under development by the U. S, conventional manner. In addition to fixed land-based
Air Force, Army, and Navy. Each weapon is catego- missile systems, the Defense Department Is studying
rized by branch of service and followed by a deserip- mobile land-based systems and fixed and mobile under-
tion of its general characteristics, status, and contrac- water missile bases. Although the Pentagon is actively
tors. working on countermeasures to the Soviet fractional

orbital bombardment system, it has no Immediate
1498 plans to construct a space-based system for the United
Spence, Roderick ':. THE ROVER NUCLEAR ROCKET States.

PROGRAM. Sc.:,nce, v, 160, May 31, 1968: 953-959,
ltus. QI. 535, v, 180 1501

Terzibaschitsch, Stefan. [NAVAL ARMAMENTS AS
Outlines the progress and underlying concepts of the REFLECTED IN THE NEW FLEET MANUALS] Mari-

Rover nuclear rocket research and development pro- time RUstung im Spiegel neuer Flottenhanabtlchor,
gram, which was begun in 1955. Although the basic Marine Rundschau, v. 65, Apr. 1068: 133-142.
principles of nuclear rocket engines are relatively V3. M3, v. 65
simple, difficulties In the areas of materials develop -
ment, reactor design and analysis, neutronicns instru - Reports on changes made in 1967 In the weapons sys-
ntentation and controls, and reactor testing must be tems of 24 navies. The data are based on Weyer's
overcome before an operational model can be construc- Flottentaschenbuch 1968, by G. Albrecht; Jane's Fight-
ted. Under the gutdmhce o! ths Space Nuclear Propul- In- Ships 19678 by R. V. B. Blackman; and Lee
slon Office (a joint office of the National Aeronautics Flottes decombat 1968, by H. Le Masson.
and Space Agency and the Atomic Energy Agency) many
of the problems have been overcome, and ground tests 1502
will begin sometime this year on the first realistic 1502

engneconigraion Hweerexers pedctIt will Thorner, Egbert. [SUBMARUNES IN THlE EAST ANDengine configuration. However, experts predict twil WEST] U-Doote in Oat und West. Wehrkuonde, v. 17,
still be many years before the development of an cpei-a- W-ST 8 U-B t .d
tional nuclear rocket stage is completed. Apr. 1968: 2127216, U3. W396,v,1

1499 Analyzes the development of U. S. and Soviet subma-
Starbird, Alfred D. TilE SENTINEL ANTI-BALLISTIC rines into strategic weapons systems. Thomer reports

MISSILE PROGRAM. Signal, v. 22, July 1968: 32-33. on the strength and composition of the submarine
UG1. M65, v. 22 fleets of these two nations plus Great Britain, France,

Address by General Starbird, Sentinel System Mana- Sweden, the Netherlands, Japan, and the German
ger, at the Armed Forces Communications aud Elec- Federal Republic. In the area of nuclear-powered sub-
tronics Association convention, marines the United States has a decisive lead over the

Soviet Union.
Discusses earlier ballistic missile defense systems,

beginning with the initial NiLe-Zeus program in 1958, 1503
and the six Sentinel subsystems, including the Sprint U.S. Congess. Joint C ommittee an Atomic Ener
and Spartan missiles and perimeter acquisition radar NAV- -L EAR PR.PUI
network. General Starbird concludes that the U. S. bal- Hearings, Ninetieth Congress, first and second sea-
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sions, March 16, 1967: February 8, 1968. Washington. staying power with the characteristics of the conven-
U.S. Govt. Prhit. Off., 1960. 505 p. illus. tlional destroyer. Ships of the first type are being

VA53,A7 1968 replaced satisfactorily by present construction pro-
Includes bibliographies, grams. To provide vessels of the second type, the

DX-DXG program was proposed In late 1966, and this
Includes a record of the unclassified portions of the is to be followed by a DXGN program for ships of the

hearings, a chronological summary of statements third category. The DX-DXG program applies the con-
issued by Government officials regarding nuclear pro- tract definition-total package procurement approach to
pulsion for surface warships, and copies of significant the construction of naval vessels for the first time.
documents concerning naval nuclear propulsion. The This approach supplements Navy expertise with indus-
hearings covered many of the Issues involved In provid- trial ingenuity by bringing the contractor into the design
tng iuelear propulsion to naval forces and emphasized phase of the program, The first aim is to reduce the
the Navy's need to improve the capabilities of its number of ship classes and standardize design within
nucle ir submarines and create a force of nuclear- classes to take advantage of large-quantity production
poweied guided-missile escorts. The committee of identical ships by a single contractor. This
praislsd Vice Admiral Rickover for the efficiency of the approach is also expected to produce a better integrated
ý.rogram and expressed its st~pport for the program's weapons system with lower maintenance costs and

t continued improvement, greater ease of subsequent modernization as well as
increased combat effectiveness. Overall, the program

i504 promises a major breakthrough in lowering the pro-
tTHE U.S. NAVY IS STUDYING A DEFENSE AGAINST cureknent and operation costs if naval vessels.

THE SOVIET MISSILE "STYX'] L'US Navy atudie
activement une parade au missile sovi6tique "Styx.'
Air & cobmos, v. 6, May 11, 1968: 18.P&:GP RR WiLks, Willard E. NAVY" DOT PLANS FOR FISCAL

'69-70 INCLUDE TITANIUM HULL FOR ALVIN. Aero-

The destruction of the Israeli destroyer Eihat by a space technology, v. 21, June 17. 1968: 39-40.

Styx surface-to-surface missile has influenced the U.S. UG630. M54, v. 21
Navy's missile defense program. Already the Navy has
come up with the Sparrow, a surface-to-air missile; Outlines the Navy's deep ocean technology (DOT)
the Sea Shillelagh, a modified version of the antitank projects planned for FY 1969, which include a construe-
Shillelagh missile. the Tartar; Sidewinder; and a new lion system for sea floor engineering, a titanium hull

version of the Phoenix air-to-air missile. These mis- for Alvin submersibl6 -, power sources for fixed-
siles are part of a Navy program to ensure the safety bottom sites, advanced vehicles powe.- sources, a varn-
of ships by detecting and destroying incoming enemy able ballast trim system, a deep submergence vehicle
warheads, rescue system, and optic-acoustic imaging systems.

Current projects to be extended are the development of
electric drive systems for underwater vehicles, tan-

1505 dent propulsion systems, a manned submersible test
Ulsamei, Edgar E. THE LIGHT INTRATHiEATER bed vehicle to operate at 20, 000 feet, a manned bottom

TRANSPORT: FLEXIBLE AIRUFT FOR TIlE FRONT installation to operate at 6,000 feet, and a systems
LINES. Air Force and space digest, v. 51, July 1968: support platform to operate at 3,000 feet. The last
39-42, illus. UG633. A65, v. 51 three items are considered focal projects that will pro-

vide the means of developing the technological base for
Discusses Air Force plans to develop for tactical future deep ocean warfare systems. Since none c '-

support operations a light intratheater transpor'. (LIT) DOT projects are directed toward specific wea'on sys-
aircraft that will have a range of about 500 nautical tems developments, focal systems are needee to per-
miles, a cruise speed of between 350 and 400 miles, mit the progression of new technology concepts,
and either V/STOL or STOL capabilities. According to
"tthe basic specifications worked out by a number of
Defense and industry studies the LIT will be able to
supply all standard Army equipment up to the battalion
level, except for tanks, and accommodate about 50 C. NATIONAL SECURITY POLICIES AND
fully equipped combat troops, Although a V/STOL air-
craft would be more expensive to develop than one with MILITARY STRATEGIES
just STOL capabilities, its proponents point out it
would be far more versatile and invaluable in rugged 1503
terrain. ADC: TIGER WITH TEETH, Aerospace safety, v. 24,

Apr. 1968: 2-11. UG633. F43. v. 24

1506
Weschler, Thomas I. NAVY PUSHES PROGRAM FOR Outlines the tasks and organizational structure of the

THREE NEW DESTROYER TYPES. Navy, v. It, Apr. Aerospace Defense Command (AlC), As the U.S. Air
1968: 33-35, 38-39. illus, Force component of the North American Air Defens2

VA49, N28, v. II Command, the ADC employs a staff of over 93,000 arid
is divided into 13 air divisions mid one '.-.rospace

Because of the large number of vessels involved, defense division. ADC is responsible ifor 1LO vast radar
replacement of America's World War H vintage network that shields the North American Ce Rlinent and
destroyer fleet presents the Navy with substantial prob- operates four types of fighter interceptoo j-rcraft.
lems. Three types of new vessels in the destroyer With its efficient training methods and comIlex auto-
family are needed: small, unsophisticated vessels for mated control centers, thie ADC in well equipped to
anttsubmarine warfare, gun-and-missile-equipped carry out its important mission and is constantly striv-
destroyers for attack carrier escort, and nuclear- ing to improv- its capabilities to meet future commit-U powered, missile-equipped vessels combining great ments.
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I109 icy, but the alternative of a withdrawal Into a 'Fortress
Arscumnov, 0. UNDER THE GUISE OF TALKS ABOUT America" is a mirage of security. Tne United States

FLANMM. Daily review, translations from the Soviet will have peace and security only il it uses its power to
press, v. 14, June 6, 1908: pt. 2, [item) 2, 1-4. stabilize a"d reconstruct a new Asia.

Slav Rm
Translated from Irveatiia June 5, 1968. 1512

SavRm Barclay, C. N. [BRnrISHi DEFENSE POLICY 1968; A
REVIEW BASED ON ANALYSI OF THE BRITISH

The "threat" to the NATO flanks in the guile under DEFENSE WHITE PAPER OF 19681 Brlitische Vertet-
which the American imperialists are striving to unite digungspoittlk 1980; Uberblilck auf Grund eiaer Analyse
other government,- -including those in Latin America des brittschen Verteidigungswetsebuches Von 1968.

"and the Pacific--into an aggressive military bloc. Wehrlrande, v. 17, Apr. 1988: 200-209.
Under the cloak of the threat the Western leaders are US. W396, v. 17
increasing military bases around Europe and are begin-
ning to construct a communications center north of Nor- Points out that Great Britain's present defense
way. A missile ground control center has already aeen policy along at a gradual withdrawal 0o Dritlsh forces
completed on the island of Crete. The threat talk by from East of Suez through 1971 and concentration of its
the U.S. Imperialists is designed to link their European. forces in Europe.
partners "tighter to their chariot" and has served to
mislead the public and complicate the struggle for 1513
international dtente. THE BEAR LEARNS TO SWIM. Economist, v. 227,

May I9, 1968: 19-20. map.
1510 HGi1. E2, v. 221
AuberJonoin. Fernand. BRITAIN IN THE SEVENTIES.

Rt~alit4s (Eng. ed. ] no. 211, June 1908: 27-31. Considers the buildup of the Soviet naval force in the
AP4. R2164, 1968 Mediterranean the result of a fundamental decision to

increase the Soviet Union's strategic mobility. This It
Interview with Britain's Defense Secretary, Denis the third priority in Soviet defense spending, the fi-st

Ilealey, regarding Britain's defense posture for the two being nucleas armaments and maintaining Russia's
coming decade. According to Healey, Britain decided conventional strength at home and In catr, I Europe.
to accelerate the withdrawal of Its forces East of Suez
In order to strengthen the economy and Increase its 1514
defense capability in Europe. Healey does not foresee 1514, Erling. NATOAND DENMARK Cooperation and
any trouble in either the Far East or the Gulf area after confliEring. NT AND 9 EN107 .
the British withdrawal and envisages an increase in
regional cooperation in both areas. He states that by P&GP Bit
concentrating Its military resources in Europe, Britain The Danish decision to Join NATO can be attributed
hopes to increase its political influence on the Conti- more to an absence of any real alternalives than to anenst and create like basis for a snore eclual relationnhipmoet nasnefayralaentisthnoa
neithandcre the Ut S ias. fgenuine predilection for regional security arrange-

ments. The question now is whether Denmark should

quit the alliance after 1969. Its Security Policy Study
1511 Group has attempted to structure the current debate on
Baldwin, Hanson W. AFTER VIETNAM--WHAT MIU2- this Issue by focusing attention on three areas of dis-

TARY STRATEGY IN THE PAR EAST? New York cuatsion: the probable impact of technological change
times magazine, June 9, 1968: 36-37, 69-70, 72, 74, on Denmark's security problems, the nature of the
76, 79, 82, 84. 87. AP2. N6575, 1988 security threat, and the defensf options available. The

effects of technological change are somewhat contradic-
Asia, with its bordering islands and seas, will be an tory but their true import can be assessed only by

area of instability and conflict for decades to come. It relating them to Soviet policy. The significance to
is therefore essential that the United States devise a 5.1iet political strategy of Danish control of the Baltic
post-Vietnam mlUtar-y strategy for this area--one that approaches is quite obvious. The place occupied by
does not lead from weakness Against an enemy's Denmark in Soviet war plans is less clear since this
strength. Asia's greatest strength is manpower, but to depends on whether the Soviet leaders are anticipating
this must be added the Soviet Union's increasingly a short or long war In Europe. A Scandinavian defense
sophisticated technology, strategic weapomry, and alliance is one alternative to membership In NATO, but
naval forces. A maritime strategy, centered on a the chances of putting one together are nil. A second
nuclear-powered fleet operating from island bases alternative--isolated neutrality--is equally unrealistic.
strewci'ng from the Aleutians to the Chagos, offers the The only option remaining Is continued membership in
best chance of cotntering the Communist threat. Stch NATO. This could take one of two forms. The alli-
a strategy would be linked to the defense of carefully ance could be continued without any explicit new
cho•en mainland redtoubts and the judicious use of eco- engagement, but this would be Impractical and danger-
notate power. Its success would require perpetuation ous. The other possibility is a new 20-year commit-
of the flino-Soviet splt and maintenance of an umbrella mont. To keep the commitment from looking like a
of superior strategic mnclear forces. A maritleme hostile act against the Soviet Union, it would hove to be
strategy would enable the United States to choose the coupled with recognition of the German Democratic
time and place of ground interventions but not eliminate Republic and the Oder-Neisse Line. Unfortunately ten-
the use of ground actions altogether. In the use of dencies toward disintegration in NATO and neolsola-
these forces the present policy of gradualism would lion In the United States probably will prevent this poi-
have to be abandoned. The United Mrates would have to icy from being adopted. Pending a decision on these
be ready to hP hard and fast and willing to escalate matters, Denmark should guard against letting
technologically, even to the level of tactical nuclear Increasing West German-DWnish military integration
weapons if necessary. This would not be a cheap pol- impose limits on its future political options.
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1IS5 a Vauban fortress and shut itself off from the rest of
broslo, Manlin. AN ANALYSIS OF THE HARMEL the international community.

REPORT: PAST AND FUTURE TASKS OF TIlE ALLI-•.ANCE. NATO letter, v. 17, Mar. 1968: 8-13. IslaA0845.2. A44, v. 17 Clemens, Walter C. CHINESE NUCLEAR TESTS:

TRENDS AND PORTENTS, China quarterly, no. 32,
Comments on the report, a study of NATO's future Oct./Dec. 1967: 111-131.

prepared for the NATO Council of Ministers in Decem- DS701.C743, 1967
ber 1987. Despite the expectations of those who envi-
sioned a more closely integrated Atlantic community Mao's dictum that "power grows out of the barrel of
States, the report does not forecast any radical changes Chinese nuclear tests. Many African and Asian

in the structure or purpose of the alliance. Although nations, even though they condemned the United States
the report visualizes a larger role for the alliance in and Russia for testing nuclear weapons, were reluctant
the pursuit of political rapprochement with Eastern to denounce China's tests--the majority of the nations
Europe, it emphasizes the continuing importance of that condemn the Chinese tests belong to the Western
NATO to European security. Only behind the shield of or Soviet alliance systems. Many countries, whether
NATO can the Europeans conciude satisfactory negotia- from fear or respect, have stepped up the pressure to
tions with the Soviet bloc and successfully work out the seat China in the United Nations, There Is also the
problems of creating a united Western Europe. prospect that, given some combination of external or 4

internal developments that would jeupardize the exist-
1516 bIg regime, China's leaders may embark upon a des-
Druderer, Georg. ["DIMEPER"--BIG FALL MANEU- perate, even suicidal course. The combination of

VERS OF THE SOVIET ARMED FORCES] "Dnjepr"-- haziness about foreign commitments in Asia, the
grosse Herbstman"bver der SowJetarmee. Allgemeine uncertainty about this area of U. S. -Russian rivalry,
schwelzerlsche Millitirzeitschrift, v. 134, Feb. 1968: ind the communications abyss make the Asian gubsys-
78-84. Illus. U3. A43, v. 134 tern far more volatile than the East-West cold war con-

frontation ever was.
Outline and analysis of September 1967 military exer-

cises In the Gomel-Chernigov-Kiev-Zhltomlr-Mozyr' IMi9
area. Surprisingly, no tactical nuclear weapons were Coffey, J. 1. STRATEGY, ALLIANCE POLICY, AND
used despite the depth of the front and Its approximately NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION. Orbis, v. 11, winter
250-km. width. In part the maneuvers aimed at testing 1968: 9 O5-995. D0SS. 0 b8, v. 11i
the high mobility of Soviet forces to improve command
capability. The United States must decide whether It should

maintain Its nuclear monopoly in the Interests of NATO
1517 solidarity or allow Its allies to control nuclear weapons
Buchan, Alaet. BATTENING DOWN VAUBAiNrS or share in decisionmaking, It has been unwilling to do

HATCHES. Interplay of Suropean/American affairs, the former, since this would negate the strategy of
v. 1, May 1968: 4"-7, P&fGP RR "controlled response" and deprive America of flexibil-

ity In its reactions to political crises and Communist
The prospects for Europeva unity are contingent threats. Multilateral contrno wmild, in effect, be glv-

upon whether Great Britain atid France will mollify lug France, England, and le -. blank check tot ve
their nuclear defense policies. So long as the two nuclear weapons whenever %n-. ,'shed. However,
countries aspire to be the coguarantors of a European many Europeans have grown s':eptical of American
security system, it will be difficult for Germany to strategy. They feel that the emphasis on tactical
accept any resLtrction• on its freedom of action from nuclear weapons and conventional forces may cause the
which two economically inferior neighbors are exempt. Russians to believe they could attack with Impunity,
Although Great Britain, disillusioned with the "special thereby weakening the credibility of a deterrent. Like-
relattoahlpl' and concerned with the problem of chaos wise the American concept of a "pause" before the use
in the Third World, might decide to reduce its nuclear Of nuclear weapons is viewed as a disadvantage that

a arsenal, France Is !esa likely to give up plans to encourages Russian aggression. Furthermore the Rue-
increase its independent nuclear force. Although the scans themselves might launch a tactical nuclear strike
French Cabinet is divided as to the feasibility of a against highly vulnerable and concentrated conventionalglobal nliclear strategy, there seems little doubt that forces in central Europe and shatter or at least neu-
France could build a nuclear force over the next 2n tralize them, Europeans are seeking to deter a
years that would have a worldwide range. An attack on nuclear attack with more nuclear weapons rather than
France's missile bases would cause enormous can al- with U. S. -sponsored conventional forces, while the
ties, owing to Its dense and evenly spread population, United States resists not so much the augmentation of
It therefore must seek a missile base -utslde its own nuclear stockpiles as their employment at the discre-
country--lbut where? If France reliee on missile- tion of Its allies. The United States tried without suc-
firing submarines, it will be at the mercy of any advan- cess to allow some measure of European control in
ces in detection achieved by the superpowers. In addi- NATO nuclear strategy through creation of the Multi-
tion, planing France's nuclear strategy will be diffi- lateral Force (MLF), but the forces required to imple-
cult because it has no "preferred enemy." The target- ment NATO nuclear strategy are largely American or
lag of missiles requires detailed topographical under American control. The answer to integration
information and tUe solution of reconnaissance and may be national nuclear forces. These forces could be
communications problems. Furthermore, it must be used to trigger an American strike--a factor that Rus-
expected that, given a French long-range nuclear sian strategists have not overlooked. An effective
capability, a fraction of American strategic forces alliance strategy will require France-American coop-
would eventually be targeted on France. Should the all- eration, since France coulid Invalidate US. strategic
szlmut.".a policy succeed, France would turn Itself into concepts by independently deploying nuclear weapons,
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In addition the idea of a NATO nuclear force along the would not be practicable without strong West European
lines of the MLF must be abandoned, and coordinated conventional forces. But legal, financial, and politi-
nuclear planning must take place within the Joint Stra- cal objections to a buildup of conventional forces are
tegic Targeting Group and the newly established spe- being raised in West Ger:oany, especially the argu-
cial committe, of NATO Defense Ministers. ment that they would hinder East-West detente. Yet

tangible prerequisites for ddtente are still missing.
1520 Only on the basis of Its own strength can the West, and
Cottrell, Alvin J. TilE CHANGING ROLE OF LA/ND the German Federal Republic, hope to achieve relax-

ARMIES 1N THE 20TH CENTURY. Current history, ation of tensions and a lasting peace in Europe.
v. 54, June 1968: 321-326, 307.

D4LO.C82, v. 64 1523
DEFENSE AGENCY' S" TECHNICAL RESEARCH ANDThe role of ground forces as the principal lnstrumtent DEVELOPMENT PLAN' ON AIRCRAFT AND GUIDED

ef ultimate decidion has declined in the 20h century. MISSILES. Japan Socialist review, no. 155, May 1,But despite the U.S. military-technoiogical revolution, 1968: 25-33. HX9.JR , 1908
ground forces coittinue to play a variety of roles, e. g..
in graduated deterrence, limited war, and counterin- Commentary on the plan, to be carried out under the
surgency. While the United States is moving away from third defense buildup program. Although there are no
the doctrine of massive retaliation and is accepting the official plans for producing nuclear weapons during the
concept of prevention of total war, ground forces con- defense buildup, Socialist Dietman Yanosuke Narasakl
tinue to play a major role in Chinese and Russian strat- revealed to the House of Representatives budgetary
egy. However, the unpopularity of the Vietnam War committee that the Defense Agency Is planning develop-
and the threat from China's numerically superior army ment studies of antisubmarine aircraft, radar-
may force the United States Into reliance on strategic equipped early wtrning planes, radio-controlled
offensive weapons and naval power unless it is prepared reconnaqu iance planes, and a variety of short.range
to use nuclear weapons. If this happens the United guided missiles. According to Narasaki many of the
States could eliminate the draft, reduce the size of the contemplated research projects go far beyond Japan'sa
armed forces, and create a professional military ser- self-defense requirements and show an obvious trend
vice, which would contit. a it wage counterrevoluttons toward nuclear armament.
if not in Asia at least in Latin America.

1524
1521 sDEFENCE TECHNICAL PLAN: JAPAN IS DEVELOPING
Decler, Michel, [AMERICAN STRATEGY] La strnttgie AMM AND CHEMICAL WEAPONS. Japan Socialist

anritcaine. Ecrits de Parts, no. 270t May 1960: 5-9. review, no. 152, Mar. 15, 1968: 11-17.
AP20. E355, 1968 HX9. J3, 1968

A report by the National Republican Committee on Socialist Dietman Yenosuke Narazaki has told iner-
National Strategy, published on April 18, 1968, noted bers of the Lower House Budget Committee that he poe-
that flexible response and gradualism could transform sesses documents revealing Defense Agency plans for a
a skirmish into total war because they emphasize pru- technical research development program in relation to
dent deliberation instead of initiative and resolution in the third defense buildup, which could lead to Japan's
anticipation of a second strike. The report further nuclear armament. lie announced his intention to seek
observed that, applied to Vietnam, these strategies more information on the program and severely criti.
have produced disastrous results. The author of these cized the Sato government fo- its apparent intention to
strategies, Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, violate the nonnuclearization principles. According to
has had such an iron grip on decisions in tlo war that Narazaki, Defense Agency plans for 1907 through 1970many generals in the field have been handcuffed in their call for studies of antimissile missiles, homing equip-
decisionmaking. In addition the North Vietnamese have ment for surface-to-air missiles, electronic counter-
profited from the Secretary's strategy of gradualism; measures, ultralow altitude radar, and high perfor-
since the last third of 1967 they have tripled their mance air-to-ground missiles. Furthermore, the
=face--tro- surface "ntaation0 , -nc, y 250 per- agency intends to examine the utility of chemical and

cent their antiaircraft forces, and augmented their biological weapons. Because of Narazaki's shocking
radar alert system. The United States must take the disclosures, defense problems are expected to receive
initiative in nuclear strategy. It must prepare to use a good deal of attention during the current session of
any force necessary tc attain its stated objectives and the Diet.
to convince those who are looking for trouble that it will
use this force. 1525

Dorn, JUrgen, RED FLAGAT SEA--A SUPERPOWER
1522 AMERICAN STYLE. Atlas, v. 16, July 1968: 26-29.
l)edekind, Adolf. TIIHE GERMAN FEDERAL REPUBLIC API. A83, v. 16

IN A QUANDARY ABOUT SECURITY AND DETENTE; "Translated from Rhtinircher Merkur, Cologne."
Die Bundes•aepublik Deutsclhand ina Zwiospalt zwIschen Newsp
Sicherheit und Enespammung. Wehrkumde, v. 17,
Apr. 190: 185-168. U3.W3", v, 17 Discusses the increasing influence and size of the

Russian Navy in the Mediterranean. The Soviet Navy is
The secondary importance attached to West German challenging U.S. naval supremacy around the world: It

territorial end civil defenses was consistent with has the largest fishing and submarine fleets in the
NiVTO's massite retaliation strategy, But the new world; It Is building aircraft carriers; and concomitant
'rategy of flexible resoonse adopted in 196' by the with its planned long-distance naval operations it Is
NATO Ministerial Council requires the Immediate constructing a nuclear defense network that includes
upgtsdtkg of those defenses. This s"rategy rests defensive antiballistic missiles and offensive fractional
largely on the principle of crisis mnagement, which orbital bombardment systems, The author concludes
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that these combined operations are capable ot "neutral- History of the Luitwalfe's combat operations during

izing the United Slates as the protective and deterrent World War I and I1 and of its developmnent after World

power of the West. War II with American backing into a serious threat to
peace. The imperialist warmongers are impatient to

1526 utilize the Luftwaffe for a nuclear attack against the
Ge lF U.S.S.R. and other Soctalist countries, tbut they will
Geisenheyner, Stfan, THlE ARAB AM{ FORCES: WILL find the invincible power of the Warsaw Treaty Organi-

THEY TRY AGAIN? Air Force and space digest, v. 51, zatiun an obstacle.
July 1968: 44-48. illus.

UG633. A65, v. 51 1530

Reports on the current status of Arab air forces and Hlaettkerup, Per. WHY DENMARK SHOULD STAY IN
their prospects for the future. Although most of the NATO. NATO letter, v. 16, Apr. 1968: 2-5.

equipment that was destroyed in the Arab-Israeli War D845. 2. A44, v. 16

has been replaced, the air forces still are handicapped
by the lack of training and control that caused their Advocates cortiued NATO mtembershtp for Delnark
disastrous performance in the June 1967 war. Unless despite recent criticisms o the allianceu ropeakkerup
the "reborn" Arab air arms are manned by Soviet maintains NATO is still essential to European security

pilots, which is highly improbable, they will not be and Is lully capable of continuing to carry out its task.

prepared for aggressive action against Israel until well Denmark has profited front the protection afforded by

into the next decade, the alliance and should not pull out because of false
allegations that NATO increases the risk of involve -
ment tn a global war and makes Denmark a lackey of

1527 U.S. policytnakers. Only with the security provided
Glenn, William. QUEMOY QUESTIONS. Far Eastern by NATO can Denmark strive to improve international

economic review, v. 60, June 13, 1968: 555. and European cooperation,
HC411. FIB, v. 60

'531
To effect economies to offset the cost of the Vietnam Handel-Mazetti, Peter. [NAVAL ARMAMENTS OF THE

War, the Department of Defense has recommended that SOVIET UNION AND THE NAVAL STRATEGIC SITUA-
Taiwan withdraw from the Quoenoy mad Matsu island TION IN TilE MEDITERRANEAN] Die SeerUstung der
complexes. However it probably won't do so because Sowietunion und die seestrategische Lage .in Mittel-
of the value of the offshore islands: they are used as meet. 6sterreictische militlgrische Zeitschrift. v. 6,
electronic monitoring points and they pin down a large Mar. /Apr. 1968: 85-90. illus.
number of Chinese troops, reinforce Taiwan's morale, P&GP RR
aid provide early warning of an amphibious or air
attack. The United States cannot force Taiwan to with- The naval strategic situation in the Mediterranean
draw because of that country's booming economic situa- has radically changed in the past decadc.s. With only
tion; it could finance Its own defense for 2 yeas. Tie Gibraltar left in British hands. Great Britain has as
offshore islands have dropped out of the international good as disappeared from the area. France's with-
spotlight sicce the last air raid against them in 1960, drawal from the NATO military organization, the
mainly as a result of China's internal problems. How- Turkish-Greek feud over Cyprus, the growing Soviet
ever, if these islands are abandoned, China may seize fleet in the Mediterranean, and Moscow's increased
them "as a welcome diversion from internal trials and influence in adjacent landa all strongly affect the stra-
tribulations." tegic situation of the Atlantic alliance and all Mediter-

ranean nations as well. On the whole, the Soviet threat

1528 to U.S. and NATO naval forces In the ares surpasses

Glukhov, IUrii, BUNDESWEHR IS REARMING. Daily their threat to the Soviet Navy.

review, translations front the Soviet press, v. 14,
Apr. 22, 1968: pt. 2. [Item! 4, I. 15t2"Slav Hin larrigan, Anthony. BRINKMANSHIP AT SEA--A TWO-

Translated from Pravda, Apr. 22, 1968. WAY STREET? Navy, v, 11, July 1968: 14-18.
"---'Iav Rm VA49. N28, v. 11

Discusses the types of arms to be replaced and allo- Urges U.S. retaliation in kind for Soviet-t odigated
cation of funds in the Bundeswehr's rearmament plan. incidents on the high seas. These incidents are but
This reactionary plan may increase Donn's prestige one aspect of the Soviet Union's aggressive maritime
among its NATO partners and strengthen West German posture in the Meditt -raneau Sea and elsewhere. They
attempts to prevent the conclusion of Lthe nuclear non- represent a calculated attempt by the Soviet Navy to

proliferation treaty and claims for the revision of post- gain a psychological advantage over U.S. forces and
war European borders, should be met with vigorous countertneasures.

1529 1533
Gorbatenko, Dmltril D. [TIlE SHADOW OF TilE LUFT- Hartley, Livingston. IIARMEL REPORT COMMENTARY,

WAFFE OVER EUROPE; FROM TIlE IIISTORY OF Atlantic community quarterly, v. 6, spring 1968: 0-16.
GERMAN AVIATION] Ten' liuftvaffe nad Evropoi iz DI639. A85, v. 6
istorii germanskoi avitsili. Moskva, Nauka, i967. "Front a report to the NATO Comnmittee of The
204 p. UG6O5, G3GS Atlantic Council, February, 1968."

Partial contents. -- From the Kaiser to Hitler.--The The initial reaction to the liarmel Report was pre-
striking power of aggression. -- In NATO's first eche- dominantly negative, hit subsequent analysis suggests
lon. that it wcay become a landmark in the progressive
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dsvelopmnt of the Atlantic alliance. French agree- retrenchment in the U.S. nuclear deterrent in terms
ment to the report was an accomplishment in itself, of detonatica values will soon create for the United
and the procedure followed In the "larmel Exercise.-- States a:'° megaton gap, large enough to upset the dell-
the Initial preparation of rocommendations by highly Cate balance of terror on which America's and NATO's
qualified individuals rather than governments--was pre- present strategy rests. In number of ICBM's the
cedent setting. A primary contribution of the report is Soviet Union is rapidly catching up with the United
Its recognition that deterrence and d6tento are compll- States. The diminishing credibility of the American
mentary, not conflicting. Another is its reaffirmation secAod-strike capability may eventually call for U.S.
of the necessity of U.S. participation in any European adoption of a first -strike strategy. Some years ago the

SSettlement and of the need for political solildrity in the United States withdrew its medlum-range missiles
quest for security and d4tente, The report also recog- from Europe because of their alleged obsolescence.
nizes that the alliance has responsibilities outside the However, similar Soviet missiles are still in service,
NATO area and approves the past practice of consulta- thus reducing the NATO potential to strike the Soviettion without commitment on these problems. Perhaps Union, The strength of the Soviet miLssile-launching
the most significant aspect of the report is its recogni- submarine fleet is catching up with that of the Anierl-
lion of the broad political tasks of the alliance. In can, British, and French fleets combined. The newly
this rotpect it effectively counters those who maintain developed Soviet fractional orbital bombardment sys-
that NAt71 is strictly a military organlzation anid that temn could put the entire American second--strike capa-
Its pnr,..Cl ox usefulness is over, bility completely out of order. The American ABM

system is still in the experimental stage, while the
15•,4 Soviet one has already been deployed for protection
Hill, H. J. FRENChi STRATEGY A]FI'ER DE GAULLE. against any nuclear missiles launched by the U.S. 0th

HilleRnato. J. n FRENCH STRATEGY AFERi D8 GA . Fleet. The United States scrapped one thousand of its
International journal, v. 23, spring 1088: 244253. B-47 aircraft in the belief that they were obsolete.

Consequently the Soviet Union now has the strongest

The fleet of strategic bombers In the world, constituting afor e atnwo nt ioa wl unity oalie hao r ea tur forseFrane toserious threat to the American maintAnd from the
its a nernational ntad toe North. Mosew's current efforts to make the Arab
its place of international leadership. Frencn strategy world the collective responsibility of the Warsaw Pact
Is influenced as much by the domestic as the interna-
tional goal. The most spectacular aspect of French Organization threatens Western security still further.
military policy is Its nuclear weapons program. The 1536
strategy for the use of these weapons Is derived from HOUSE CROUP DEMANDS STUDY Of NAVY OPERA-
Dulles' theory of massive retaliation. For the moment TIONAL REQUIREMENTS. Armed Forces journal,
France lacks a second-strike capahility, which means
that Its own forces invite a preemptive strike and can v. 105, July 27, 1968: 29, 32.
deter only conventional attacks. Thus a primary goal UI, A68, v. 105
In the next 10 years must be to create a more credible Although the House Appropriationo Committee
massive retaliatory mechanism. The nonnuclear pro- approved $71 million for the advance procurement of
gram calls for the reequipment of existing conventional general purpose destroyers and nuclear-powered
forces, particularly the Army, It remains io he seer, guided-missile ships and authorized construction-
whether France can uucceed with these plans since the conversion funds for 28 ships, committee memberstechnological and economic problems are formidable,Shoud D Cslledeprt efor th wo.; s fnisedexpressed concern that the Navy's development pro-
Should Do Gaulle depart before the wor. tIo finished, grams would not be adequate to meet future operational
p ramti-Gsuiith successors ayd undertake -but scp his challenges. In particular, they criticized the programs
programs--both nuclear and conventional- -but it 1 for falling to make sufficient nee of nuclear propulsion
unlikely that they would attempt to dismantle completed and for sacrificing performance for cost reductions.
work. The GOullists, of course, hope to see all par. The committee requested the Navy, the Joint Cllo0s of
ties reconciled to the military establishment, and the Staff, and the Secretary of Defense to prepare a thor-
latter reconciled to the Fifth Republic. For the long ough review and analysis of future naval requirements
term, the French must avoid that strategic dogmatism a a guide ior authorization on forthcoming construe-
that has coet them Go much in the past. De Gaulle him- tion requests,
self follows a pragmatic approach. The massive retal-
lation doctrine wIlh be continued through the 1970's, but 1537
after that, I( antimissile systems are perfected by the

aftr tatif ntnilsil syiom ae prfetedby he Ignatius, Paul It. THE SOVIET NAVY: WE ARE FI~~LL
superpowers, the French may again find themselves
dependent on the United States. On the other hand, ff AHEAD. Vital speechus of the day, v, 24, June 1,
strategic hardware becomes cheaper the French may 1988: 482-484. PN16121. V52, v. 24

Speech delivered belore the Retired Flag and Generalbe able to ccntinlie their independent course. Officers' Symposium, Washington, D. C., Mar. 20.

1908.
1535
Ifinterhiolf, Eugbne. [CHANGE LN THiE EAST-WEST Although the Soviet Navy has undergone remarkabie

REIATION OF FORCES] Die Entwtcklung des Oat- growth In size and reach, the U. S. Navy is far larger,
Wost-Kr~fteveritlhtntsses. Wehrkundo, v. 17, stronger, and more versatile. The Russian Navy Is
May 19680; 239-244. U3. W396, v. 17 hampered by geographical disadvant: gee: there are

only two areas in the Soviet Union that provide naval
A coordinated and integrated defense system -- not base complexes open to tlio oceans-- the Kola Peninsula

the Western nuclear arsenal alone--han deterred and the Northern Pacific area. But the Soviet Navy Is
Soviet invasion of Western Europe. The thoroughly learning, and it is here to stay. Aside from seeking
defensive character of NATO strategy accounts for the greater political effectiveness, It hopes to use more
alliance's failure to realize its mout bnportant .ofl, mobile and flexible naval forces to attain objectives In
the solution of the European problem. The systematic distant lands through Indirect support of indigenous
buildup of the Soviet nuclear poentlal and simultaneous forces.
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1538 Among prntests and dunmonstratlons and protected by
Kent, Irvin M. CIVIL AFFAIRS IN THE NATO MILl- a police cordon, Ite political represcatatives of the

TARY STRUCTURE. NATO's fifteen nations, v. 13, NATO countries met in lteykjavfk to discuss NATO's

Feb./ Mar. 1968: 71-73, 75. future. Willy Brandt, the West German Foreign

UA646. FS, v. 13 Secretary, attacked East Germany, holding it respon-
sible for the destiny of East Berlin and Germany as a

Reviews the principles of and describes the ideal whole and recommending a demonstration of solidarity
organization for the conduct of civil affairs functions by by the West European countries. ills policy was
military forces; criticizes present NATO arrangements strongly supported by the United States. Dean Rusk,
in this area and recommends improvements. The tern, denying rumors that his country wants to recall its
civil affairs encompasses all of twe relationships armies front West Germany for economic reasons and
between a mn~litary comnmander and his civilian environ- curtail NATO appropriations, asserted that the Unitedment. The goa! of the commander I1 to promote essen- States will fulfill its obligations toward NATO. The

tial civilian support for or reduce interference with his Greeks complained about the "Soviet threat" in the
logistic and tactical operations. In time of crisis this Mediterranean area. The Portuguese tried to justify
may require assuming the functions of the civilian goe- their colonization policies in Africa and expressed
ernment. In wartime, the civil affairs operations of their reservations about the nonproliferation treaty.
the military will overlap or closely apprnximate those The Islandic press asked the United States to close its

of the civil defense authorities. Thus the two activities military bases and remove its forces from Iceland and
0are complementary, and the more effective the civil advocated withdrawal from NATO and the disbanding of

defense effort, the less will be required of military for- this aggressive bloc.
ces for protection aid control of populations or provi-
Sion fir their welfare. 1542

EUontin, L. [FIFTIETIH ANNIVERSARY OF TIlE SOVIET
1539 ARMY] Lse cinquanteiaire de I'armte sovi~tique.
Kruls, 11. J. EDITORIAL, NATO's fifteen nations, Revue militaire grnt-rale, Apr. 1968: 448-462.

v. 13, icb,/Mfar. 1968: 12-13. U2. R48, 1968

Argues for the c o oHistory of the Soviet Army from its birth as an off-
Argues for the continuation of NATO or an equivalent spring of the Imperial Russian Army in 1918 to its pres-

after the expiration of the original 20-year pact in 1969. cut status as a bulwark of a great nuclear power. Lion-
The present international environment is very different tin notes that after Stalin's purge in 1937 the quality of
front that of 1949, but it is no less dangerous and cer- the Soviet Army was drastically reduced as was seen
tainly more complicated. The great destructiveness of in its 1939 defeats by the Finnish Army and in its fall-
inuclear weapons has created a balance of terror. How- ure to resist the Germans in 1941. Since 1954 the Soviet
ever. though the danger of nuclear war with the Soviet Army has been adapting itself to the nuclear age
Union may be less, the threat of a conventional attack through the Introdaction of scientific instruction and
is greater. NATO ought to be renewed in a revised modern weapons and equipment.
form. Kruls suggests 10 important modifications fun-
danmontat to a reorganization ed renewal of the alliance
-- modifications that stress NATO's function as a 1543

A power-balancing, peacekeeping organization rather LETTER FROM LONDON. NATO's fifteen nations, v. 13,
than its role as the "fighting' alliance of the Atlantic Feb./Mar. 1968: 14-18.. thus.

fi Ipowers. UA646. FS, Y. 13

1540 Comments unfavorably upon recenl British security

iu'metflov, eltf. DANGEROUS COURSE OF POLAR policy: time precipitous and ill-planned withdrawal froan
tAden, the probability that devaluation of the pouAd willEXPRESS," Daily review, translations from the Soviet Aetepoaiiyta eauto ftepudwl

Spress, v. 14p June 3, 1968@. pt. I, [iterI 5, 1-2. offset the economins expected from cutbacks in defense
p ,pSlav Rm spending overseas, the financial aspects of Britain' s

r av Rne ,purchase of fifty F-!!!K's fron 'ths United States, and

Translated fron Pravda, June 1, 196, the expected German withdrawal from thie British-led

Bi las Rut Jaguar project. The author suggests that the present

The NATO Command will hold a big military exer- British Government has gone too far in sacrificing
clis under the code name "Polar Express" in northern defense capability to the reluirements of national eco-
Norway and adJacent waters between June 3 and June 22, nomic rejuvenation.
1968. Time maneuvers' objective is to deploy mobile
NATO forces on "vital flanks'" and arrange "air 1544
bridges" to move large contlngents of foreign troops Lowe. George E. TIlE CASE FOR THE OCEANIC
with equipment and material into Norway. Such adonw- STRATEGY. in United States Naval Institute, Anna-
onstration of armed might in direct proximity to Soviet lis. Proceedtings. v. 94, June 1968: 26-34.
borders Is not only clearly provocative but can cause VI. US, v. 94
International tension, especially because of tie partic-
Ipatton of West German armed forces, which are begin- Unless the United States devises a new grand strategy
mlng to occupy a leading position in NATO. Besides, to resolve the conflicting demands ott Its resources cre-
the demonstration is intended to frustrate Norway's ated by the Vietnanm War. the tow1 weapons techaology.
recently disclosed tendency to abrogate its comnmnitniont overseas cotmnitntenits, and urban unrest, a disasilroos
to NATO. conipetition for scarce resources may ensue that

"could rip apart the very fabric of the American sril-
1541 ety." The three mnost widely discussed strategic
l mznoetsov, V. [NATO BEHIND A POLICE CORDONJ options are neolsolaticeism., preemptive nuclear war,

NATO za politseiskim kurdoonn. Nedcha, v. 9, and a national unterests strategy. Neoisolationism and
June 30, 1068: 12. Slav Rti 

preemptive war are both strongly supported by the
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"tectuocrats," who maintain adamantly that America's aeciding the fuhure of NATO must take these matters
best hope lies in the attainment of worldwide technical into account along with the political changes that have
superiority. A national interests strategy would Iden- occurred since 1949. Above Mll, what is needed is a
Illy U.S. commitmmets and vital interests and devise flexible approach to the future and to peace.
appropriate policies and military force levels. One of
the leaIs considered but most promising means of ful- 1547
filling a national hiterests straite would be an oceanic Martin, Laurence. TIlE BOMB: THE NEXT PRESI-
system. Sa-bttased strategic forces would be less vul- DENtS DILEMMA. Spectator, v. 220, June 21, 1968:
nsrabte to aitack than land-based forces end a seaborne 845-846. AP4.S7, v. 220
misile defense system could intercept enemy missiles
soo alter firing. Sy combining its oceantc xoces with An issue that is largely being ignored by the presi-
those of other nations, the United States could patrol dential candtidatos--except In reference to the ABIA
strategic Areas of the world to maintain order. An question--in America' a lagging strategic weapons pro-
oceanic strategy would force the advancement of Amer- gram, attributed to the financial drain of the Vietnam
lean technology without nurturing a war-winning philcs- War and McNamara's policies of sell-restraint. There
ophy atd would free billions of dollars to improve the is considerable fear that Russia is overtaking the
lives of impoverished Americans, Furthermore, "it is United States in strategic weapons development and
the only grand strategy that will preserve those liberal Russia's activities in the Mediterranean indicate a
traditions and conservative values that make our clviii- tesser degree of strategic inferiority titan at the time
tation worth saving in the first place." of the Cuban missile crisis. Any U.S. decision to

develop new sophisticated nuclear weapons, at a thne

S1545 when a new "missile galt' may become an issue in the

* Madzojewski, S. {" EAST OF SUEZ": A SURVEY OF campaign, would do more harm than good. What is

THE BilITISHi LMPKIUALISTIC STRATEGY IN ASIA more important is the "spirit in which the new genera-
* AND IN THE PACIFIC BASIN] "K vostoku ot Suetsa": tioe of weaponry is pursued', and whuthe- the super-

0 peresmotre strategil angiliskogo imperializma v powers can agree to slow down the arms race.

AzIt l v basseine Ttkhogo okeana. Mirovata ekonomika
i mezhdnarodnye otnoshonlia, no. 6, 198: 29-39. 1548

HCIO.M5357, 1968 Martin, Laurence. RUSSIA'S NAVY: A NEW CHAI,-
LENGE? Spectator, v. 220, May 10, 1968: 624-625.

Britain's policy in Asia and in the Pacific Ocean AP4. Si, v. 220
areoa, where British monopoly capital still has extert-
sive economic interests, has recently undergone a Despite the increase in Soviet naval strengtb and
fundamental revision. The author analyses the factors activity in the Middle East there is some doubt that this
responsible for the revision of the ,East of Suev' doe- show of strength represents as new a departure io Rus-
trine and of the methods used by British imperialism sian naval behavior as suggested by some American
to uphold its influence in that area at a time when a commentators. Although Russia's Navy has grown and
number of British military bases and strongholds there its leaders boast of a new maritime supremacy, its
are gradually being abandoned. (Abstract smpplied) doctrines and procurement policies suggest that it has

continued to regard the Navy "as primarily concerned
1546 with defence of the homeland." The Soviet presence in
Martin, J. A. N,A.T.0. -- PAST AND FUTURE. Con- the Mediterranean is a defensive response to the stra-

temporary review, v. 212, MAy 1968: 252-256. tegic nuclear threat posed by Anleican Polaris subma-
tempoary3 , Ma 22-rines. However, the movements M the Soviet fleet and

new departures In Russian naval behavior deserve care-
A major determinant of the course of postwar Euro- fol study. There are too teany alarmists who, armed

peas polities been the impulse toward contidental with patchy information, are misleading the public.
unity. However, the basic fact oi Europwar political U.S. military officials should be more open and frank
lifesincty e thwevrhasbeen the basi t of E pean poltic t about the Soviet Navy In order to avoid miscalculation
life since the war has been the division of the Continent of resolve and to answer the vital question of what
into hostile Easrtern and Western blocs. These two ele- effect Britain's withdrawal East of Suez will have in the
ments in the European situation were brought together Middle East.
by the creation of NATO in i949. Two problems have
plagued the alliance throughout most of its existence:
the absence of unified political direction and disagree- 1549
ment over the use and control of nuclear weapons. McConnell, John P. THE QUEST FOR NEW ORDERS OF
Nevertheless NATO has proved to be quite effective In MILITARY CAPABILITY. Air Force and space digest,
deterring Soviet aggression, and although the alliance v. 51, June 1968: 121-124, 127.
has been weakened in recent years by the relaxation of UG633. A65, v. 51
East-West tensions, those who argue that both it and Adapted from at, address given at the Air Force
the Warsaw Pact have outlived their usefulness and Association Convention, Apr. 4, 1968, in Atlanta, Ga.
therefore that NATO ought to be disbanded unilaterally
are speaking foolishly. The alliance must be renewed The new aupertransport aircraft, the C-5A, repro-
in 1069 although not necessarily In its present form, seats more than a major advancement in military air-
Renewal of the alliance will not by itself provide lift; it has led to a major breakthrough In operational
answers to all of the important European security ques- military capabilities. Whether such breakthroughs are
tlions. One )f these is the question of whether British ths result of expertly managed programs like the C-5A
and French nuclear forces have any strategic or politi- or major technological discoveries, they arc vital to
cal ",alue, A strong case can be made for unilateral the maintenance of military superiority. In order to
ruclear disarmament, but neither Britain nor France meet the challenge of future technological advances oit
can be expected to adopt such a policy In the near the part of potential aggressors, the United States must
future. Meanwhile the outlook for progress in the dis- constantly endeavor to achieve new military capablil-
armantent talks at Geneva Is discouraging. Those ties. In tile field of tactical airpower the United States
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must not only seek higher accuracy In bonmb delivery world of the early 1950's, which has "given way to a
but should strive for a technological breakthrough that chaotic playground of forces."
will narrow tho gap between the firepower of nuclear
and conventionai munitions. While the United States 1552
has significantly improved its ballistic missile force,
it has neglected to update the other part of the strategic Miksche, Ferdinand 0. TI!E FUTURE OF THE MEDI-
mix. Inanned bombers. In order to preserve a two- TERRANEAN AND TilE SECURITY OF WESTERN
pronged deterrent it should begin developing an EUROPE. NATO's fifteen nations, v. 13, Feb./Mar.
advanced manned strategic aircraft to replace the obso- 1968: 26-29, 32, illus.
iete B-52's. Operational breakthroughs are also desir- UA64O.F5, v. 13
able in the field of missile defense, since the first
nation to achieve an impenetrable defense against The Near East crisis has proved that the Soviet pan-
enemy missiles will enjoy a tremendous strategic Slavic threat is still with us. It is not the defensive
advantage. Jecause there is no such thing as the "ulti- lines inside Europe that are endangered, however, but
mate weapon," the United Slates must be Prepared to political and economic positions outside the Continent.

The Mediterranean and the Near East are vital geopp-be the first to discover any new phenomena that could Tic aeastfrrapen and the fe ofsthe Cinentrevolutionize warfare. litkcal areas for Europe, and the fate of the Continent
is more likely to be decided between the Persian Gulf

and Morocco than the Baltic and the Adriatic. Never-
1550 theless, a strong shield in Europe is still essential.
McElroy, Neil II. , and others, MILITARY EXPERTS Soviet proposals to dissolve military blocs on both

TELL WHY "GRADUALISM" FAILED IN VIETNAM. sides aim only at weakening the West. For economic
U.S. news & world report, v. 64, Apr. 29, 1968: reasons, the United States is considering a transatlan-
56-58. JKI. U65, v. 64 tic airlift as a substitute for stationing troops in

"From the text of a Republican Co-ordinating Coin- Europe. Since such a strategy cannot succeed, it vould
mittes paper, 'Gradualism--Fuel of Wars,' released be more honest of the United States to tell the Europe-
April 18, 1968," ans outright that soon they will be on their own.

French withdrawal from NATO has split the alliance in !
Criticizes current U.S. defense strategy, v'hicl is two and accelerated its decline. The French would like

an amalgam of two related doctrines: a revised ver- to go it alone but are too weak, as is every other Euro-
slon of the traditional concept of flexible response and a pean state acting singly. It is not the United States
new stratagem called gradualism. The first of these that deprives European states of their military indepen-
doctrines invites aggression; the second encourages its dence but their own smallness. The need for an Inter-
escalation or prolongatiom.. Tite disastrous conse- nally balanced and integrated European defense commu-
quences of present strategy can be seen most clearly in nity is greater than ever, but Europe, weary after 20
the American failure in Vietnam and in the growing years of vigilance, Is unwilling to continue its defense 4
weakness and disarray of NATO. Unlike current atra- efforts at the present levels, much less increase thenm .

tegic doctrine, a truly effective strategy would discour-
age aggression and political opportunism by confront-
ing the enemy with clearly unacceptable risks, pre- Montlort, Colonel-divison3aire. [WHAT'S NEW AT

serve for the United States control over the level and NATO?] A IlOTAN, quoi de nouveau? Revue militaire
nature of the U. S. military response, and avoid closing suisse, v. 113, Apr. 1968: 153-157.
indispensable military and diplomatic options through U2. R6, v. 113
publicly proclaimed, self-imposed limitations on the
use of American military might. In the light of tactical nuclear weapons the reduction

of the U.S. Air Force's NATO contingent will not
1551 adversely affect the alliance. The doctrine of flexible
Mendershausn. llorst, WEST GERMANY'S DEFENSE response precludes any serious conventional defense of

POLICIES. Current history, v. 54, May 1968: 268-274, Western Europe against aggression from the East. I
307. D410, C82, v. 54 Because the West is outnumbered in conventional

forces it must outweigh the East in nuclear forces.
The roles of the AtlantIc alliance and rearmament in

West German military policy are being subjected to 1554
financial and political pressures that could transform O'Ballance, Edgar, WORLD STRATEGIC PICTURE:
the very nature of the Bundeswehr. After the Erhard THE ARMED FORCES OF BELGIUM. CoSsantir,
regime was toppled by a financial crisis, which the Irish defence journal, v. 28, May 1968: 137-143.
resulted in part from Erhard's refusal to abandon plans UI.C8, v. 28
to expand the Bundeswehr, his successor Kurt Kie- "Republished from 'General Military Review,' Jan."
singer began to work toward a policy of more military 1968. U2. R48
cooperation with France and dbtente with the East. The
effect of this policy will be to reduce West Germany's Reviews Belgium's armoed forces in the light of that
defensive role In the Atlantic partnership; heavy arms country's strategic position in the NATO alliance.
purchases are likely to decline, the army will probably Beigiunn's Army, Navy, and Air Force together num-
be transformed into a smaller force, and some stream- her 111, 000, of which 34 percent are volunteers on
lining of the defense bureaucracy can be expected, short-service engagements. O'Ballance concludes that
Whether the Federal Republic will build a nationally the forces will play an important role in case of a
oriented force as opposed to an alliance oriented force Russian attack; they should he able to hold it off in
in difficult to determine. The fact Is that West Ger- their sectors.
many is becoming disillusioned with France's and
America's defense policies. These policies have 1555
erased much hope for a West European commonwealth TilE ORSEC PLAN, ITS STRUCTURE AND IMPLEMEN-
by maintaining the old external controls over tie Ger- TATION. International civil defence, no. 154,
man potential that were part of the structured political Apr. 1968: 265-2 07. UA926.1488, 19683
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Surveys the development and structure, Including Neither peaceful coexistence nor nuclear weapons
financingch o, France'OPEC (Organization•des are deterring the Warsaw Pact nations from increasing
Secouxrs) plan. ORSC organizes relief work in "large- their conventional forces. The 1966 Warsaw Pact
scale disasters beyond the scope of local communi- maneuvers throughout Eastern Europe demonstrated
ties." that the Communists do not trust the West and continue

to view NATO as an enemy. These operations also
gave the Russians an opportunity to develop new tech-

1556 niques in logistics and communications. In 1967 further
Pastt, Nino. OPINIONS ON NATO NUCLEAR STRAT- military exercises were held in the Ukraine despite a

EG'f. NATOPs fifteen nations, v. 13, Feb./Mar. 1960: thaw in Russian-American relations. There Is little
20-.A4. UA646. F5, v. 13 doubt that because of their politicomilitary strategy

the Communists will Intervene In Western Europe
NATO military strategy is built upon the three differ- should the opportunity arise.

ent families of weapons available to the alliance. Stra-
tegic nuclear weapons are used to deter the enemy
from employing his own strategic arsenal, Effective 1559
deterrence rests on the ability of NATO to maintain a Pasco, Livio. WHY EUROPE FEARS THE RUSSIAN
militarily and politically credible strategic threat. On NAVY. Atlas, v. 16, July 1968: 29-30j 63-64.
this level, U.S. cooperation in the defense of Europe Is APLA83, v. I1
absolutely essential, The decision to use nuclear "Translated fron .Epoca, Milan."
weapons will be the prerogative of the American Pres- Newsp
Ident, though machinery is available for all NATO
members to participate in planning and consultation. The Russian Navy is shifting the strategic balance of
The defect of strategic nuclear weapons Is that they power in the Mediterranean in its favor, as evidenced
provide no defense against low-level threats. Tactical by its Mediterranean fleet on NATO's southern flank;
"nuclear weapons are desi',ed for use at this level, but In one year the number of Russian warships there has
they are far too destructive for this role In Europe. increased fourfold. For Italy, three-quarters of
These weapons have a deterrent function similar to the whose territory extends into the Mediterranean, the
strategic arsenal: to prevent aggression, or halt It Russian Navy could threaten not only Its merchant
once It has begun. Conventional forces must be of marine but also its vital economic trade links with the
sufficient strength to compel the enemy to m,=ke his rest of the world. A is Improbable that the Russians
attack on such a scale that the attach would itself jus- will directly attack anyone in the area, but their arm-
tify the retaliatory use of nuclear weapons. This is the lag of the Communist and neutral states along the
answer to the "fait accomplt" theory. By the main- littoral and their Lnareasing influence over the policies
tenance of conventional forces adequate to this require- of these states are causes of great concern for the
ment, and a firm decision to oppose and liquidate any southern NATO countries. Raly would do well to
minor Soviet incursion, NATO can build an effective increase the size and strength of its Navy in the face
European defense, of the Russian threat instead of publishing articles

warning of the danger and entrusting its fate to its
"Star of Fortune."

1557
Posters, Paul L. [THE CONCEPT OF DETERRENCE

AND THE FUTURE OF NATO] Des Abschreckungs- 1560
kzetept and die Zuk*ft der NATO. Wehrkunde, v. 17, Petrov, M. [TIlE AIRCRAFT CARRIER OF THE PENTA-
Apr. 1968: 178-180. U3.W396, v. 17 (ON) Avianosets Pentagons. Sovetskii voin, v. 50,

Mar. 1988: 46-47. U4. S645, v. 50
The worldwide Interplay of political factors has a

much stronger bearing on military strategy today than Japan occupies a central place in the military base
ever before. Modern strategy rests on passive as well system in the Pacific. Under cover of the U. S. -Japa-
as active deterrence. Passive deterrence, a phenoni- nese security treaty of 1980 the Pentagon has estab-
enon of the nucilar age, causes the superpowers to lished over 200 air, missile, and naval bases on the
reappraise and "depreciate' their interests each time Japanese Islands. These bases provide the Americans
a darnger of mutual strategic confrontation becomes with airfields, storage facilities, dockyards, and sup-
imminent. To be most effective in terms of the avaIl- plies for the Vietnam War and serve as administrative
able deterrent NATO must strongly rely eo the pres- centers for underground and espionage activities
ence of substantial American forces in Europe and on against Asian states. American strategists are
U. S. nuclear weapons. Exclusive control over these attempting to involve Japan in the Vietnam War, and
weapons should remain with the United States. How- leading Japanese circles, which favor strong armed
ever, American policy should accept the existence of forces, approved an increased defense budget of 350
the French force de frappe instead of "agitating against billion yen in 1967. According to military authorities
it." At the same time it should take steps to prevent "Japanese industry will adjust itself within 5 to 10 years
this force from ever being used Independently of NATO. to the production of its own nuclear arms," despite the
WhUe refermulation of the basic concept of NATO may protests of Japanese democratic forces,
be necessary, no radical change in the relation
between NATO and the United States Is needed.

1581
THE PLACE WHERE IT HURTS. Economist, v. 227,

1558 May 18, 1968: 17-19. HGIl. E2, v. 227
Perret-0entil, Jacques. [WARSAW PACT FORCES HOLD

MAJOR EXERCISES] Los grandes manoeuvres des Argues that owing to Czechoelovakla's strategic
forces du Pacte de Varsovie Iby] J. Pergent [pseud. importance to the Soviet Union, greater than South
Est & ouest, v. 20, Mar. 31, 1968: 16-19. Vietnam's arid the Middle East's, Moscow would not

D839.A822, v. 20 permit that nation to withdraw from the Warsaw Pact.
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l! q2 of low-yield, loss accurate missiles by 1973, Secretary
Raven, Wolfram von. [TIlE 21I1) OF DETENTE: DRA- of Defense Robert McNamara nntiM that the u. S. Sen-

MATIC CILANGES IN NUCLEAR STRATEGY] Das Ende :llel ystwn, yu-ld bi CflnLcse-oridted, because it
der Entepannung; drantatische Wandlungen der Nutlear- could not be effective against a sophisticated high-yield
Strategic. Pol'tische Melaung, v. 13, no. 1, 1960: Soviet offense. John S. Foster, Director of Research
15-26. H5. P75, v. I0 and Engineering, stated that if the United States Is to

maintain a strategic superiority It will have to deploy
The proposed nonproliferation treaty provides for 1, 000 inure missiles than originally planned a few years

elimination of horizontal, but nct v.ertical, prolifera- ago. In addition he belleves that the Russians have
tion, thus aiming at protection of only the strong. And emphasized bombs of smaller yield and that, if the
Moscow-Washington concord on the treaty by no means United States is to provide an assured destruction caps-
portends an end to the Soviet-U. S. nuclear arms race. bility, It will have to emphasize smaller yields. The
Only a yearn ago a second-strike capability appeared to disparity between these evaluations of Russian strategic
be the ultimate in deterrence against the first nuclear capabilities does not instill confidence in U.S. strategic
strike and a strong reason for stabilization of the capabilities nor does it 'prevent the Soviet Union front
superpower nuclear armaments on that level. But making use of its growing military force in political-
deployment of 2 Soviet ABM system prompted the psychological warfare designed to erode U. S. Influenct
United States to prepare deployment of its own. This around the world.
change has reduced the deterrence value cf the super--
powers' second-strike capabilities, deprived the 1665
balance-ol-terror strategy of its most Irtp)rrtant 165
rationale, and restored the long-lost value of the first- Sanakoev, S. RELIABLE GUARANTEE; WARSAW

TREATY ON GUARD OF SOCIALISM AND PEACE.
strike potential in relations between the two powers. Daily review, translations frott !he Soviet press, v. 14,
In a serious Soviet-American conflict the side that June 17, 1968: pt. 2, [item] t, 1-6.
forestalls the other by dealing the first thermonuclear siaem RniSlav Rm
strike would save at least E0 million of Its people's
lives. This hypothesis may be inaccurate, but the Tran"I led from Izve . June 15, 1968,

magnitude of the prentium 't puts or, the first strike Is
Justified. Soviet policy In regard to arms control The Soviet Union and the other East European Coin-
agreements has long servE l to drowse the West's munist countries U are coordinating their efforts to

alertness to a first strile. According to 1963 estimates est aouroean curity tem. Toe mn
establish a European security system. Teie main

the Soviet Union would have to surpass the United obstacle to this endeavor Is NATO. The Warsaw
States in total number of missiles by a ratio of 4 to I to
venture the first strike. "A small circle of experts" Treaty Organization (WTO), established to counteract
has warned, however, hat: Moscow could develop sure- NATO's aggressive plans, and the subsequently con-

hit missiles within 5 years. The dynamic develcpment Iued bilateral mutual assistance treaties between the

of technology has allowed *,n impressive refinement of East European countries opened fresh poE ' P' s of
American nuclear weapon&, but at the expense of their economic and cultural cooperation, consolidated the

world Communist movement, and guaranteed the bor-
yield. Sonei experts believe that this "megaton gagv' ders of the countries as well as their national indepen-
can give Moscow a chance to venture a devastating d L

first strike even with an arsenal much smaller than the aene. Leaders of the Western bloc were naturally
Amercan.alarmed. Without abandoning their old imperialistic

American. methods of war in Vietnam, the intensification of the
arms race in the NATO countries, and increases in

1563 military expenditures, they have applied "peaceful
R6chin, Paul. [PROBLEMS OF ENVIRONMENT] Ques- methods" of anticommunist struggle and a new "bridge

tions d'ambialnce. Revue militaire gfntrale, Apr. building policy" in order to undermine the Socialist
1968: 530-542. U2. R48, 1968 community from within. But now NATO is in a crisis.

After the withdrawal of France the other West Euro-
Tactical instruction should be accompanied by a wide peas countries tried to free themselves front U.S. die-

use of films In order to acclimate the soldier to a ape- tales and get rid of U. S. monopolies. Despite these
clfic environment--nuclear, conventional, biological, difficulties NATO is still a grepat d•nger for Eastern
or chemical. Military men must be trained in these Europe because it has restored militarism and
environments and kept in a specific one as protection revanchism in West Germany. built up that country's
irom surprises and psychoses. The use of flints, economic potential, and turned it Into a leading nill-
accompanied by commentary and discussion, is the only tary power. Under these circumstances the consolida-
means for creating a conventional or nuclear environ- lion and improvement of WTO, especially in defense,
mcnt. Dummy fire and the use of local terrains do not the unity and cohesion of the Socialist countries, and
create a real feeling of danger. In chemical and biolog- coordinated foreigni policy actions within WTO go far
teal warfare, soldiers must be made to understand that beyond ensurieg peace In Europe and have becone an
they may be attacked by hitherto unknown chemical important factor in the consolidation of world peace
agents, and security.

1564 1566
REFLECTIONS ON THE QUARTER: THE STRATEGIC Speed, F. W. AUSTRALIAN NEWS-LETTER: AUSTRA-

AND CREDIBILITY GAPS. Orbis, v. II, winter 1960; LIA IN SOUTH-EAST ASIA. Army quarterly, v. 96,
968-970. D639.068, v. il Apr. 1968: 30-37. illus.

UL.A85. v, 96
Conflicting statements about U. S and Russian stra-

tegic capabilities indicate that U. S policymakers dis- The withdrawal of British forces front Southeast Asia
agree about the effectiveness of Soviet ICBM's. will have a tremendoas impact upon Australian defense
Although Under Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze testi- policy. Located on the periphery of Southeast Asia,
fled that one-hadf of the Soviet ICBM force will consist Australia has long depended upon the protection
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afforded by the Brit.'h presence in and around the area. 1560

Now it must cope virtualiy alone with the problem of Ward, S•anmus. STRATEGIC MISSILES AND THE ANTI-
protecting an area roughly the size of the United States BALLISTIC MISSILE: A SURVEY AND COMPARISON
and inhabited by only 12 million people. In view of Its OF NUCLEAR CAPABILITIES. Cosantdir. the Irish
limited resources and the growing nationalism in South- defence Journal, v. 28, Apr. 1968: 97-100. illus.
east Asia, most poileymakers agree that the future U. C08, v. 28
"security of Australia and ita territories Is best
assured less by military excursion than by contributing Although the nuclear arms race between the Unitedto the development of order and economic progress In States and the Soviet Union had slacked off somewaat
the South-East Asia region,' While Australia is not with the advent of satellite reconnaissance hi the mid-
capable alone of deciding the late of the Asian Conti- sixties, Russia's subsequent increases in offensive
Rent, it can play a major role in establishing friendly missile strength and its deployment of an ABM system
&-d stable regimes by contributing to economic devel- triggered demands among many Americans for com-
opme.u programs and helping to thwart the efforts of miensurate increases in U.S. strategic capability. The
Commudisi dissidents. Although It will probably United States first reacted by ordering the replacement
depend on the United States for assistance in its new of the Polaris missile on 31 of its 41 nuclear subma-
role, i1 "is no le&s nationalistic than the emerging rnoes with the more powerful Poseidon and the installa-states of .,7outh-E-xst A-sia" and do~e not Intend to be tion of an improved ICBI14: '.a Minuteman Ill. Secre-
dominate, Lv the Uatted States. tary of Defense McNamarA maintained that theseimprovements in offensive capacity would more than

adequately protect the credibility of the U. S. deterrent.
1567 However, the Joint Chiefs of Staff advocated additional
Stillman, Richard J. TRAINL.3*, OF DEFENSE LEAD- insurance hI the form of an ADM system, With public

ERS. Pt. I. THE NATO DEFEINSE COLLEGE. opinion on their side, the Joint Chiefs won, and the
NATO's fifteen nations, v. 13, ieb /Mar, 1968: 53-54, President authorized the deployment of a limited mis-56-61. lilus. UAEI6, F5, v. 13 sile defense system. While the U.S. d&cision was log-

Includes a general introduction to the three-part Ical in view of Russian defensive acttities, many tech-
series. nical problems will have to be overcome before theeffectiveness of the U. S. ADM system is assured.

A comparative study of the effectiveness of the NATO Possibly the present system will have to be radically
Defense College and the U.S. National War College. changes to meet the challenge of Russian multiple war-

1art I relates the history and describes the organiza- heads and boost glide missiles. On several occasions
an of the NATO Defense College, evaluates its faculty in the past America has been forced to support a tre-

and student body, and indicates the major problems mendously costly weapons turnover to maintain ties
encountered in the operation of the high-level, multina- credibility of its deterrent,
tional defense training school. The overall quality of
the school is determined primarily by the separate
NATO "tates through their appointment of students and 1570
faculty. European states with large military establish- Witze, Claude. DETERRENCE IS STILL THE PRIME
ments have most often sent highly qualified zppointees MISSION. Air Force and space digest, v. 51, June
while the United States has consistently appointed ofui- 1960: 45-48, illus. UG633.A6S, v. 51

I eers of lower quality. This seems to reflect the
cersof owe qulit. Tis eem torefecttheWith many of Its manned strategic systems in use in

greater significance of NATO to the total defense pos- Wethany th S trategic sACtels heavntureof Eropen sttes.Vietnam, the Strategic Air Command (SAC) relies heav-
furs of European states. Ily upon the Minuteman to carry out its prime mission

-- deterrence against the Soviet Union, Although SAC
continues to adhere to the mixed force concept, the

1568 Minuteman now dominates the force structure. Thus,
Thomson, George G. BRITAIN'S PLAN TO LEAVE while a large portion of SAC's manned forces may be

ASIA: AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE FOR SINGAPORE, diverted to tactical missions in the general purposeRound table, the Commonwealth quarterly, no, 230, forces, the i, 000 Minutemen now in inventory remain
Apr. 19608: 117-125. AP4.R6, 1968 on constant guard at home. The nearly 1,500 launch

control officers that man the six Minuteman bases areThe Britiah withdrawal from• Singapore is part of the subjected to the same strict requirements that distin-

logic of the new nationalism in Asia, the British return gulch SAC aircrews. Virtually cut off from the outslde
from an Imperial to a national role, and the end of a world during their duty hours, the "silo sitters" must
Europe-centered world. The gradual withdrawal, maintain a constant alert by their machines. Because
although not yet categorical, indicates an uncertain of the strain of the environment, strict precautions are
future for Singapore and will require a realistic read- taken to prevent an unauthorized firing by any one
justment of Great Britain and the affected Asian launch control officer.
countries. The paramount problem is that the with-
drawal will create a power vacuum In the Indban Ocean,
which lies between the American-dominated Pacific 1571
and the Mediterranean, where Russia is building a yool, W. M. AEROSPACE AFFAIRS, Army quarterly,
power position parallel to that of the United States. v. 96, Apr, 1968: 18-21,
With the British withdrawal set for 1971 Singapore must U0.ABS, v. 96
soon face the problem of self-defense. That can be
achieved only if Britain decides to play a part in the In line with recent defense cuts, British forces will
establishment of a future joint air defense for Singa- be confined to a principally European role in the next
pore and Malaysia and a new pattern of alliances is decade. With the cancellation of the F-I1 long-range
devehl.-ed both in the Commonwealth and within the bombers and the phasing out of the Canberras,
Association of Southeast Asian Nations. V-bombers, and long-range transports, the Royal Air
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I1
Force (RAF') wvill have becolne almost entirely a tricti- cides in Vietnam until their effects are better known
cal support force by 1976. in the Government's estlina- and recommnended that a field study be undertaken
lion imiprovements in ICBM's and antiaircraft defenses under U. N. auspices to analyze the long-range effects
will have rendered long-distance bomnbers obsolete by of herbicidal agents and determine the precautions

that time. Although the Government has decided to needed to assure future -roductivity of the affected

Forc wil sillbe quipedto rovie tctial upprt tepingthe military use 01 herbicides, including

Phantoms, 10nl-rnhjgas 0lrivvdaso h or gedwt h ees eat
100 Lightnings, and 50 B~uccaneers. A number of Brit- mnent position that defoliants were not unduly harmnful to
ish defense officials are concerned over the abandon- the environmient and stated the board's reconimenda-
nient of the RAF's tong-range capabilities; however, it (ion for a U. N. -sponsored field study on herbicides
does have the advantage of encouraging collaboration was politically unfeasible. According to Wheeler.Ibetween Biritain and its European allies In designing available information on herbicides indicates an ade-
military aircraft suited to the needs of Europe, thtus quate safety margin for continuing their use in Vietnuam
reducing dependency on U. S. aircraft. and, by projecting "worst cases" for each imaginable

situation, sufficient precautiotis can be taken to avoid
disastrous consequences. Ftrtliermore he notes the

D. CONSEQUENCES OF NATIONAL experimental value of the operation in Vietnam and
Indicates that the final decision to continue it rests

DEFESE PLICIS AN WARwith the people of South Vietnam, not the United Slates.

1. Biological 1574
RADIATION ANTIDOTE SOUIGHT. In Canada. Det

1512 External Affairs. Informuattun Div~ision. Canadian
Hersh, Seymour M. CHIEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL weekly bulletin, v. 23. May 29, 196:2

WARFARE: AMERICA'S HIDDEN ARSENAL. India- F1034. A3, v. 23
napoits, lBobbs-Merrill [19681 354 p).

UG447. H42 Describes the search by a team of scientists from the
National Research Council of Canada for an antidote for

Contents. --'rbie of chemnical and biological agents. the treatment of persons who have received excessive
-- The history of chemical and biological warfare. -- doses of radiation. Cailcium chloride miay providethie
America first: CBW policy today. -- The chemicals. -- answer. Experiments are also being carried out with a
The biologicals. --'The secret bases. --CI3W In comnbat: compound nanmed Versene which reduces the calcium
Vietnam. --The CBW boosters. -- College presidents ievel in the body.
and board chairmen: the CBW research establislunent.
--The makming of a science. --What other countires are 17
doing. --The problemis of disarmament, --Chapter Smith, Peter J. GERM WARFARE: THlE PLAGUES OFI
notes. -- Index. FORT DETRICK. Spectator, v. 220, June 28, i968:

Criticizes and exposes Anmertca's role in the produc-
tion of chenmical and biological weapons, Included are Traces the history and nature of Anmerica! s chemnical
accounts of the mnyriad professional agencies that are and biological warfare (CBW) effort. Smith rtveals
Involved in the chemical and biological weapons pro- that during the Kennedy years CBW became the bene -
cess. Htersh notes that large and small nations may ticiary of a rethinking in milittary strategy; mutual
turn to chemical weapons If there is an agreemeont t0 nuclear deterrence reduced America'a freedom of
ban nuclear weapons. Treaties and verificatiotn sys- action, and a new weapon that would increase Its flexi-
tents will be needed to curb the blological -chemnical bility in foreign affairs was needed. The author sur-
artms race, but Hetrsh concludes that It may already be v'eys American CBW installations, noting that ljrttain's
too Late for any resolution of tile problem. C13W effort is mninute compared to Anicrica' s. He

concludes that the growing opposition to CBW is caused

Is l'3 not by concern for its inuhmnanity per sc, but ratter Its
ON THlE USE OF HERBICIDES I1N VIETNAM. Science, involvement with the universities, since secret mill-

QI.S5, v 101Lary contracts to colleges clash with the view of a uni-
v. 161, July 19, 1968: 253-256. veraity as a forumn of freo sptech and discussion.

Contents, .- A statement by the B~oardt of Directors of 1576
the American Association for the Advanceenivt of Sci- TOO HlORRlIBLE 'rO USE? Newsweek. v. 71. June 3.

- -Suipplemnentary statements by sonmc mecmbetrs of 1908: 58-59. illus. AP2. N6772, v. 71
(ite board of directors. -- fherbicides itt the perspectives
of 20 months and 20 years, by . ohn A. Wheeler. Discusses chenmical amtd biological weapons from the

seemingly crude chlorine gas used in World War I to
Comments by rep~resentatives of thbsat 'alific coat- today's VX nerve gas. a drop of which can kill in mmi-

naunity regatding tlte Goverantent's use ot '--erbit-ides in ules, The sophtisticatiotn of gases, evidence of mnan's
Vietnam. After teviewing the Government -sponsored inhumanity as well as his ingenuity, has reachteda
Midwest Rese~arch Institute report assessing the eco- frightening stage: an ounce of bottilinumn toxin could
logical effects oi herbicides together with evaluations kill as mnany as 60 million people. Seymour M, Hlersh,
of the report, the board of directors of the association In )its book Chemical and Bioiorical Wirartr', notes
expressed concern over the long-termn envirounmental thai tile Army let otat to universities, Industry,
conmsequences of lar'ge-scale deployment of herbicides, and private reqenrcti l,,utl~utions. In fact chetmical and

They urged suspension of the use of arsenic-I hem'bi- biological warfare (C13W) research is a giant complext-I J53I
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that Is budpted at more than $300 million per year, ment of West German rearmament. -- Peculiarities of
'and te COW effort will co grine to gow as long as the West German rearmament. -- Causes of its delay. --
i mirror-Ira logic of gtobel confrontation--that if the Specific conditions for and prerequisites of West Ger-
Russians have CBW then the United States must also-- man production of weapons. -- Tendencies in and effects
exists, of further rearmament of West Germany. -- The financ-

ing of West German armaments. -- The role and devel-

2. Economic opnment of armaments expenditures in the state budget.
-- The transition to methods of deficit financing in the
state budget. -- Effecls of armaments financing.

AFTER VItVT HAM. Nation's business, v. 56, July 19OP: Contct.ds that due,..oportionally large defense expen-
64-68. HFI, N4, v. 56 ditures In the WeVd German state budget cause inflation

coupled with increased concentration and centralization
Reviews ways that the U.S. economy could adjust to a of economic power in the hands of monopolies. This

cessation of the Vietnam War. People and compatnies leads to further consolidation of the "state monopolis-
are prepared for this ewnuality, but defense pending tic system" and widens the abyss between the "policy
will remain at or near C,.rrent levels because the war of monopolies, and the interests of the entire popula-
has altered the military's equipment needs and contin- tion.
ued world tensions will necessitate maintaining a strong
peacetime military force. 1580

Andrews, Waiter. PENTAGON WRESTLES WITH HUGE
IS7 BUDGET CUTS. Aerospace technology, -,. 21, JunA 17,
Albrecht, Ulrich. fAPPLIED ECONOMICS AND THE 1968: 13-14. UG630. M54, v. 21

CONFLICT THEORY AS EXEMPLIFIED BY THE AIR-
CRAFT INDUSTRY] Praktische Soziallkonomie und Estimates effects on military projects of the contem-
Konflikttheorie am Beisplel der Lufflahrtindustrie. plated $2 to $3 billion cut In the defense budget. The
Atomzeitalter; Information und Meinting, Apr. 1968: leading candidates for cuts or deferrals appear to be
176-180. diagr. P&GP RR ABM systems, new aircraft defense systems, and

space projects, including a possible cut of at least 10
Imprecise terminology and arbitrary data pose the percent in the mananed orbiting laboratory. Although

main difficulties in the controversy on the economic research and development efforts will probably receive
impact of the defense industry. Leontief's input-output the heaviest reductions, the cutbacks will also affect
matrix opened the possibility for the authoritative quan- the support and improvement of operational systems,
tificatiOns of processes; but statistical data are still including the entire range of strategic aircraft and
inadequate, so the method cannot be applied in practice. Titan If and Poseidon missile forces.
Some relatively authoritative studies seem to confirm
that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
and Atomic Energy Commisilon research commia- 1581
sioned by the U.S. Defense Department has "no com- Bayless, Glenn. LAUNCHIE) BY THE NAVY: A NEW
mercial potential" and that the aerospace industry's ERA IN SHIPBUILDING. Armed Forces journal,
defense sector's output effect on economic growth Is v. 105, July 27, 1968: 6-7, 27, 29.
nil, while input effect is substantial. Government UI. A66, v. 105
financing has made capital turnover in defense industry
twice as fast as that of civilian industry. Consequently Under the leadership of Secretary Paul I. Ignatius
private investments in defense industry bring higher the U. S. Navy is revolutionizing its procurement tech-
yields, But the monopsony associated with defense niques. By replacing its old policies of in-house designSindustry gives the state far-reaching and decisive influ- and distribution of work among many contractors on a
ence over the industry and related markets. The size one-st-a-time basis with total package multiyear pro-
of the American aerospace industry allows for cheaper curement policies, the Navy hopes to increase ship-production, which is reflected in its costs progress board efficiency and stimulate the development of a
curve. The prices of American aircraft on the world progressive and profitable shipbuilding industry,
market are unbeatable. West Germany should proceed Although at first some shipbuilders opposed the nee,
with concentration of its aerospace -r.nu-stry and work approach for fear that unsuccessful biddors w.ould go
out adm.4.ae naional research aund development strat- out of business, many firms have now respondked to the
egy. additional requirements by streamlining thetr manage-

ment techniques and Improving their engineering capa-
bhllltes. Three major shipbuilding programs empha-

1679 sizing consolidation of mission mid standardization of
Andexel, Ruth. [IMPERIALISM--STATE FINANCES, design haeel already been initiated. Litton Systems has

ARMAMENTS, WAR; PROBLEMS OF FINANCING THE been awarded the development and production contract
ARMAMENTS OF GERMAN IMPERIALISMJ lmperla- for the new, general pourpose amphibious assault ships
is'nus--Saatsfinanzen. llUstung, Krieg; Problems der and Is competing with General Dynamics mJnd Bath Iron

RUjtungsiinanzierung des deutschen Imperialismus. Works for the design of a new series of destroyers,
BRrlin, Akademie-Verlag, 1968. 208 p. (Deutsche Litton also provided the most acceptable design for the
hkademie der Wiseenschaften zu Berlin. Schriften des fast deployment logistic ship and will begin negotiating
Instituts fUr Wirtschaftswlssenschalfen, Nr. 25) a production contract once congressional approval is

HD9743. G48A7 forthcoming. While the Initial costs of the new pro-
curement techniques are higher than those of the old

Pazrtial contents. -- Main methods of financing World piecemeal approach, the long-term benefits to ship
War I in Germany. -- Problems of financing armame-nts performance and maintenance and to private industry
and war under the specific conditions of the Fsisel' are expected to more than compensate for the added
system of government. -- The beginning and develop- expense.
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1662 economic resouirces and facilities quickly and sill-
Burck, Gilibert. HOW BIG A "PEACE DIVIDEND, ? For- ciently. Unfortunately a complex modern economy

tune, v. 77, June 1, 1908: 86-89, 156-167. makes the difficulties of mobilization planning almost
liF500l. F'?, v. 77 Insuperable. The most formidable difficulty is comn-

preliending those Interrelations of autonomous eco-
The easy assumption that the $28-biilon Vietnam war homnic units that lave arisen because most firms

budget will soon be available to ease the fiscal crises, depend on the outputs of other firms as inputs to their
the balane-of-payments crises, and the human crises own productive processes, biput-output analysis As a
of America's cities is wrong. No significant drop In mathematical techunique devised to deal with this ran"i
military spending is now expected until 1970--even If a of programming problems, To date it has besn used
cease-fire takes effect soon after the November else- mainly to measure the impact of national defense pro-

lions. Most of the Defense Department's biggest pro- grains on the economay aks a whole. Thle was the case
curement contracts--for aircraft, missiles, ships, with the "emergency mnodell dravrn up for the rearm*-
electronics, and communication9- -will not be much merit p~rogram of the early 1950'e4 Used in. this way,
affected by an end to the war. The only industries that the technique Is one of tl*. '.oet important tools of
will be hit sharnly are clothing and textiles (where atrategic analysis. It providec. the, planner with a set
about 66, 000 extra jobs were created by government of rationally structured alternetivue hased on ai knowl-
orders for military garb) and munitions manufacturing edge of the protiable consequences of ezch, In the
(where about 226, 000 jobs are at stake). In fact, no nuclear age choosing the r4igh strategic alternative
expert tiew expects defens, spending to ever get back to may mecan the difference bietween survival and death,
the pre-Vietnam level; optimists say it could level out
at $610 billion, others put the (Wigre closer to $75 bil- 1585
lion. (Abstract supplied) (THlE FR~ENCH AEROSPACE INDUSTRtY, 1967/&3] Die

franzbsischo Luttfahirtinduatrie, 1967/68. Wchr und
1683 Wtrtschaft, v. 12. Apr. 20, 1968: 104.
Culver, John C. FOR8EIGN AID IN DECLIVlE: THE Us.Wag, V. 12

NEED FOR A FR WH START. Round table, the Coin -
monwealth quarterly, no. 230, Apr. 1988: 143-150, Outlines the industry's international market Situation

AF4.6, 168 ad pontsout the problem of finding new markets for
' its military sector within the next 4ecade.

Although the financially generous Marshall plan wsas
widely accepted and supported 20 years ago, public 1686
support for the foreign aid program Is declining and Galper, Harvey, and Edward GramItch, A TECHNIQUE
there is a very narrow margin of tolerance in congres- FOR FORECASTIN:G DEFENSE~ EXP9NDITURES.
atonal support. The total appropriation for this year is Petiew of economice and btatistics, v. 50, May 1968:
just under $2.3 billion as compared to $4. 3 billion In 143-166. HAl. R135, v. 50
1961 and $3. 25 billion in 1966. In 1988 America will not
spend more than 0. 6 percent of Its gross naftional prod- Suggests a method of forecieting q~uarterly defensee
uct on economic aid, In sharp contrast to 2. 75l percerit expenditures. Inaccurate forecasto lead to multiplied
in 1949. Sim~ilar development can be traced in olther errors in predicting the gross nattonzl product and can
countries. Public opinion polls have registered a result in inappropriate policy deoinions. Galper andI
steady decline in public support due to dissatiafaction Gronilich have developed a forecasting~ method that
with methods applied and doubte oK the program' a effi1- uses two D~epartmentt of Defense series as indicators to
cacy. Moreover the* disparities between defense and predict quarterly exptendittures on a national income
foreign aid spending are constantly and rapidly widen- accounts basix. The~y also have attempted to throw

Ing. The ratio Is now approcvnimaiely 25 to I. Even if some lighit on the award- expenditure tag, its reiation-

not be applied to foreign aid, because It does rnot pos- nahtre of inventory buildups associated with defense
sees In the public mind the tangible valuea of bigger pnbc
defense. It is much 2asior to pans a $12 billion supple-sedi.
mental bill for defense than a $600 million bill for for- 18
elign aid. And yet c-coriounic development is closely 1584
connected w!.th securit y, and economic growth might Giukhuv, 1ihrii, N'ATO COIL SPRING. Dailly review,
prevent military involvements of the Western countries, translations from the Soviet press, v, 14, June 12,
If the foreign aid progruto Is to survive it will require 196B: pt. 2, [iteml 3, 1-22.
a fresh strategy, a new assessment of the potentW-lst Slav Rnt
and sources of international assistance, and increased Trans~lated *roin Pravda, June 12, 1668,
public and private assistantce, perhaps doubled in 1975, Stay 61in1

What is needed is experience and a sober realization In An -eprmna ecensoultive mneeting of Iindustrial-
the recipietn countries of what can reaiistically be tsofteATmmbrcurihldnlrses

admainistration, in Macy 1968, woo attended by 60 industrialists as well
as government rapresentatlvus. The obvious aim of
the meeting was to preserve NATO, in widen the

1584 monopolies dictate the bloc's policy and have succeeded
Frnln William D. INPUT-OUTPUT: TOOL FOR In nwaintaning wartime economic conditions in peace-

DECISION. In U. S. Command and General btaff Cot- time, In 1987 thu military expenditures of the NATO
geFort U71venworth. MIliary review,v_ vT1_,fulhe counltries reached almost $100 billion, nmore thtan five

1,Zt72.U3, .48 tImes thei9t expenditures. The prof its of the mem-

ber countries' industries grew considerably. The
Modern war is as much a contest of Industrial scono- itoti's share of the profits went to the Unitod States,

mies as of armed forces, and this state of affairs hats which has almoat a mnl!opoly In the NATO, arm-, mnarkcet.
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Rtates one billion dollars. The upkeep of Aineri.,an review, translations from the Soviet press, v. 14,
troops on West German territory is compensated for Apr. 181. 1968! pt. 2, [Itaiem 1, 1-6.
64y the salt. of American arms to the ilundeswehr. Slav Rni
Under these conditions the monopolies under itandably Translated fronm Izvestila. Apr. 17, 1908.
Ignore the peoples' aspirations for relaxation of ten- Slav Rill
alione, abolition of NATO, and a roliactivc securityThralim ofUSimeilsleedycn

systm i Buo~, an islousy uhol th ars rce.cerned with "prosperity for all," Is world hegemony.

Every conflict emerging in one or another part of the
1868 globe Is mipporte~d by the U. S. alliance of capital and

Groso-Talmon, Paul. [THlE GERMAN AEROSPACE the military. The role of war is to ensure aniti-Commu-
INDUSTRY, 1988) Die deutsche Liuft- und Itaumfahrt- nist "order" in the tense Spots on earth and to provide
Industrie 1968 [by I git. Weha' und Wirtschaft, v. 12, American corporations witht profitable military orders
Apr. 20, 19118: 150-155, Litleu. by encouraging a permanent acums race. The Wall

U3. W38, v. 12 Street armamnents monopolies are the moat expansion-
lot, but the Initiative IS shifting ever more to the Mid-

Analyzes the current reorganization of the West dle Western, Pacific Coast, and Texas rocketry, elec-
German aerospace Industry from ant economic stand- tronics, and other tnIll.%ry products concerns. Finance
point. Gross-Taniuon considers the industry's conipot- and Industrial executives are appointed to the office of
itiveness underdoivrlopL-1 owing to its overdependence defense secretary. and retired generals take up post-
on defense contracts, lions in corporations, The "creative democracy' is

turning Into a "militarized society." 'rho "war onl pov-
1589 erty" program hae been replaced by the Vietnam War,

Hart-, Albert C;.ý and oters. PREDICAMENTS OF w'htch swallows up about $25 billion a year, while the
PEACE.. Harper' a magazine. v. 236, June 1908: BO80-8 U. S. Congress has rejected at proposal to allocate sev-
90-91. AP2.1H3, v. 236 eral handred milleon dollairs for annihilating rats tll the

olums. The military-industrial complex is responsible
A collection of views by five experts- -Albert G. Hlart, for the Vietnam failures. U.S. Internal struggles, and

Hlans. J. Morgenthau, Christopher Green. Joseph A, the currency crisis. The monopolization of production
Pechnian. and Leonard C. Lecwin- -on what wil hape and Intensification of Social hostilities In capitalist
to the American economy after the Vietnam War ends, society call for revolutionary social changes, which
(;omnents iare centered on Walter Holler's thesis that "the Iron heel" of the monopolies cannot atop.
resources new committed to the war could be used for
less destruetive purposes. All the exports agree that 1693
war ts not necessary for economic well-being. La Fond, Charles D). THE HIDDEN ACE IN THE U.S.

SPACE EFFORT: mIIJrARY PROJECTS GROW

1590 EStPITE NASA CUTS. Electronic design. v. 18,
H~ WLL PACEAFFIT AEO6PCE 8l'QCBduly 4, 1908: 36-43. illus.MagWzine PLAC WAll EC AERreetC an uie s aar*C.1 TK7800. E437, v. 10

Magaineof allStret ad bsinss aalyt, . 12,'Second article on Government-contractor rela-
July 0, 1968: .4-16, 43. 1itins."1 See Item no.. 159'7 and 1598 in this bibetogra-

11G4501. M3, v. 122 p'ty for %4n and 3d articles.

Asserts peace in Vietnam will have no long-term xmesthoulkfreeconsSpiass
adverse affects upon the earnings of aerospace cornt- o ie tate the Ntoutloo forc elecrtrois. Alethougmots
pantes. While 10 percent of the companies' annual en loage A. ithe action'd Space efforts.ralthoug moffcast
revenue is now related to the Vietnam War, losses N.iniAtoatctadSaeAmnsrto fiil

Icrebythe cessation of hostilities will more than prv fidt it '-year period of austerity before major
incured byexpialslon In the civilian space effort, the cutbacks will

be offset by the revitalization of str'ategic defense and rnisl&(athoengedIteluchndp -
space projects and by growing demands for commiercial pria n lareas affec ot those egedin the elecurnich aned.po
aircraft. Revenue from Government contracts Ifor such uao ra n o hs nteeetoisfed

as te Mnutean ll.ArIMsysem. Sloct the military apace effort is expected to rise In
enormous projects athMiueaIIA stm.order to maintain America's strategic superiority, any
amnphithous assault shIps. DX Navy' destroyer, and nhteahtardipcdfomivlscergas
Poseidon subinarine-launched missile should far exceed can trulsters thou miiare diplaeromecis.Cilen space Inog
yhear blylfont the war.l nadito the aeopaeianit al efects the total space effort could be altered by changes tnyeary fom he ar.in ddi~oD he inacia efecbudiget priorities and defense req'tiremntemt, but At this
of a peace Settlement will be cushioned by Industry time moat experts anticipate an upsurge in fundiagi
Involvement in the supersonic transport. akirboan. andwihnheexdca.
747 juinbo-jet programs.wihnteexdca.

1594
1591 McCairthy, Terrence. WHAT THE VIETNAM WAR HAS
DMPACT Or PFACE. Economist, v. 227, Apr. 13, 19008: COSTl. New university thought, v. 6, summer i968:

26. HGII. E2, Y. 227 [k] 1-10. DO 39. N4184, Y. 6

Discusses the Impact of the Vietnam War on the An asse~sment of the economic and political costs of
United &atais economy. Since contractO related to the dhe Vietnam War. Direct military expenditurea
war are vWdespread, transition Irorn a "semi-war together with the sale of Government assets and the
economay" will be relatively easy once the war ends, depletion of military Inventories make up only a part of

the economic costs of the war. To this total must be
added the cQA to the Nation of distortions introduced

1592 bnto emnploymen patterns and the credit structlure, time
liozovot, M4. IRON hEEL; UINDUSTRIAL-M~ILITARtY diversion of hazily needed resources from civilan, use,

COMP1LEX, MASTER OF DOLLAR EMPIRE. Dally thme reduction of consumer purchasing power through
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inflation, the growth of the Federal budget deficit, and neers may be called upon to solve "life" problems in
the aggravation of the balance-oflaymnaents problem. the fields of air traffic control, radio communications,
But the political costs are more grave tham the cco- air and water pollution, and oceanography. Govern-
nomic ones. The war htas deprived tihe United States of meit spending should increase in each of these areas in
its world poUitton while at the same time enabling the order to ineel the challenges of a rapidly expanding pop-
Soviet Union to strengthen its economic, military, and ulation.
political influence everywhere.

1598
1595 Mason. John F. WHAT HAPPENS ANf ER TIlE VIET-
Martin-Dumnesne. Pierre. VIOLENCE IN AFRICA. War NAM WAR? INDUSTRY SEES A SMOOTH TRANSI-

resistance. v. 2. 3d quarter. 1967: 14-19. rION TO PEACE. Electronic design, v. 16, June 20,
P&GP RR 1968: 38-45. illus. TK7800. E437, v. 16

First of three articles "on Government-industry
African states are being forced into a period of pain- relationships. " For the other two articles see item

ful cultural readjustment by the Impact of tie Western rus. 1593 and 1597 in this bibliogTraphy.
teclmological etvilizalion. Many of themn have turned
to the use of coercion to speed development, With the Forecasts the status of electronic design engineers
result that unjuntifiable violence has been done to now engaged in military projects following the end of
human rights. Most African civil services are corrupt the Vietnarr War. Most industry experts agree that
atnd inefficient--a source of profits to elites. misery to very few cn,-.neers wINl losb their jobs since they are
everyone else. The only other organized cadre avail- expected to become engaged in replenishing spare parts
able to the state, the Army, has no real reason for for operating mlnittrry equipmcnt, extensive research
existing since in Africa frontier defense is seldom nec- and development pograms, producing new electronic
essary. The real functions of the Army are to provide con.aumer products, and supporting commercial efforts
well-paid jobs for the unemployed and offer an orga- to "pull riches front the sea." Although the outlook in
nized alternative to civilian rulers. The tragedy is the field of electronics design could be drastically
that these military establishments consume resources altered by toe defense attitudes of the next President
thaM otherwise could be devoted to economic develop- and changes in time interm ational situation, the industry
mont. African militarism cannot be dealt with should not suffer as long as America maintains Its
directly. The underlying economic causes of the dis- foreseeable strategic commitments,
ease must be attacked first. What Africa needs though
are not grandiose planned economies but subsistence 1599
and handicraft improvements at time village level. What Myrdal, Gunnar. AN ECONOMIST'S VISION OF A SANE
are the chances for nonviolence inAfrica? Though no WORLD. In Indian Institute 01 Social Order, Delhi.
formal organization of nonviolent forces exists on the Social acttoi", v. 18, Mar. /Apr. 1968: 129-144.-
continent, nonviolence has in some cases evoked pro- HN681. S58, v. 18
found enthusiasm amtong Africans and seenms to appeal
strongly to the African temperament. Protests against the irrationality of an international

system in. which the rich nations get richer and the poor
1596 nations get poorer while scarce resources are squan-
Mason, John F. CONTRACTORS AND GOVERNMIo, i dered by rich and poor alike for the construction or

CLASIH OVER RULES. Electronic design. v. 16, vast war machines. Myrdal warns that widespread
June 6, 1968: 36-44. TK7800. E437, v. 16 famine may be more of a threat to the future of nian-

kind titan niclear violence, but he is pessimistic about
An exchange of views on Defense Department pro- man's chances of avoiding either danger. If a world-

i cerement methods between representativc• ef industry -,ide hunger crisis is to be averted, the underdeveloped
and Governnent. Many contractors complained that the countries must press ahead with birth control pro-
voluminous Government controls and regulations have grams and carry out radical social reforms, but these
caused them excessive amounts of work and resulted in domestic measures can be successful In promoting
"unjust reductions of profits. Government represents- rapid progress only If all nimlons--but particularly the
tives countered by accusing many companies of extract- rich n,,attns- -cooperate to eetablish a more equitable
lag unreasonable profits through unfair pricing methods international economy arnd substitute the rule of law for
and unauthorized use of Government equ~pment. In an the arms race.
attempt to reconcile the clash, Representative Chet
liolifield has introduced a bill to establish a commnis- 1600
sion of 14 members drawn from the private sector and Na5arevskii, Valentin A. [THE U.S. ECONOMY AND
the legislative and executive branches of the Govern- T'IE VIETNAM WAR) Ekonomika SShiA i voina vo Vet-
ment to examine procuremenit procedures and recom- name. Moskva, Mezhdunarodnye otnosheniia. 1967.
mend improvements. 78 p. 1ID9743. U6N38

Analyzes the detrimental effect of the Vietnam War
1597 on the U.S. economy and its consequences for Amern-
Mason, John F. ELECTRONICS IN THE PUBLIC SEC- can citizens. Nazarevskli concludes that the situationTOR. Electronic design, v. 16, July 18, 1968: 35-39, proves the shortsightedness of tie U. S. Government,

42-50. Illus. TK7800. E437. v. 16 which wants to impose its dictates on other countries.
"Last of three articles on changing Government-

Industry-urban relationships." See Item nos. 1503 and
1598 in this bibliography for first two articles. 1601

Nelson. Bryce. MILITARY FUNDS: SENATE WHETS
Discusses the new opportunities that are expected to TIlE AX FOP, ADM, RESEARCH, "THINK TANKS.-

open up for electronics engineers now working on space Science. v- 160, May 24. 1968: 860-864.
and defense projects. Tomnoriow's "glamour" engi- QI.$35, v. 100
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Stimulated by their successful "revolt" In April While Eisenhower aclaiowlecjcd the need for a vast
against milkary spending, military budget cuttors in armaments industry in the interest of national security,Ithe Senate are mobilizing their forces to fight for fur - he pointed out the potential for its acquisition of unwar-
ther reductions in defense expenditures. Dtienee bud- ranted power, "whother Bought or unsought,'1 because
got requests will be scrutinized more closely during of itc. tremendous influence over a broad segment of
the forthcoming weeks than ever before because of rIs- American society. Currently 10 percent of the Ament-

le"policies supported by Defense Depuertment funds military enterprises, and about 22, 000 prime contrac-

atd because of the demands for overall redoctions in tons and 100, 000 subcontractors do business waith the
Government spending. Senate Majority Leader Mike Defense Despartment. Often the prosperity of a p2.rticu-
Mansfield and chairmnij of the Senate Foreign Rela- tar community 0s highly dependent upon the military
tions Committee James William Fulbright have criti- base or defense plant In its locality. In a number of
tized the Defense Departmont for wasting billions In cases politicians have supported arms programs more

the area of research. During a committee hearing for their 11pogk, value to their constituencies than for

Defense Research and Engineering, about the propriety Institutions receive over $100 million a yeiar from the
of Defense-seoneoned research in the social sciences Pentagon. Even the Federal Government itself has a
and In foeg onre.Flrgtadother commit- vested Interest in munitions production, since Its over-
tee members also expressed doubt over the value of the seas arms sales have brought in $iL. I billion since 1062.
private "think tanks"l subsidized by ithe Defetse Depart- The influence of the armaments Industry is further
ment. They criticized the high salaroes and quality of boosted by the abundancy of retired inilitary officers
work n"f employees of these research centers and employed by defense contractors and by the support
acueed the "think tanks" of disrupting U.S. universi- given to the military-industrial complex by various
ties and relations with several foreign countries. preessaro groups. Currently the existence of counter-
Although there Is no Indication of a revolution in the velling pressures and a public awareness of the poten-

Senate against defense spending, "there are signs ofe tial dangers posed by the m~itary-in%.3trial complex
small-scale uprising," and military authorization mea- militate against the United States becoming "a garrison
sures will meet a gooDd deal of opposition during the state in which must of its energies are devoted to
remainder of the sessior, arms.'1 The very openness of the debates between

civilian and Defenase representatives over security
I noues reducew the likelihood of military domination of

1002 public policy. Mr'reover hItraservice rivalries often
PENTAGON POKES AT COSTS. Bjsianess wee~k, no. 202?, prevent concerted action In support of military obje-

June 8, 19M: 44. 11C431. 1107?, 1988 tives, Additional safety factors include Government
for o lwerthe ric ofeconomic controls, tne fierce competition for the mill-

Reveals the sIt'tostloealprcoftary dollar among defense contractors, Find the con-engines fo h. .1 alrcraft and demand a $20 milion flicting demands made on legislators thai may causerebaete out engines xenrsdy delivered, because of prio- even a defense-oriented Congressman to vote against a
diction inAflctencLes disicloced by a naval task force, mlitar appropriations bill In order to trade stupport
Alarmed by a sharp Increase In the cogts WA th,. F-111 for another issue.
eWines, Secretary of ZWtor 3o Robert S, McNamnara

W oree am inquiry Inothe operating p'-cedures of

Corporst~on, thes companyi that produced the engines. Remboar, .1. JPM WHAT hiAS THE IIIIAEC SPENT 43
Teunprecedented act of checking behind the costs of BIlLLION4 VOLlARS, A 20-YEAR BALANCE) Woftir die

defense projects may signify a n)ew trend in defense UBAEC 43 k~rd. Dollar Ausgb; Dilani; aus 20 Jahren.
oontraeting. Atorscirtefkt--Atc~eechnik, Y. 1,May108

PENTAW.3 PREPARES TO T]IGHTIIN ITS BELT, D~upi Reviews dhe main outlays cif the U. S. Atomic Energy
rue. eo, o.205,HC0I. B87, 1068 tn-s AEC Inveetients for' development and production

Notes congressional demands for reductions Ir~ the

*60n billio nonVienu oft~ oafo Sttiti Monthl laboro

opeatig menvs) ut ~l reaestUV~gs illRlole Roer .,Lug temractio o. aD o mmunng y tEGONA
dafrsm cutbarent in trcue"melitarindrustirchal d comple - lAgsi esi ciiytntkon

Lpeteerm.TeBaie B ytm ine FETO EEsEEF1TO MLYET
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1607'.Ehia ndSca
Sergeov, A. U.S. MILITARY BUDGET. International ~ EhcladSca

affairs (Moscow) June 1968: 112-113. 11
D039. 1405, 1968 Calder, Ritchie. CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL e

Analyzes militarY allocations In the U.S. 1968t-69 fHe- liberias, v. 33, Apr. /June 1968: 20.
cal year budget. 1Krgeev states that even a cursory jxigoi. P24, v. 33
acquaintance wit*. hie budget sho~ws the United States Is Extracts from an address by Lord Ritchie-Calder at
going ahead with the policy of building up its military a conference In London, Feb. 1960.
potential for total and local wars and seems to he bent
on stepping tip the arms drive. Chemical and biological weapons are among the most

frightening invented by moankind. However, there Is a
conspiracy of silence about them, and scientists them-

1608 seeives shy away fromn tts Implications. These, weapons
Tadashi, Nawata. ECONOMAIC IMPLICATIONS OF are manufactured on the pretext of "defense": to

1,CLEAR ARMIAMEN2'. Japan qluarterly, '. 15, research and build a weapon the enemy does not have--
Apr. /June 1988: 180-186. to prevent it from using a weapon Britan may not have.

DS80I. J274, v. 15 rhis research has pervaded the universities and Is cor-
rupting 'opure" science.

Any state that chooses to develop a nuclear arma-
ment program mufft be prepared to acrept a major
obstacle in the path of the advar~cernent In the standard 16e12 nB UTDEAD.Dal eiwtasa

of living of Its population. Despite this, countries are tions from tha, Soviet press, v. 14, Juno 5, 1968: pt. 1,
undertaking nuclear weapons programs. In addition the [item) 2, 1 -2. Slav PRm
existing nurlear Powers have abandoned "the Interna- Translated from Izet June 4, 1968.
tional oise'jsssion which Is the necessary preliminary to Slav Run
nuclear disarmament. " These factors, coupied with
developments In the peaceful usees of nuclear power, TeJpns cetss ~cvr htcea

are ladbingus atoinuclea roifterationand pworld tesonr waters in the Sasebo port had been contaminated hby the
The mbiuou atttud ofthe uclar omer toarddischarge of radioactive Waste from the U.S. sub-

rnuclear nonproliferation has created suspicion among marine Swordfisht producud vehement protests from the
the notnnuclear powers and caused themn to believe that Japanese people, who do not want Japan to be turned
the only way to cope with the dangers of the atomic age aUS.mitrbseThJanse ovnnet
is to acquire nuclear weapons of their own. It Is up to i hiasyprun ula oiyta iosUS
the superpowers to load the way toward nuclear sanity nuclear warships to eniei Japanese ports and is prit-
and away from world destruction. paring Lhs population to accept nuclear armaments for

theecoutry'sidefense. The people fear a repetition of
i 111lroshtmia and therefore demanwd the annulment of the

[coo U. S, -japaneso peace treaty and the withdrawal of
Wetdeniauin, Murray L.. CONCENTRATION AND COM- An-orlcan military baese from Japan.

PETIT'lION IN 'rHE MILITARY MARKET. Quarterly
toview of economics and business, v. 8, siring 1980;
7~-17. ]ICIO.Q33, V. 8 1013

Graham, Thomas F. ANATOMY OF AGGRESSION;
Attempts to measure the degree of concentration and BASES OF WAIL Akron, Danneir Press [1968] 171 p.

competition In the military maxket In the United states. JXl2b5. 07
Weiclenbauni finds considerable concentration but sug-
gests that this Is a characteristic of American Industry wi.enls. - -Preface. -- Inhtroduction. -- Acts of aggres-
as a whole, Competition is unevenly distributed but Animai trends, Basic reaction. Nature of war.
substantial in large sand Important sectors of the mar' - t,,pi of storms: Western winds. 61no-Soniet
ket. "Contrary to milch of the writing on the so-called Schism, South Viet Na'n..- -Power profilles: Types of
military-kindustrial comnplex,11 giant firms neither domi- Meon. Politicians. Dehumanization. -- Issues or
nate the miarket nor are dominated by It. In fact, the insights: Implications. Disarmament. Alternatives,-
groateat ehare of the military market goes to medium- Price of pence: Principles. Deterronce. Thinking, --
nizea firms, not the corporate giant t. Index of namoes. --Index of subjects.

Defends the theory that violence is not an inherent
characteristic oi- unIversal trait. Aggression is a.

11110learned response to frustrations tfiai evolves from #:In-
Weidnbam, urry L INDCATRS F MLITRY Ie reflexes. Radical or reactionary social movements

DEMAD, (11; buines ad gvernentrevewprovide the grcv test risk of war becauoe they are Influ-
v. 9, May/June 11108: 23- 30. ncred by frusfreation, Watch tends to make Inenibers

1IF0SO1, B2, v. 9 militant and a iggestible. Peace can be achieved and
war eiiminatcd through existential psychology. which

Identifies the most Important military demand Indi- "views mean as a creature of love and truut and not Juot
cators needed by economists to forecast milckly and one of Wse and suspicion.'
accurately the Impact of defense progra: "- in the

this purposr is available iV it not in a readily accessible 1614
or easily .... &)rm. Weloanbaum suggest that the Long, Edward L. WAR AND CONSCIENCE IN AME¶RICA.
Federal _..v :wdn publilsh a moath~ly ';r quarterly Philadelphia, Westminslter l'ress 11968) 130 p.

report cont.-.UJ all Uo relevant statY.tio:. Hi'736. 2. 1.8
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Partial contents, -- The changing nature of war: is not that great. In addition to prompting responses
Atomic and nuclear weapons. ---Religious support for from the Government, the public protests about Por-
conscientious participation; The war ethic of the cru- ton's work have intensified the debate within the scien-
eade. -- Religious opposition to the participation In war: tific community over thc intcgrity of engaging in scion-
Activistie pacifism. --Morals and policy: Vietnam as a tific work with destructive potential.

F problem in judgment. Policy disagreement as a cul-
tural problem. -- The state, the church, and conscience-
Freedom of conscience as a legal privilege. Toward 4. Other
nature and fair Inclusion. - -Notes. 11

FAnalyzea the problems rained by war and the moral Braun, Joachim, Freiherr von. 1GERMANY'S EASTERN

issues confronting young men who face military scr- POLICY; CONTRIBUTION BY A CHRISTIAN CITIZEN:
vce. Long argues that the Image of commnunism as aALC'RJZ etcin' upitk eta

great international threat managed by military control eintes christlichon Stnatsbtirgers: eim Vortrag.

containment Wia '-.ecotnu largely ineffective. The Gottnger Arbeitakreis. Vordffontllchong Nr. 358)
author concludes that, It sonic men are called by con- DD2S9, 4.13685
science to reject the Vietnam War, "they should stand Bb~gahclfcote
well Informed about the ground upon which other men in Catn~ -~l hnig -h nentoa iia
ether times have made similar decisions." tCont.enCtrst -~ tht nkng state.enaioa sti

1615 Warns ageainst the naivete of some Christian peace
Menshikov, Vitalti. IN DANGEROUS WAKE. Daily movements In West Germa~ny--e. g., those participating

review, translations from the Soviet press, v. 14, In Christian-Marxist peace conferences- -that unwil-
May 22, 1968i pit. 1, [item) 3, 1. tingly support the Soviet policy of perpettuating the

Slav Rm Erpa ttsqoadtedvso fGray
Tranalated from Prv May 22, 19008.riet lie u n h iiso fGray

Slav tm 11

Several interniediate-ranige ballistic missiles were Clemens, Walter C. THE CHANGING WARSAW PACT.
recsntly taunched from a new NATO missile range on East Europe, v. 17, June 1908: 7-12.
the island of Crete. The G~reek Army junta used this DRl.N363, v. 17

occasion to assure the world that Greece was a "&itiead-
fagt nierober of NATO." This assurance indicatea that Since 1981 the S oviet Union has been trying to
the junta Is enmeshing Greece more anti more in the rithnheEatuopnalacebrinrig
United State and West Germany's hazardous design In milLtary and pt itlcal ties within the Warsaw Pact. It

the Mediterranean, But the roar of the NATO missiles has6 sought to modernize the allies' military forces,
fired by the Dundeswehr at the Namfi range cannot encouraged joint maneuvers, arnd tried to tighten ths
silence the Greek people's vehement protcests against machinesry for consultation and Integration, but atomic
the junta#'s militaristic policies. warheads seem to be still under Soviet control. Fall-

ing to achieve further coordination, Russia hasl Mlen-
doned a plan to Integrate atomice-armed units under
Soviet officers. Thin action may have been partly

LWeilob, John. CBW`: BRITISH PROTESTS GRO0W ABOUT inlueonced also by the Geneva negotiations on the non-
PORTON CENTER, Science, v. 160, June 21, 1008: proliferation treaty. Today Soviet military power still
1318-1322. QL.835, V. 160 predomainates in the Warsaw Pact. But the alliance

members' subservience to Moscow may be waning as
In response to criticismi of its chemical and blologi- result oa their growing economic prosperity. Moscow

cal warfare (CBW) policies the British Govorrn'ient tefsesobeduflaotthEe uopn
aNounced it would open its chemical research eate.Ip armies' reliability and effectivenoess. Probably for
lishmonet at Portcn Down to the Public for one day and this reason the fAecurity of Eastern Europe continues to
would seek new international CBW contlrol measures be guaranteed by Soviet nuclear power. Casohoslo-
through the 18-Nation Disarmamont. Committee, &1uvi' adjnetsacesnetebginn f16
dents at Birminghamn and Essex 'Universities recently may lead to Its eventual disengagement from the pact'sa
hArassed a Porten reresentative visiting their lnstitu- first strategic ochelon. and later "generate pressure
tions and diemranded more irdormation on the activities foir oupranational military and political atrateg'.es on a
of the military research, center. Du.ring the same week selective basis by other WTO powers." Dyuring the
a number of prominent scientists requceicd the Govern- last decada Teuopin has usetd the I~ct to control polycon-
mon'. to transfer the microbiologial establishment at trio tendencies and tried without successj to secure the
Porten from the Minlstry of Defense to the Ministry of political fealty of the area by supra nvtlonal economic
Health and declassify Ito work. Thie formation of an planninag, Recently it has agreed to collective decisions
Anti-Chomnlcal and Biological War fare Group wan in marginal issues. If this trend continues Viao Warsaw
announced in May, and it joined other peace groups In Pact may contribute to polycentric political tendencies
proteating Government involvement In CBW. The drive within thi bloc, depending oni the extent to which mom -
to tranisfer Porten cut of the Ministry of Defense was btais may give or wLthold their consent on key Issues.
alse joinod by Labor Party representatives ir Parliat-
ment under the leadership of Tam Dalyell. Although
the Govornir .nt argues It Is following a strictly dof an- 1619

F sive CBW policy and claims itlls not engaged in devel- COMMAND & CONTROL AFDC. Data, v. 13, May 1968:
oping or matnufacturing offensive CBW weapons, Por- 21-23. P&GP RRi
ton's critics point out that the difference between iden-
tifyIng CID'. agents that might be used Iby potential cue- Interview with John D3. Boestic, Comcmander, Elec-
inles arid produacing such agents for offensive purposes tronic Systems Division (E81)), Air Force .qyatems
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Command, dealing with ESD"s reorganization, its people of Western Europe favor Soviet proposals for a
Involvement in Southeast Asia, and significant future conference of all European states to discuss an eifce-
programs. Bnetle notes that ESIY s reorganIzation will tive system of European security.
permit the division to put the resources where the
work is, free some of its manpower from lower prior - 1622
lty tasks, and further help realize the goal of ESD: to Haminon, Stratton, and Neal lHammon. REMARKS ON
produce command, control, and communications Sys- ThE PAPER "A SURVEY OF COMPLAINTS OF
torns for the Afr Force throughout the world. He adds SEISMIC RELATED DAMAGE TO SURFACE STRUC-
that, in Southeast Asia, ESD has over six operational TURES FOLLOWING THE SALMON UNDERGROUND
communications systems, including an underwater NUCLEAR DETONATION", BY DEAN V. POWER.
cable communications system around the Indochina In Seismological Society of America. Bulletin, v. 58,
Peninsula, another ocean cable between Vietnam and June 1980: 1169-1172.
the Philippines, and 200 miles of tropospheric scatter QE531.S3, v. 58
communications giving Thailand and South Vietnam "References': p. Itl2.
telephone networks comparable to that of the United
States. Reviews the literature relating to the social and sci-

entific problem of damage resulting from underground1820 blasting and cites some of the criteria used to deter-

DtTENTE: PROSPECTS AND PORTENTS [editorial) mine structural damage. The authors conclude that
Christian century, v. 85, July 24, 1968: 935-936, the level of claim response for blast-related damage

BRI.C45, v, 85 will be higher in low to middle income neighborhoods,
where small houses are occupied and self-owned, and

It is senseless to allocate needed and limited Govern- that owners of larger dwellings seldom submit claims
: ment funds for the construction of an ADM system that for vibration damage.

"is merely a technological daydream" with no guaran-
tee of tolal effectiveness in the event of a thermonu- 1623
clear war. Although the Russians, finally realizing Jefferson, Louis. FLEXIBLE RESPONSE--AN UNCER-
the illusion of ARM protection, have now agreed to TAIN TRUMPET. In American Security Council.
accept the U. S. off- f talks aimed at mutually aban- Washington report, May 27, 1968: 1-4.
doning the ABM, Co ss still may not completely P&GP RR

ti halt the insane spenda-j for the proposed system.
Congress did conclude that $40 billion--the cost for Had Secretary of State John Foster Dulles been
the complete system--would be too much for what might around today, the Vietnam War, the Berlin Wall, and
prove to be a white elephant, but It is considering the the Pueblo crisis would never have happened. ulWles
possibility of a $5. 5-billion appropriation for a smaller would have moved swiftly against any Conmmunist
system. In the end the United States will probably aggression, Under the Kennedy administration the
spend the $5. 5 billion, wrangle with the Russians for doctrine of flexible response evolved and now furnishes
several years, and then agree to scrap the entire Idea, a screen for no response. The rejection of massive
claiming that the cause of world peace has been retaliation "signaled to the Communists a willingnessj advanced--world peace being merely a euphemism for to meet them on a favorite battleground'- -Vietnam.
national security. While a detente might not ensue this The United States must stand firm against communism,
year, its arrival seums inevitable. But of what valu, as Dulles did, and resolve to stand up to the Commu-
will the dftonte be to the underdeveloped countries nstts in the Paris peace talks. If it does not, "the
where the real issues of peace and war are unresolved? final nail will have been driven into the coffin of
Probably none, unless America and Russia agree to a American credibility."
"massive, open-handed sharing of the wealth liberated
by the limitation of their arms. However, this would 1624
endanger the dhtente. Kyss, Roger M. NEW FOCUS ON DEFENSE. Ordnance,

v6 53, July/Aug. 1968: 43-46.
F1621 UFI.067, v. 53

Erremov, Aleksandr, THE PROBLEM OF EUROPFAN
STCU1ITY. SovieL wompn, no. 0, 1966: 24-25. Calls for improved weapons research and develop-

HQ16I.560, 1968 ment in p,.1cetlme. Kyes notes that too often the
United States Ibus entered a new war committed to the

Since NATO appeared in Europe the arms drive has strategy and weapons of the last one. To counter the
been mounting, and NATO's military camps and equip- debilitating effects of peacetime complacency, the
ment now cover Western Europe, Germany has btlt United States must build two separate and highly
Its own formidable mlltasv force, which has become specialized defense systems, to counteract a nuclear
NATO' s m ri powerful striking power, and Is now try- attack and a limited war, On the other hand America
leg to acoquire nuclear weapons. This resurgence of must also "pursue the elucidation of the fundamental
militarism and revanchism aLt-xms Europea•s. The causes of war" to decrease the possibility of conflict.
miL;•",,lo ndtng of NATO r,,ueauer states has reached Kyes finds a key to the problem of war In Robert
vikontrouJo proportions, boatered by the myth of the Ardroy' s concept of the "ter;itorlal imperative."
Sovie. threat, ", invented by NATO loaders. But in

tir light of (he Soviet Union's peaceful policy, NATO 1625
soems 'ule,ýcs, mid American poltlcians have begun to Lapp, Ralph E. CHINJA'S MUSHROOM CLOUD CASTS A
de1nn•d it with-lrse'".,f A w lt i forces from Europe. LONG SHiA.DOW. New York times magazine, July I1,
This nrue polity Ilffcts Went Uem'urany, which has been 1960: 8-7, 38, 40-41, 48, 50.
asked to recognoiza the existing European boundaries, AP2. N6575, 1968
renounce nuclear weapons, and normalize its relationswilth EastGeriiany. Although the politicians are doing With surprising rapidity China has transiormed itself
their utmost to preserve the old MATO dogmas, the into a nuclear power. Already it is capable of black-
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mailing neighboring nations and soon will pose a direct ts research projects, particularly in the social aco-
threat to the United States. The Chinese took the diffii- ence field. Although before Rickover's testimony the
colt U-235 route to the manufacture of nmclear weapons Defense Department' s Director of Research and Engi-
bit were careful to keep their ambitions within the Urn- neering, John S. Foster, staunchly defended the Penta-
its set by their small industrial base. Quito obviously gon's research programs, research that was once con-
their goal is to produce nuclear weapons by the hun- sidered useful may "seem less essential when it serves
dreds rather than thousands. China's current need is as fuel for congressionfal] derision."
to develop an effective delivery system as quickly as
possible, but ICBM design and manufacture raise no 1828
serious technological or scientific problems. The U. S. THE PENTAGON FIGHTS FOR ITS R&D FUNDS. Duel-
decision to deploy the Sentinel system is said to be a ness week, no. 2023, June 8, 1968: 60, 68.
direct and necessary response to Chinese nuclear HC431. B87, 1968
power. It is doubtful, however, that the system can be
made effective even against an unsophisticated Chinese The Director of Research & Engineering for the
strike. The truth is that the decision to deploy an ABM Defense Department, John S. Foster, recently pleaded
rested on iomestic political considerations. What with the Senate Armed Services Committee not to
effect wtll this decision have on U. S. relations with the slash the $1.38 billion FY 1969 budget request for milt-
A)vlet Union? Russia's agreement to a nonproliferation tary research and development. He warned the com-
ti .aty and willingness to discuss further arms control muttee that any reductions would seriously jeopardize
and dlsarnriment measures demonstrate its desire to the Nation's long-term security position. Although the
move toward a d•tente with the West. The Sentinel Pentagon has sufficient funds for quick-result research
may undermine this opportunity for rela.xing tensions projects, It has had to forgo many promising basic
and lead to a new arms race. The Pentagon argues that research programs because of lack of money. The
the Sentinel is required because the Chinese are more Defense Departmemt finds it particularly difficult to get
likely thin the Russians to act irrationally; but if the congressional support for its social science projects
United States assumes that the Chinese are rational aimed at aiding defense policymakerg in understanding
when it formulates Vietnam policy, then why not In this the cultural effects of their decisions. In Its crusade
more general case? One clear consequence of Chinese to cut military research funds as a whole, the Senate
nuclear power Is that more than ever before "the land- Foreign Relations Committee has focused a good deal
marks of military power are shrouded in ambiguity" of ridicule on the Pentagon's involvement in such proj-
and "more dollars no longer automatically buy ects as the study of witchcraft in the Congo and a com-
increased security." parison of normative behavior between Japanese and

American youth.

1626
McCarthy, Eugene J. THE MILITARIZATION OF 1629

AMERICA. Progressive, v. 32, Aug. 19A -29.AAo i, v 652, v, 32 MENTS POLICY] Beschaffung; aktueile Probleme der
Rilstungspolltik. Wehr end Wirtschaft, v. 12, Apr. 20,

The danger that "militarism" in America might 1968; 146-148. U3.W38, v. 12
become lnstttutionalized and no longer accountable to Includes an English translation of parts of the speech.
the public will muet be halted Recommendations for Excerpts from a speech by Gerhard Schrdder, the
meeting the threat include: making all feasible cuts in
the defense budget, seeing thal Congress takes more German Federal Repu~lls Defense Minister, to a
seriously Its obligations to review and control military group of industrialists on defense policy in a modern
spending and military missions, envisioning programs industrial society. Schrlider stresses the importance
that would convert ind&strial efforts previously directed of defense research and development for te nation's
to military purposes Into creative peacetime activity, industrial technology and outlines the Federal Govern-
scrutinizing and seeking to limit the use of the univer- ment's long-range fiscal plans in that area.
aliy for military research and development, limiting
the activities of American arms salesmen, and ensur- 1630
ing that the military remain out of foreign aid and civic Russo, Giovanni. SERVAN-SCHREIBER'S LAGGING
action programs in the underdeveloped countries. EUROPE"-WHO'S TO BLAME? Atlas, v. 16, Aug.

1968: 22-26. API. AS3, v. 16
Translated from Corriers della sera, Milan.

1627 Newep
NeL"o, Bryce. RESEARCH PROBE: RICKOVER e

WWROADSIDES ",,LalTARY-SCIENTIFIC COMPLEX." Advances In industry and technology depend signifi-
Science, v. 161, Aug. 2, 1960: 446-448. cantly on the coordination of military expenditures and

QI. S35, v. 161 policies. Failure to coordinate defense policies has
caused Europe to lag behind the United States in such

Congressional skepticism regau ding defense, important areas as space exploration, computer devel-
sponsored research was recently reinforced by the tea- opment, atomic research, and aeronautics. Pierretimony of Vice Adm. Hymen G, rickover before the Galloie, consultant for Dassault and adviser to
Senate Foreign Relations Committee. Rickover not De Gaulle, contends that military technology cannot be
only questioned the value of military research but also advanced unless the Europeans give up their separate
pointed out the danger of creating a vast military- programs for a "common military production based on
scientific complex that would control and profit from the leading industries.- While many French techno-
the Nation's military research. Moreover he claimed crate encouraged European cooperation, France has
that research subsidited by the Defense Department pursued a ,two-track" course--collaboration, but only
contributed to campus unreit and drew professors away for the advantage of France. The Italians, Germans,
from their teaching responsibilities. In view of con- and even the English, mukt expose these inconsisten-
greasional sympathy toward Rickover'S accusations, 1ies in Do Gaulle's policies to pave the way for "genu-
the Department of Defense may decide to drop some of ine collaboration."
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11. TIlE STIRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT

1631 1633
S. D.C. SYMPOSIUM: ORGANIZATION AND OPERA- WAR ON CHEMICAL AND IIOLOGICAL WEAPONS [edi-

TIONS ANALYSIS. In Canada. Eeigency Measures torial] Nature (London) v. 218, June 8, 1960: 905-906.
INlaion. EM-F6Watlonal digest, v. 7, Apr./May QI. N2, v. 218

1968: 2-5,16. P&GP RR
Reprint of the proceedings of a section of a meeting In the United States a considerable outcry has been

of the System Development Corporation of Santa Mon- raised against Government research programs in chein-
ice, Calif. Contributors include Allen H. Barton, Ical and biological warfare. In Brltain protest has been
Walmer E. Strope, Joseph Romm, Ralph Nurns, C. R. limited to sporadic lobbying. Significantly, the
Patterson, and Robert L. Price. research objectives of the two countries are different.

U.S. research aims at laying the groundwork (or a
Social science has failed to provide a usable model chemical and biological arsenal, while the British pro-

for the role of organizations or social systems during grai is limited to the search for attack countermea-
times of disaster. Widespread disasters that affect sures. Although revulsion against the development ofwhole communities overload local facilities and require these weapons is natural, it is asking a great deal tospecialized skill and equipment and effective organiza- demand thai a superpower give then up unilaterally.
tional methods. Mass volunteer help In such situations O% the other hand it is not unreasonable to ask that the
is hindered by lack of motivation, incompetence, and UIiited States and the Soviet Union open discussions on
Ill-defined allocation of aid. A major organizati the possibility 1t mutually abolishing these weapons.problem is "finding how to use our tradition of local The problems here are obvious but not insurmountable.autonomy and local public participation in a world li Britain some critics argue that even defense-ori-
which demands more professionalism and more coor- ented research ought to be abandoned, but this is not to
dinated planning over large areas." Civil defense be expected of a prudent government faced with the pon-
preparations must reflect the ascendancy of local sibiliy that these weapons- -however heinous- -will be
responsibility. The basic function of civil defense used. Others are demandig that research be trans-
organizations are planning and organizing activities and ferred to the Ministry of Health and its results made
providing skills and capabilities not present in existing public, but this demand too is impracticable--even dan-
government organizations. If communities know how to gerous--because the information useful no research on
operate under emergency conditions, and emergencyfeaeueemrnycntions and prioriti e merlyintegratency acountermeasures is equally useful in weapons develop-
Sfunctions and priorities are properly integrated at all mont. The beat course ia for the Government to under-
levels of government, then loss of life and property can take to promote a better understanding of its worktak to prmteabetrinertnend, tswr
be limited. th'ough a frank and informed public debate of the

issues. In addition Britain should terminate its current
1632 practice of exchanging information on these mattersStone, Jeremy 3. THE CASE AGAINST MISSILE with the United States. This exchange certainly bene-DEFENCES. London, Institute for Strategic Studies, fits U.S. "eapons research and for that reason would

1968. 15 p. (Adelphi papers, no. 47) seem to be w:compatible with present British policy.
P&GP RR

Even though the decision to deploy a light missile 1634
defense system will be difficult to reverse, U.S. WEAPONS YIK;LD A PEACEFUL FALLOUT. Business
policymakers would be wise to terminate the project, week, no. 2012, Mar. 23, 1968: 86-89.
The low probability of nuclear war between the United HC431. B87, 1968
States and the Soviet Union does not warrant taxing the
economy by continuing to biled missile defenses. Although the primary job of the Sandia research cen-
Moreover, because ABM systems lave a tendency to ter in New Mexico is related to the Nation's nuclear
obsolescence, the maintenance of an adequate system arsenal, it disseminates a good deal of technical infer-
would be a continuing and probably unsuccessful malion to the civilian industrial sector. In the process
struggle. Because both the Soviet Union and the United of designing and monitoring the production of the noanu-
States would attempt to neutralize esch other's clear cJmponents of nuclear weapons Sandia is pres-
defenses, the adoption of the ADM would seriously sured 'ýy "the endless "cchnologicai one-upmanship of
exacernlte the arms riace. Once the ideployment Cor- the cold war" into constantly seeking new and improved
test between micsiles and antinmlsiles begins accel- techniques. Many of the discoveries, such as the Rola-
erating, it will be very difficult to stop. Although mite engineering principle and new computer compo-
China has become the main rationale for deployment of nents, have broad commercial applications and are
the Sentinel system, almost all China experts deny made available to the public through a number of chan-
China would risk attacking the United States. Further- nolo including Sandia' Office of Industrial Coopers-
more there are no guarantees that an anti-Chinese tien, the Atomic Energy Commission's Division of
missile defense system w"deld offset advances in the Technical Information Extension, the Commerce
Chinese• missile force or that it could be dissociated Department's Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific &
ft om a larger Soviet-oriented force. Front the Soviet Technical Information, professional and trade journals,
point of view the American AIM may look like a threat and technology utilization conferences.
of preemptive war, and the prospects of a new round of
the Suviet-American arms race may encourage a
number of countries to begin developing nuclear weap- 1635
ons. Because of Its many drawbacks even ADM pro- Wegner, Eugene P., corn. WHIO SPEAKS FOR CIVIL
ponents cannot have very high expectations for its DEFENSE? New York, Scribner 119681 125 p. illus.
success. Nevertheless lit the absence of Soviet- UA926.W45
American disarmament talks, the Government will
probably feel compelled to press on with missile Contents. -- Introduction, by Walter Cronkite.--
defenses since It has not yet learned "to distinguish Nuclear war and civil defense, by Eugene P. Wigner.---
between a legitimate interest In insurance and an Brief history of American civil defense, by Neal
obsessive, neurotic concern for an unachievable nuclear FitzSimons. -- Government and civil defense, by
security," Steuart L. Pittman. -- Civil defense abroad, by Walter
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H. MXphey and Bjorn Kinge. -- Civil defense and Defense Forum. By calling attention to the require-
natloul dfeeme, by Herbert Roback. -- Afterword, by mento for protectin the public against the horrors of
Steuart L. Ptttman. -- Appendix: letter to the a nuclear attack, the authors hope to inspire nore con--
Preosldet- Selected bibliography. -- Index. structive efforts in this field by citizens and Govcrn-

mw-t officials. They emphasize the commomense
Collection of e3says on various nontechnical anpects aspects of civil defense and decry the reluctance of

of Civil defense from a study spo•sored by the Ct:7il U. S. policymakers to invest In a civil defense system.
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III. INSTITUTIONS AND MEANS FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF PEACE

A. INTERNATIONAL LAW 1038
Gralla, Erhardt. [TIlE PROBLEM OF ILLEGALITY OF

1636 TREATY CONTENTS UNDER INTERNATIONAL LAW]
Erdmann, UIrich. (UNRECOGNIZED STATES AND GOV- Das Problem der inhaltlichen Vdlkerrechtswidrigkeit

ERNMENTS. FORMS AND LIMITS OF INTERNA- internaitionaler Vertr~lge. [MUnchen, Foto-Druck
TIONAL RELATIONS] Nichtanerkannte Staaten und Frank] 1966. xvil, 118 p.
Reglerungen. Formen und Grenzen internatlonater JX4167. G7
Beztehungen. Gilitingen (Universittt, Institut firt V01- Bibliography: p. v-xv.
kerrecht) 1906, 217 p. (Reihe Allgemeines Vdlker-
recht, Bd. 12) JX4044. E7 Partial contents. -- Legal nature and basis of the

Bibliography: p. V'U-XXV. validity of the law of nations. -- The system of interna-
tional legal order. -- Unity of International legal order.

Partial contents. -- pt. 1. International relations with
nonrecognized states and governments as a factual situ- Inquiry into criteria for legality of treaty contents.
ation. -- pt, 2. The legal situation of nonrecognized Graila investigates methods of solving the problem of
states and nonrecognized governments. -- Special prob- legality, including the casuistic method that has lately
lems of recognition. -- pt, 3. Particular legal rela- become popular.
tions: Bilateral treaties. Multilateral treaties. Spe-
clal problems created by division of Germany. The
practice of participation of the nonrecognized in inter- 1639
national organizations. Diplomatic representations. Linowitz, Sol M. OUR CHANGING SOCIETY: THE LAW-
Principal absence of diplomatic relations. The ways YER'S CHALLENGE. American Bar Association jour-
Irregular diplomatic relations manifest themselves. nal, v. 54, May 1968: 445-450.

LL
Emphasizes that relations with nonrecognized states

and governments are a subject of international law and Considers the legal profession best suited to evaluate
not a "legal vacuum." the areas where society needs to change and the ways

the charges could be effected, Because they are
uniquely experienced in negotiations, lawyers could

1637 play a leading role "in securing world peace and foster-
Falk, Richard A., comn THE VIETNAM WAR AND ing international co-operation." Since law dlfferen-

INTERNATIONAL LAW. Princeton, N.J., Princeton flates between liberty and license and represents theUniversity Press, 1968, 633 p. basis on which society Is built, lawyers should strive to
JX1573. F3 make justice the guiding principle of national and Inter-

Sponsored by the American Society of International national affairs. There is an urgent need for leader-
Law.Bibliographical footnotes. ship, and lawyers could contribute by forming a national

advisory council on law and progress to propose long-

term measures to form or improve existing 1'gai and
Partial contents. --pt. 1. A framework for legal social systems and provide the public with a better

inquiry: "Civil War" in The Law of Nations or the understanding of problems and their solutloas um,der
Principles of Natural Law, by Emmmerich de Vaft'i•, law.
tex ofM 8, vol. l1, pip. 336-40. "A Few Words on
Non-Intervention," by John Stuart Mill, in Fraser's
M December 1859. The U.S. and Wars- of
Nationallberation, by Quentin U. -Qade, New York. 1640
Council on Religion In International Affairs. "interven- Rusk, Dez'n. CONSOLIDATING THE RULE OF LAW IN
tion, Civil War and the Role of International Law," by INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS. In U..S. of State.
Wolfgang Friedmann, 1965 Proc. ASIL 67-75. -- pt. 2. Department of State bulletin, v.58, May 27I 19
Legal perspectives. "An Approach to Issues of Inter- 669-673. ,rX232.A33, v. 58
national Law Raised by United States Actions in Viet- Address "made at the University of Georgia, Athens,
nam," by Eliot D. Hawkins. "Viet-Nam and the Inter- Ga., or. Law Day, May 4," 1968.
national Law of Self-Defense," by Leonard Meeker,
46 Dept. State Bull 54 (1967). -- pt. 3. World order Evaluates the contribution of law to the maintenance
perspectives. "The Control of Force in International of international peace and security. Rusk calls the
Relations," by Dean Rusk, 1965 Proc. ASIL 25. U.N. Charter the "constitution" of the international
"Intervention in Civil Wars: A Moest Proposal," by legal system and identifies collective security as its
Tom J. Farer, 67 Colum. Law Rev. 2,6-79 (1967). - - basic tenet. He cites recent cases from the fields of
pt. 4. Documentary appendices. disarmament and arms control, ocean floor and space

exploration, international communications, and poverty
Collection of writings, classic and contemporary, on relief to show how International legal agreements areadmissibility and inadmissibility under international being used to knit together the diverse interests of the

law of foreign Intervention In civil wars. worl., community.
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1641 1643
V osacher, Charles do. THEORY AND REALITY IN PUB- lHsas, Ernst B. COLLECTIVE SECURTI "AND THE

C INTERNATIONAL LAW. Rev. ad. Translated FUTURE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM. Denver,
from the French by P. E. Corbett. Princeton, N. J., University of Denver [1968] 117 p. (Social Science
Princeton University Press, 1960. 527 p. Foundation and Graduate School of International

VX3 5.VTS$ 1968 Studies, University of Denver. Monograph series in

Original title is Th6orflj e alttson droit interna- world affairs, v. 5, monojraph no. 1)
tigal nuolic, 3. 6d., rev. et augm. (Paris, A. JXJQ7'. HIO
Pedono, 1960). LL Bibliographical references included in "Footnoted'

Bibliographical footnotes: p. 409-498. (i. 199]-117).

Partial contents. -- pt. 1. Potltics, power In external Partial contents. -- Forecasting, development models,

relations from the beginnings of tie modern state to the and the reconciliation system. -- Systems and environ-
present: The foundations of the modern state; the Indi- ments in history. -- The UN and collective security.--
vidua-ist consequences of the new distribution of power, Global tends' and the UN tz toe foturec
The consolidation of the stite; growing prtdominantce of
the polit•cal since the Treaties of Westphalia. interns- epeulate ase urit the uture role s the Uncl ed Nations
tonal law from there an 'ne nna communit Unithe mainteinnce 18 i.orld orher. Dev'lopmontal
World War, 1815-1e14. Between the two World Wars, models "based on articulate assumptions, and estab-
1e191939 e. -- pt. 2. General relations of power and law lhec t e re utilized to forecast the situatcorh
In internaational lfact: Its cri- After acalyzeng the requarecnenty oi an effective col-
torien; political disputes; poltical tensions: their var- lectlve security system, the study concludes that the
onteforms. Is there an "international community"? Unied Nations of 1985 will be "unable to carry out ihe
Sovereignty and international organization. The human collective securty task as well as does the current
ends of power. -- pt. 3. Convergences and tensions of UTh because the trend toward autonomy by each
law and power in positive International law: Social fac- specialized U.N. agency will lead to a decline in Inter
tor J and political factors in the development of positive regional and interfuncttonal barga5ning.
International law. The state in the international order)
Inter-state relationst Effectivity In Internatonnal rela-b
tions. Peaceful change. a-d-c 4. The judicial nettle- Kotchnmg, Walter M. THE UNalcrht rATIONS AS AN
meet hf d topt be; Conciliation commissions (partial INSTRUMENT OF eCONOM mC AND iOCAL DEVELOP-
i depolitioisation), Po~titcal obsttacles to compulsory MENT, Internatnodal organzattion, v. 22, winter 196I :
arbitration. Judicial settlement; the International 16d43. JX1901.155, v. 22

eCourt of Justice (Domplete deaolitnioaatnon),

1tresses the cloae relath onclup between maintenance
Concludes that positive international law tends now of peace ad security and world economic and socialmore than ever to be teleologically oriented, ad ancement. Individual chapters review the United

Naftions oast dee of dvelnpment, its membership
explosionY powers, and inIe tuaional changes, and its

8. 9 NTER1A0IONAL ORGANIZATION development agencies: the 2. N. Conference on Trade
and Development and the U. NI Indrttrial Development

1-42 Organization. The author concludes that the growing

Bloofiell , to com i. -THE te ftNg sETop. - mew Seffectiveness of the United Nations as a tool of Aco-Bloofiel, Lncol P. HE ,N. ND VETNM. Nwnsmic and metal development Pointe to a ,"global part-
Ycok, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, nerPship" In the m rakting
19G8e 44 pr JX1977. 2- V CB6

Contente -- Ute cainterelt--and disinterest--in UN 1645
involvement in Vietnami The lnani War. oS.--and UN Morawleckm, WoJanech. Ide TITUTIONAL AND POLITI-
-- ac ton In Vietnam -- UN possibilities vis-a-vis the CAL CONDITIONS OF PARTICIPATION OF SOCIALIST
will to compromiset -- Alter the fighting stopsa -- Some STATES IN toINERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONSy A
cometingshonr. -- Appenidit A: Upited States 14-pooj ti peace POmIaSH VIEW. anternational organization, v. 22,
program, January 196te -- Appendix B: Secretarys spring 196O: 494-507t
General'sa proposals, May !966. -- Appendix C: Canas- JX1g01. 155, v. 22
da' a 4-stop plan proposed September 1967.

A distinctive ,'sociaLirgt approach to international
Asessest the wil be the United Nations to con- organizations is discernible--the citcome of a common

tribute to a solution of tae Vtetniant War. Bloomfield social syitem mid Ideology, Interdependence, and a
argues thvAt the U.N. cannot play a useful role in help- "nene of shared dangt , A state elects to participate

Ing to resolve serconflict until both sides have a genn- in an organization only if It expects twe balance of gains
ie deoire to etop the fighting, are willing to accept over losses to be in its favor, but abny given balance

something short of their total political objectives, and may be altered and the direction of .hange cannot be
stand reany to negotiate their differences. Once these foreseen. Therefore Socialst countries have always
resopdtimns are met and the parties move toward a set- incroted that every organization to which they belong
tlement. there will be a rising scale of possible U. N. incorporate adequate institutional safeguards of Its
contributions. At all stages the utility of the U. N. will members' Interests. Many d'isputes over Institutional
contL,-,e Lo be seriously impaired by the nonmember- questions In existing or-,2mizattons would not have
ship of North Vietnam and China. The United States occu~rred had the Socialist states been Invited to psrlie-
has• much to gain from their admission to U. N. mere- ipate in the founding of these organizatinns. In this way
bership, and little, if anything, to lose. In this the viewpoint Of the Socialist countries would have been
respect, "membership in the U. N. should be regarded incorporated Into the organization right Irein the begin-

not as a right, but rather as an obligation that none ning. The decisions of international org-W.izations are
should be permitted to escape." of the nature of reconimendations. However, evcn
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recommendation, if hostile, can be damaging. Conse- C. INTERNATIONAL PEACE
quently, Socialist states are inclined to oppose the use
of simple majorities to decide critical questions. The AND SECURITY FORCES
absence of adequate safeguards threatens not only the
interests of the separate states but the existence of the 1648
organization Itself. The greatest danger occurs when Carnegie Endowment for Internaiional Peace. SYNOPSES
a majority of the states use the organization to advance OF UNITED NATIONS CASES IN TtIE FIELD OFtheir own interents without regard for the vital inter- PEACE AND SECURITY, 1946-1967. Compiled byeats ot other states. Catherine G. Teng. [rev. ed. I New York, 1968. 87 p.

JXl977. C254 198
"Originally designed as a reference paper for an

1T46 informal Study Group on the United Nations sponsored
Russell, Ruth B. THE UNITED NATIONS AND UNITED by the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.STATES SECURITY POLICY. Washington, Brookings The first edition, which covered the period 1940-1965,Institution [19681 510 p. was prepared by Catherine G. Teng and Kay L. lion-

o 0pJXiI'7. 2. U5R85 cock of the Endowment's research and publication
staff."

Partial contents. -- The direction of United Statoes pi- saf

icy since 1945. -- Change and the Charter. -- The United Outlines U.N. peacekeeping activities from 1946
Nations security system--The United Nations and arms through 1967. When pertinent, data is given for each of
control. -- Limitations of collective enforcrtment the 85 cases on the duration of the U. N. action, thethrough the United Nations. -- Peacekeeping and the pro- tnture of the security problem, the countries involved,
ce ss of settlement. -.- Peaceful adjustment and political U. N. objectives, U.N. bodies that determined and exe-
change. -- The "rule of law' and the control of force. - cuted the action, the financing arrangements, and the
Organizational problems: financing and membership. -- U.N. action and its result.
The pact as prologue. -- Selected references,

Analyzes the r. 'i of the United Nations In U, S, 1649

national security policy. Russell notes that the United Doxford, C. F, UNITED NATIONS PEACE-KEEPING
States has had difficulties In attempting to develop a OPERATIONS: PROBLEMS AND UNCERTAINTIES.
satisfactory place for U.N. activities within the scope Australian outlook, v. 22, Apr. 1968: 54-73.
of its own foreign policy. The reason for this may be DU80. A947, v. 22
that the United Nations is a relatively new diplomatic
implement that governments are often reluctant to use. Explores the major obstacles in the way of Interna-
The author states that the failure to achieve world tional agreement on the nature, organization, and func-
peace after World War I Is not the fault of interna- tions of U, N. peacekeeping forces. Doxford reviews
tional machinery but rather of the policies of govern- the history of the dispute over the financing of the U. N.
ments. Before there can be peaceful settlement of dis- Emergency Force (UNEF) in order to illustrate the
putes there must be an adequate national will, which prof.und diferences that exist between states on the
can be brought to bear within an international organiza- political and constitutional issues raised by U.N.
tion. peacekeeping operations. lie defends U Th.nt's deci-

sion to withdraw UNEF from Egypt on the grounds that
a refusal not only would have been illegal and imprac-

1647 tical but also would hove provoked a controversy harnm-
Xydis, Stephen G. THE UN GENERAL ASSEMBLY AS AN ful to the future of peacekeeping. Doxford believes

INSTRUMENT OF GREEK POLICY: CYPRUS, 1954-58. bimediaft progress toward institutionalizing the ube of
Journal of conflict resolution, v. 12, June 1968; 141-158. peacekeeping forces is unlikely but does not doubt that

JX=901. J6, v. 12 their potential usefulness justifies a continuation of
"References": p. 158. efforts in this direction,

Between 1954 and 1958 the Gre k government resorted 1050
to the UN General Assembly five times over Cyprus.
hIs outensible goal was to get the Assembly to adopt a PEACE-KEEPING OPERATIONS: COMMITTEE ADOPTS
reeolution that referred to the principle or the rig.it of PROGRESS REPORT. UN monthly chronicle, v. 5,
self-dterminailon for the population of Cyprus or, In July 1968: 49-50. JX1977.A1U564, v. 5
the ease of the fifth recourse, to the establishment of
an independent Cyprus. The Assembly's responses to Notes the submission of a progress report to the Gen-
these five successive political stimuli, however, do not eral Assembly on June 27 by the U. N. Special Commit-
seem to have helped the achievement of these ostensi- tee on Peacekeeping Operations. In Its report the Com-
ble Greet goals, even though the latter goal was even- mittee annoonced the initiation of a study of U.W. Mili-
tually attained. The setting up of an independent tory Observers authorized or established by the Secu-
Cyprus was reached outside, not inside, the UN, Nev- rity Council and declared that the Secretary General
ertheless, the international instrument which the Greek had been requested to oupply supporting documentation
government sought to use for promoting its foreign- for the study.
policy goal as well as the Greek Cypriot aspirations for
enosie influenced not only the procedures finally 1651
aa'-Utel but also the i,!zstance of the solution. Beneath PEACE-KEEPING OPERATIONS: COMMI'rr•EE SErS UPthe corporate veil of the UN, two of Zhe most Influen- WORK.ING GROUP. UN monthly chronicle, v. 5, May
tial third-party member states at the time--the US and 1908: 52-53, -JX1971,.AIU664.. Y, 5India--had exerted their political weight. As a result,

if the procedure of the conflict's resolution was pri- Announces the decision of the U. N. SpN'•ia Commit-
marily American, the substance of the settlement was, tee on Peace-Keeping Operitions to create a working
in the last anaiysls, Indian. (Abstract supplied) group to prepare a report on the technical mipport
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member states can provide to peacekeeping Operations, force for the Middle East is a compelling one: by
Proposed by Francisco Cuevas Cancino of Mexico, the increasing the security of the parties it would reduce
working group will meet on an Informal basis and study the incentive to work for a compromise settlement.
documents submitted by Committee members and the Only the failure to achieve a viable peace settlement,
Secretariat. The represer,tative of Hung.ry empha- coupled with the imminent danger of a new war, wolid
stied that the working group has an advisory function Justify an attempt to renew the U. N, presence.
only, since the See'-" Council alone has the authority
to enact peacekeeping measures. 0. OTHER PROCESSES, PLANS,

1652 AND PROPOSALS

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PEACEKEEPING OPERA- 1654
TIONS BEQINS 1968 SESSION. UM monthly chronicle, CONFLICT RESOLUTION AND WORLD EDUCATION.
v. 5, Apr. 98: 67. ,AU .5Edited by Stuart Mudd. Bloomington, Indiana Univer-

J9?7.A[U564, v. 5 sity Press (1967] 2D4 p. Illus. (World Academy of Art

Highlights from the debate in the U.N. Special Corn- and Science. [Publication] J)
mittee on Peacekeeping Operations during Its March nM36.5. Cf 1967m19t8 tes.ion The a evint representative repeatedly Based upon a symposium hold at the Consiglio delle
ISaricerche in Rome, Sept. 9-12, 1965, in connection with
maintained there was no provision in the U. N. Charter the third plenary session of the World Academy of Art
for a military arm of the Secretariat. While he was ad Science.
unopposed to a study of U. N. peacekeeping arrange- Includes bibliographies.
ments, he emphasized that the study must be directed
at strengthening the authority of the Security Council. Partial contents. -pt. 1 Causes of conflict; PaSThe U. S. delegate stted that the mandate of the Coin- mundi, by George E, 0. Cailin. The struggle for idea-
mittee was clearly to study methods for improving tity, by Morris L. West. Preveitive psychiatry andpractical arrangements for 'consent-type,, operations world problems, by Leon J. Saul. Youth: fidelity and
and not to consider enforcement actions "of a binding diversity, by Erik H, Erlkson. Confict and conflict
legal character to be concluded under the Security resolution in families, by Emily H. Mudl. Ideas for
Council." Representative from Sweden, Canada, Bra- rsocial change, by George W. Taylor. TiM. United
Ml, the Netherlands, and Italy suggested that Commit- Nations in a changing world, by U Thane, Conflict
tee members temporarily put aside constitutional dlt- between nations, by Abbe Eban. The hisorical unreal-
ferenees and concentrate on examining the technical
procedures needed to support all potential forms of ity of the cold war, by John Nef, Conflict resolution by
future U.N. peacekeeping operations. Urging that the peaceful means, by Max labichti. The Christian's role
Committee proceed "on t1e basis of what 'unites us in transforming society, by W. A. Visser 't Henri.
instead of what divides us,' " the Italian delegate rec- Some notes on war and peace research, by M. Jane
ominewled the establishment of a subcommittee to com- Stroup, Toward a theory of the dynamics of conflict,
pile an extensive reord of past U, N. peacekeeping by Roger L. Sesson and Russell L. Ackoff. Animaloperations, conflict and adaptation in relation to human conflict, by

John L. Coudsley-Thompson. Features of a world
capable of achieving peace under law, by Stuart Mudd.

165O -- pt. 2. ConflIct resolutions: Some comments on the
Tandon, Yashipl. UNEF, THE SECRETARY-GENERAL, idea of a world university, by Ilarold Taylor. Thoughts

AND INTERNATIONAL DIPLOMACY IN THE THIRD on world education, by Morris R. Mitchell. Towards a
ARAB-I.SRAELI WAR, L'Iternational organization, dynamic "world" education, by John McHale. Educa-
v. 22, spring 1968: 529-556. tional problems of gifted children In Southeast Asia, by

JXIO01.155, v. 22 Ruth H, K. Wong. Existing international institutions
which approximate, or migtt become, world tntversi-

U Thant has been severely criticized for his abrupt ties, by Harold Taylor. The world academy of art and
compliance with the Egyptian demand of May 1967 that science and the creation of the world university, by
no withdraw the United Nation-a Emergency Force Hugo- Boyko. Some theughts on megabiological
(UNEF) from Egypt, but in this specific case his dect- resoarch, by W. Taylor Thom, Jr. Interindividual,
slon was the only practicable one because of UNEF's international conflicts and cooperation, by Midnel M.
vulnerable military position in Sinai. On the other hand Hoefman. The signlficalce of the sociology of coopera-
Ttiant was under no obligation to comply automaticall tion for the planning of a world university, by llenrik
with the Egyptian demand; at the very inast he should F. Infield. The problem of the health of the interna-
have made it clear that the withdrawal was being made tional community in the light of research on (tie causes
under protest in order to create a stronger precedent of conflict, by Julian Aleksandrowicz. The fundamen-
for U.N. authority In the future. The more important tal Importance of brain research, by Sir John Eccles.
question, however, is whether UNEF could have influ- Certain criteria for akpplication to linrge-acale irriga-
enced the course of events had it remained on the tion projects in the developing countries, by John F. V.
scene. Obviously the force was too small to success- Phillips.
Dilly iLterpose itself b•.ween the belligerents. How-
ever, its departure should have been the signal for a Anthology of views on the origins and resolutiors of a
concerted international effort to avert an outbreak of wide range of conflicts. By discussing fundameutal
war. No such effort materialized in the 3 weeks that moral values, the contrIbutors attempt to illustrate
followed the withdrawal of the force. This experience many of the principles that could form the foundation of
with UNEF hao made evident the need to clarily the International solidarity. To aid in Identification of
relationship between any future U. N. peacekeeping basic spiritual and intellectual values, they suggest the
force and its host state and the desirability of making formation of a world university, which would "gathvr
more pre•is the extent of the Secretary General's and evaluate the results achieved in all ciuntries of the
indepenrdent authority over such a force. For the world which are connected with the solution of prob-
moment the argument against a new U. N. peacekeeping eoms concerning all mankind."
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Ill. INSTITUTIONS AND MEANS FOP THE MAINTENANCE OF PEACE

1055 "men's thoughts froee, their conflicts to their common
Cooper. Peter. CIULD PSYCHOLOGY OF WAR AND in, .rests. I erhaps toe world, divided by political dis-

PEACE. War resistance, v. 2, 3d quarter, 1907: cord, will In time experience such a synthesis once
19-25. P&GP IR? common goals and Ideals prove more powerful than the

differences. Education should be a lifetime project for
Freud argued that the moral personralit), is fixed at a everybody, particularly within the United Nations,

very early age. hut Piaget has shown thatTmoral rea- where countries, "having graduated to nationalism and

son develops in rouch the same way as other •i--teic- independence." learn the art of coexistence and mutual
IJul skills. A study of the attitudes of 300 schoolchll- aid. The very essence of all U. N. endeavor is the

dren toward International conftct hes revealed that steady pursuit of an ideal; with this ideal held high and
between the ages of 6 and 16 ti-e outlook of the normal generating new standards to le,. by, no problem will
child passes through three phases, reflecting hits shift- ever be too big. People everywhere have pretty much
lng concern with first the effects, then the processes, the same aspirations, though living conditions differ
and finally tlm c.uses of conflict. BellIcosIty aeoms to greatly--and It is these inequalities that are being

increase with Pge. but all development atrophies in the exploited in pursuit of power. How to cope --... tots
,midleons, and there may even be regression lo an ear- tendency? The answer lies in the realm of education:
lier phaste in some adults. At all ages, international In schools that cn stimulate the more powerful and
afiatrs are conceptualized bn terroIr of personal expert- more constructive human impulses of brotherhood,
ence. These findings have important consequences for compassion, tolerance, and reverence for life.
the problem of educating for peace. Schoolboy contact
with foreigners can nelp to break down antagonisms and
the tendency to think in stereotypes, but only If it is 1658
prolonged encutgh to perinit comfortable adjustmient to U.S. Congrss Hous.., Cor..Attee on Foreign Affairs.

foreign ways. Ilse of the techniques of role-playing ARMS CONTROL AND DISARMAMENT ACT AMEND-

and political gnming itn the classroom tay get better RENTS. 1968. Hearings, Ninetieth Congress, second
results. A more balanced presentation of patriotic and session, on 'rlR. 14940. Washington, U.S. Govt. Print.

foreign matertal,4 Is textbooks and an earlier lntroJuc- Off. , 1968. 259 p. KF27. F6 1068

tion to the human sciences also would be beneficial, Bearings held Feb. 1-20. 1968.
At the moment the state of the public mind is such that
an interrational utopia of trust and cooperation Is Testimony of Director William C. Foster, Deputy

highly Improbable. The practical alternative Is tooth Director Adrian S. Fisher and other staff members of
and nail negotiation. Meanwhile education still has a the U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency in
role to play In directing youth toward a more peaceful support of increasing the Agency's autlorization for
outlook on International affairs, appropriations. The major reason for the Increase is

that this year for thef first time the Agency will bear
the entire burden of the field test program, which used

1656 to be shared with the Department of Defense.

Danckwortt, Dieter. [EDUCATION TOWARD INTERNA-
TIONAL UNDERSTANDING] Erzi flung zur interns-
tionalen Verstildigung. Milnchen, Juventa Verlag 1659

j1965I 184 p. LCIOSO, D3 Werkhelser, Don. INVISIBLE TYRANNY: SYlMOLIZA-

Bibliographical notes: p. 177-184. TION IN HUMAN RELATIONS, Journal of human rela-
tions, v. 16, no 1. 1968: 42-54.

Partial contents. -- From kindergarten to the unlv-r- HI. J55, v. 16

alty. -- Some central problems. -- Many points of depar- hture. 'The humnm; species to hleaded toward self-destruc-
tion. Every effort to steer a different course has

Projects the possible improvement of youth education failed. However, two factors have been uverlonkei in
toward peace on the basis of an exchange of educational the search for solutions to the problems of the huuman

methods "between schools and ,xtracurriciilar educe- conditiont the nature of symbolc• procesaes and the -

tion. " Danckwortt utilizes the materials and expert- character of human relationships from the viewpoint of

enees of the German UNESCO Commission, the decisionniaklng. Human capacity Is always limited by

UNESCO Institutes In Germany, the Association of Gor- the state of development of its synboltatlons. If
man Public Schools, and the German Federal Circle of humanity is to ftnd new solutteas to its old probloms it

Youth, must devise new symbols to express new ideas. Cur-
rent political symbols are inadequate because they can
be used in the context of diametrically opposed frames

1657 of reference, particularly those of liberty anti tyranny.
Thant, U.. EDUCATION IN A CHANGING WORLD. :lichi- Fortunately, unambiguous operailonal definitions of lib-

gan quarterly review, v. 7. Apr. 1968: 81-o4. erty and tyranny can be derived from an analysis of the
AS30. M46, v. 7 role of decisionmaking tn humam relations and few sym-

bola invented to identify precisely the frame of refer-
Education holds the key to a good many world prob- ence--libertarian or tyrannical-- In which any word is

lems, since it plays a major role in changing and used. Application of this method to statist arguments
expanding the economic, social, and intellectual frame- on inrernational relations reveals their hypocrisy.
work of tK- world. Educators and students oust ques- These insights--an operational teas of freedom and a
lion popular assumptions, trends- and moods." senantic est of deception--are Important steps toward
strengthen what is good, and alter what is bad. Educa- ending the present American confusion 'end will be used

lion must respond to the realities of life yet remain In a second srticle to study the problems ot how a
free of Iolitical pressures. The most urgent task that human ronlimunity can be developed within the "present
education should undertake in 

t
he crowded, Interdepen-- shapes of tie Western harrenvolk cultures of -r,vairy.

dens yet challenging world of today is to transfer struggles, predation, war, eceath."
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IV. GENERAL ANALYSES AND COMPREHENSIVE APPROACHES

A. THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND Partial Contents. -- The resurgence and isolation of
China. -- The Communist bloc. -- Western Europe. -- The
Arab world aid Israel. -- Nationalism and oil In Iran. --

teen The Egyptian revolution and the Suez War. -- Cyprus.
Baker, Paul R., g. THE ATOWC FuiMiB: TilE GREAT

DECISION. New York, Holt, lt.,ehart wiud Winston India and Its neighbors. -- The Korean War and Ameri-
11 p, (Americanproblemstudleb) can engagement in East Asia. -- South East Asia. --

[ ] 122 A i 42. B34 Northern Africa. -- West Africa. -- The Congo. -- La'in
America. -- Index.

Partial contents, -- The decision to use the bomb, by
Henry L. Sitmsoa. -- The bomb and concurrent negoti- Retraces the events of the cold war from the Russed n

atltos with Japan, by Samuel Eliot Morison. -- The tWkeGver of East European countries at the end of

strategic need for the bomb questioned, by Hanson W. World War a to the CuWan missile crisis In 1962 and

Baldwin. -- The great decision: pros and cons, by the .•rab-Israpli War i 1967. Calvocoreasi notes that

Herbert Fels. -- A check to the Soviet Union, by Car postwar disarmament discussions were fruitless until
Alperovitz. -- "Believing the unbelievable," by Michael the end of the fifties. And while the superpowers have
Amrine. -- Changing ethics in the crucible of war, by developed an increasing sobriety in relation to the use

Rebert C. Batchelder. -- The enthronement of naked of nuclear weapons, there has been no reason to sup-
force, by Fred J. Cook. -- The "decline to barvarlsm," pose that other c~untries, once they achieve a nuclear
by Dwight Macdonald. -- The bomb a deterrent co war, capability, will develop an Intimate understanding of

by Richard H. Revere, -- Pervasive consequences of the pernmissible limits of nuclear politics.
nuclear stalemate, by Carroll Quigley. -- Moral and
social aspects of science and technology, by Norbert 1663
Wiener. -- Atlerthsugfts on a fateful decision, by Len Dinerstein, Herbert S. FIFTY YEARS OF SOVIET
Giovannitti and Fred Freed. FOREIGN POLICY. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Prone

[19681 73 p. (Studies in International affairs, no. 6)Selections from the debatet over the U. S. -'ectston to DK63. 3. D55
use the atomic bomb against Japan. Baker Identifies Bibliographical footnotes.
four major foci vo dispute in the controversy and pre-
sente materials representative of the conflicting points Contents. -- Introduction. -- Sovio: foreign policy until
of view on each of these issues: the strategic sound- the end of World War II. -- The cold war. -- The seaxch
ness of the decision, its effects on postwar U.S. rol - for nuclear 'oexistence: phase one to October, 1962,
tlions with the Sotiet Union, the morality of devising th%, movable status quo. -- The search for nuclear coex-
and ustvg weapons of mass destruction, and the histori- istence: phase tw3, after the missile crisis.Cal significance of the new weapon and its more power -
ful and widely proliferated offspring. Assesses the probability of a Soviet-American

accommodation in the light of Soviet foreign policy since
1917. Dinerstein describes the Soviet Union's changing

166! oTproach to peaceful coexistence with the West and the
Birnbaum, Karl t.. THE NORDIC COUNTRIES AND Influence of "mutual misperceptiow' on relations

EUROPEAN SECURlJY, Cooperation and conflict, between Russia and the United States. lie then relates
no. 1, 1908: 1-17. P&GP FR these two historical elements to the most urgent cur-

A study of 'the official views of Nlorway, Sw~eden, rent problems in Sc-vlet-U.S. relations--the nuclear
arms race and the Vietnam War. The war has pro- m

Fihn, and Denmark on problems of European escu- yoked a new cycle in the struggle for trategic nuzlear
rity, Birnbaum wants to determine the basic motivo- superiority, the most recent manift-" n of which has
irons and primary arguments underlying the policies oi been the decisions of the two countritc build limited
these states and to detect any tendencie-s toward ABM systems. A scaling down of the arms race would
change. The attitudes of the four states toward central oe advantageous to both Powers but Is unlikely until the
European problems, arms and arms control, d~tente, Soviet Union abandons its current view that capitalism
and relations with East Germany are compared. Thay Is doomed and coexistence is only a transitional stage.
all want a relaxation of Eazt-Wont tensions and take a
positive view of regional arms control arrangements in
EuropF. They dilffer in their views of whether the 1664
security of tlie Nordic states can be divorced front that Heater, Hugh B. OUR DIVIDED WORLD AND THE WAY
of Western Europe as a whole and in their estimates of OUT. Journal of human relations, v. 16, no. 1, l968:
tIe extent to which they can influence the course of 69-77. Ill. J56, v. 16
European events.

The dlviui,:i of Europe into opposing military alli-
ances was a result of American, not Soviet, initiatives.

102 Following World War 11, the United States turned from
Calvecoressl, Peter. INTERNATIONAL POLITICS international cooperation to atomic diplomacy in a grab

SINCE 1945. New York, F. A. Praeger [19081 480 p. at world dominion. The true Fr-,rpowe of NATO wan not
D043. C24 defense against the Soviet Union hut ruppression of
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IV. GENERAL ANALYSES AMi' COMPREHENSIVE AP-PROACIIWS

attempts to establish leftist governments in Western Contents, -- LntronaCtion. -- The United States and the
Europe and containment or rollba-k of rommunism nuclear dilemma "In the Pianner of making war."--
everywhere. The Soviet Union has consistently sup- Kennedy and Johnson: NATO and Geneva. -- National
ported reunion of a disarmed and neutralized Germany circumstances and nuclear status. -- The legacy and the
and dissolution or merger of NATO and the Warsaw challenge. -- Notes. -- Appendix 1: United States of
Pact but has been rebuffed by NATO. The U. S. S. R. America Draft Treaty on the Non Proliferation of
clearly wants worldwide disarmament, but NATO does Nuclear Weapons. -- Appendix 2: Treaty for the Prohl-
not. Many European leaders now agree with De Gaulle bitlon of Nuclear Weapons in Latin America. -- Appen-
that the East pnses no threat, but German "leaders," dix 3: Treaty banning nuclear weapons tests in the
who owe their power to NATO. and the United States atmosphere, in outer space and under water. -- BiblIog-
prefer that tensions be sustained. The real war, how- raphy. -- Index.
ever, Is not between the East and West but between the
haves and have-nots, and the real enemy is poverty. Examines American nuclear policies from the Tru-
A world organization with power adequate to regulate man admninistration to the present and the sperial polut-
nationalistic competition and deal with the problems of Ical and diplomatic circumstances of several nations
poverty is needed. Some have miggeoted that U.S. pot- within the context of their nuclear policies. Bader
Icy is now dictated from the Pentagon, but there is lit- believes that U.S. nuclear policy has only recently
tie doubt that Johnson is still the leader of the war been characterized by efforts to halt the spread of
hawks and responsible for the illegal, immoral, and nuclear weapons and that in reality postwar America
genocidal war in Vietnam. The peace forces must endeavored to achieve a nuclear monopoly under the
translate thl.qr opposition to rampant militarism into pretense of advocating nonproliferation schemes such
meaningful political terms by next November and show as the Baruch plan, He contends that in its nuclear
the wos id that humanity is not dead in the United States, policies the United States has made its own values and

attitudes valid for all other countries.

1065

Jha, P. K. INDIA'S CONTRIBUTION TOWARDS DISAR- 1667
MAMENT. Gundnl marg, v. 12, Apr. 1968: 208-212.DS48. M M v 12Berkha~n, Willi. [PROBLEMS OF ARMS CONTROL)

B348i. 03022, v. 12 Probleme der Rlltungsk.'ntrolle. Wehrkunde, v. 17,

During the past 20 years India has built up an out- Apr. 1968: 169-173. U3.W396, v. 17
Paper read at the 5th international Wehrkdun.e

standing record as an eloquent and steadfast proponent meeting on defense problems In Feb. 1968.
of U. N. disarmament measures. Prime Minister
Nehru was the first world statesman to advocate cessa- The threat to the "rIatlon's substace" Lnerent in
tion of nuclear testing. In 1955 India submitted a pro-peni t th UN. irs Comitee rgig te n•,ola-today' a deterrents is the single most Important differ -
posal to the U.N. First Conimittee urging the ne;hotla- ence between the modern military balance (f power and
Lion of a ban on nuclear explosions and initiated the thse of the past, between contemporary security poll-
establishment of the U.N. Scientific Committee On the tes and classical, between new arms controls and
Effects of Atomic Radiation. Alarmed at the deadlock traditional. The failure of darmament efforts tn the
oi test ban negotiations in Geneva, India In 1958 pro- fifties plus the existng Soviet-U. S. nuclear staler-ate
moted the creation of a U.N. disarmament cojnlission caused the United States In the sixties to propound a
consisting of all member states and suggested the con- mutUateral arms control policy. International negeti-
vening of a new Geneva disarmament committee com- alie ren ars coetro u out two main

posed of an equal number of representatives from the atioms in recent years Iare brought out two mait

East and West. In line with the Indian suggestion, a aspects of rch policy. In regard tothe Sovietn-U.S.

new 10-nation committee was formulated hi 1958 but was malitary relationship, agreement was reached on

doomed to failure by U. S. -Soviet differences. Multi- matters of marginal Importance only. (Efforts to
aeangtwere not re eu check thermonuclear armaments or to ltmil develop-

lateral negotiations on disarmament wment of mutual deterrenc brLte down over the d~fi-
until the new 18-Nation Disarmament Committee wts culty of finding a common denominator for the asyin-
convened in 1980, As one of the eight none lined mern- metric advantages on both sides from posseelon of
bors of the new committee, India could pu:sre its die- certaintypeso'

t I .vi en nicrero P" tve'v - - .. '"uerwre t
it- si.if -ant -l'e in promoting accept..c of the pr-. .uperpowers agreed to a

remarkable extent. Proposals by nocunuclear nationstial test oan treaty, India : actively supported U. t.at the tente treaty m o prcle th os
efforts to ensure the peaceful uses of outer space and that the nonproliferation treaty not preclude the possi-
expressed great concern over the problem of nuclear bLtt~y of creation Of supranattoaal regional n~uclear

i erato power are incompatible with the superpowers' basic

proliferation. Unfortunately India may now be pro-iteetnsablzioofheucardpoaid
polled into the arms racA by the aggressive attitudes of
Pakistan and China. however, there is hope "the great at keeping the risks of catatytic war to •he minam.
people of India wilt not renounce the glory Of their past
but continue to extend thei" powerft',l and necessary con-
tribution" to efforts toward universal disarmament. 1668

Bloomfield, Lincoln P. DISARMAMENT AND ARMS

B. GENERAL ANALYSES CONTROL. [New York, Foreign Policy Association]
1968 63 p. Illus. (Headline series, no. 107)

JXl974. B4781066

Bader, William B. TIlE UNITED STATES AND TIlE Contents. -- National security and international secu-
SPRE.AD OF NUCLEAR WEAPC::S. Neu York, Pega- rity. -- The hard facts of technology and strategy. -- And
Bus (19081 176 p. JX1974.7. B3 international politics. -- Steps toward sanity: partial

"Published for the Center of International Studies. measures. -- Sweeping solutions: GCD. -- Tihe way

Princeton University. ahead. -- Talking it over.
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AR1M CONTROL & DISARMAMENT

Discusses the progress the world has made toward From the protest movement against auclear-bomb
arms control and disarmament. Bloomfield believes tests. The Moscow Treaty. -- pt. 6. National econonmy
that no major progress toward disarmament Is possible and disarmament: Costs of the arms race. Arma-
without eventual Chinese participation. He states that. ments expenditures and the profits economy. The
although the Soviet Union iR on the threshold of attain- national economy and disarmament. Means thai
tag strategic parity with the United States, the multiple become available and their possibilities of use. -- pt. 7.
independent reentry vehicle (MIiRV) will maintain Amer- Peace movements and the Vietnam War: Peace orga-
ican strategic s.uperlority for some years to come. nizations and peace movements. The United States war
The MIRV and the ABM can be destabilizing if they in Vietnam. The struggle of peace .nnvements against
tempt a nation to believe It can launch a successful first the Vietnam War. � =Concluding remarks.
strike. Bloomfield concludes that the developments in
offensive and defensive weapons create an unstable Contends that the misery and starvation in the world
political and military situation among the superpowers. stem from the arms race rather tian irom a shortage

of goods, The defense Industry impedes the proper
development of the national economy, and nuclear-

1869 arms tests threaten the biological survival of mankind.
DISARMAMENT: A GUIDE TO UNDERSTANDING TilE The only way to prevent war is general disarmament.

PROBLEM. Intercom, v. 10, Jan. /Feb. 1068: 31-80.
P&GP RR 1671

Contents. -- Disarmamentor arni control? Views Ruina, Jack P. THE NUCLEAR ARMS RACE--DIAGNO-

one question. Disarmament primary concern of sSIS AND TIEATMENT In American Academy of Arts

the UN. -- ACDA coordinates U.S. arms control and ASSV. A48516, v. 21

disarmament efforts. - -Issues in arms control and Summary of an address to the April Stated Meeting of
disarmament. -- What some U.S. citizen groups are the American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
lobig about azLia control and disarmament.-- Films

on disarmament and related problems. -- A cross- Describes current and probable future U.S. and
section of views on arms control anod disarmament: Soviet strategic nuclear weapons capabilities and exam-
suggested readings. ines the factors most likely to promote stability in the

balance between the two powers. Ruins predicts that
Introductory survey of the major issues in arms success in controlling the arms race will be achieved

control and disarmament, of the major governmental only %,len the United States drops its nmnnmitment to
and private organizations active in this field, and of nuclear superiority and the Soviet Union becomes will-
the literature. In addition to the general bibliography, Ing to abandon its closed social system.
separate brief bibliographies are provided on the non-
proliferation treaty, antiballistic missiles, the stra-
tegic nuclear balance, Soviet and Chinese policies on 1672
arms control and disarmament, regional arms control, Schlott, Gerhart. [THE ARMS RACE AND DISARMAMENT
the test ban treaty, inspection, chemical and biologi- IN THE NUCLEAR AGE] Wettrtisten und AbrUstung im
cal weapons, outer space, general and complete dis- Atornzeitalter. [Hannover, Ntoderstichsische Landes-
armament, and the economic impact of disarmament. zentrale fUr Politische Blidung, 1967! 77 p. (Schriften-

reihe der Niederskchsischen Landeszentrale fir Poll-
tische Bildung. Friedensprobleme, Heft 1)

1670 UAIO. 53
(RACE WITH ATOMIC DEATH. DOCUMENTS, OPINIONS Bibliography: p. 77.

BY EXPERTS AND ARTICLES ON THE DANGER OF
NUCLEAR WAR] Wettlauf mit dem Atomtod. Doku- Contents. -- The character of war and development of
iente, Stellungmahnien von Experten and Artikel Uber weapons throughout history. -- The appearance of war

die nukleare Kriegsgefahr. llerausgeber: Interns- and the development of armaments in the nuclear age.--
tionales Instlitt fUr den Frieden. [Wien, Gazetta Zeit- Disarmament efforts after 1945. -- Potentialities and the
schriften G. m. b. H., 1967j 163 p. difficulty of peace planning.! ~UF7I6.'. W46

UReviews supranational and multilateral disarmament

Contents. -- Preface. -- pt. 1. a.me .It'ist atom "nnb: and arms control plans. Schlott also considers prob-
l!roshima a-fter the bomb was dropped. Presor t, lems of the transformation of the defense industry into
heat and radiation effects. Conseque.nces for :r-- sin'- civil industry to be dealt with by plans for peacetime
vivors. Consequences for the unborn;. 'I e.t warnings. security. Disarar.•n.-'t--he concludes--must not be
-- pt. 2. The furth'-r development and present state of confused with peace planning, thoigh it nonetheless
nuclear armaments: The beginning of nuclear arms- represents a most important prerequisite for it.
ments. Hydrogen and super bombs. The present
potential of nuclear destruction. Warnings on civil
defense illusions. -- pt. 3. The reality of the danger of 1673

nuclear war: The Korean War. The Cuban crisis. SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS AND ARMS CONTROL: report
The danger increased through time increase in nuclear to the U.S. Arms Control & Disarmament Agency.
powers. Nuclear world war by mistake or error. -- pt. lCambridgel East Asian Research Center [and] Center
4. The necessity for and possibility of a world without for international Affairs. Harvard University. 1966.
war: For a world without war. Definition of peaceful 2 v. JX1974. S557
coexistence. General and controlled disarmament. Bibliographical footnotes.
Demlitarized and nuclear-free zones as a transitional
solution. -- pt. 5. A first step: Nuclear weapons tests Contents. -- Vol. L Foreword. Approaches to arms
by nuclear powers from 1945 to 1958. The scientists on coatrol. Sino-Goviet relations and arms control, 1057-
medical ;onsequences of nuclear bomb tests. Uni- 1966. The interaction between the nuclear test ban
lateral cessation has not brought an end to tests. and Sino-Soviet relations. The future impact of the
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IV C.FNFI RAI- ANA I VSt' ANP~c~pllrsv AIPPsOACIlleý

Sino'flnviot dispiute. [implicat ions for American arms influenced by Its interpretations of the other's mintsn-
control and disarmsament policy. Appendix. -- VoL IL lions, (he Strategic dialog could exert a positive influ-
Collected papers: The test ban and Sbso-Soviet rela- ence os the arms race. tn recommending this approach
tions, by Walter C. Clemens. Front meetings and to arn's limitations, Stone first otitlines the problems
Sino-Soviet dispute on disarmament and nuclear wCOap- Inherent In meaningful and credible exchanges. Ile
otis, by klrI F. Spelnsnnn. Arnme control: can China then discusses tile charazterititcs of tlie direct
be ignored?, by Jeremy J. Stone. Japanese attitudes exchange of lnfornmatio'. via unofficial bilateral discus-
toward tile Chlinese nuclear programs, by Ket Wakal- alone end the xnL. santange v'ia p..olic pronounce-
zvmL Chinese views on the spread of nuclear weap- ments. A greater :...,haels upon the nature of the
one, by Orans R. Young. Sino-Soviet relations in a audience Ircrommunilcating etr~tegic positions could
Ut.S. -China crisis: Thes Chinese attitude, by Harold lead to significant br~akthroughe In attitudes toward
Hinton. The Soviet attitude, by Malcolm Mackintosh, arms control.
The !A.ncrican attitude, by George 11. Quester.

Assesses the Imsplications of the Sino-Soviet dispute C. GENERAL AND COMPLETE
for U. S. security policy In general and for acme cotn-
trol policy particular. Hlalperin takes issue with DISARMAMENT .
the Contention ,,Lat significant Soviet-U. S. armns control
agreements a- e Iniposoible without the participation of 17
China.rIcn truth, "almost aycnevbeSovi-,- U.S.S.R. GOVERNMENTT MEMORANDUM ON SEVERAL

A ierianor ultlaera ars ontol rrngeentisURGENT MEASURES FOR CESSATION OF THlE ARMS
possible without Chinese co-operation." Nevertheless RACE AND FOR DISARMAMENT. Current digest of
tile United States can and should develop a separate teSve rsv 0 uy2,16:34
arnie control policy vie-a-vis China. Although the D)839. C07, v. 20likelihood ofany kind of agreemeont within the next few Tasre rmPad uy2 98
years is nU, U.S. arms contro Initiatives would serve l M
to draw the Chinese out of their isolation and introduce
themn to the nature of Strategic dialog in the nuclear mleeetofaemrnu cnaingheoit

age, pr,.posal for agreement on Implenmentat ion as soon as
possible of the following urgent measures for cessation

1 674 of the arms race and for disarmament: a ban on the
Stone, Jeremy J. STRATEGIC PE".UASION; ARMS LIM- use of nuclear weapons, measures for ending the nianu-

ITATIONS THROUGH DIALOGUE. New York, Colons- facture of nuclear weapons and reducing and tiquidatiotn
bla UJniversity Press, 1967. 176 p). of their stockpiles, limitation and subsequent reduction

JX1974. S85 of strategic systems for delivery of weapons, a ban on
Bibliographical footnotes, flights of bomibers carrying nuclear weapons beyond

national frontiers (andi limitation of voyages by subma-
Stresses the significance of come - ions in accel- nines carryin~g missiles, a ban on underground tests of

crating or slowing down the arms r4-e betwoen etussia nuclear weapons, a ban on the use of chemical and bac -
and the United States. While formal trneasu -'s to pro. teriological weapons, liquidation of foreign military
mote arms reductions may falter, the stra!Lgic dialog, bases, measures for regional disarmament, and provi-
the "flow of communications between the ', sides on sion for peaceful uses of the seabed and ocean floor.
matters of Strategy and arms control," ".~vcr ceases. The memorandum also stresses the necessity of solving

Since the strategic policy of each uspcs,ower Is heavily the problems of general and complete disarmament.
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V. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND LIMITED MEASURES

A. NEGOTIATION Nationn, U. N. specialized agencies, and the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency announcing the convening
of a conference of nornuclear-weapon states at Geneva

16786 fronm August 29 to September 2C, 1908. In accordance
Btttinger, Joseph. CAN THE NEGOTIATIONS BRING with a General Assembly resolution all nuclear-weapon
PEACE TO VIETNAM? Dissent, July/Aug. 1968: states, includi-:; Communist China, were Invited to
206-300. Hl. 1D58, 1988 partlctpA.ý in the conaternce with a nonvoting status.

An official statement foraed in connection with the let-
The responoibillty for ending the Vietnam War ter explained that the transmittal of the letter to Corn-

through the Paris negotiations lies with the United munist China was in no way related to the question of
States much more than with Hamno -r the Natinnal Lib- Chines" m-nrberslip in the United Nations.
ersdilon Front (NLF). In many areas of disagreement
the NLF and Hanoi are both more willLng and able to
compromise than Washington. The NLF cannot and
will not insist that a coalition government conduct nego- Martin, Laurence. TILE BOMB: TilE SUPERPOWERS
tiations for South Vietnam. It merely demands to be STRETCH OUT A HAND. Spectator, v. 221. July 5,
represented in Paris together with spokesmen of a non- 1968: 6-7. AP4.S7, v. 221
Communist Saigon government that no longer stands for
a military solution and denies NLF representation. The strategic debate within both the United States and
Neither the NLF nor Hanoi insists any longer on an the Soviet Union shows that they question the wisdom of
immediate and complete withdrawal of U.S. forces as a a slowdown in the nuclear arms competition. The
-conidition of settlement, and they will probably agree to Soviet and American willingness to resume talks may
postpone the decision on reunification for at least S be an attempt to discover whether agreed restraints
years. The United States will gain by agreeing to a constitute a realistic alternative to increased strategic
political compromise at Paris. Johnson can leave expenditures. But progress will be slow because of
office feeling that America has achieved its purpose in each side's doubts about the motives of the other in
vietnam- -the Communists have been forced to abandon agreeing to the talks and the general difficulty of disar-

their attempts to impose themselves on the South Viet- mament--establishmenit of a ntl.rally acceptable stra-
namese--and a new administration can "1bse its accep- teglc relationship, determination of strategic balance
tahne of a compromise that sanctions American politi- that takes into account the potential of research and

cal defeat on a realistic rereading of recent Vietnam- development, and agreement on what constitutes stabil-
ese history." ity and on inspection. While explicit limitations on

strategic forces seem remote, in the atmosphere of
dttente symbolized by the negotiations the superpowers

1677 may reciprocally slow drwn the rise of their force lov-Clevelaeid, Halan.m HOW TO MAKE PEACE WITlH THE els and rate of innovation by small, token agreements.
RUSSIANS. In U. S. Dept. of State. Department of But internal pressures in both Russia and the United
State bulletitnv. 58, May 27, 1988: 687-692. States will influence the course of the talks and possi-

JX232.A33, v. 58 bly thwart adoption of any meaningful restraints.
"The 1968 Cardinal OlHara Memorial Lecture delitv-

ered at the University of Notre Dame, Notre Dame,Ind., March 13,"1 1068. 8
NON-PROL!FERATION TREATY* COMMITTER BEGINS

Evaluates approaches to the problem of building a DEBATE. UN monthly chronicle. v. f. May 19060:
stabie pease in ntwoPe. .tevelatd emphasizes Iwe cru- ?7-42 JX1077.AIU564, v. 5
cial contribution of NATO to the work of peacekeeping
and peacemaking. NATO keeps peace by maintaining a Discussion of the draft r.uclear nonproliferation
strong deterrent to Soviet aggression and makes peace treaty within the U. N. Political and Security Commit-
through the negotiation of arms control agre-eme-nts and toe, Chairman Ismali Fahnmy, of the United Arab
the encouragement of political accommodation between Republic, introduced the draft as one of the most
East and We.±. The author points out that the growing Important items ever to come before the United Nations.
economic and technological interdependence of states is Secretary General U Thant urged conclusion of the
no reqsecter of Ideologies and this offers a third treaty as early as possible. Representatives from the
approach to peace through the encouragement of func- United States and the Soviet Union praised the treaty.
tional and technical cooperatio,, emphasizing its importance in facilitating further arms

control measures and reassuring Committee members
that the treaty was fair to bth nuclear and nonnuclear

1678 countries. They pointed out t".at alth'-ýh the 1.,Aty
CONFERENCE OF NON-NUCLEAR-WEAPON STATES: contained a certain amount of compromise, it repre-

STATEMENT IMSIJED. UN monthly chronicle, v. 5, sented the collective efforts of both large and small
July 1068: 50-61. Jr,'i'?.AIU564, v. 5 countries. Secretary of State for External Affairs of

Canada, Mitchell Sharp, stated that "progress must be
Tewt of telter sent to all nuclear-weapon Mtates put attend of perfection in disarmament negotiations."

and to non. -weapon states belonging to the United lie :arned that conclusion of the treaty must no' be
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V. SPECIFIC P ?OBLFMS AND LIMITED) MEASURES

"Jeopardized by demands for stronger security comtmit- alternatives In Vietnam range beyond mere escalation
nmoids and disarmament obligations on the part of the and withdrawal. lie suggests (fe alternative solution
superpowers, of carefully phased withdrawal coupled with a political

compromise. This, he argues, has a much better
chance of maintaining stability than our present course.

TORTUOUS ROAD TO NUCLEAR SANITY. Time, v. 92,July 12, 1968: 121. AP2. T37, v. 921•
WHAT NEXT AT UENEVA ? Nature (London) v. 219,July 20, 1968: 211. QI. N2, v. 219

Hypothesizes that Russian willingness to engage In
nuclear weapons limitation discussions results front Even ff the nenproileralon treaty "represents the
fear that a negotiated settlement to the Vietnam War triunph of good intentions over harsh reality, nobody
Milgt make Watn hington channel billions of defense dol- should complain." Admittedly the treaty has serious
ladvnces In t mltiplo warheads for missiles, of d the technical and political weaknesses. Nevertheless it hasargumcesInt nfadis warheands d factMissioesand wthile opened the way to agreement on more ambitious andarueto- lsamnotmne fcinwti h meaningful measures--in particular a U,.S. -Soviet lira-
Kremlin that the arms race, in addition to causing furu-thorecoomicstrinsm~gt lad t ~Vr. I reardItation on missile and antimissile systemts. The enor-Sthor economic strains, might lead to war. In regard mous costs of these systems and the danger that anti-
to missile systems, the most one can hope for Is a missile inatallationo will introduce new Instability Into" ~~~~freeze on o-xistbn offensive missiles and a pact placing isl ntlsin ilItouenwIsaiiyIt

the relations between the superpowers are ample incen-
severe limitations on the already established or pro- tive for the United States and the Soviet Union to get0 posed ABM systems, and discussions will probably be down to serious talks on these problems. On the other
dlong and exasperating. Appeaded in a chronology of har.d It is precisely this possibility of destabilizationSdevelopments related to arms control, beghmtng with that requires these two powers to proceed with caution.the Isaruch Plan of 1946 and endlin, with the nucleartnonprc Pratn tretyof 19 deigwiththenSudden and drastic limitations on numbers of missiles
nonproliferation treaty of 1988. might eliminate the second-strike capability of both

powers and thus put a premium once again on using
nuclear weapons for rapid response rather than as a

10132 last resort. This kind of agreement will not be workedVIEl hAM AND THE CONGRESSIONAL RECORD: AN out at Geneva. However, the outlook for a ban onANALYTICAL SYMPOSIUM. Michigan quarterly underground tests, discussions on chemical and biolog-
review, v. 7, July. 1968: 151-165. ical weapons, and a limitation on the rate of manufac-

AS30. M48, v. 7 ture ^f nuclczr ,Api.uiyVes is imucni urighter.
Excerpts. recvlsd .. :ight of subsequent event

s, of
analyses presented before a bipartisun group of I9 Con-
gressmen and read into the Congressional Record for B. REDUCTION OF THE RISK OF WARf
Dec. 15, 1987.

1. Escalation
Contents. -The issues, by Alexander Eckstein. --

T, T dmilitary options, by Walter Goldstein. -- Political 2. Conventional Arms Transfers
settlement and the future, by Rhoads Murphey. -- The 2
response of Vietnam's neighbors, by Roger M. Smith.
-- ChIna and the Vietnamese conflict, by Richard It. 1684
Solomon. -- A solution, by Alexander Eckstein. Alexand'os, L. TIE NEAREAST] Nahost. Wehrund

Wtrtschaft, v. 12, June 15, 1968: 209.
Endeavors to formulate a reasonable settlement for U3.W38, v. 12

Vietnam. Eckstein believes that the Korean-type
settlement apparently sought by the U.S. Government Points out West German prospects of seling military
in Vietnam is politically and militarily unattainable aircraft to Israel. After France's Prolonged ewnh,--,,
short of complete mobilization in the United States and on weapons sales to Israel, the latter started looking
total pulverization of Vietnam. Thus the United States for other supplIcrs of iaiiitary aircraft, among them
mus

t 
seek a compromnise vhich might eventually mean Sweden, although purchases front that country would

"onsiderable influence for the National Liberation pose "unsurpasaable p~lltlcal problems."
Front in a South Vietnamese Government and perhaps
eventual unification of the North and South. Goldstein 1635
claims that U, S. military strategy In Vietnam has FRANCE AND TIlE MIDDLE EAST: DESERT MIRAGES.
failed and no military solution to save face for America Economist, v. 227, Apr. 20. 1968: 37.
or allow It to avoid an agonizing reappraisal of its role HGII. E2, v. 227
in future wars of national liberation hns been enunci-
ated. Murphey aescrt s .hn.i primary ;ttintio'm !n Viet- Considers France's embargo on military aircraft to
nam must be given to political problems--U.S. obJec- Israel and sale of 52 Mirage planes to Iraq part of its
tives cannot be gained by military means. A Vietnam tactics to gain oil concessions in the Middle East,unified through political processes would ensuare the
best outcome of the present dismal situation. Smith
concludes that the United States has more to lose, as 1686
far as its relations with Vietnam's neighbors are con- lianning, Hugh. LESSONS FROM TilE ARMS RACE.
cerned, from a protracted stalemate than from a nego- Africa report, v. 13, Feb. !98: 42-47. illis,.
ltited withdrawal. Solomon contends that for this DTIA217, v, 13
country io extricate itself from the conflict without "Dased on a talk given at Chatham nHouse on October

Sleaving an unstable Vietnam ripe for Chbiese manipula- 31, 1967."
tion the entire Indo-Chinese peninsula might havc to bejneutralized and given International security guarantees. The 1967 Middle East war has demonstrated that after
Eckstein's solution is based on the assumption that our the outbreak of hostilities In developing countries exte-
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qror powers have little to gain and much to lose. tn the offensive and defensive missiles. Probably the present
Nigerian war, foreign assistance was needed to subdue technological and psychological circunmstancees have
Bls3tra, Thus the Nigerian Government sought iet air- been found favorable for such talks. Rueola has
craft from Britain and other Western countries. but achieved parity with the United States In lend-based
providing these weapons would have represented a long-renge missiles, onnite inspection has become less
departure from Britain's policy of supplying defensive important with the development of photography front spy
arms only. The Soviet bloc agreed to supply the air- satellites, and allocation of resources worries the
craft others had declined to send. However, the Soviet Russians no lose than the Americans. Thus the Soviet
bloc may not reap iay benefits from its arms sales leaders abandoned their emphasis on strong defense,
since the N' -rlan Government. like milltary govern- feeling that it does not offer immunity fronm penetration,
monte In other developing countries, resists commu- and, along with the Americans, included offensive
nism for patriotic reasons and fears the commissar weapons in the discussion. The maintaining of the
oystem within the armed forces, Westerners often do U.S. -Soviet dialog Is pnrarnotnt for the Russians, and
not see that opportunistic conventional arms sales they like to underscore the Soviet Union's superpower
throughout the Third World can be counterproductive. status and the interests they share only with the United
For one thing weapons may end up In hands other titan States. The Sovirt attitude to probably also designed to
those for which they wore Intended. And the Nigerian warn the Soviet Union's East European allies not to
sitation may mark the beginning of a new round in the bank on any future special relations with the United
arms ace, because almost every African country has States, since the United States gives high priority to
a asecsslon problem of some kind and will try to pre- relations with the Soviet Union. The impact of events
serve inity by buying sophisticated weapons. Friends in Eastern Europe on the Soviet decision also cannot be
of Africa, including Britain, can help It to help itself undereatinmated. The Russians might fear that, just at
by glvlag civil aid, by ensuring a supply of purely the moment when Soviet "military power has virtually
defensive arms to developing countries, by detaching caught up with the Communist doctrine of universality,
for duty to African training missions the beat white [and] this doctrine is beginning to die on the vine,"
officer, and by coming to the aid of the African coun- these events might undermine the exclusive power of
tries bI fore situations become as critical as the cur- the Communist Party, produce Internal chaos in the
rent orn. in Nigeria. An Impartial Commonwealth force East European countries, and have far-reaching roper-
is clearly needed to restrain the feuding parties while cussions in the Communist world.
they are working out their differences.

3. Nuclear Proliferation Brezarld, 2l.. ThE UN AND NON-PROLIFERATION OFS~NUCLE~kR WEAPONS. Review of international affairs,
J607 v. 19, May 20, 1e68: 12, 25.

Bechtoldt, Heinrich. [TIE FEDERAL REPUBLIC AND D639. R4, v. 10
THE NUCLEAR NOPROLtFEIATION TREATY] Die the treaty on nonproliferation ofBundeserpublik und dor Atmosiperrvertrag. Aussun- I t icsino h rayo opvteaino

politlk, v. 1, May 1968: 257-280. nuclear weapons the U.N. General assembly is to take
D839.A885, v. 19 a stand on a treaty jointly submitted by the UnitedStates and the Soviet Union. This method of reaching

The nuclear nonproliferation draft treaty submitted agreement is not new; 1. was used in the case of the
in March 1968 by the 18-Nation Committee on Disarms- Moscow test ban treaty, which also was an agreement

ot to the United Nations Is in ( ySoviet- between the two superpowers, who wanted It to be sup-Amercn toth insteatince evn aluw themto usoey nulear powrsed rsiuned an dotio e byalthough s o thetrtywl
American product. Th-ire have been several drafts ported, signed, and ratified by all members of the
since 1902; the last takes into consideration egity United Nations. But then all countries undertook obliga-
reservations by the nonnucler weapon d atUons, tions along with the two big powers, whereas now

others are %o undertake obligations while the two bigArticle 6 for Instance even allows them to use nuclearpoesrue od ,Athghh t.Zywl
explosives for nonmUiltary purposes. This draft sub-poesrfetod .Alhuhherwyilfonlythetrafi noni cltary pur . this dratsu- undoubtedly pass, the mood in the General Assembly is
Jests only the traffic in nuclear fuels -erstim u ne.hslla- ,ne of resignation. Toe members are not at all coo-
ticts. to intereational 'nspecttc. The draft in ar Ig - vinoed that this type of treaty is the one on which equal
uous, however, on the role uf the •uropean Atonic reiations in the world cnn be developed.
Energy Community in control. Despite assurances ti
the contrary, the proposed treaty diecrinrinaite against
the "have-notse, allowing foreign interference in their 1090
domestic affairs. This point Is raised mostly by the DItnikcr, Gustav. [GIVINGL UP FREEDOM OF ACTION?
Third World nations. Most of theni want the treaty to REMARKS ON THE PRINCIPAL PRONOUNCEMENTS
be instrumental In nuclear disarmament and the con- BY THE SWISS FEDERAL COUNCIL IN REGARD TO
solidaetio of world peace. India realistically also TIlE NUCLEAR ARMS QUESTION] Verzicht auf Hand-
wants better security guarantees for nonnuclear signa- lungefrelheit ? Zu den grundsltzlichen Ausserungen des
tortes. Fortunately for Germany many states in the Dundesrates zur Atomwaffenfrage. Allgemelne schiwet-
United Nations, where Germany is not represented, zerische MIUiitrzelltsc-rit, v, 134, Feb. 19068: 61-64.
have raised reservations to the treaty. Moscow has so U3.A43, v. 134
far singled out only Bonn to blame for obstructing con-
clusion of the treaty. Switzerland is interested in a nuclear nonprolifera-

tion treaty from which no actual or potential nuclear
1688 power abstains and that conies Into force only alter a
Brandon, Henry. THE KREMLIV r'ONDESCENDS. Safer- truly great number of states, Including all i iclear

day review, v. 51, July 27, 1OV 8 6-7. nations, have ratified it. This position transpired from
Z1219. .45, v. 51 a November 1960 aide memoire by the Swiss Federal

Council to the 18-Nation Committee on Disarmament
Mistrust of Mr. Nixon wat certainly not the sole that Included reservations to provisions in the proposed

cause of the Soviet readinesm to discuss limitation of nonproliferation treaty that discriminate against nonnu-
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clear states In the areas Of nattional security and em- The jptopoaed nuclear nonproliferation trealy (NPT.
nomict development, However. the new draft treaty under consideration try the second session of the 22d
presented in January 1968 by tile United States and the U. N. Generali Aaac-mhlv ts one of the inost significant
Soviet Union disrcGirda the Swiss reservations almost doruintenla evei brought before the United Nations.
completely. Switzerland, not a member ot the Cort- Although It will not necessarily assure international
mittee or the United Nations. can only indirectly infll- peace. flhe NP'T "will strengthen the world ronaensuau
ecae their decisions. Situated on a "perlimeter of con- that it is Illerilmitae to use or threaten to use nuclear
flilcts, " Switzerland despite Its Smallness cant assert weapons."- T he remairkable cooperation between the
itself In Inter-ational decisions bearing on its security. Suttet Unto, and the United States tin the drafling of the
provided it really knows the options available. For NPT is forth 'r :naniflested to their joint suppport of a
want of authoritative Swiss data the nation's defense draft resolution In which. toge-ther with Brirtain. they
policy runa tlie riskt of delusion. Thus or December 10, pledge their asoistance throuldh the Securfit Council in
1967, Federal Councilman Spdthler forecast tlte dlnsin- the event of actual or threatenvid nuclear aggression.
Ishing deterrence value against the superpowers of M.111y itoimuclea-11r states have requested that guarantees
nuclear weapotia tit tile hands of smuall and medium- against nuclear aggression be explicitly Included in tile
sized nations. Ho.wever, a general but limIltcd war in treaty and have complained that the treatv Is unfair
Europe Is possible. a war that would see the itsc of since it prohibits the entry ot new members into the
nuclear arms confined to areas lying outside each nuclear club but Impones few restrictions on the cur-
supcrimwer's heartland. tIn this case the motot likely rent nuclear flowers. However, because the smiall flow-
area for ntuclear activity by the suiperpoton'rs would be ersa tre expected to aide with the major powcrs in sup-
the Alps. Nuclear w-ealtons dispersed among several port of the treaty and France Is expected le. abstain In
independent control ceniters (nations) would be a tiore the voting, the treaty wilt probably make it through thle
persuasive deterrent to such a war thtan a bliz-powier General Assembly with only minor changes. Despite
nuclear mtonopoly. its failure to attract universal suppotrt and to commflit

the major piowers ito a sivecitic first steps toward dtsar-
1001 manteni. the NPT should prove lo be a msilestone in

DISARtMAMENT COMMITTEE ADOPTIS REPORT TO GEN. international relations. Not only will it emtbodty a legal
ERiAL ASSEMBLY. UN itonthly chronicle. v. 5. Apr. commtnmnent by near-ituclear powers not to acquire
t9t8: 48-50. JXiD77,A1U584. v. 5 nuclear weapons and pressure the nuclear powers to

curtail the arnis race, but In conjunct iot with the Seru-
Announces the adoption of a report to iL.0 General rity Council resolutiotn it will place boih superpowers

Assembly oti the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons by ir. the role of world nuclear policetmen. Soviet-
the lB-NatIon Committee on Disarmament and presents AmnerIctin cooperation caninot provide a permtfnent
tile complete text of the revised draft nuclear nonpro- peace but it "may be the beat security basis we cati
liferatlton treaty as submitted In the r~eport. The devise for the years iminitiedateiy ahead.
report, which was cosponsored by thep Soviet Union aiid
the United States and approved on March 14. also coni-
tains documentation of Committee proceedlings and 1094
Includes a copy of the, Security Council resolution spun- JSP NUJCLEAR POLICY: THlE WAY FORl JAPAN'S NON-
soired by tile United Kingdom. the United States. atid the NUCLEARIZATION AND FOR NUCLEAR DIS.ARMA-
Soviet Union ott the question of guaranteeing the secu- MENT. Japan Socialist review, no. 152, Mar. 15
city of ntonnuclear nations tii the event of nuclear 1968: 1-10. HX9. J3. 1988
aggression.

The treimendous destructive potential of nuclear
*1692 weapons inst~ies it Imperative for Jaivan to cooperate

Gol-berg, Arthur J. U.S. CALLS FOR PROMPT with all peace-loving peoples to rid the world of this
ENDORSEMENT BY THlE U.N. GENERAL ASSEMNIELY terrible menace. White the Sato government has
OF THE DRtAFT TREATY ON THlE NONPROUJFERA- agreed to the three principles for nonauclearlzalion of
TION OF NUZ-LEA!1 WEAPONS. In U.S. Dept. o -..p.. (not producing, holding, or bringing in nuclear
::.atc. Departmsent u. .ýuate bullctin',' v. 58c-Mi~ayM. weapons), it has refused to accepti declaration on nail-
1TWo 35-645. JX232.A33, v. 58 nuelesrizit ton based on these prInc a sand espousesila"Saeetby Arthur 3. GOcldbcrg, US. flcpre, ta- piociVU 0-tat - ov~viouuiy t Unit ciri, iv iuthii. 11v
siie to Ule General Assembly, itade in Commnittee I supporting the teed for ipeaceful uses of nuclear power
(Potitical and Security) on April 26, * 1968. without accepting the nonnuclearization declaration. ttle

Giovernmeni could easily promoute a 'ransit 'on froin
Calls for prompt action by the Generxl Assemtbly to pteaceful to nillitary uses. The U.S -Japan Security

* approve the draft treaty on tile notnproliferatioit of Treaty clearly violates the three principles since It
nuclear weapotns. Goldberg first describes time timpor- brings Japan under the Atmerictin nuclear umbrella and
sant contributtona mande by tile mtotnnuclear-weapint is bound to result in the eat jbtishoment of a Japanese

states to the work of drafting the treaty. lie themn nuclear security system. Moreover, reliance otn
undertakes to prove that the treaty contribuates equally Amterican ntuclear strate[V could invelve Japan In
to the security of nuclear-weapon and noinnucle.o - noci*ar war. Japan should step out of the shadow of
weapon states; that it Is equitable in Its apportionnient nuidear war by abolishinig the U. S. -Japan Security
of obligatiotns and benefits anmong these states; that it Treaty aiid begin to pursue a litne of positive neutrality.
will pronmote, not Inhibit. the peaceful application of It must adopt the nonnuclearization declaration anti
nuclear technology; and that it will help to bring an end negotiate with all nuclear powers to accept It. Hence-
to the armns race and apur new progress toward digar- fo'rthm the Governiment should actively prontote dtaarttta-
tuafmnent. nient objectives and work for the establishiimentl of a1

nuclear-free zone ini Asia and the Pacrific. Whil~e Japan
1693 niust renounce nuclear weapons, it can safely support a
Hludson. Richard. THlE N. P. T. : NUCLEAR WATER- program for the peaceful uses of nuclear power that is

SHtED, War/lieaee r 'port, v. 8. Apr. 1968: 3-5. based on the nonnuclearlzation declaration and is open
P&GP RR to inspection by an Interrntitonal agency.
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16g5
Kaltenbach, Nicholas do, 0. THlE NUCLEAR NONPROOU. In n-clear affaire. The romnittecir ecognizes the

FERtATION TREATY- -A VITA L STEP IN BRINGING urgency of both these matters and ith' eleenitut of ten-
THlE ATOM UNDER CONT'ROL. in U. S. Do" slon that exists between them. It believes that a "enn-
State. Departmient of State bullet In. v. 58. MAY210. sult ive voice' arra'hnfeanea on nuclear decistunmaking
1WflT846-650. JX232. A33. v. 50 within the alliance ca b worked out that would nut

"Addrous madi' bWore the annual meeting of the constatete a form of nuclear proliferation. At the same
American Society of International Law at Washington. timie. however. It emphasizes that nionproliferation pol-
D.C.., on April 20,.' 1908. lcy must take' priority over internal alliance policy con-

cerning the control of tiuclear weapons.
Argues for acceptance of the proposed treaty 'In the

nenproltferat~an of nuclear wespons. Kaizenbach 16987OFTENC AROPHU R-focuses his discussion or' thuree feature, of the treaty -- ITHE NEW ORAF'OFTENULA NNPtU R-
F the provisions dealing wtth safeguards. thoem relating TION TREATY1 Der neue Entwurf dea Aiomsprrver-

to the peaceful uses of nuclear exaplosives, and those trags. Atornwirtech~ft--Atonitechnilk. %,. 13, Feb.
caling upon the nuclear powers to make progress lOSS: 74. TKOOOI.A97. v. III
toward disarmament. kijtlinre the new draft trvaity. especially provititonp

that guarantee nonnuclear asIgnatories the right of
1698 peaceful uitlltastion of nuclear energy and the broadest
Keenes-Soper, MAurice. NEGOTIATING NON- PROLIFE11- possible exchange of scientific Information related to

F IATION. World today, v. 24, May 1008: 189-108. nuclear technology. and points out that the loose word-
D410.WB3, v. 2.1 Ing ot article 3 Itntcernation.l control) could cause prob-

lemsa In Interpretation.
t ~The nuclear nonproliferation treaty will -see the

light of dely later this year." The most perplexing 18g9
problem, safeguards. has been Ironed out. Both West NNPOIEAIN e ~en.2,Jn 9
Germany And Italy teared industrial oopionlgo, but 1088: 1-2. D6839.1,1483, 1960

eorman worries went far beyond the economic issues.
Grany accused Washington of rushing 11n1o an1 111pec- The nverwhelriing endorsement of the draft nuclear

tion agreemtent without consult"n It, And there wa nopoifrto traybyteU N. Political and Secu-
talk of A aoi ofdrc. nte e su nrt omte samjrse oadwrdpne
the ameonded Januaty draft treaty is the peaceful use of Although Its opponents, particularly the West Germanatomicenry Atil 4 stpltsthat nuclear revanchlsta, did their best to block the treaty, it was
nat~ons have a clear obligation to help nmake available accepted by a vote of 02 to 4, with 22 abstentions. In
"the fruits of nuclear energy. " The January draft aluo Its consideration of the treaty the Committee made a
provides that the treaty remaidn in effect for 26 years. number of constructive revisions, Including an Addition
at whimn tiniO member netions will convene a confer- to the preamble that reinforced guarantees for nonnu-
oice to decide whether It should continue Indefinitely or clear nations, an amendment to ensure the rights of the

for t'ohorepeti I pated Anex of he raf tratynonnuclear states to sharo In the benefits of peaceful
io an agreement between the United States, Great uses of nuclear explosions, and one to commit all Sig-
Britain, and the Soviet Union to try to restore the bal- natories to undertake effective measures to end the
Rance between the obligations of the nuclear puoers and arnms race and begin nuclear disarmament. The treaty
those of the nonnuclear nations. It does not guarantee should have no trouble receiving General Assembly
any precise military Action to protect nonnuclear approval and once in force should prove an effective
states, And this -reveals the dileimma of all attempts barrier to the spread of Weapons of mass destruction.
to proffer security In this manner, " The value of a
security Asutrance depends not only on the gutarantor 1700
btai on whether the state that Is gua~ranteed has confi- NON-PROLIFERATIUN OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS: GEN-
dence and trust In the guarantor's pledge. EUAL ASSEMBLY COMMENDS TRIEATY. UN monthly

c~hronilie, v. 5, July 19688: 19-25.
1697? JXIO77. AIU5O4, v. 5

Nethrlads Kindom ISI- 1AdvescmmisieReports the General Assembly commendation of the
Ittake rsartuken vn ~nonproitferation treaty in a resolution adopted ott~/Mirh~~i ".'-' "~- prbto: o .. _1. o tfrion June 12 Dy a vote of 95 to 4, with 21 abstentions. tn

of nuciear weapons and nuclear co-operation within epann h~ oeanme fdlgtssae
NATO: interim report of the Advisory Coninittoe o'n that the resolution did not go far enough In guarantee-
Problems of Disarmament and International Securityitgnprleatnwrn ohsdcaedttob
and peace. Unofficial translationi. [Tite Hague? 1060?) it significant step In the direction of general disarms-

51i. XIO'4. 7 N43meat. Tie aricle also summarizes the utatement by
Bibliographical footnotes. President Johnson lauding the Assemnbly action and the

final constderation of the revised draft treaty within
Partial contents. -- Introduction. -.-Meaning of the the. Political and Security Committee. The text of the

term "nuclear proliferation. - -Actual prospects of Assenmbly resolutioti Is appended.
nuclear proliferation. - - hppralsal of the consequences
ofnuclear proliferation. -- Ilamic considerations of non-

proliferation policy. -- The problem of nuclear co- 1701
operation within NATO. - -Conclusions regarding the NON- PROLIFERATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS. SECU-
nen1-prolileration treaty and nuclear co-operation RITY COUNCIL. ADOPTS RESOLUTION. UN monthly
within NATO. chronicle, v. 5, July 1988: 3-13.F ~JX1077. A3U564, v'. 5

Analyzes the problem of the conmpatibility of a non-
proliferation treaty with proposals to allow nonnuclear- Announces the adoption by the Security Council of a

weapon states in the Atlantic aliance co-responsIbillty resolution pledging assistance under the provisions of
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the U. N Charter to all nonnuclear states party tI. tie actept the treatv as a stLeofi aid & iep t-war6 dlt-,ia-
nuclear nonpiroliteratlnn treaty that are subtected to meat. Ifowever. ati,1ketmer. cr..,ti AIltbia. trdia Cubs
acts 'Ir threats of lcutlO-t. ,gri v t . weloitrig th, .- 'dI wi . t ra ft 1t ta.n siata-% relc- t.,d th .,aiv t i.
,1tier o.f Iiediate aid tb victimls .f nuclear atgg cestoi fil eornt, ..nd PM--t repret..niatt -- fsi-iUdI i..

by the Councils nuclear-weapton states, uid reatfirlio rllate. Aitt t niioiitiitmtnet lWhore forth, r rxma-ma

Itg the right of all L N. memberis to indvtidUAl or -ii- tion of thr treaty n implnlttlltt,*
:ectve self-defense. Moat Council nmmbers declared
the reoutlutin would provide a strong deteerent G) 1704
nuclear aggression even thmufth It wittld not athf-hilv NON PRDLJFERAIlON TREAIY WILPF iSAPPOINY
guarantee the security of n,.iucIilear-weajti' states. NN. PiFa . O Tlas i Y Jan htI AttfMFNT]. Paxt -t ý.WiL''a tas , 3. Jan Mf~r. Lot-$"I
IHowever, a minorlty of reprenI-ntatives maintained that P•f•P R11
the guarantees supplied by the reaulut-.. we. .. utally Taken i part fron a letr bv Gertrude 11er, tie
Inadequate mid abstained from voting. Thr text of the Tamen tnattota Letter b etre aiser. 11w
resolution followed by the U. S., British. anmti &vlet Womens ttiernational League fE r Peace aid Freedint'n

deelarat.uns of support are appended. U N. itezuiiative, -. to E. ., - , Di armamnts. t n airman"of the !6-Haltni Conamllepe -'a Dtesarn~tntnrl!. and h•o

1702 
reply

[NONPROLIPEI•ATION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS. rite
PROBLEM OF SECURING PEKACEI Ntchtvertiroitang Cctflclzcci the anntiided nuc-lear nonprolIferatIonPROBEM F SEURIG PACE]•lctverrofungIreatv of Janua. V 19. iig(1. for nA4 tn-ludting a pledge by

von Kernwaffen. Em Problem der Frtedcnnotcherung. the oJa'lear nations to renounce Jr st it.clettr weapl on
Witon, Eckart-Verlag, 1968. 101 p. tForschwtgen th-iinea non s to reninirici' Tse ot auinie weapn

Wllen~atfalne~t nonnocicar rountrele Thn- W-4inien Interna-
und Derichite dec Evangellachen Studlengemetnachait, Ilon•) LtcAgue fur Peact and Freedom opts•e.s the non-
Dd. 22) JX1974.7. N5 proliferation treaty tn the grounds that at sanctions the

Contents. -- Introduction, by L. Raiser. -- pt. 1. nuclear monopol on the t iIotd d Sra lea and the S-ruvt

Prerequisites. Development of nuclear technology, by Union, fauls to provide for a ban on i ndergroend

JUrgen Seetsen. Surveillance of peacetmee nuclear nlear teeie an does not Inc .

technology, by Dipak Gupta. The problem of proliers - tent or freeze an nuclear weapons.
tlion of nuclear weapons, by J. R. Schlesinger. -- p1. 2.

Discussion. The guarded and the unguarded: itnspec- 1705
tton in the nuclear treaty, by Arnold Kramlsh. Nuclear NUCLEAR-ECONOMIC I.Ww Atomwlrlschaftsrecht.
control through black boxes alone, by Carl Frtedrich Atoinwirtschafl--Atnmlechnlik, v. 13. Apr. 1066:
v, Weisticker. Problems of mlitary and Industrial 178-180. TKSOC:. AOt, v. 13
use of nuclear energy, by Glitter lHowe. -- pt. 3. Docu-
mnentation. Draft nuclear nonproliferation treaty Includes an examination of a now droLlt of the nuclear

issued in February 1967 The April 19, 1967, resolu- nonproliferation treaty, presented by the Unilenl States
tion by the Council of British Churchos on tnonproltfera- and the Soyiet Union. and reservatIons of nonnuclear
tion and control of nuclear weapons. The April 1067 members of the 18-NatIon Committee on Disarmament
memorandum by the German Federal Government on to sonic of the draft's provisions, These. together withthe nuclear nonproliferation treaty. The April 27, Americus. Soviet, and Brilllah securt'y guarantees to

1067, declaration by Willy Brandt, the German Federal normuc.ear parties to the proposed treaty, were sent by
Minister ot Foreign Affairs, on the nuclear nonprolLf- the Committee to the U. N. General Assembly for con-
eration treaty. Identical drafts of the nuclear nonpro- siderstion on March 14, 1908.
4iferatlon treaty fubmltted in Geneva on August 24,
1967, by the two Co-c.irthmen. Five requests by Eura-
tom. -- Concluding remarks, by L. Raiser and G. Howe. 1709

A NUCLEAR FRAUD JOINTLY HATCHED BY TItE

A collection of essays, documents, and officIal pro- UNITED STATES AND TIlE SOVIET UNION. Peking

nouncements on the nuclear proliferation problem and review, v. II. June 21, 1968: 17-1B.
proposed solutions. L. Raiser and G. Hlowe in their DS701. P42. v II

concluing remarks urge the German Federal Govern- Reprinted front Jtn nin jlh pso, Jute 13, 1908.

nment to stgi litm pr•osned n nlorollfnratton treaty with- 1-18
Lift hesitation uuie agreement io reached on interna-
tlonal Inspection wider the treaty. The Chinese people adamantly oppose the so called

treaty on the nonproliferation of nuclear weapons con-
cocted by the American Inmterialists and Sovet revi-

1703 slonists as part of their collusion to suppress the revo-

NON-PROLIFERATION TREATY: COMMITTEE CON- lutionary peoples of the world. The treaty is a plot to

CLUDES DEBATE. UP. monthly chronicle, v. 5, June perpetuate the Soviet American inclear infiinopoly aitd
1968: 65-78. JXI977.AIUS64, v. 5 place all other nations at their mercy. By promlsing

nuclear protection to nonmuclear states thnt subscribe

Reports the views of various members of the U. N. to the treaty, the Soviet renegade clique and American

Political and Security Committee regarding the draft Imperialists are attempting to trick other states into
trea:y and presents the amendments to the draft pro- becoming their "protectorates." In addition they are
posed by Committee members. Representatives from using the treaty to "accelerate the rigging up of an
both nuclear and nonnuclear countries urged the swift anti-China encirclement" and [an arti-Chtnese feeling
ratification of and adherence to the treaty and called for around the world. Htowever, siinuy counirles oppose
the prompt negotiation of additional disarmament men- this fraud and will not be bullied into submissiion by the
aures. While deiegates !rorn a number of nomnnuclear- American and Soviet nuclear overlords. While the
weapon states expressed skepticism about the question American aggrssors and Soviet revisionists believe
of guarantees and criticized the privileged position that the treaty will enable them to hold back the revolu-
given the nuclear powers ti the treaty, most represen- tionary tide. they will find tmai their nuclear weapons
tatives were willing to overlook its shortcomings and are powerless agatist the will of the people.
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1707 tional control and enumerates the more recent limited
Pillal, Narayana, NUCIAR MORALITI-iS. Far East- successes In this field- -the limited test ban traty, the

ern economic review, v. 60, June 20, 1968: 606-608. Antarctic treaty, and treaties to prevent the spread of
HtC411. FI', r. 60 nuclear weapons to space and Latin America. lie

enters a strong plea for approval of the nonprollfera-
The Issue of morality In the nuclear arms racn has lion treaty and speculates on the benefits shortly to he

shifted from the struggle between nuclear powers to a hac from peaceful applications of nuclear epertO.
struggle among the nuclear "haves" and "have nots. "
India has become the focal point in this dranma owing to
its change from an Idealisti: nuclear policy to one of 1710
protecting its natlonal Interests, India has reffused tc Smith. Bruce L. R. THE NON-PROLIFERATiON
sign the nuclear noaprolliferation treaty because It fails TREATY AND EAST-WEST DETENTE. Journal of
to inch'tde firm guarantees against nuclear blackmail. International affairs, v. 22, no, 1, 1968: 89-106.
to pe ejent vertical as well as horizontal proliferation, JXI. C6, v. 22
or to prohibit deployment of nuclear weapons on the ter-
rltor!, a of nonEIUclear states and training of their Three international trends are critical to the problem
armies in the use of nuclear weauons. Leading the los- of nonproliferation: the emerging detente between East
tag battle of the "threshold countries," Iodia has "had and West. the continuing teclmological revolution in
to face the moral opprobrium of opposing a benevolent civilian uses oi nuclear energy, and the growing disar-
Treaty." If India in continuing its refusal to sign, ray within the European alliances of the superpowers.
encourages West Germany to follow suit, this cmld Ditente has led to a number of formal cr tacit arms
endrnger Russian security and affect the balance of control agreements but has not reduced the political
power in Europe. The United States, Russia, and Brit- rivalry of the superpowers or permitted adoption of
sin might then be tempted to pressure India by withhold- measures to deal with the underlying causes of conflict.
Ing uid. Fortunately India's economic condition deters NATO, by stabilizing Europe and thus eliminating it as
It frcn' ioining the nuclear arms race. "even nuclear a political temptation to the Soviet Union, makes a cru-
moral's are subservient to the hard realities of every cial contribution to a relaxed atmosphere, and the
fay economics." United States must thereforý give priority to a viable

NATO or its equivalent- -even if that means putting the
Interests of its European allies before its own intercSt

108 in the nonproliferation treaty. The chief European non-
A PLEA TO GENEVA: "LE`' US HAVE GENUINE CON- security Interest threatened by the treaty is that ot

TROL OF THE ATOM." In Germany (Federal Repub.. civilian applications of nuclear power. The Europeans
lie) Presse und lhformationsamt. Bulletin, a weekly are correct in their assertion that IAEA inspection
sarve-y o-Tceruuuatrs, v. 16. Mar. 12, 1968: 61-63. would be discriminatory and liable to cripple progress

DD259. A35, v. 16 in peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The United States
Text of the German Federal Republic's Mar, 8, should work for a treaty acceptable to all major Indus-

1968, menorandum to the Geneva Disarmament Confer- trial states and do so in such a way as to contribute to
ece on the proposed nuclear nonproliferation treaty, a revitalization of the Atlantic alliance. This probably

will require that thj United States eliminate the dis-
The German Federal Government 'supports the prin- criminatcry character of the treaty, adopt a more mod-

ciple of non-diasenilminion of nuclear weapons." In Its est view of the need for International inspection, and
April 7, 1967, memorandum to all governments It sug- guarantee a supply of low-cost fuels to European con-
gested certain Improvementr for the proposed nonpro- sumers. Preventing the spread of nuclear weapons
liferation treaty. ntme have been included in the new will prove to be a problem as refractory as that of gen-
draft treaty of January 18, 1986, and the others should eral and complete disarmament. The most a treaty can
be taken into consideration so that the proposel treaty do is "to satisfy the reasonable aspirations of the Indus-
will be universally acceptable and viable. The treaty trialized nations of Western Europe for a civilian
should be linked with the disar-mamem problem in more nuclear econamy, while providing some u--ful uaran-
concrete terms than In the present draft in order to tee against the anarchic spread of fissile material."
pave the way for a comprehensive disarmament agr, e-
rient. Since the remtnclatiin of the nuclear option by 1711
nonnrclear parties to the treAty cunild adversely affect UNA-USA National Policy Panel on Stopping th- Spread of
their security, :he treaty shous.d ban the use of threats, Nuclear Weapons. STOPPING TPa E SPREAD OF
political pressure, ,r political blackmail against any NUCLEAR WEAPONS; A REPORT, New York, 1967O
qonnuclear party. It should also be more adaptable to 48 p. WEPus., map. JXR T, [Iew Yr3.2
world technological, political. and econotnic changes so
that the inbercyi of nonnuclear ptrtyes woil not be Partial contents. -- The nuclear setting: its dilemmas.
Imlaui-ed by it. In addition, the treaty obligations -- Peaceful uses of atomic energy: increasing benAifts
shouid weigh equally or nuclear and nonnuclear parties, and potential dangers. -- Security assurances for non-

nuclear weapon powers: the options. -- The durab.1l•y of
1709 a non-proliferation treaty. -- The compelling design: a
Fbisk, Dean. GAINING TIlE FULL MEAbURE OF TIlE more effective United Nations. -- Memoranda of coin-

BENEFITS OF THE ATOM. In U. S. Dept. of State. monl. reservation and dissent. -- Appendix A; Draft
Deiartmenl of State bulletin, "v. 58, M-ay"2 71T' treaty on the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons. --
832-834. JX232. A33, v. u.S Appendix 3: Text of a lettei from Albert Einstein to

Adrtrst. "made before thie Forrdtin University Club President Rtoosevelt, August 2, 1939. -- blhography.
of Waslingt on, D.C., on May 2,' 1968.

EIplores the problem of how a treaty on the nonpro-
Commends past mwn present U. S. policy on the con- liferation of nuclear waapons can be made more accept-

trol and explottatloni of nuclear ener;ly. Rusk reviews able, effective, and altrable. The panel notes that bur-
thc record of unauccesaful postwar attemipts by the geoning nuclear technology holds promise of benefits as
UniAt- SlateS to have tbtn alum bIrought undzr interns- well as dangers, which complicates enormously the
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problem of preventing tile spread of nuclear weapons, Eeast mid Southeast Asia are hardly encouraging exam-
On the issue of international inspection. where this pies. Iin effect it will do little to inhibit further horizon-
complication is must evident the panel strongly favors tal or vertical nuclear proliferation.
Inspection by tile Inlernational Atomic Enerýj Agency
over any of the proposed alternatives such as Euralon. 1714
11 recosmmends that security assurances to nonnuclear-weapon Stattes be multiateral and within fI, framework Zhukov. luril. URGENT PROBLEM. Daily review,

of the United Nations but sugg!sl further that ilte only translations ifom the Soviet press. v. 14. May 27,

certain sulntion to this problem is int perfectine the 1968: It. 1. literal 3, 1-0.

U. N. peacekeeiiing and security machinery as a whole. Slav Rol

It foresees that the durability f tioe treaty will depend Translated fron Pravda. May 26, 1968.
on the success of the superpowers In curbing the
nuclear arms race. the willingness at France and The draft aoilproiiieration treaty muSt he approved by
China to adhere to the treaty, and the perfection of pro- all the nations of the world in order to avoid a nuclear

grams anc the lnlertatlonal sharing of civil nuclear holocaust. The enemies of the treaty-- West Germany.

resources and teclhnology, Japan. China. and Israel-- who procrastinaie, contrib-

tile to the prospect of world destruction. Indeed, Chi -
1712 na's leaders have stated that the deaths of hundreds of
Van Cleave, William R. THE NONPROLIFEIRATION millions of Chinese would do little harm because the

TREATY AND FISSION-FREE EXPLOSIVE RESEARCI. people could always be replaced. Peking's advocacy
Orbts, v. 11, winter 1968: 1055-1066. of nuclear weapons for all countries is designed to rally

D039.068, v. 11 all the Third World countries around the Chinese flag.
On the other hand the Soviet Unionl will adhere to its

A otajor defect of the nuclear nanproliferation treaty Statement to the Security Council that nuclear aggres-
is that it does not deal with the effect that nuclear slon or the threat of it will be repulsed under the laws
researeli--especially in the area of fission-free nuclear of the U. N. Charter. The Soviet peace champions will
explosives -- will have on the treaty's objectives. While strive to build an impenetrable wall against the further
article 3 ol the treaty prohibits noltuuelear nations from proliferation of nuclear weapons.
manufacturing or acquiring nuclear weapons and pro-
vides for the inspection of fissionable materials, these
states can develop research 9rograms to produce 4. Other (Accidental War, Command and
nuclear explos'•"e devices that would be devoid of Iis- Contl of Weapons, etc.)
slomable materials. The treaty ignores this problemC
because of the difficulty and unpopularity of safeguard -
log research, the disparagement of pure-fusion 1715
research iii relation to weapons deveioptsent, and the Maley, Leonard. NIPS--TIlE SYSTEM THAT INVENTED
assumption that other countries must follow tile fission ITSELF. Duat, v. 13, May 1968: 31-33. illus.
weapons route. The treaty must take into account P&GP RR
research programs .n pure-fusion nuclear explosives
whatever their outcome--early devices nay be peace- Chronicles the National Military Coimand System
ful but could later be refined into weapons. As tihe Infornmation Processing System (NIPS) from Its incep-
treaty does not prohibit research, some nations will tian to proposals for future imtprovements. Among the
feel that this is a tacit acceptance of the testing of advantages of a rapidly expanding worldwide commatid
pure-fusion research devices. Once testing is are its ability to provide identical information to all
accepted, any nation would be able to produce such echelons aid compatibility of hardware and software.
devices, and proliferation would begin all over again. Some of the problems facing NIPS are the handling of

doienentation and the integration of intelligence and

1i13 operations in new computer instatiatlons. Whether
these problems ,vUIi be resolved depends upon whether

Vital, David. DOUBLE-TALK OR DOUBLE-TIUNK? A Defense Department authorities can keep the momentum
COMMENT ON TIlE DRAFT NON-PROLIFERATION going in cora .rod and entrol gy-tems.
TREATY. International affairs (Lu,,ndon) Y. 44. July
1968: 419-433. JXr 153, v. 44

1716
A viable nuclear non,)roliferation treaty (NPT) TRYING TO SLOW TILE ARMS RACE. Business week,

depends on the cessation of the arms race by the no. 2027, July ft, 1968: 23.
nucear powers and the dismantling of their nuclear ITC431. D87, 1968
establishments. This is impossible to envisage, since
nuclear disarmament is highly improbable in the near Speaking at separate ceremonies attending the signi-
or dintant lattice, The assumption that only the nuclear hlg of the nonproliferation treaty (NPT), American and
powers may possess nuclear weapons while the nonnu- Soviet leaders aired plans for discussion oil limiting
clear powers are denied this right bodes ill for the offensivc and defensive misailes, Any agreement to
future of the NPr. In addition the NPT contains within restrict their developmsent and deployment would be the
Itself two dangers, diplomatic and necrotic. If the non- first time tice two powers surrendered their freedom in
nuclear powers sign the treaty they will have lost the this area; earlier bans governing nuclear explosions in
bargaining power to extract an arms reduction nteasuro the atmosphere and underwater and testing in outer
froai the nuclear powers; and as lung as the arms race space gave uI) litile of significant military advant.ige.
continues It can only end In the total destrtetion of civ- Now each power seeks to control the armc race.
Ilization. Aside front perpetuating the Inequality of Before this Russia only wanted a curb on offensive
states, which is beconming incompatible with human sur- missiles. "Just why the Soviets have agreed to talk is
vival, the NPT places too much emphasis on the super- not clear.'" However, the successful conclusion of the
powers' w.llingness and capacity to abstain front actiotns NPT, tie V!etrani peace talks, the apparent parity of
that would create international con.ltcts--the Middle arms capabilities, asi infant Soviet antimissile systen,
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and i'ew warhmads possessed by both sides may have lar affairs; lsIa.n achiev-d its greatest stature In those
created the climwte for talks to begin, Any U.S. centures in which It was politically supreme. lHow,-
assent to parity would renew the debate In the United ever, Western industrial and scientific achievements--
States. Even If Congress accepted tiha principle of which Israel in part reflects--have brought mainly
parity, and Washngtoon and Moscow found a formula to malaise and humillation to Island. Arab hatred for the
slow or halt the nuclear race, the problem of inspec- Jews Is not nilike Christian denigration of Semites.
tion or policing of missile syfilems would be a great Although with the Arabs the Jews were never subjected
obstacle. Unless Russia gives firm assurances and to anything like the Nazi holocaust, indignities and
accepts inspection teams on Its territory, the U. % bloodshed were a permanent part of their lives. Arab
Senate would refuse to consent to such an agreement, crenigration of the Jews and their homeland has gener-

ated a profound insecurity In them, against which Arab
threats become amplified. Territorial confineme•t also

C. REGIONAL drawc heavily on the metager psychological reserves of
the Jews. The internatlonal community must share

1. Tension Areas potrt of the blame for the violence in the Middle East.
Support for Israel Is limited, and many powers are
embarrassed by their diplomatic ties with the Jewish

1717 state. Furthermore the general pro-Arab bias
Adams, Thomas W., and Alvin J. Cottrell. CYPRUS becomes more systematic in the UriC -A Nations where

BETWEEN EAST AND IVEST. Baltimore, Johns the Arab world is able to muster support to defeat any
Hopkins Press, 1968. 9?' p. (Studies in international peace resolution it dislikes.
affairs, no. 7) D654.9. A63

1720
Partial contents. -- The roots of the contemporary ASIAN ROUNDUP. SEATO record, v. 7, Feb. 1968:

problem. -- Communism In Cyprus. -- Soviet policy 15-18. P&GP RR
toward Cyprus. -- U. S. policy toward Cyprus. -- The Stteen Isue R i
outlook. -- G0reek- Turkish military balance (1907). Statement Issued by a team of American political sci-

entists and historians following a meeting at Tuxedo

Contends that, although Cyprus per se is economic- Park, N. Y., sponsored by the Freedom House Public

ally and milttarlly an insignificant factor in Interin- Affairs Institute.

tional &ffiars, It Is a source of East-West tensions and Although progress toward political equilibrium in
contains the i-oteatlal for cscalaticti. The authorsAlhuhporstwadoiicleiibumn

Southeast Asia can be partly attributed to the gradual
note that Russia has tried to exploit the Cypriot unrest transition from an ideologically oriented to a morm
in an effort to gain Influence in this area and disrupt technlcalPy oriented leadership, the American presence
the Western alliance. The UOlted States has had to has been the key to stability in this region. By protec -
walk a diplomatic tightrope so as not to strain its rela- Ling the area from Communist aggression, "the United
tions with Greece or Turkey, prime Communist targets States has bought time for some 200 million people to
on NATO's southern flank, develop." If the United States were now to recognize a

Communist victory in Vietnam, violence could erupt
1718 throughout all of Southeast Asia under the guise of

Alekseev, Arik. ANOTHER BLOC? Dafiy review, trans- national wars of liberation. While the United States
lations from the Soviet press, v. 14, June 12, 1968: should strive for gradual deescalatlon of the war, It
it. 1, [item) 4, 1-2. Slav Rm must not allow hanol to conclude that the American

Translated from Prav_ June 12, 1858. forces 'ill accept defeat because of internal poli:ichtl
Slav Rem pressures. Even if the United States wins Its basic

objectives in Vietnam, It should not pull out of South-
At a minlalerial conference in Kuala Lumpur, Malay- east Asia since America's survival depends upon the

sla, Singapore, Britain, Australia, and New Zealand maintenance of stability in this vital area. Only with
discussed the consequences of the forthcoming 0971) substantial outside assistance can the nations of South-
withdrawal of British troops from Singapore and Malay- east Asia follow a peaceful path toward e"onomc and As
ela and problems of the area's defense. P.lt Lnstotd of political reconstruction. Economic development prob-
adopt-g a sound policy of good-neighborly cooperation lems can best be met through a multilateral assistance
with all other countries as a gupranty of peaceful settle- program that emphasizes regional cooperation.
ment of future conflicts, they discussed the formation Although regional security will depend for some time
of military blocs to be set up with the cooperation of the upon the American nuclear umbrella, the U.S.. forces
United States. Obviously they want to enmesh certain based in Southeast Asia can be gradually reduced in
South Asian countries in a new political and military line with technical developments and increased capabil-
network, which can only aggravate the situation In Ities for self-defense by the countries concerned.
Southeast Asia,

1721
1719 Battle, Lucius D. THE COMMON TIiREAIDS LINKING
Alroy, Gil C. DYNAMICS OF VIOLENCE IN THE TIlE COUNTRIES OF THE NEAR EAST AND SOUTH

MIDDLE EAST. Reporter, v. 38, May 16, 1968: 23-25. ASIA. In U.S. Dept. of State. Department of State
D839.11385, v. 38 bulletin, v. 58, May 13, 1968: 60--13.

JX232.A33, v. 5S
The explosive violance between the Arabs and the "Address m, de before the Cincinnati Chapter of

Jews derives not merely from antagonism but from Chartered Life Underwriters at Cincinnati, Ohio, on
Irrational fears, of which both sides are guilty. The Apr. 18," 1968,
Arabs reject Jewish statehood. Their bitterness
results from "the disastrous course of Muslim power Survey& co•temporary developments in the Near
in conflict with the West in modern history.' To Mos- East and South Asia. The characteristics common to
oes, the rightness of their faith is reflected in seco- the otherwise diverse states of thu. region are political
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instability, mass poverty, and hypernationallem. A The populations of all Southeast Asian states consist

large number of these states are located on or near the of several difierent linguistic, ethnic, and cultural
perimeter of the Soviet Union and thus are vulnerable groups, one of which controls the state machine and
to the longstanding Soviet policy of exploiting instabli- thus rules over all the rest. When the subordinate
Ity in other countries to its own advantage. Most of groups rival the dominant group In numbers or culture
them are caught up in regional arms races ttmt squan- and internal political organization, rebellion is likely to
der resources needed for economic development. Not occur. For years revolutions born out of such situa-
coincidentally, three major foci of tension--Israel, tions have been building it Burma and Northeast India.
Cyprus, and Kashmnir -- are found in this part of the Recently these previously ill-ccordinated resistance
world, But despite formidable difficulties, many of movements have achieved a new level of political con-
these states are making significant progress toward sciousness and organization under young leaders whose
meeting the needs of their people, and self- interest, as attitudes are significantly different from those of their
well as humanitarianism, requiren that the United elders. The new leaders are more discriminating in
States continue to assist them hi their work. their acceptance of Western values and more respectful

of their own native traditions, and they reject the pri-1722 imacy of state sovereignty and national independence,Bellaev, Igor. THE INVADERS' APPETITE. Daily since the pursuit of these goals has brought the region

review, translations front the Soviet press, v. 14, to the edge of chaos. They stress communal solidarity
May 29. 1968" pt. 1, [item] 3. I. rather than political centralization and work for the

Slav Rm autonomy of their peoples within a region-wide, confed-
Translated frotm Pravda. May 29, 1968. crative framework. The Chinese Communists have

-- v Rm attempted to exploit these movements but so far without
SThe Israelis started the June 196? war in order to success. Nevertheless, national leaders threatened by

I "histor- the revolts have attempted to blame them on a Chineseseize territories they claim belong to Israel by cos1rc1wthtehoeospooknoAeicnoIca] reasons. " Israel is the chief obstacle to a negotin- =oslaywith the hope of provoking American or
icalreaons' Irae isthechie obtace t a egola- Soviet intervention against the rebels. The Chinese

ted settlement in the Middle East, and its present post- wouie n ter tha tebrls.thr thnetion only aggravates tihs situation. Israel should abide would Mie nothing better than to embroil either of there
liononly aggravati s othe Usiuation. Israehounild abinde countries in action against the dissidents, since only
by the decisions of the U.N. Security Council, Includ- Ciasad ogi ri uhadvlpet
ing the November resolution providing for the with-
drawal of Israeli troops from the territories they occu-
pied during the war. Tel Aviv must abandon its illu- 1726
slon that It can carve out territories at its pleasure. [THE CZECH CRISIS] La crise tehoque [by] M. R.Although the Arab countries are ready for a political Pe;rspectives, v. 24, May 18, 1968: (pt. 1, item 21
settlement, the Israeli aggressors should not regard 4-6. HCIO. P4, v. 24
this as a sign of weakness,

The May 18 Moscow conference of obedient satellites
1723 disclosed that the Soviet Union is worried about devel-
Bucher, Henry H., 'Anothers. A SYMPOSIUM: Tile opnments In Czechoslovakia and may even consider mill-

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE JUNE, 1967 ISRAELI-ARAB tary intervention, notwithstanding the danger that It
WAR. Issues, winter 1967/spring 1968: 11-36. might produce strong protests from ether Communist

E83B.18, 1967/68 countries. Why does Russia take Czechoslovak "revi-

siontsm" so seriously when It tolerated similar excessesRIssesres by Iight distguished intellectuals to an In Rumania and Yugoslavia? The Rumanian and Yugo-_rindependent evaluations of the 197 slav deviations do not weaken the strategic position of
Arab-Israeli War. Each symposiasi discussed the Russia, whereas Czechoslovakia is, with East Ger-
events that led up to the war, the reaction to the war many and Poland, a member of the Iron Triangle and a
among American Jews, and the factors that shoulddecie th atitud ofnon-sraei Jws twar Isrelspearhead ainied at West Germany, Russia' a worstdecide the attitude of non-lrsrelt Jews toward Israel. enemy in E~urope. Although the present status quo is
All contributors agreed that the Arab-Israeli conflict themo Id Europe ts even t s uits

wasa omliatd anfetaionoflogsanin h~tl- the most ridiculous Europe has ever known, it suitswas a complicated manifestation of longstanding hostil- Russia for the Lime being until it can be modified to
Sand. could not be explained by anty speifc evects. Russia's advantage. Besides, the Russians fear the

e opinions varied on the phlosophical implica- Influence the Czechoslovak willingness to negotiate
tions of the war and the proper psychological with the West could have on other satellites and tiei ~~~responses,wiithWetcldhvonoerstlis dtedanger that the Warsaw Pact countries might be con-

taminated by Western freedom.
1724
Classen, Wilhelm. [EUROPE SEEN BY FRANCE; CON-

CEPTS OF THE FRENCH PARTIES] Europa, wle 1727
Frankreich es s!elit: die Konzeptionen der tralznsi- Faust. Friedrich. [TILE ODER-NEISSE LINE AS A
schen Parteien. Politische bleinung, v. 13, no. i. LEGAL PROBLEM; TIlE UltGrNCY AND rMPOR-
1968: 81-90. HS. P75, v. 13 TANCI OF A GOVERNMENT DECLARATIONJ Die

Oder-Neissi-Linie ais Reclitsproblem; Notwendigkeit
Outlines concepts of Purope and European unification und Bedeutune der Regierungserklitrung. Politische

held by various French political parties--from the Meinung, v. 13, no. I, 1968: 91-97.
Communist Party to Gaullist groups. Classen bases 115, P75, v. 13
his analysis primarily on tihe parties' "documnentary lit-
erature." Bonn's stand on the Oder-Neisae Line rests on the

argument that it was established temporarily as a mnre
demarcation, that only a German peace treaty will be

1725 able to settle the Polish-German boundary problem
Crane, Robert Dickson. REVOLUTIONARY REGIONAL- and that the Potsdam Agurcement, which esablished the

IBM IN SOU'I . FAST ASIA. Reporter, v. 38, May 2, line, cannot be binding for Germany under the initerna-
1968: 11-16. map. D839. R385, v. 38 tional law, because it was concluded inter iltos.
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Therefore Germany's prewar boundaries are still valid. 1730
The German Federal Government has renounced use of Garner, William R. TIlE SINO-SOVIET IDEOLOGICAL
force as a means for changing the demarcation line, STRUGGLE IN LATIN AMERICA. Journal of Inter-
but It has never renounced the German claims to the American studies, Y. 10, Apr. 1968: 244-255.
territories situated eastward "f this line. Even if it F1401. J68, v. 10
wished to. it could not, because it lacks the mandate of
the German people to do so. Periodic repetitions of By their doctrinal rejection of mass support and
Bonn's position statements are not enough to prevent acquiescence li the slow pace of change, orthodox Corn-
Polish usucapion of these territories under Interna- munist parties in Latin America have provoked wide-
tional law. To prevent such prescription the Federal spread defection from their ranks to the more extreme
Government should contest Polish occupation of the ter- pro-Poking movements. Tih record of Soviet parties
ritories and place periodic protests against it. in Latin America has been discouraging from the very

beginning. Geographical separation from th Soviet
1728 Union and a preponderance of American power in the
Ficohner, Paula S. NPD-NDP: EUROPE'S NEW region, as well as formidable class, ethnic, and cul-

NATONALISM IN GERMANY AND AUSTRIA. Review turl cleavages, have together constituted an tnfavor-

of politics, v. 30, July i968: 300-315. able revolutionary environment. For a time tl.e Cuban
JAI. R4, v. 30 revolution seemed to herald a now historical phase,

but the Soviet Union, after a period of reluctant mate-
German ethnic nationalism In Austria--an inheri- riml and ideological support of the Castroite cause, has

anrce from the Hiapsburg Empire and a potent political adopted a policy of applying economic pressure to
force before World War Il--has shown little vitality in dampen rather than excite Cuba's revolutionary enthu-
the postwar period, but the recent political successes sines. 2hinese penetration of Latin America did not
of the neonatlonalistic Nationaldeniokratische Partie begin until the late 1950's but since then has acceler-
Deutschiands (NPD) in Germany may stimulate a ated rapidly, The Chinese sit •sn the similarity of the
revival. Nd surprisingly, there is a strong rerem- Latin American historical situation to their own, par-
blance between the NPD and the Nationaldemokratische ticularly with respect to the condit~ons of the pens-
Partse (NDP) formed last year in Austria. The pro- antry and the struggle against imperialism. In opposi-
grams of the two parties coincide in rejecting both tion to orthodox Soviet policy they urge a hypervolua-
liberal economic doctrines and Marxism, in demanding tarist theory of revolution, stress rural problems, and
the protection of the Mittegstand and peasants from big reject the doctrine of peaceful coexistence. The Chi-
bustness, and in stressing German national identity nese ideology does seem more appropriate to a region
"and pride. Despite these simiiarities, however, the where feudalism and dictatorship are still the prevalent
Austrian party has rejected any thought of anschluss modes of economic and political organization. The
with Germany, or even collaboration with the NPD, and outcome of the struggle between Soviet and Chinese
in all probability differences in circumstance and factions will be determined by the populace not the
interests would make cooperation extremely difficult, ideologues. The more deep-seated the frustrations of
The immediate goal of the NPD Is the reunification of the people, and the more pessimistic their attitudes,
the two C-ermanies, but the party is realistic enough to the more will they turn to a Chinese solution to their
andmit that, with the present balance of forces in problems.
Europe, this can be accomplished only through negoti-
ation and with the consent of the 3uviet Union. Further,
the very magnitude of the problems Involved requires 1731
that the NPD pursue its goals within the present West Gasteyger, Curt. MOSCOW AND THE MEDITERRANEAN.
German political framework. Chi the other hand the Foreign affairs, v. 46, July 1968: 676-687.
NDP s interests are less narrowly political, They D,410. F7, v. 46
would like to help German groups everywhere but most
notably in South Tyrol, where they have been conduct- The growing Soviet power in the Mediterranean area
lag a terrorist campaign to dramatize the plight of its marks the end of one -power dominance in the Mediter -
German minority. The Austrian Government, which ranean and seems to indicate a desire on the part of
does not want to alienate the Italians, has firmly the Soviet Union to develop "a strategy better suited to
suppressed these activities, and the NDP has suffered its antbitions as a superpower and to the support of its
a set.ack. The sudden rlse of these two partie lhas friends in tine of crisis." By endeavoring to improve
evoked fears for the stability of central and Eastern its strategic position in the Mediterranean, Russia may
Europe, but with the NPD concentrating on reunifica- be attempting to establish a regional balance between
tion within the limits of legal political activity and the the Soviet Union and its client states and the United
NDP dhntinished in influence, neither party is a real States and its client states. llowever, Soviet antbitions
danger, in the Middle East could be blocked by Arab fears of

neocolonialism and cautious elements in the Soviet
17" leadership, who believe a long-term commitment would
Gallo, Patrick .J. UNDERSTANDING TIlE VIETNAM be too risky and place an undue burden upon the Soviet

WAR. New univei sity thought, v. 6. May/June 1968: economy. Furthermore, as long as NATO's Mediter-
29-34. D839. N484, v. 6 ranefin forces retain their superiority over the Russian

fleet and the Russians do not have direct control over
Contents. -- General background. -- History. -- The the main supply lines to the Mediterranean, the Soviet

nature of the war. -- The United States and Vietnam. -- military position in that area will remain relatively
Vietnam and the cold war. weak. Nevertheless tihe increased Russian presence in

the Middle East has spread the confrontation between
A bibliography of the Vietnam War. Gallo presents the superpowers In Europe to the Mediterranean area.

his selections in response to "the volatile and confusing This new confrontation will probably never evolve into
elements in the Vietnam situation" that necessitate a durable coexistence because that area lacks the
"continuous and Intensive reappraisal of American pol- homogeneity reeded to delineate spheres of influence.
Icy in Vietnam and Southeast Asia." Since the etil:erpowers can exert very Hitle Influence on
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the Mediterranean littoral, the small states are not Partial contents. -- Statement by the Alumni Assocla -
restrained by fears of being dragged into a major con- tion, -- Israel's expanding frontiers. -- Today and yes-
flict and can freely pursue their individual Interests. torday, by Constantine Zurayk. -- Israel and Palesthie,
"The greatest danger In the Mediterranean is not a by Albert Hourani. -- The Palestine problem at the
direct clash between the superpowers but their lack of United Nations, by George Hlakim. -- The dimensions of
control over local conflicts, and the possibility of the Palestine problem, by Henry Cattan. -- United States
their eventually being drawn Into them" policy and the Middle East, by James F. Sams. -- The

Arab people and the Arab-israeli conflict, by Frank
1732 Harris. --The United States, Israel and the Arab States:
Hoge, Thomas A. THE LONG STRUGGLE ON CYPRUS. The view from 1985, by Ray L. Cleveland.

Ameilcan Legion magazine, v. 86, Aug. 1968: 24-28,
48-50. D570.AIA32, v. 85 Articles on the Arab-Israeli dispute written in the

light of the June 1967 Arab-Israeli War and its mime-
Reviews the turbulent history of Cyprus. Strategic- diate aftei math. These articles uphold the Arab post-

ally located at the crossroads of Asia, Africa, and lion In the dispute with Israel over the possession of

Europe, Cyprus has been subjected to internal strife Palestine and stress the justice of the Arab cause and
and repeated invasions for nearly 5, 000 years. Cur- the failure of the West, particularly the United States,
rently the Turkish Cypriots are violently resisting the to understand and support the Arab viewpoint. A con-
efforts of the island's Greek majority to join Cyprus tral concern is to discover what must now be done to
to Greece. The latest threat of war between the two ensure that the final outcome of the conflict will be
NATO powers eccured In 1987; the combined efforts f favorable to the Arabs. As this implicitly raises ques-
U. S. emissary Cyrus Vance, U.N. representative tlions of national power, the Arab defeat is seen by the
Jost Rolz-Bennett, and NATO Secretary General authors as a practical test of the vitality or power-
Manlio Drosie were required to subdue the crisis, generating potential of existing Arab political and
While the island now appears relatively cahn under the social Institutions.
watchful eve of U. N. peacekeeping forces, the situa -
tion could explode at any time and once again bring the 1736
world to the brink of world war III. Kennedy, William V. A QUERY ON THI. MIDDLE EAST,

1733 America, v. 118, June 29, 1958: 814,

Howard, Michael E., and Robert E. Hunter, ISRAEL IXO01. A5, v, 118
AND TtlE ARAB WORLD: THE CRISIS OF 1967. Lon- Although the United States has a moral obligation to
don, Institute for Strategic Studies [1967] 51 p. maps, Israel, it should reassess the importance of the Middle
tables. (Adelphi papers, no. 41) East to its national interests before publicly committing

Ui62.A3, no. 41 itself too deeply to Israel. Development of oil
resources in other parts of the world and the emergence

Ilistorical interpretation of the June 1967 Middle East of long-endurance lot aircraft have considerably less-
war. The paper, which is intended primarily for mili- ened the economic and strategic importance of the
tary and international relations analysts, draws more Middle East. Since the Soviet Union can easily overfly
upon Israeli than on Arab source material. The the Middle East "land bridge" and has increased its
authors analyze the conflict, give a churonological naval forces in the Mediterranean, its need to control
account of the war, and review the crisis leading up to the area has also diminished, The principal remaining
it. Information on the U. N. Emergency Force, the function of the land bridge is to provide for the move-
Jordan waters, and the armed forces Involved is appon- ment of land forces, and neither the United States nor
ded. Russia is likely to launch an invasion across this terri-

tory. Therefore Ameri.A retains "little more than a
1734 negative interest in the region, In the sense of assuring
Ignatius, Paul R. SOVIET SEA POWER SHIFTS TO that the Soviets do not gain by political action the land

STRATEGIC OFFENSIVE. Navy, v. II, July 1968: bridge to Africa that they can gain now only by direct
23-27, VA49. N28, v. 11 and unprofitable military action." In order to accom-

Address to the South Carolina Bar Association in plish its limited strategic goals in the Middle East the
Charleston, S. C United Slatvs must coi'rt the favor of the Arab Stales,

The d.'emmia of seeking good relations with the Arabs
Describes the growth, present size, and composi- while maintaining iti humanitarian responsibilities

tion of the fSoviet Navy and its challenge to NATO toward Israel nmust be studied carefully, and political
forces in the Mediterranean. The Sovlet Union has aspirants :unst be requested not to exacerbate the situs-
made major Increaseq in the numbers If its surface tion by outspoken advocacy of Israel.
and nuclear submarine forces an] more recently has
developed an amphibious capability. The mere pres- 1737
ence of sizable Soviet naval units in the Mediterranean Kotyk, VlAclav. PROBLEMS OF EAST-WEST RELA-
demonstrates that NATO no longer dominates the sea TIONS. Journal of international affairs, v. 22, no. 1,
and gives the Russians effective support for thel. poli- 1968: 48-58. JX1. C6, v. 22
tical maneuvers in the Near East and North Africa.
At present, however, it is uncertain whether Soviet Increasing East-West cooperation is a consequence
naval forces will be used to encourage or restrain of changed historical conditions that have given rise to
Arab activism, to increase or dampen tensions in this new objective needs and Interests for Socialist and non-
troubled region. Socialist countries. An explIcation of the approach of

the majority of Socialist states to the problems of East-
1735 West relations with emphasis on the new conceptual ele-
fKawar, Paud S., ed. THE ARAB-ISRAELI DISPUTE. ments in tile I icies of these states will help to avoid

Middle Past'forum, v. 43, no. 2/3, 1967' 5-75. inisundersttanings in the West that could jeopardize
DS41. M45, v. C, rapprochement. Many in the West continue to assume
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that Socialist, and particularly Russian, foreign policy of the Arabs in Israel are divided and uncertain. The

is expansionist. The truth, however, is that the Soviet statue of the Arab population is at the root of the Arab-
Union has pursued a policy of peace practically from its !sraeli conflict, and unfortunately no one has yet
birth. The Soviet Union recognizes that changed his- offered a practicable sohluton.
torieal conditiono--particularly modern armaments--
require the total and permanent exclusion of war from 1740
international life. It foresees a continuation of the Loomis, William. IS A RENEWAL OF THE KOREAN
East-West struggle, but only in the economic and Ideo- CONFLICT IMMINENT? Data, v, 13, June 1968: 12-14.
logical spheres. Other more (oncrete and positive P&GP IR
interests further encourage rapprochement. Socialist GP
states have begun to look to the West for more fruitful The chances for true peace it Korea are slim. The
economic relationships and to show a growing interest Communists are determined to humiliate the United
in all-European schemes of integration, cooperation, States as long as It is involved in Asia and can do so by
and division of labor. The process of differentiation pulling the cork out of the Korean powder keg even if a
taking place among Socialist slates and their resulting settleinent Is reached In Vietnam. For this reason the
Independence open up new opportunities for bilateral United States is increasing the combat readiness of its
economic and cultural agreements with the West. Some forces in Korea by sending in officers with Vietnamt
elements in the West would like to exploit this new- experience and Special Forces teams and stepping up
found independence, but such a policy can only under- training for both conventional and anti-infiltration war-
mine trust In the claim that the West wants to build fare. The South Koreans have developed a five-stage
bridges to the East. Amer. can intervention in Vietnam defense that consists of aerial surveillance, naval
limits the possibility of cuoperative relations with the patrols, militia, combat police and reserve battalions.patrols milites. coba polce otnd reserv battalleiontes.
United States. On tb othr hand, De Gaulle' a attempt Although the United States is entering a period of
to emancipate Europe from American leadership has lengthy peace ta1kb with North Vietnam it must con-

aon reality, hnowevere the West clmatbe w llin-t

done much to encourage the new climate of all- tinue to deal with the problems of South Vietnam and the
European rapprochement. It rapprochement Is to frustrations of South Korea over the Pueblo affair.become a reality, however, the West muist be willing to

accept the boundaries created in central Europe by
World War II and the exietence of the two Germanies. 1741
The Socialist countries follow the Federal Republic's Marcus, Joel. THE LONG SEVENTH DAY. Midst'Ream.
now Oupolitilk with great interest to see If it is willing v. 14, June/July 1968: 3-15.
to renounce all revisionist claims and accept the prin- D8140.A336, v. 14cipies of peaceful coexistence.

Describes the situation in Israel I year alter the

1738 6-day war, and notes that in many nespects it is stlil

V.KOF FREEDOM--NMEN. a country at war, citing specifically the high level of
,V.J. BULWARK O.military preparedness and heavy military expenditures,

China today, v. II, Feb. 1968: 26-28. The Arab terrorists, while not a serious threat, man-P&GP RRA1 age to keep Israel in a continual state of tension and,
Digest of an article from As-n Outlook, v. 3, by forcing the Arab governments to lend them support,

no.DI.A4716, v. decrease the probability that some Arab country will

eventually sit down with Israel to make peace. The

Quemoy symbolizes the fortitude and skill of the free Israelis intend to deal with terror by using counter-

Chinese peopla in defying the Communist regime on the terror if necessary and will play a waiting game, hold-

mainland. I ts heavily fortified and defended day and ing firm until the Arabs decide they have exhausted

night by dedicated soldiers stationed in underground every diplomatic and military possibility of removing

habitats. The brave and vigilant eoliders are charac- Israel from the occupied territories.

teristic of the entire armed forces of Taiwan and indi-
cate the ability of the Nationalist Chinese not only to 1742
defend themselves but to successfully invade the main- A NEW TEMPTATION F17 4ONN Intelligence digest,

land and liberate their people. v. 30, May 1968: 5-7.
D410.R47, v. 30

1739
Liang, Daniel, AFTER THE SIXTH DAY. New Yorker, Although the new East German constitution declares

v. 44, May 18, 1968: 79-80, 82, 84, 36, 91-92, 94, 96, that Berlin is the capital of East Germany and thus vio-
98, 101-102, 104, AP2. N6763, v. 44 lotes all wartime and postwar Four Power agreements

on Germany, no word of protest has been heard front
Conversations and observations in postwar Israel. Britain, France, or West Germany. The West is

Lang found the Israelis in the midst of a general and interested in European detente and does not want to
profwund reassessment of national attitudes, which antagonize Russia, which must have approved the new
before the war had seemed permanently fixed in the constitution, Besides omitting several previously
national consciousness. The decisive victory over the guaranteed "rishid' of the people, the constitution
Arabs has evoked a new feeling of nationhood among restricts travel and residence In areas adoining other
Israelis and restored to many that ancient sense of countries, including East Germanyns Commur'st allies.
mission so characteristic of the Jewish people. Never- This is a response to Czechoslovakia's decision to
theless, except among the orthodox Jewish minority, ease travel across the Czechch' cmak.-West German
most Istraelis remain staunchly anti-imperialistic and border. West Germany wants to improve its relations
concerned with nation building, not conqaest. The vie- with Eastern Europe. If It decides to weaken its rela-
tory has made them more aware of the outside world-- tioe. with the West and accepts the role of France's
particularly the West and the Diaspora Jews--and con- junio~r partner it will be in a better position to do so,
serjuently there is grave concern to maintain Israel's and the Soviet buttressing of the East German regime
International reputation and good name. The loyalties may become an embarrassment for Moscow.
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1743 valid. -- The peace treaty. -- Disarmament. -- German
Nutting Anthony. THE TRAGEDY OF PALESTINE confederation, -- Europe and Germany. -- The world and

FROM TiHE BALFOUR DECLARATION TO TODAY. Germany.
Issues, winter 1987/spring 1988: 1-10.

E830. 18, 1967/68 Proposes that the German peace treaty be concluded"Public address preceding the twenty-third Annual by the Four Powers and their wartime allies with the
Cutference of the American Council for Judaism in Federal Republic of Germany and the German Deno-flew York City on November 2, 1q67." cratic Republic either in the form of a single document

or In two documents presented separately to eacti Gor-Reviews the tragic series of events in Palestine dur- man state for signature. The problem of recognition
leg its 50-year history as a refuge for Jewish people of the German Democratic Republic can bP avoided in
and appeals to the audience to pressure Israel into the treaty. but Reintarz poetulates that the treaty pro-
scepting just terms for peace in the Middle East. In vide disarmament of the two German states. Such a1917 the Arabs agreed to permit Jewish lmintnzration treaty would be the most important step to Germanwith the understanding that the rights of the Arab reunification.

majority would be safeguarded and with assurances
that a Jewish home, not a Jewish state, would be ere- 1746
sled. However Britain, betraying its promise, per- Rubinstein, Amnon. IN VICTORY THERE IS NO PEACE.
mitled the formation of the Israeli state at the sacrifice New York times magazine. June 2, 1968: 32-34, 36,
of Arab property and lives. Despite the appalling his- 38. 40, 42. AP2. N65's5, 1968tory of Israeli atrocities, the Arabs are now prepared
to respect the integrity of the state of Israel If the lat- One year after the 1967 Arab-Israeli War Israeli pub-
ter accepts a resolution currently before the U, N. lie opinion combines a new consciousness of national
Security Council requesting it to withdraw from the vitality with a pe: vasive sense of frustration, Victory
Arab territory seized last June and contribute to the over the Arabs cOuflr:,id the superior competence of
resettlement of Arab refugees. Yet Israel refuses to Israeli arms and soctai isuiturtions but at the same
.make amends to the Arab people and continues to rein- tine shattered the Jewis;t dream that instant peace
force the Arab suspicion that "Israel was created and would follow a decisive defeat of the Arab states, The
Is still being used as a Western outpost to dominate an dream foundered on the unrealism of Arab fanaticism.
Eastern race.'" It the United States wants to dispel this and the few recent signs that some Arab leaders are
belief, it should do everything possible to persuade the beginning to fight free of their delusions couiat for noth-
Israelis to cooperate with the Arabs in creating a bins- ing against the flood of Arab hate. One hopu t

or even-
tional, united Palestine. tual accommodation rests on thi increaeirg cooperation

imposed by necessity on Arab inl:kabitants and Israeli
conquerors In the occupied territorit s Ot Jordan, but1744 any settlement ther• ".i' require changes in the attI-

Perovid, Punita. MEDITERRANEAN REALITIES. Sect- tudes of the Arab Palestinians. The Israeli Govern-alist thought and practice, no. 29, Jan./Mar, 1068: mient is deeply divided over what is to be done. Nei-
80-97. 1X335.5.S58, 1968 ther the Government nor the public has made up its

mind as to what--besides peace and security--it wants."There is little prospect of halting the preparations Attitudes range from those of the semiannexationists atfor war in the Mediterranean. The United States con- one extreme to those of the Communists, who demand
tmnues to fortify its military presence and turn the immediate withdrawal, at the other. The majority of
Mediterranean Into an "American sea., In fact, with the Israelis support the Government's present policy of
the withdrawal of France from NATO and the incipient not permitting any territorial changes without a peace
disintegration of the alliance, the race is becoming settlemenit--and moreover a settlement with concrete
more feverish: nuclear forces have been concentrated guarantees. One of these undoubtedly will be thein the south of Europe, multilateral naval forces have demilitarization of currently held territories. The
been deployed, and there have been frequent military Israelis do not want a repetition of the traumatic days
maneuvers on land and sea. Itla imperative that the of May.Mediterranean peoples take the initiative to slow down
the race and avert another war; the meeting of the 20
representatives in ROome last January was a positive t747
Step toward this goal. However, it peace and security [THIE RUSSIANS IN TIlE MEDITERRANEANJ Dic Russen
are to be realized in the Mediterranean then all foreign tin Mittelmeer [by] "* [peeud. I Marine Rundschau,
e!ements that constitute a constant source of danger of v. 65, Apr. 1968: 81-92. illuS.
war must be eliminated fronm the area. V3.M3, v. 65

Pseudonym *** denotes Near East contributors to
1745 Marine Rundschau.
Reintanz, Gerhard. [FOUNDATIONS IN INTERNATIOdAL The history of Russian efforts since the year 86;= to

LAW FOR SOLUTION OF TIlE GERMAN PROBLEM] win bases and establish its influence in the Mediterra-
VbIkerrechtliche Grundlager zur Lbsung der deutschen nean. The article considers the organization of the
Frage. sialle [Saale, Martin Luther-Universiltat lalle- Soviet Mediterranean fleet, discusses the role of Soviet
Wittenbergj 1963. 34 p. (Wissenschafiliche DeltrIlge bases in the eastern Mediterranean, and lists 68 Sovietder Martin-Luther-Universetit Hlalle-Wittenberg, warships identified in the area in 1967. As in the past,
1966/10(B1)) AS182.11i25, 1966/10 Moscow's position in that sea Is precarious, for it

Bibliographical notes: p. 26-34. rests on friendships with Arab nations that are subject
to revolutionar., changes.

Contents. -- For peace and security after World War
It, -- Prevention of new German aggression. -- Germany 1748
capitulates. --What remained of the foundations In law Seiful'-Muliukov, F. WASIIINGTONS MIDDLE EASTlaid down in 1945 for the solution of the German prob- STRATEGY. New times, no. 23, June 12. 1968: 8-10.lem ?--The Potsdam Agreement on Germany is Still D839.N483, 1968
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While the U.S. Government professes to seek settle- program to be realized with the help of the SPD. -- What
iemet of the Middle East crisis, It ts in effect impeding is the foreign policy program ?--Torpedo against Euro-
"the elimination of the consequences of the Israeli pean security. -- What kind of Germany do the SPD Min-
aggression and the establishment of durable peace in isters want. -- What were the opportunities of the SPD?
the area." Located at the crossroads between Asia, -- Crisis can only be overcome by a new policy. --
Africa, and Europe and exceedingly rich In oil resour- Nobody ctn escape realities. -- What could be the main
ces, the Middle East has always been strategically and ideas of such a minimum program?
economically important to the United States. To pro-
tect its interests the United States has consistently sfp- Propounds "a minimum program" for European
ported reactionary authority in this area and has col- peace and security comprising conclusion of a nuclear
laborated with Israel In resisting Arab liberation nonproliferation treaty, convocation of an all-European
forces. InitllUy U.S, policymakers hoped the Israeli security conference, normalization of relations
aggression of June 1967 would seriously weaken pro- between the two German states, parallel defense cute
gresltve Arab regimes and halt the progress of in the German Democratic and the German Federal
national liberation movements. However, when it dis- Republics, and neutrality of the two German states
covered that the Israeli Invasion had aroused wide- guaranteed by other powers.
spread anti-American feelings it) the Arab world, the
United tates announced it would seek a political settle-
ment that would respect the territorial integrity of all 1751
Middle Eastern States. Since America has done noth- WASIIINGTON'S YESMEN IN ATHENS. Daily review,
ing to prod Israel into seeking a suitable settlement, translations from the Soviet press, v. 14, May 30,
the announcement was obviously only for propaganda 1988: pt. l, [item) 3, 1-5.
purposes. In reality the United States wants to delay a Slav RM
settlement as long as possible in hopes that prolonged Translated from Izvestla May 29, 1968.
Israeli occupation of Arab territory will bring about the Slav Rm
political changes desired by the West. Despite efforts
of U.S. polleymakers to cover up massive economic The United States continues to support the Greek die-
and military support of lIsael by wooing some of the tatorship with arms and money, and this is Increasing
Arab States with promises of aid, the Arab world is the tension in an already highly volatile area. The
not fooled. As long ae Washington refuses to perceive Greek rulers have assumed the role of Washington's
"the processes under way in the world today and the and NATO's stooges and have endangered the favorable
actual balance of forces in this area," Its Middle East changes that have taken place over the past decade in
policies will be unsuccessful. Soviet-Greek relations. The United States regards

Greece as primarily a military springboard In keeping
with its aggressive expansionist policies. A U.S. -

1749 Greek agreement allows the United States to bring any
StiWkI, Gunther. LEASTERN EUROPE AND THE OER- kind of armaments into the country, set up military

MANS; THE PAST AND PRESENT OF A NEIGHBOR- bases, and to arbitrarily use Greek territory for mill-
HOOD RICH IN TENSIONS] Oeteuropia und die tary purposes. Increased U.S. aid has made the new

iitschen; Geschchte und Gegenwart einer Greek rulers bold; they are calling for the erection of a
spaanune relchan Nachbarschaft. [OldenburgI G. nuclear mine belt within the NATO framework as a
Stal1411957] 232 p. "defense zone" against Bulgaria. Such actions are

DR36. S87 becoming typical of the tyrannical regime and can lead
Bibliographical references included in Anrmer- only to more trouble along the Mediterranean littoral.

kungen- 1p. 207-224).

Partial contents. -- From Taurogge.. to Rapallo. --
Balkanization and Mid-Europe.--From Vienna to Pots-
dam.-- Facts and prospects. Weller, Jac. THE TRAGEDY OF THE MIDDLE EAST.

ln U.S. Command and General Stalf Collczo. Fort
States that the problemns between GermpAy and Its Leavenworth_ Military review, v. 40, June 1968:

eastern neighbors cannot be solved on the basist of 5•6 3. Z6123. ,.
n~tkon-.- ae concepts. Created In the era of the firstraiwayst these concepts are Ite suited to the modirn National and racial tensione are not new to the Mid-
age of iycrsasing interdependence between nations, die East and the Balkans, but until well into the 20th
Legalgstic positions on Issues between states are gener- century there was little open strife. Under Turkish
alt7 pgnoredt by historys rule the various nationalities lived together in harmony,

if only because they had no alternative, but the col-

lapse of the Turkish Empire cleared the way for strug-
gling national and racial factions to aspire to dominate

1750 their enemies. The development of modern communi-
Ulbricht, Walter. A CONTRIBUTION OF THE GERMAN cations, the establishment of the United Nations, and

DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC TO PEACE IN EUROPE: the growth of East-West tensions have exacerbated
REPORT BY WALTER ULBRICHT AT TIlE 14TH SES- local disputes by raising for all contending parties the
SION OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF TIlE possibility of extarnal support and final victory. Para-
SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY. !Trans- doxicalty, because outsiders lend support but at the
lated by Intertext, DDR. Dresden] Verlag Zeit ."! •lild same time are =axIous that local conflicts not get out of
[1967] 15 p. (Documents on the national policy of th hiand, outside involvement has prevented local events
GDR, 8/1906) DD259. 4. U37 from tak..g their courue to a definitive (even if mili-

tary) solution. At present, settlements in the Middle
Contents. -- A new situation and its causes. -- Paral- East and the Balkans are impossible and will remain

lets to the development of fascism before 1933. -- The so as long as the central issue dividing the various fac-
neo-n.zi danger, not limited to the NPD. -- Totlitoarian tions is "exclusive occupancy of the same real estate."
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V. SPECIFIC PIROBLEMS AND LIMITED MEASURES

1753 various times It has excluded one side In favor of
Willoughby, Air John. PROBLEMS OF COUNTER- another. The nonallnement policies of the first gener-

INSURGENCY IN THE MIDDLE EAST. In Royal United ation of leaders of emerging nations tiny be of only his-
Service Institution, London. Journal, v. 113, May 1968: toric interest to their successors.
104-111, U~ie, i•,v. 113

"A lecture given at the R. U. S. I. on 15th November
1987." Discussion included. Verosta, Stephen. [PERMANENT NEUTRALITY; AN

OUTLINE] Die dauerude Neutralittit; sei Grundriss.
Examines the problems of counterinsurgency in the Wien, Manzsche Verlags- und Universitiltsbuchhand-

Middle East, particularly in Southern Arabia. Impos- lung, 1967, 143 p. (Erweiterter Sonderdruck des fur
Ing arms cuntrol, decentralizing command in urban den Dritten 6sterrelchischen Jurlt.elntag erstattoten
areas, and the political repercussions Involved ui deci- Gutachteiis) JX5363. V43 1987Sions to use armed force are major difficulties. With Bibliographical footnotes.
the only remaining British presence In the Middle East
In the Persian Gulf, In Bahrein and In Shajah, a dmager Partial contents. -- Modern cases of peru. ant neu-
of Insurgency and instability exists in the area. tratity and their origin. -- The law of permanent neu-

tratltity. -- Appendix.
1754
WORLD STRATEGIC PICTURE [by] S. V. T. Cosantdir, An expertise prepared for the third Austrian cor-

the Irish defence journal, v. 28, Mar. 1968: 72-74. vention of jurists. Verosta considers permanent
illus. UJ.C8, v. 28 neutrality an institution of thL . ;itunjal ia'" of

peace which by definition outlasts all wars. lie dit-
A synopsis of the Korean War, the negotiations, and cussepi the duties and obligations of noanneutral nations

of the duties the various commissions entrusted with toward the permanently neutral and the right of the
the task of carrying out the terms of the cease-fire, latter to trade with warring states. Permanent eou-
The aulthor describes the armed forces of South Korea trality is a privilege based on a decision by the Indi-
and notes that they are mainly supplied and supported vidual state to become permanently neutral as well as
by the United States, lie concludes thet North Korea on "political compromise between other states, tnclud-
might go to war again Uf the United States retaliates for ing great powers," in regard to that state. The appon-
the seizure of the Pueblo. dix contains official Swiss and Austrian pronounce-

ments on their neutrality.

2. Disengagement, Neutralization, etc. D. OUTER SPACE

1755
Brodin, Katarina, Kioll Goildman, and Christian Lange. 1758

THE POLICY OF NEUTRALITY; OFFICIAL Dec- Mayhall, Gone, fLtd D. 0. Appleton. MILITARY APPLI-
TRINES OF FINLAND AND SWEDEN. Cooperation and CATIONS OF SPACE ARE INEVITABLE. Data, v. 13,
conflict, no, 1, 1968: 18-51. June 1968: 16-19. Ulue,

P&GP RR P&GP RR
"Ino.rviow with Major General Sam Phillips," Direc-

A comparative study of the "official neutrality pol-cy tor of the National Aeronautics and Space Administra-
doctrines" of Sweden and Finland. The authors stress lion's (NASA's) Apollo program.
that they are concerned with official and publicly
declared doctrine and not with policy as such or the The United States must exploit the knowledge it Is
"real" causes or motives of decisionmakers. They gaining from the peaceful uses of space to Iu.-thor its
have attempted to extract from a large sampling , offi- military offensive and defensive capabilities, because
cial policy statements a coherent and comprehensive it is only a matter of time before one nation or another
picture of how neutrality is conceived and justified by begins to apply military technology to operations Involv-
these two governments. The official doctrines consist Ing men in space. Although the adminIstration and
of statements on the substance of a neutral policy. Congress continue to recognize NASA's chief nhJective
arguments and reasons thcvght to prove the poiiev -- to put a man on the moon--as an important one,
advantageous, and an image of the outside world that budget cuts in NASA's program have adversely affected
lands credence to these arguments and reasons. some departments. Reduction in personnel has not only

reduced morale but has prevented engineers, scientists,
and tecmnicians from fully exploiting all of Apollo's

1758 capabilities. Even if the Vietnam War is terminated,
Theonmpson, W. Scott. NONALIGNMENT IN TIlE THIRD NASA program reductions over the past 2 years will

WORI,D: TilE RECORD OF GHANA. Orbis, v. 11, keep It from ever lully recovering its former position.
winter 1980: 1233-1255.

D839,008, v. li E. VIOLATION OF AGREEMENTS
Evaluates Ghana's record of nonalinemen--Its diplo- AND RESPONSES

timatic contacts, U. N. voting record, and general inicli-
nation toward East or West--which is a useful refer- 1. Violttion, Inspection, Verification
ence point for measuring a state's attitude toward
issues that separate the two blocs. because nunaline-
ment is waning as a factor in international politics. 1759
"the consistency and coherence of a nonaligned policy Danskin, John M. A HELICOPTER VERSUS SUBMARINE
must be credible to all sides if a state is to derive any SEARCH GAME. Operations research, v. 16,
benefit from such a posture." Thompson notes that May/June 1968: 509-517. illus.
since 1064 Ghana has been nonalined in name only; at Q175. 063, v. 16
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How should helicopters use their dipping sonar to Analyzes the problems Involved In International con-
"search for a subm arine submerged and attompting to trol of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. The com.
escape, which had been sighted a short time before ? mittoe recommends "unreservedly" that the Europomi
By saone approximattions to reality and a shift In the Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) esafeguards aye-
point of view the problem Ie brought to a sinple two- tern be brought under International Atomic Energy
person zero-sum game in which one side juggles areas (L.EA) supervision. A regional system could be made
and the other probability distributions. The solutions more stringent and would be simpler to operate and
are exhibited and proved to be solutions by direct appli- more acceptable to member states titan a global
cation od the definition at optimal strategies for a game. arrangement, but these advantages are more than off-
The solution may be understood with very little nath- set by the fact that a regional system would lack credl-
emottical knowledge. It turns out that the helictiters Ltlity with the states outside the region and would fail
should, generally spetking, spiral Inward In the rela- to generate that "-measure of mutual trust between non-
tiWe speed circle. (Abstract supplied, modified) nuclear countries as will eliminate the desire to

acquire nuclear weapons." Objections to the IAEA aye-

1760 tern arising out of fears of t0•ustrial espionage or
F-Ab P., W. F. Libby, ani C- LPalmer.other commercial disadvantages are unfoundcd. Dif-

Fb , C. E. Paer. ferences between IAEA and Euratom Inspection proce-
SPHERIC RZS3DENCE TIME AND INTERI.EMISPRIERIC dures and requirements would have to be reconciled,
MIXING OF STRtONTWM. 90 FROM FALLOUT IN RAIN. but this poses no insurmountable difficulties.
Journal o geopth-sical research, V. 73, June 15, 1908:
3511-3616. QCOILJO, v. 73 1'03

The 8r90 fallout as measured in rain by the lealth PLUGGING UP ATOMIC FUEL 'LEAKS. ' Dushness week,
and Safety Laboratory worldwide network gives a sirs- no. 2023, June 8, 1008: 70, 73.
tospherio residence time of 1 0 years, which io in IIC431. B87, 1068

good agreement with the va lue from the direct measure- As the conclusion of a treaty banning the prolifera-
meats of the Lower stratosphere by Pr,,ject Stardust. lion of nuclear weapons becomes Imminent, the Interna-
The interhemisphertc mixing itus appears to be about tional Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) and the U.S.
3.3 years. (Abstract supptied) Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) are stopping up

their efforts to provide safeguarda against the diversion
1761 of fleaionable materials to military purposes. Both
MacKinon, R. F. MICROBARiOORAPIIlC OSCILLA- agencies are ondeavoring to extend their nuclear reac-

TIONS PRODUCED BY NUCLEAR EXPLOCON8 AS tar Inspection systems to Include all steps In the fuel
RECORDED IN GREAT BRITAIN AND EIRE, In Royal cycle, from mine to waste storage area. The pluto-
Meteorological Society, London. Quarterly Journal, nium produced as a natural byproduct of ruactor opera-
v. 94, Apr. 1906: ti8-116-- lions could be diverted for Illegal uses not only at its

QC85L.R8. v. 94 source but at a number of other facLlitles along the
route It follows, particularly the fuel reprocessing

A summary 1s presented of previously unpublished plants. The AEC is currently seeking an appropriato
microbarographic data associated with atmosphere yardttick for detecting leaks In the ttel cycle and along
thermonuclear bomb tests in the Marshall Islands and with the IARA Is working on now methods of materials
In the Soviet Union from 1954 to 1962. Some effects of analysis and mechanical techniques for Improving mon-
winds upon atmospheric pressure waves are indicated itoring procedures. In addition the two organizations
through study of wind conditions over the paths of prop- have accelerated their prgritma for training safe-
&gatlon and through comparison with reported Japanese guards inspectors.

iata. It is shown that, as well as the speed of the
waves, the maximum amplitudes of wave-trains depend 1764
upon wind conditions so that estimates of the size of Yoshikawa, K,, and others. FALLOUT PARTICLES IN
explosions must take into account prevailing winds. TIlE GRO•NID---U "LIzt FROM THE CIIht 6.
The possible usefulness of microbarograms in the study NUCLEAR EXPLOdION OF DECEMBER 28, 1900.
of upper atmospheric winds is indicated. (Abstract Journal of geophysical research, v. 73, Junu 16, 19608:
spplied) 3637_-30!. QC-OU... v. 73

The daily fluctuation of the concentration of fallout
1Nha A e m particles in the ground-level air whose diameters
Netherlands (K , ) Advies mmisle ranged from I to 30 was observed for a pertod of

Inzake Vra.estuiklen van Ontwapening en lnternatiooaae about 3 months following the fifth Chinese nuclear
Veglgheid en Vrede. The problem of the non- explosion of Dec•nmber 28, 1906, Rt appeared that fall-
proliferation of nuclear weapons and the control of the out particles larger than ab iat 10 In diameter fell on
peacecul uses of nuclear energy. 2d interim report. the ground mainly by gravitP.tiual settling shortly after
Iof til eAdvlt,:y Committee o, Disarmament and Inter- the explosion, and some snualler particles circulatednational Peate and Security. Unofficial translation,.ihtuarmto rud h lb oeta ae

wtINarmotion around the globe more than once.
IThe Hogue? Lt174 2l• , t was als found that about 20 day,1 after the explosion

JXIV?4.1.N44 1967/ the fluctuation of the particle concentration was rather
Bibliographical footnotes, well rulated to the variation of meteorological situa-

Contents. --Itr,,auctlion. -- The nted for safeguards lione; the particin concentration decreased during
againot the military use of nuclear energy. -- Present periods of prectalitation arnd increased during periods
safeguards. -- The function of safeguards. -- Saeguards of high atmospheric pressure. (Abstract supplied)
and a non-proliferation treaty. -- Extension and
strengthening of present safeguards. -- Bilateral and 1708

regional sRfegdaards and world-wide safeguards com- Zile, Zigurds L., Robert S. Sutrlet, mad Jean F. Love.
pared. -- special problems connected with the relations LE. - L ASPECTS OF VERIFICATION -- IN THE SOVIET
between the IAEA and EurAtom. UNION. Prepared for the U. S. Arms Control and Dis-
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V. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND LIMITED MEASURES

atnaivment Agency. [Madison, University of Wisconsin Contents. - -Sumnmary. - -introducetion. --Evolution of
Law School] 1907. 2 v. (ACDA/OC-03) the systemns approach Wn the dflienae criniunity: The

jXtO74.7. Z5 defense systems approach anti its componients. The
Blibliographical references listed Olt the end of each origin of I hv defense syeterni approach. The resour-

chalter. ceei for thle defense syst.'mm approach. -- Thr evolving
systems approach In the civil seftor: The early exlpe-

Partial contents. -- pt. 1. General analysis: TIhe r~ence. -Thle app~lctlion of defense systems resources
Soviet system; context for arms Inspection. Legal in the civil sector: Rifbure inaricetsi--institutiof~la
probloms connected with the presence of sin arm" obcAttees and Imponderables. Futurr marketet--the
inspectorste within Soviet territory. Letjal problems ajypply of resuurcee Futurci arketsa--character is e ac
directly relevant to the official functions of the arme aff-cting deinan.l. �Rlecommendations: Conclusiost
Inspectorate. --pt. 2. Scenarios: Comprehensive and reconlnendkitionls. - -Appendices.
nuclear teat bAn (CTD). Cutoff of proactiton of fission-
able material, ri eeze on production of strategic u~eecribea the nature and quantity of the systems
nuclear lelivery vehicles (SNDV), resources of defense firms and explores tile ptinbien

of inthlanring clvill'sctor demand for these reeotirces.
Studies the legal aspects of verification arrange' The steely's primary obaective was to deternmine to

niente for prospective arnib c(4itrol agreements ivhai extent the civil sector offers an alternative for
between the United States ruid the Soviet Union. Part 'hie use of defense systemne resources should there be a
one attempts to "Isuggest answers for a range of opera- large cutback In defense ae~pandittref. The authors
tional miodes between what might bo considered a muni' conclude that fn' civil demand fot defense systems
mumt useful agreement and a maximum feiasible agree- resources is aw.1 Ii nd th.%t expanding this demand
meat." Part two consists of three case studies ilius- would he difficult. Thoy point out tjirther that defense
trnting the questions tMat might he ralsed by the applica- systems rt .,uces are only a smail part of total
tion of the genersl procedures d. veloped in part one to dek-nse reoourecs, and therefore civil demand Mrn
specific arms control situations. these systems resources would do little to alleviate the

problems raised by defense cutba~cks. Tile real gain
2. Eforcmentin the. development of a civil sysenin market would Ile
2. EforcmentIn theo improved quality of Government adirintat ration.

F. CONSEQUENCkS OF ARMS CONTROL 1768
AND IS~tMA EN1 EASRESWieczynski. Just-ph L. ifCONOMAC CONSEQUENCES OFAND ISAR AMEN MEAURESDISARMAMENT: THE SOVIET VIE1W. Russian review,

1700 v. 27. July 1960: 275-285.

ANOTllL'? BIG EXPOSURE OF U. S. -SOVIET COUNTrER-DI.R2v.7
REVOLUTIONARY COLLADORATION. Peking review, Unless there is genet 4.l and complete disarmament
v. II, July 12, 1068: 5-6. the arms race will destroy thle Weet~rn economn~es.

D5701. P42, v. II Mdilitary production not only retards technological prog-
Reprinted from Jbn ranli aJuly 8, 1968. ress but decelerates the growth of uversIl p-oduction.

IIY389j 18, 1968 As ait becomes more sophisticated It causes a decrease
Iii the need For labor, metals, strategic materials, and

The Soviet revisionists and U.S. imperialists are ether elewents of production capable of expanding mar-
%ýollaboratieag In as increseingly open and shameless kets. On the Other hand disarmament will mean an
maimruer against tMe revolutionary peoples of the world. expansion of domestic markets, labor, and capital
Waahingtun'sa swift alirniative response to Gromyko'sa renources and will enable CApittaliSt states to reduce
suggestion for U. S. -Soviet talks on vital international taxes and increase the consumer's Purchasing power.
problems indicates the close cooperation bestween the Disarmament will also facilitate inteinational coopera-

*two gangs. Following on the heels of their treachetous lI on and pave the wayv for the real!!ation of eqlnl rig:;ts
agreement On tho nwude'" noipiroliiuraiiun treaty, tho orall ppop!es and sell- dcetrminat ion for alt nations.

*two conspirators are abcut to enter into a sinister bar- It can encourage the- Industrialized nations to institute
*gain for mutual reductions of strategic weapons. Since a.ww foreigni aid progframs without political and military

the new deal wui not impede theo use of nuclear stock- Atbigng attached. With the liquidation of military
piles by the American imiperiallsta auid their reviivion- expenditures the underdeveloped nations wili be able to
ist flunikeys, it is an outraeous frzud. by proposing share In the wealth und manpower of the great powers.
the reduction, the Soviet renegades hive shed their Although tile Ideological struggle between capitalism
maske of,, anti-itmperialist pretensions. -However, the ePcrl communism will continue in a dislarmied world,

* betraysl by the Soviet revisionist clique will only "the poncefulness of this rivalry ~vill now ho guaran-
Sinspire the peoples of the Soviet Union and of the world teed, aithx Lhe finAl victory won when all peoples .

to speed up their ultimate victory over reactionism. tecolfrize the advantages of the communist sy%3tem and

1767 
accept it freely."

Gilinore, John S., John J. Ryan, and William S. Gould, G. OTHE~R PROBLEMS AND MEASURES
DEFENSE SYSTMS RESOURCES IN THlE CIVIL SEC-
TOR!~ AN EVOLVING APPROACH, AN UNCERTAIN 1769
MARKET. Prtpared for the U.S. Arnis Control and AD IIOC COMMITTEE ON PEACEF'UL USES OF' SEA-

Disarmamnent Agency. [Washington, For sale by the U tN monthly chronicle. %-.Ar 96:5-1
Spt ,f Flocs., U. S. Govt. Print. Off.) 1967, 201, p. 5107 :~~4 h Paeu sso h
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Sea-Bed and the Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of 1773
National Jurisdiction. Meeting front March 1 to 27. Hurley, Nell P. USING MOTION PICTURES TO AM
the members elected H. S. Amerasinghe of Ceylon as INTER-CULTUnPAL COMMUNICATION. Journal of
chairman and decided to establish a legal working com'nlnunication, v, 18, June 1968: 97-108.
group and a technical and economic working group. P37. J6, v. 18
Amerasinghe suggested the Secretariat and member
states should furnish the working groups with support- Assesses the effectiveness of films in hitercultural
tug documentation and announced that the Committee as commiunication. Hurley's experience with thl use of
a whole would deal wtth the political aspects of the films to teach religion and social science in the United
problems of conserving deep-sea resources. S'les and Chile leads him to conclude that film is a

"worldwice language which can unite men in the depths
of their being across all kmown barriers of sex, race,i170 class, nation, poitiics, aril religion," and a powerful

AD HOC COMMITTEE ON PEACEFUL USES OF SEA- "formative and informative Instrument for creating the
BED: BEGINS SECOND SESSION, UN monthly chron- bases of community."'
isle, v, 5, July 196g: 46-49.

JXI977. AIU564, v. 5
1774

Sumnmarizes the proceedings of the second meeting 17S THE EAST STILt, A BLOC?] let der Osten noch ei'

of the U N. Committee assigned to study the peaceful [
uses of the seabed and ocean floor beyond the limits of Block? irsg. vnn Richard L.wenthsl, [Origiunlaesg.im Auftrsg den' Deerteehen Geclechait fur Osteuropoa-
national Jurisdiction. Both the U.S. and Soviet repro- hOme] Stuttgart, TKohlhanm-ncr [1967] 21f n.
sentativos suggest,-t establishing prnorlties for the
problems that must Le overcome in developing internla- (GeSchlichie end Gegenwart)
tlonpl cooperation regarding tho seabed and urged all DR4B, 5.172

cPapers presented at a meeting held by the Deutschecountries to parthuipate In the further exploration of the Gesellschaft fUr OsteuropakUnde, Oct. 3-15, 1960, In
deep sea enviconment, The delegates from India and Heidelberg.
Malt-s shared the Soviet concern that the deep seas may Includes bib~lographles.
be utaized for military purposes and Agreed that mea-
sores may have to be taken to prevent the arms race Contents. --Introduction, by Richard L.bwenthal. --
from spreading to the ocean floor. The Committee's tt. I Political and military development; Prom Eta-
L..4al Working Group and the Economic and Technical n's empire to hegeosonic alliance, by Bortis Melssner.
Working Group met for the first time on Juno 18. Reform tendencies and military development within the

Warsaw Pact, by Curt Gasteyger. Tensions between
1771 the power apparatus and the intellectual elite and theirrepercnsslons on relations between the Fasteri blocfanks, Michael H., A. J. R. Groom, and A. N. states, by Bogdan A. Osadczuk-Korsab. -- pt. 2.

Oppenhelm. GAANG AND SIMUL.ATION IN INTERNA- Ecoomlc-reform tendencies: Progress and limlts of
TZONAL RELATIONS, Political studies, v. 16, Feb. cooperation within the Council for Mutual Economic
1968: 1-17, JAI. 863, v. 16 Aid, by Werner Gumpel. The Easter- bloc states' eco-

includes summary. nomic reforms ht theory and practice, by Gort Leptin.
- -pt. 3. Idoology and cultural policy: integration andPoints out that the crisis game promises "systematic dtffer•2tfaiton in the Eastern bloc educational system

formulation of prupositions about the behaviour of as shown by the general education echools in the Soviet
decisiaomakeLs under crisis, which may then throw Union, Poland, and the Soviet zone ol Germany, by
oine light on the processes by which foreign policy Is Siegfried B3ake. Resurrection of the concept of

made,' national history in Czechoslovakia, by tugen Lemberg.
-- pi. 4. The lvw-: Leg'l reforms It, 'the Eastern bloc,
by Georg Bruimne'r. Contintutional law reforms of the

1772 Easte:n and central Fur pora, people's democracies,
Devillers, Phillip. "ARE THE MILITARY 'CREDIBIE' '7 by L.-thar Schultz.

New univora.Ry thvuwht, V. 6, May/Jonc i96,3. 2-15,DN39, N484, v. 6 Empha., -o the growing polariration of eentrif, al
and coheoive forces within the Soviet bloc.

Warns agailnst the Increasing control of the military
establishment over democratic societies In the Wese.
Using cane studies drawvn from French and American 1775
experience in Korea anti Vietnam, Devillers attempts Mueller, Marti. OCEANOGRAPHY: WHO WILL CON-
to prove that military leaders are becoming increas- TROL COBB SEAMOUN'2? Science, v. 161, July 19,
Ingly sttccessful in imposing .hoer will on civililan exec- 19q: 2-52-253. tilus, 01535, v, 113
utlives and that they have neither the experience, train-
ing, nor intellectual qua~lties to act ae advisers to A consortium composed of the University of WasMng-
political leaders, It hin view the outstanting charac- ton, Homfywell, enc,, Battelle Mvemorial Institute, and
teristic of military advisers is a "quits permanent tie Oceanic Foundation of lhawaii is promoting an ocean-
ignorance of political nmplicattons of the decisions they ographlc research project directed at establishing U. S.urge." Dovillere concludes that the grevost threat to Jurlsdittion over Cobb Seamount, a submerged extinct
Weotern security and world peace today is neither tolcano located 270 miles west of the State of Was:eing-
Russian nor ChinLese communism but rather the grow - ton that rises to within 112 feet of the surface. Although
Ing influence of the poillieaily ineit military man, and a number of Defense representatives personally ai'pport
that the "containment" of this Influence is the rmsin the project and stress the strategic importance of deep
problem of our time. sea formPtions close to Its shores, officially Washing-
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V. SPECIFIC PROBLEMS AND LIMITED MEASURFS

"ton advocates an "open occupanCy' policy for the deep 1777
sea environment. The U. S. Government is involved in Stoddart, David Ii. ISOLATED ISLAND COMMUNITIES.
organizing a iO-year international ocean exploration Science journal, v. 4, Apr. 1968: 32-38. Illus.
project and supports U.N. efforts to prevent a race for QI.S57, v. 4
ocean territory. Despite the controversy over Govern-
ment ownership of Cobb Seamount, the consortium is Throughout the centuries man has altered the natural
planning to Initiate its "Project Sea Use' In the summer ecology of most all oceanic islands. Since in their
of 1969 and is presently engagked In seeking funds for the unspoiled state these islands offer invaluable opportuni-
$2 million pro-ect. ties for scientific studies of evolution and complex envi-

ronmental relationships, "it is Imperative that the few
undisturbed islands be preserved." Because island
biotas are small and because new forms have evolved1776 without competition, Island ecosystems are often highly

Shay, Theodore L. NONALIGNMENT SI NEUTRALISM unstable and susceptible to invading aliens. The Euro-
NO, Review of poelitics, v 30, Apr.''988p 228-245. pean explorers were the first to deliberately modify

JAI, R4, v. 30 them by t(e introduction of plants and anmtmals. Eat ly

mining and farming operations on the islands resulted
Classifies the cold war foreign policies of 50 non- in the disappearance of many unique plants and animals.

alined members of the United Nations on the basis of a However, changes were relatively slow until the Islands
statistical analysis of the voting pattern of each state on began to serve as civilian and military air bases, test-
cold war issues brought before the General Assembly, Ing grounds for nuclear weapons and ballistic missiles,
The foreign policies of these states fall into one of fou1- and stations for satellite tracking networks. The
categories: negative nonalinement (abstention on most effects of disturbances on the island ecosystems are
cold war issues), Western-oriented nonalinement, generally irreversible and unpredictable. While ad hoe
Soviet-oriented nonalinement, and equidistant nonaline- conservation proposals have been made in response to
inent (distribution of votes about equally between East new development projects, no long-range plans have
and West). Shay finds that the chief spokesmen for been enacted for the scientific preservation of aay of
neutralism are almost all in the Soviet-oriented cate- the tropical volcanic islands, coral atolls, or high
gory but also that the policy itself is declining in limestone islands. International measures similar to

* impoz 'ance. Evidence of a great diversity of views on those provided by the 1961 Agreed Measures for the
• cold var i-sues among nonailned states leads him to Conservation of Antarctic Fauna and Flora could con-"concbde that generalizations ab•ut the behavior of tribute to the conservation of plants and animals on the

states in the Third World are of littlek vlue. islande in lower latitudes.
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